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Abstract

This research takes the sea and its creatures as the common focus for an 

investigation of  a series of  thematically linked early medieval texts’ interactions with each 

other and with texts ranging from contemporaneous Insular and Continental compositions 

to ancient Graeco-Roman sources. Representations of  the sea and discussions of  its 

geographical and cosmological characteristics are very numerous in the writing of  the Latin

West. The universality of  the sea as a feature of  the literature makes it ideal for the study 

of  wide-ranging textual connections and of  the transmission and development of  ideas 

relating to the sea’s conceptualisation.

This thesis aims to establish intertextual contexts for selected representations of  

the sea in early medieval Irish literature. The purpose of  doing so is to inform the modern 

understanding both of  the ways in which these texts could potentially be read by their early

medieval audience and of  the authors’ use and adaptation of  available sources. 

These case studies reveal new evidence for the knowledge and use of  sources by 

early medieval Irish writers and exemplify key aspects of  the literary dynamics of  this 

period. They demonstrate that many, often disparate, interpretations could be constructed 

around a single narrative by the medieval scholar-authors. Consequently, these case studies 

aim to contribute to the understanding of  Irish literary culture as an active participant in 

the international mainstream.
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Where both an edition and a translation are available, these are cited together following the 

quotation. Where there is no published translation, the edition is cited following the 

quotation of  the edited text, and the following, unreferenced translation is my own. 

I cannot claim full competency in all of  the languages engaged with in this thesis, and my 

thanks to Michael Clarke for his assistance with all translations, but in particular for his 

assistance with Greek, Old English, and Old and Middle Irish texts.

Where cross-references are made to biblical verses that are not discussed in full, the text is 

supplied in the footnotes in order to provide further context for the discussion. This is 

especially frequent in Chapter 2. 

All primary sources have been reproduced precisely as they appear in the editions cited, 

including punctuation, orthography, and capitalisation. As a result, apparent inconsistencies

may arise in the spelling, punctuation, and translations of  quoted texts. Where the text or 

translation presented by the edition is ambiguous or contrary to the discussion offered in 

this thesis, this is stated and discussed. 

For the orthography of  Irish saints’ names, Stokes (1905) has been followed throughout, 

with the single exception of  Brénann or Brendanus of  Clonfert, for whom the widely used 

Brendan is used. 

Terminology

Terminology specific to this thesis is discussed as it is introduced within each of  the case 

studies. 

Manuscripts

For the most part published editions were relied upon. In some cases editions are 

recognised to be flawed, and where this is the case attention is draw to this fact in the 

discussion; however, it was not feasible within the scope of  this project to systematically 

verify all readings with reference to the extant manuscripts. In a few instances, where it was

both practical and integral to the research, manuscripts were consulted. This was the case 

in the studies engaging with the Hisperica famina and the Félire Óengusso. 



These manuscripts were consulted digitally through the ISOS (Irish Script on Screen (ISOS)) 

project, funded by the Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies.

Choice of  editions

All biblical quotations are taken from the Biblia sacra vulgata (Weber, 1985) and the Duoay-

Rheims translation (superficially updated), unless otherwise stated. 

Where relevant, when a medieval author cites the Bible in a form significantly different 

from the Vulgate, this is discussed. 

The Vetus Latina is not referenced systematically, as this was beyond the scope of  this 

project; however, where significant variations were identified this text was consulted. This 

is principally so in relation to the discussion of  Exodus 14 and 15 in Chapter 2. A twenty-

seven volume modern edition of  the Vetus Latina is currently underway under the direction

of  Roger Gryson, published by Herder (Vetus Latina: die Reste der altlateinischen Bibel, 

1949–). This edition takes as its initial basis the eighteenth-century edition by Sabatier 

(1743–51). Unfortunately, the new edition of  Exodus has not yet been published, and that 

of  Sabatier is referenced here.

For other primary sources I endeavoured to use the current edition of  reference. These are

frequently those of  the authoritative series, which in this thesis include the Acta 

Sanctorum, Corpus Christianorum (Series Latina, Scriptores Celtigenae, Continuatio 

Mediaevalis), Corpus Scriptorum Ecclesiasticorum Latinorum, Henry Bradshaw Society 

publications, Mittellateinische Studien und Texte, Monumenta Germaniae Historica, 

Oxford Classical Texts, Patrologia Latina, Scriptores Latini Hiberniae, and Subsidia 

Hagiographica, and in some cases the Loeb Classical Library. Reliable modern editions 

replace those of  the authoritative series as appropriate, examples of  such cases include the 

use of  Codoñer’s Les Belles Letters edition of  Isidore of  Seville’s De differentiis.

An example of  the decision-making progress used here is provided by the editions chosen 

for the works of  Isidore of  Seville. For the Etymologiae, Lindsay’s (1911a) edition in the 

Oxford Classical Texts series is cited throughout, with Barney et al.’s (2006) translation. Les 

Belles Lettres has more recently published editions of  fifteen of  the twenty books of  the 

Etymologiae, variously translated into French, Spanish, Italian, and English (Guillaumin et al., 

1981–), but the Oxford edition has retained precedence in scholarship thus far. However, 

in the case of  De differentiis, the Les Belles Lettres edition of  Book 1 by Codoñer (2012) was



referenced as it provides a critical update to the preceding Patrologia Latina (83.9–70) 

edition. In the case of  De natura rerum, Fontaine’s (2002) edition as part of  the Collection des 

Études Augustiniennes: Série Moyen Âge et Temps modernes is cited, as this has replaced Becker’s 

(1857) nineteenth-century edition. For the Synonyma de lamentatione animae peccatricis, the 

current edition of  reference remains the Patrologia Latina (83.825–68). With the exception 

of  Gorman and Dulaey’s (2009) edition of  Isidore’s commentary on Genesis, this is also 

the case for the majority of  Isidore’s biblical commentaries. 





CHAPTER 1. Introduction



Introduction

1.1 Overview

The aim of  this thesis is to investigate the transmission and adaptation of  sources 

and ideas in the earliest centuries of  Hiberno-Latin and Latinate vernacular Irish writing in 

order to acquire a more nuanced understanding of  these texts and their meaning and 

function in their own time and place. In order to achieve this goal this thesis limits itself  to 

a group of  texts sharing a thematic focus on the sea and its creatures. The thesis presents 

four case studies, each of  which surveys and analyses a text or group of  texts whose 

content engages with the intersection between these avenues of  investigation: first, 

presenting aspects of  the sea’s representation, and second, revealing some aspect of  the 

intertextual dynamics of  early Irish literary culture. 

1.1.1 Thematic focus

The thematic focus on the sea and its creatures was selected because the 

conceptualisation and representation of  these subjects combines two salient characteristics:

they are pervasive throughout the literature of  the Latin West, and they are of  immediate 

local significance to Insular authors. The sea’s conceptualisation and its religious and 

imaginative significance is evident in its role in creation myths from the Babylonian Enûma 

Eliš to the biblical book of  Genesis and beyond. The sea is conceptualised both as an agent

of  forceful action and as a key constituent of  cosmology. In early medieval cosmology, the 

outer Ocean is an untraversable expanse which represents the ultimate boundary to the 

mortal world and, as such, the Ocean constitutes a liminal space between the terrestrial and

supernatural worlds, whether heaven, hell or other ambiguously defined planes of  

existence. For the inhabitants of  the island regions of  Ireland and Britain, this space carries

a particular significance as these islands are located at the western extreme of  the inhabited

world, potentially identifiable as part of  this liminal cosmological space. This is further 

complicated by the fact that this liminal Ocean is not neatly distinguishable from the visible

everyday sea which supports essential livelihoods, communication, and travel. Hiberno-

Latin and Latinate vernacular Irish literature testify to the prevalent western 

conceptualisations of  the sea and also offer a special and potentially innovative perspective 

on this space and people’s relationship with it. The concurrence of  these two features 

facilitates the investigation of  intertextual relationships between Irish sources and the 

profusion of  international sources and analogues, particularly with a view to identifying 

instances of  adoption, adaptation, and innovation. 
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1.2 Intertextuality

As Allen (2011) explains, the term intertextuality tends to be used with a complex 

and nuanced variety of  meanings for a range of  contexts. At its broadest, the term signifies

the location of  texts and their meaning at the centre of  the cultural and literary sphere in 

which they are produced, transmitted, and received. Each text is integrally connected to 

other texts in this sphere of  influence, through their impact on the author but also through

their impact on the reader. Two very different types of  relationship are distinguished in this

thesis: textual connections and intertextual resonances.

Textual connections comprise tangible relationships between texts, argued on the basis 

of  evidence for one text’s reliance upon or use of  another through both direct and indirect 

channels. Textual connections inform our understanding of  a number of  aspects of  the 

text. Identifying the sources it draws upon provides insight into how the text was 

composed, and the handling of  those sources can reveal the author’s attitude towards them.

Textual connections also evidence the sources familiar to the author, and potentially to the 

text’s readership. As is evident in this thesis, many early medieval texts rely heavily on 

existing sources; fundamental to this research is a sensitive consideration and analysis of  

how they use and adapt the available texts. 

Intertextual resonances cast a wider net, as they do not require a direct link to be 

established between two or more texts. Intertextuality considers the totality of  the reader’s 

experience to be influential to their understanding of  a given text, thus taking into account 

as much as possible of  relevant literary context, including works not openly alluded to in 

the text itself, provides invaluable insight into the range of  early medieval readings of  it. 

The intertextual resonances presented in this thesis are those relating to two perspectives: 

the first treats the author of  the focus text as a reader and interpreter of  the sources on 

which the focus text draws; the second engages with the perspective of  the focus text’s 

early medieval reader. Since the authors and readers of  the focus texts often belong to 

similar cultural contexts (for example, in the case of  a monastic author writing for a 

monastic community), the intertextual resonances that potentially influence both the 

composition and the subsequent reading of  the focus text may constitute a similar set of  

materials. However, these intertextual resonances have a different relationship to these two 

distinct perspectives; beyond the physical text of  the work, the author’s understanding of  

the sources used and the text composed do not dictate the reader’s. By considering these 

two complementary but entirely distinct perspectives, we can hope to make a valid 
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contribution to extending our understanding of  both the composition and the reception of

the focus text in its original context. 

Key to this approach is the concept that a text is open to multiple meanings 

simultaneously. The nature of  intertextuality is such that the text may sit in a different 

mesh of  meanings for the author and for each reader, or group of  readers, and these 

meanings need not fully harmonise with each other. In the context of  this study, each of  

the distinct meanings constructed around a text is considered a schema. This term is 

particularly used of  biblical interpretations in Chapter 2, but the same concept is relevant 

to the discussion of  non-biblical texts. 

4
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1.3 Philology

The approach taken in this thesis is grounded in the ongoing renewal of  the 

discipline of  philology. Like intertextuality, philology is a theoretical approach that has been

the subject of  considerable debate, particularly in recent decades. Two themed journal 

issues published in 1990—Speculum 65, ‘The new philology’, edited by Nichols (1990), and 

Comparative Literature Studies 27, ‘On philology’, edited by Ziolkowski (1990a)—assemble 

many significant contributions to this discussion. The continuation of  this debate is 

evident in the 2014 collection in Postmedieval 5(4), ‘Philology and the mirage of  time’, edited

by Warren (2014). Of  these articles engaging with the recent history and current status of  

philology in scholarship, those of  Fleischman (1990), Ziolkowski (1990b), and Pollock 

(2014) are of  particular relevance here, as well as additional contributions by Ziolkowski 

(2005, 2008) and Pollock (2009). Much of  the debate regarding the nature and utility of  

philology concerns the implications of  its fragmentation into sub-disciplines, leading 

scholars to question whether it is, for example, solely of  linguistic interest or can serve 

broader purposes in literary interpretation. In the introduction to the issue of  Comparative 

Literature Studies reporting the proceedings of  a conference on philology and its meaning, 

Ziolkowski proposes that on a detailed level, 

... philology is not just a grand etymological or lexicographic enterprise. It 

also involves restoring to words as much of  their original life and nuances 

as we can manage. (Ziolkowski, 1990b, p. 7)

Later, in an article exploring the specific role of  philology in the scholarship of  medieval 

Latin writing, Ziolkowski provides a broader interpretation of  the discipline:

Whether or not we subscribe to a single method or are eclectic, our main 

job is to ask intelligent questions of  texts and to set texts into contexts. 

(Ziolkowski, 2008, p. 290) 

This view resonates with Pollock’s often quoted description of  philology as the ‘discipline 

of  making sense of  texts’ (Pollock, 2009, p. 934). These quotations, taken in combination, 

correspond closely with the use of  intertextual and philological approaches in this thesis. 

The case studies presented here seek to analyse the texts by exploring them within the 

relevant context, in this case contemporaneous Irish and international literary culture, and 

to investigate their meaning and function in light of  this context, an approach reflecting the

principles of  new historicism as well as those of  philology (Gallagher and Greenblatt, 

2000; Schmitz, 2007, pp. 159–75; Wilson, 2007; Fry, 2009). This is put into practise through
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a detailed close reading of  select passages of  the focus texts in order both to investigate the

pragmatic sense of  the terms in each passage and to identify and trace the networks of  

textual connections and intertextual resonances around and behind them. 
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1.4 Methodology

The approach taken in each of  the case studies involves the following sequences of

steps:

1. The identification of  a text or corpus of  texts relevant to the thematic 

focus.

2. Survey of  the genre to which focus texts belong as well as related texts.

3. Reassessment of  selection of  focus text or texts to be subject of  case study.

4. Literary review of  scholarship on focus texts and related genres.

5. Survey of  sources and analogues established in the scholarship to date. 

6. Survey of  potential additional sources and analogues. 

7. Mapping of  connections and associations between focus text, related texts, 

sources, and analogues. 

8. Analysis of  this network with an emphasis on plotting the significance of  

the focus texts or texts and its intertextual network for our understanding 

of  medieval intellectual culture. 

Given the limitations of  time and space available and the fragmentary or poorly-edited 

state of  many of  the texts, it would have been impracticable to aim for full 

comprehensiveness, either in surveying the entire corpus of  early medieval Irish writing or 

in tracing the conceptualisation of  the sea in all its aspects. As a result, the first challenge 

presented by this project was the definition of  a suitably systematic approach that would 

enable the dual avenues of  investigation to be pursued in sufficient detail and depth. The 

first step was the decision to structure this thesis as a series of  case studies. This facilitated 

the investigation and analysis of  a representative range of  aspects of  the sea’s 

conceptualisation and a diverse corpus of  texts, their textual connections, and their 

potential intertextual resonances. A comparable approach is taken by a number of  scholars 

in studies attempting to cover the breadth of  a substantial field within the limitations of  a 

monograph. Particularly relevant is Sobecki’s (2008) study which, using close readings of  a 

wide range of  texts from Old English sources to Shakespeare’s The tempest, traces a cultural 

history of  the sea in medieval English literature with a particular emphasis on its role in the

development of  medieval English cultural identity. 

The systematic selection of  a focus text or texts for each case study posed a similar 

challenge. The approach taken was twofold. In several instances a text relevant to the 

thematic focus was identified in my Master’s thesis (McLoughlin, 2008) or through initial 
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literary review readings. In such instances the broader genre and a corpus of  related texts 

were identified and surveyed in order to ensure that the identified text was analysed in the 

relevant context. This was the case, for example, in Chapter 3: the Navigatio Sancti Brendani 

had previously been the subject of  study for my Master’s thesis. The identification of  this 

text was the starting point of  a survey of  the voyage narrative genre, and the related genre 

of  vision narratives. As is evident from the research presented in Chapter 3, although the 

Navigatio remained a key focus text for this case study, additional texts from both voyage 

and vision narrative genres have proved integral to the research and its conclusions. In 

other instances, the converse was the case. Key genres or corpora of  texts were identified 

as likely to yield focus texts for this research. These were then systematically surveyed and 

focus texts identified. This was the case with Chapter 2, which began with a survey of  

extant early Irish hagiography and became centred on one biblical miracle relating to the 

sea, the development of  its exegetical tradition, and both the emulation of  the miracle and 

the incorporation of  its exegesis in the Vitae of  three Irish saints. 

Following the identification of  the focus text for a given case study, a literature 

review of  the relevant scholarship was completed. From this review previously established 

sources, analogues and texts relating the focus texts were identified. In addition to 

previously identified sources, two principal steps were taken in order to seek additional 

intertextual connections for the focus texts. The first was the compilation of  an ‘Insular 

bookshelf ’ database. This was derived from a wide range of  scholarly works identifying 

sources used by prominent Insular authors within the time-frame of  this topic and 

continually updated as the research progressed. Another key element in compiling this 

database was a wide-ranging survey of  biblical books that substantially referred to the sea. 

The Bible is a key reference text for the medieval period, and books relevant to the 

thematic focus were surveyed in their entirety in order to identify loci of  particular 

significance; the books surveyed include Genesis, Exodus, Job, Psalms, Proverbs, 

Ecclesiasticus, Isaiah, Ezekiel, Daniel, Jonah, the Gospels, and Revelation. However, the 

survey of  source texts and analogues was not limited to those whose use in Insular circles 

was already firmly established in the scholarship. Significant ancient and medieval works 

relating to the genre or content of  the focus texts were also surveyed where it was deemed 

relevant. 

The second step also served to widen the scope of  these investigations. This 

entailed the search of  several textual databases for lexical parallels. This aspect of  this work
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was facilitated by the Brepols Library of  Latin Texts (LLT, Series A and B), Monumenta 

Germaniae Historica (eMGH), Archive of  Celtic-Latin Literature (ACLL), and Patrologia 

Latina (PL) databases. These digital resources enabled me to extend my search for parallels 

in terminology, phrases, and verbal collocations beyond the ambit of  established sources 

and intertexts, expanding the field of  consideration for textual connections and intertextual

resonances with the focus texts. A number of  issues arise with the use of  digital resources 

in this way. An awareness of  potential pitfalls must be maintained and addressed with a 

systematisation of  certain elements of  the research process. The first relates to the cherry-

picking of  result to suit the arguments being made, for example, by only investigating 

results appearing in texts of  interest to the study. This was avoided through a systematic 

survey of  all search results, eliminating irrelevant results only after consideration of  the 

relevance of  the text to the study and the sought for words or phrases in context. The 

second concern relates to the inclusion of  search results without a full consideration of  the

context in which they appear. This was also addressed systematically, through a thorough 

exploration of  the background to the text in which the relevant search results appeared.

The frameworks and methodology used in this thesis combine with the aim of  

letting each of  the focus texts generate the discourse of  their analysis. This thesis aims not 

to impose constrictive genre definitions on any of  the focus texts, but explores and 

analyses the connections evident between each text and its contemporaneous and 

proximate literary culture. Given the diverse range of  texts used as the focus for these case 

studies, the methodology outlined here was adapted in each instance, with different 

elements taking priority in different studies. These adjustments are outlined in the 

introduction to each chapter.
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1.5 Current scholarship

The emphasis that both intertextual and philological approaches place on literary, 

cultural, and linguistic connections and contexts is of  particular relevance to the modern 

field of  medieval Irish studies. In the Handbook of  medieval studies: terms – methods – trends 

(Classen, 2010), Sayers describes current medieval Irish scholarship as ‘characterized by 

heightened contextualization and the abandon of  insularity, and this in two senses’ (Sayers, 

2010, p. 736). This development in medieval Irish scholarship was a move away from earlier

nativist perspectives in which, as Sayers summarises, early Irish texts were viewed as ‘almost

free-standing entities … the products of  collective memory, fortuitously given literate form

at an early, opportune, but still not identifiable moment’ (Sayers, 2010, pp. 727, 736). The 

change of  direction in this scholarship is exemplified initially by Carney’s radical Studies in 

Irish literature and history (1955) and later by McCone’s Pagan past and Christian present in early 

Irish literature (1990). 

The ‘two senses’ to which Sayers refers are the reconsideration of  the Irish literary 

milieu as well as the reconsideration of  the nature of  the relationship of  Irish literature to 

international literary culture. Regarding the former, Johnston’s Literacy and identity in early 

medieval Ireland (2013) constitutes a key contribution, and the latter is recently evident in 

Miles’ (2011) Heroic saga and classical epic in medieval Ireland. Clarke (2013) provides an example

of  the new consensus on approaches to early Irish literature in light of  this 

reconsideration, using a wide-ranging set of  case studies to demonstrate the way forward. 

Key to these arguments is the central realisation that early Irish literature is the product of  

monastic literati and that, as such, it presents the product of  a critical and self-conscious 

engagement with elements of  that heritage in an atmosphere of  bilingual and multi-cultural

exploration and analysis. This more inclusive approach to early medieval texts, their textual 

connections, and their intertextual resonances opens early Irish literature up to new insights

into its interactions with contemporaneous and preceding works, both Insular and 

Continental. 

Sayers’ second sense refers to the re-evaluation of  the magnitude of  the interaction 

between texts identified as Irish and their international counterparts. From the perspective 

of  this thesis, this aspect of  the scholarship can be seen as a move towards re-integration. 

Previously, texts identified as Irish were frequently studied solely in the context of  other 

Irish texts and Irish culture. In more recent work, these texts are now being re-integrated 

into their wider international literary milieu. In addition, the principles used to identify texts
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as Irish, or Irish-influenced, are also being revisited. For example, where previously it was 

argued that certain non-classical Latin features identified a text as Irish, many of  these 

features have now been acknowledged to be indicative of  early medieval Latin as whole 

(Michael Winterbottom, 1977; Roberts, 1989; see Chapter 5). This has led to the 

dissolution of  the features by which Hiberno-Latin literature was not just defined but 

segregated. As works of  ambiguous authorship are returned to the greater pool of  

seventh-, eighth- or ninth-century Latin writing, they are also re-integrated with their 

proper context, and the scholarship follows in the wake of  this new awareness. 

An illustrative example is found in Clancy’s (2000) study of  voyage narratives. The 

texts concerned are discussed in detail in Chapter 3, however the principle in question is 

evident from Clancy’s introduction to the study, where he notes that

past work on the voyage tales of  medieval Ireland has tended to concentrate

on generalities, in particular on defining the immram as a genre. Interest has 

focussed on the sources of  the tales and their literary antecedents, both in 

overall structure (their relationship to, for instance, the Navigatio Brendani 

and the echtrae, or otherworld journey-tale) and in detail (the sources for the 

motifs found in them, particularly the otherworldly islands they depict). 

(Clancy, 2000, p. 195) 

In opposition to this tendency, Clancy argues that these vernacular tales need to be entirely 

re-appraised by being read and analysed more holistically, as complete texts, products of  

their contemporaneous literary and cultural environments, acknowledging an independent 

authorial purpose at work. Scholars referenced in this thesis who approach Irish texts in 

this way, with an emphasis on a wider contextualisation, as well as attempting a more 

inclusive investigation of  content and function include, for example: Picard (1981) on 

hagiography; Carozzi (1994b) on vision narratives; Borsje (1996) on monsters in early 

medieval Irish texts; Gorman (1996a, for example) and Stansbury (2016) on exegetical 

commentaries; Clancy (2000) on voyage narratives; Orchard (2000) on the Hiperica famina; 

Carey on In tenga bithnua (2009); Orlandi and Guglielmetti (2014) on the Navigatio Sancti 

Brendani; Carey et al.’s (2014) collection The end and beyond: medieval Irish eschatology, engaging 

with, among others, vision and voyage narratives; and Boyle (2016) on allegory in medieval 

Irish literature as well as her contribution on De mirabilibus Hibernie (2014) in the collection 

Authorities and adaptations: the reworking and transmission of  textual sources in medieval Ireland 

(Boyle and Hayden, 2014). 
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1.6 Corpus

In addition to the stages outlined in the methodology for the identification of  focus

texts and the larger corpus associated with these, the overall corpus for this thesis is further

delimited by the definition of  a time frame. This extends approximately from the seventh 

century to the ninth. The earlier limit is defined by the earliest substantial corpus of  extant 

texts responding to the avenues of  enquiry in this thesis; the latter as limiting us to those 

texts that clearly predate significant changes in the literary culture in Ireland in which the 

vernacular productions increased and the prominence of  Latin literary productions appears

to have receded (Ní Mhaonaigh, 2006; Johnston, 2013, esp. pp. 91–156). This lower limit 

will be less rigidly applied in the case of  secondary intertexts and analogues, where texts of  

later attestation may still prove essential to plotting the meaning and reception of  the focus

text (as in the case of  the Félire Óengusso commentary in Chapter 4). 

Regarding the types of  texts used for each of  the case studies, four complementary 

pairs of  genres were ultimately identified in response to the key research questions posed:

1. Exegesis and hagiography. 

2. Voyage narratives and vision narratives.

3. Martyrologies and texts transmitted with accompanying bodies of  

commentary.

4. Pedagogical poetry and natural history.

In each of  these cases the focus texts selected from these genres are inextricably linked 

with a preceding Latin tradition of  international texts as well as a body of  analogous works.
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1.7 Structure of  the thesis

Four case studies are presented, each forming an independent unit. These aim to 

map the network of  textual interactions evidenced by their focus texts and to demonstrate 

the significance of  these networks. Since the aim of  this thesis is to investigate the 

significance of  the wider intertextual network in which the focus texts were composed and 

received, each case study comprises a substantial discussion of  the sources and analogues 

related to selected passages of  the focus texts. The large number of  diverse texts that 

constitute these networks, as well as the focus texts themselves, are discussed in detail 

within the individual chapters, as are the principal observations, arguments, and 

conclusions, although frequent references are made to the points where parallels exists 

between the case studies. 

Chapter 2 takes its focus texts from the exegetical and hagiographical corpora. It 

engages with the biblical representation of  the sea, its exegetical interpretation, and the 

incorporation of  both in the literary genre of  early Irish hagiography. Reference to the 

biblical sea and its exegesis underlie representations of  the sea in early Irish literature.

Chapter 3 engages with the cosmological, and specifically eschatological aspect of  

the sea, with an emphasis on its liminal role in representations of  hell and infernal regions 

in both voyage and vision narratives. 

Chapter 4 continues with the theme of  the sea as a liminal space, but in this case 

focusing on its ability to encompass other supernatural worlds. This theme is explored as 

part of  the analysis of  the unique adaptations evident in an early extant martyrological 

work and its subsequently accumulated body of  lore and commentary. 

Chapter 5 moves on to examine a group of  texts attesting particularly striking 

examples of  medieval authors’ use of  their sources, in this case for pedagogical and 

rhetorical purposes. 

Chapter 6 offers an overview of  the research completed and some discussion of  its

overall significance. 
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Exegesis and emulation: the Red Sea crossing in biblical commentary and early Irish hagiography

2.1 Introduction

The principal aim of  this chapter is to investigate the role of  exegesis in the 

treatment and emulation of  biblical miracles in early medieval Irish texts. Each of  these 

miracles sits at the centre of  an expansive corpus of  exegesis that seeks to explain, 

interpret, and learn from it, and, as such, these events cannot be considered in isolation. In 

order to accomplish this aim, this chapter surveys a sample of  the exegesis, from patristic 

to early medieval, that developed around a single miracle. In response to the thematic focus

of  this thesis—representations of  the sea—and the results of  a survey of  the relevant 

exegetical and hagiographical corpora with this in mind, the miracle that is selected as the 

focus for this chapter is the Red Sea crossing as recounted in Exodus 14 and 15. 

This chapter consists of  a number of  complementary parts. The first three engage 

specifically with exegetical works. Section 2.2 presents an overview of  the biblical account 

of  the Red Sea crossing in Exodus 14 and 15. It also surveys some of  the principal themes 

found in the patristic exegesis of  these chapters. Isidore of  Seville’s commentary on 

Exodus in the Expositio in Vetus Testamentum is considered independently in the following 

section (2.3) in order to fully explore the unique nature of  this work. This section presents 

an in-depth analysis of  Isidore’s commentary on Exodus 14 and 15, focusing in particular 

on the sources used and approach taken there. Section 2.4 presents a brief  survey of  

exemplary seventh- and eighth-century commentaries on Exodus, many of  which lack 

attribution to a particular author. Subsequent to this survey, a detailed investigation is made

into the sources used and approaches taken by the anonymous author of  In Pentateuchum 

commentarii. 

The final two sections investigate the reception of  this exegetical tradition in a 

number of  early medieval Irish texts. Section 2.5 encompasses De mirabilibus sacrae scripturae 

and Collect 94 from the Antiphonary of  Bangor and investigates their relationship with the

exegetical works discussed previously. The final section of  this chapter (2.6) moves on to 

consider the relationship between this expansive exegetical tradition and the emulation of  

elements of  the Red Sea crossing in the earliest Hiberno-Latin Vitae, specifically those of  

Cainnech, Brigit, and Patrick. These emulations of  the Red Sea crossing include the parting

of  water, but also other episodes in which the sea’s natural boundaries and motions are 

miraculously affected. 

Central to this chapter is the distinction between tight textual connections linking 

specific texts to each other and more open-ended intertextual resonances running through 
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wider networks of  intertextuality; on the one hand, these case studies seek to identify 

specific connections between the sources discussed, whether indicating direct knowledge 

of  a source by an author or knowledge mediated through an unidentified intermediary text;

on the other, the exegetical survey that follows is indicative of  the full range of  intertextual

resonances that could plausibly be posited for the early medieval Irish reader.

In relation to the methodology, this chapter presented a variety of  challenges. The 

relatively clearly defined corpus of  early hagiographies was surveyed systematically, as was 

the available corpus of  early medieval exegesis. The studies of  preceding patristic exegesis 

and additional Hiberno-Latin texts relied on a combination of  surveys of  texts identified as

relevant and digital resource searches focusing on lexical units and themes in In 

Pentateuchum commentarii (see below, 2.4). This was a prime example of  the use of  these 

resources to expand the range of  the study beyond my existing knowledge; however, the 

extent of  corpus of  patristic exegesis and other early Christian texts meant that this study 

had a particularly high risk of  being overly selective or lacking a proper consideration of  

the identified sources and their contexts. As stated above (1.4), this was addressed by 

ensuring a systematic investigation of  both initial search results and the texts identified as 

relevant.
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2.2 Red Sea crossing in the Bible and patristic exegesis

The events of  the Red Sea crossing are narrated in Exodus 14 and partially retold in

verse in Exodus 15. Exodus 15 is primarily a canticle (the traditional term for biblical songs

found outside of  the Book of  Psalms) consisting of  a hymn of  victory composed in 

celebration of  the preceding events. For the purpose of  this research this biblical event can

be considered to consist of  three main elements: the parting of  the water, the crossing of  

the Red Sea by Moses and the Israelites, and the destruction of  the pharaoh and his army 

by the returning water. All three elements appear in both Exodus 14 and 15; however, a 

different emphasis is evident in each of  the two accounts. In Exodus 14, the first two 

elements, parting of  the water and the crossing of  the Israelites, are recounted as follows:

cumque extendisset Moses manum super mare abstulit illud Dominus flante vento 

vehementi et urente tota nocte et vertit in siccum divisaque est aqua

et ingressi sunt filii Israhel per medium maris sicci erat enim aqua quasi murus a dextra 

eorum et leva

And when Moses had stretched forth his hand over the sea, the Lord took it

away by a strong and burning wind blowing all the night, and turned it into 

dry ground: and the water was divided. 

And the children of  Israel went in through the midst of  the sea dried up; 

for the water was as a wall on their right hand and on their left. (Ex 14:21–

22)

The key details in this account are that they travel per medium maris sicci, ‘through the middle 

of  the dried-up sea’, and that the water is depicted as forming high walls on either side of  

them, an image reiterated in Exodus 14:29.1 

A miracle with related imagery is the halting of  the River Jordan in order to allow 

the Ark of  the Covenant and its attendants to pass, an account of  which is given in Joshua 

3:15 to 3:17. A key difference between the two events is the description of  the water:

steterunt aquae descendentes in uno loco et instar montis intumescentes apparebant procul

ab urbe quae vocatur Adom usque ad locum Sarthan quae autem inferiores erant in 

mare Solitudinis quod nunc vocatur Mortuum descenderunt usquequo omnino deficerent

The waters that came down from above stood in one place, and swelling up 

1 Exodus 14:29:
filii autem Israhel perrexerunt per medium sicci maris et aquae eis erant quasi pro muro a dextris et a 
sinistris
But the children of  Israel marched through the midst of  the sea upon dry land, and the 
waters were to them as a wall on the right hand and on the left:
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like a mountain, were seen afar off  from the city that is called Adom, to the 

place of  Sarthan: but those that were beneath, ran down into the sea of  the 

wilderness (which now is called the Dead Sea) until they wholly failed. (Jo 

3:16)

Here the river builds up on only one side: when it is prevented from flowing, the restrained

water accumulates on the upstream side, while downstream of  the crossing the water flows 

away to leave a dry river bed. Just as the two walls of  water are a key feature of  the Red Sea

crossing, the mountain of  water on one side and the dry river bed on the other are the 

characteristic features of  the miraculous crossing of  the Jordan. The two events are 

brought together, however, in Psalm 113:

mare vidit et fugit Iordanis conversus est retrorsum 

The sea saw and fled: Jordan was turned back. (Ps 113:3)

Of  relevance to this survey is that, as a result of  this juxtaposition and their many shared 

features, these two events are often considered together in exegesis, particularly in 

commentaries on this Psalm. 

The third principal element of  the Red Sea crossing, the destruction of  the 

Egyptian army by the returning water, is described in two ways in Exodus 14, each of  

which highlights a different aspect of  the event. In the first reference, God’s role in the 

destruction is emphasised: 

iamque advenerat vigilia matutina et ecce respiciens Dominus super castra Aegyptiorum 

per columnam ignis et nubis interfecit exercitum eorum

et subvertit rotas curruum ferebanturque in profundum dixerunt ergo Aegyptii fugiamus 

Israhelem Dominus enim pugnat pro eis contra nos

And now the morning watch was come, and behold the Lord looking upon 

the Egyptian army through the pillar of  fire and of  the cloud, slew their 

host. 

And overthrew the wheels of  the chariots, and they were carried into the 

deep. And the Egyptians said: Let us flee from Israel: for the Lord fights for

them against us. (Ex 14:24–25)

These verses described God as fighting on behalf  of  the Israelites, participating directly in 

vanquishing their enemy. It is only after this that the second aspect of  this element, the role

of  the returning water, is depicted: 

cumque extendisset Moses manum contra mare reversum est primo diluculo ad priorem 
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locum fugientibusque Aegyptiis occurrerunt aquae et involvit eos Dominus in mediis 

fluctibus

reversaeque sunt aquae et operuerunt currus et equites cuncti exercitus Pharaonis qui 

sequentes ingressi fuerant mare ne unus quidem superfuit ex eis

And when Moses had stretched forth his hand towards the sea, it returned 

at the first break of  day to the former place: and as the Egyptians were 

fleeing away, the waters came upon them, and the Lord shut them up in the 

middle of  the waves.

And the waters returned, and covered the chariots and the horsemen of  all 

the army of  Pharaoh, who had come into the sea after them, neither did 

there so much as one of  them remain. (Ex 14:27–28)

In this description, God’s role is still featured, but the eradication of  the Egyptian army by 

the returning water is brought to the fore. While Exodus 14 places an emphasis on God’s 

role in facilitating the escape of  the Israelites, Exodus 15 picks up on the theme found in 

the passage above, and highlights the vengeful and violent nature of  these events.

God’s elimination of  the Egyptian forces, referenced directly in Exodus 14:24, is 

restated in Exodus 15:6: percussit inimicum, ‘he has slain the enemy.’ In Exodus 15, the 

language used to describe the destruction of  the Egyptian army by the water conveys a 

sense of  battle: the waters of  the Red Sea are employed as a weapon; God is described as a 

vir pugnator, ‘a man of  war’ (Ex 15:3); and the sea’s engulfing of  the Egyptians is a distinctly 

aggressive act:

et in multitudine gloriae tuae deposuisti adversarios meos misisti iram tuam quae 

devoravit eos ut stipulam

And in the multitude of  your glory you have put down your adversaries: you

have sent your wrath, which has devoured them like stubble. (Ex 15:7)

God’s anger is also referenced in Exodus 15’s account of  the initial parting of  the waters:

et in spiritu furoris tui congregatae sunt aquae stetit unda fluens congregatae sunt abyssi 

in medio mari

And with the blast of  your anger the waters were gathered together: the 

flowing water stood, the depths were gathered together in the midst of  the 

sea. (Ex 15:8).

Exodus 14 and 15 offer distinct perspectives on these three key elements of  the Red Sea 

crossing narrative. In the sections that follow, it shall become clear that both perspectives 
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are evident throughout the exegesis of  this event and its miraculous phenomena. 

2.2.1 Note on the senses of  Scripture

Before engaging with the exegetical works themselves, the complex nature of  the 

corpus and its scholarship must be acknowledged. Several scholarly debates are ongoing in 

this field; in particular, in Hiberno-Latin studies, the discussion of  the multiple senses of  

Scripture has been overshadowed by the overly strict classification of  works as belonging to

either Antiochene or Alexandrian schools of  exegesis. This classification has also impacted 

on the identification of  texts as Irish or Irish-influenced. The categories of  interpretation 

indicated by reference to these schools are not as clearly defined as they would seem, and 

their application to later exegesis is also problematic.2 A brief  overview of  the scholarly 

debate is given here, as well as an outline of  how the multiple senses are used by patristic 

and medieval exegetes. 

The application of  these schools as categories for later exegesis has been called into

question by a number of  scholars. Stansbury (2016, p. 120) points out that the concept of  

Alexandrian and Antiochene schools does not extend far beyond the third and fourth 

centuries, in which these controversies and debates were taking place, and argues that the 

application of  these terms to later exegetical works is not constructive.3 The same 

perspective is evident in Van Liere (2014, pp. 110–40), who omits any reference to these 

two schools in his discussion of  medieval hermeneutics, instead locating the origins and 

later development of  allegorical readings in pre-Christian Hellenistic schools of  rhetoric 

and the Jewish interpretative traditions, and then moving on to patristic approaches to 

exegesis, Augustine in particular; these loaded terms are relegated to their place in the 

discussion of  historical centres in which these commentary traditions developed (Van 

Liere, 2014, p. 142). 

One aspect of  the ascription of  commentaries to an Antiochene or Alexandrian 

school is that respectively these are understood to restrict themselves to literal (or 

historical) and allegorical (or spiritual) interpretations of  the Bible. However, as early as 

2 The Antiochene school, synonymous with the ‘literal’ interpretation of  the Bible, is primarily represented 
by the fourth-century Bishop Diodorus of  Tarsus. Diodorus’ works are no longer extant, and knowledge of  
them derives from fragments and secondary references. In the Latin West, the influence of  Diodorus is 
generally viewed as having been transmitted by two of  his students, Theodore of  Mopsuestia and John 
Chrysostom, the latter in particular (Laistner, 1947). Smyth (1996, p. 29) discusses the potential influence of  
Chrysostom on seventh-century Irish texts. Theodore’s commentary on the Psalms is the basis of  the Latin 
text to which the Milan glosses—the largest extant corpus of  Old Irish glosses—were added (see 2.4).
3 I would like to thank Dr Stansbury for providing me with a pre-publication draft of  this chapter.
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1969, in his study of  Bede’s commentary on Genesis,4 Jones makes a decisive statement on 

the limited usefulness of  surveys presenting broad overviews of  exegetical methods to the 

study of  exegetical works and their authors:

I do not wish to enter into the field represented by these works.5 But 

because surveys inevitably distort the qualities of  individual authors, I wish 

to specify Bede’s as they are evident in the Commentary on Genesis, and to 

relate them to the principles which he states in his other writings. (Jones, 

1969, p. 131)

Jones argues that the generalisations made in such exegetical surveys are not representative 

of  the individual authors; individual authors do not fit into strict categories of  exegesis, 

nor, he argues, are they even necessarily consistent across the corpus of  their own work.

Contrary to the classification of  early medieval exegesis as Antiochene or 

Alexandrian, it is apparent that authors drew on a range of  interpretations for each 

scriptural passage. Van Liere (2014, p. 120) gives an account of  the modern definition of  

the types of  interpretation: in literal exegesis, the words of  the Scripture are signs for 

temporal and corporeal things; in allegorical exegesis, these material things in turn are signs

for spiritual things. Spiritual exegesis may then subdivided into two or three senses. 

Typological is a figural interpretation, in which the material thing prefigures some future 

thing, for the most part either Christ, the Church or the divine Trinity.6 The tropological 

sense is a moral interpretation, relating to how Christian readers should live their lives. 

Anagogical interpretations relate to eschatological concerns and the eventual replacement 

of  a temporal existence on earth with a solely spiritual eternity. Equivalent terms are used 

in the patristic and medieval sources, although not necessarily in a systematic way. In this 

chapter, these terms are used in their modern sense in order to facilitate the discussion. 

The attributions of  the origins and uses of  each of  these spiritual senses to 

individual exegetes vary, and include Origen for the scheme featuring three senses (termed 

literal, moral, intellectual), and Cassian for a scheme of  four senses (historical, tropological,

allegorical, anagogical).7 Three categories of  spiritual meaning are referred to by various 

4 Bede’s commentary, In principium Genesis, is also referenced in Chapter 3 (3.2.2.2).
5 The surveys that Jones cites are those of  Spicq (1944), Daniélou (1950), De Lubac (1954–1964, tran. by 
Sebanc and Macierowski, 1998–2009), Smalley (1983), and Auerbach (1984).
6 The term is problematic, because, as Young (1997, p. 193) points out, it is a nineteenth-century coinage; 
however the concept itself  is evident in patristic and later exegetical works. 
7 Jones (1969, pp. 136–37) discusses Origen and Cassian as the traditionally perceived originators of  the 
three- and fourfold sense approaches. O’Loughlin (1998, pp. 165–72) also gives an overview of  patristic 
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commentators: typological, tropological and anagogical (Jones, 1969, pp. 136–38). Taking 

the Insular monument of  Bede’s In principium Genesis as an example, here Bede makes one 

explicit reference to the three senses of  Scripture in the interpretation of  Genesis 18:6:8

Tria sunt autem sata eiusdem similae, quia in scriptura sacra triplex est sensus 

intellegentiae: historicus uidelicet, allegoricus, et anagogicus. 

And there are three measures of  this flour, because in Holy Scripture there 

are three levels of  meaning: namely, the historical, the typological, and the

anagogical. (Bede, In principium Genesis 4.695–97 (Gen 18:6–7) (CCSL 

118A, p. 213; Kendall, 2008, p. 291))

Kendall in this instance translates allegoricus specifically as ‘typological’. This translation 

likely reflects the example given to illustrate this type of  interpretation later in the passage, 

which interprets the temple built under Solomon as the Christian Church. In the 

introduction to his translation, Kendall (2008, p. 57) points out that Bede uses the terms 

allegoria, arcanum, mysterium, and sacramentum to refer to a range of  spiritual, as opposed to 

literal or historical, senses. As concluded by Jones (1969, pp. 151–60) in his survey of  the 

terminology used by Bede, Kendall notes that, while the intended meaning of  these terms 

is to some extent observable from the individual contexts in which they appear, overall they

are used interchangeably.9

Jones summarises the fluidity both of  the interpretation and of  the terminology 

particularly well. Though the following statement is made specifically about Bede’s work, it 

applies equally to the commentaries considered here: 

Therefore, however often Bede might speak of  some single point of  view, 

litteralis, spiritualis, typicus, allegoricus, or whatever, he never suggested that that 

view presented Truth itself  in its unity. the sensus was only his momentary 

accommodation to his own and his brothers’ weak sensibilities, however far 

toward his heavenly home his mind might lead him. To debate how many 

senses existed in one verse or in all of  God’s Word would be irrational. As 

Augustine often asserted, One, however often multiplied by Itself, is still 

One. So exegesis was a never-ending quest for new points of  view. (Jones, 

approaches, and the range of  senses revealed by these, in his study of  Genesis. O’Loughlin’s study has the 
advantage of  examining specific works of  each of  the authors and so avoiding generalisation and instead 
addressing, as Jones does, the approach of  the individual authors in each instance.
8 Bede’s commentary on Genesis is edited by Jones (1967) in CCSL 118A and translated by Kendall (2008).
9 Another example of  four senses being clearly defined is evident the extant preface to an Old Irish 
commentary on the Psalms (ll. 312–20 (Meyer, 1894, pp. 30–31)), the remainder of  the commentary being 
lost. This commentary is discussed in detail by Ó Néill (1979, p. 159 ff.).
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1969, p. 133)

Jones’ summary reflects the fact that exegesis was not a systematic process. Authors did not

seek to assign biblical verses definitive meanings for each of  a given number of  senses. The

reality that Jones describes for Bede is explicitly stated by Augustine in one of  his own 

commentaries on Genesis, De Genesi ad litteram, ‘On Genesis to the letter.’10

aliud est enim, quid potissimum scriptor senserit, non dinoscere, aliud autem a regula 

pietatis errare. si utrumque uitetur, perfecte se habet fructus legentis; si uero utrumque 

uitari non potest, etiam si uoluntas scriptoris incerta sit, sanae fidei congruam non inutile

est eruisse sententiam. 

For it is one thing to fail to recognize the primary meaning of  the writer, 

and another to depart from the norms of  religious belief. If  both these 

difficulties are avoided, the reader gets full profit from his reading. Failing 

that, even though the writer’s intention is uncertain, one will find it useful to

extract an interpretation in harmony with our faith. (Augustine, De Genesi ad

litteram 1.21.41 (CSEL 28.1, p. 31; Taylor, 1982, 1, p. 45))

Augustine prioritises the acquisition of  something of  value over the methods used to 

acquire it;11 as Jones (1946, p. 136) states, modern scholarly categories return the 

interpretation of  Scripture ‘to a rigidity from which Fathers like Augustine had tried to free

it.’ This brief  overview of  the issues relating to the senses of  Scripture sets a precedent for 

examining exegetical works in their own right, without being overly reliant on the 

terminology used or prescriptive categories of  interpretation. 

Above all, as Kendall (2008, p. 11) aptly concludes in his study of  Bede, for 

biblical scholars ‘the polyvalency of  signs was assumed.’ In relation to the 

interpretation of  the biblical sea, this polyvalency of  meaning is succinctly 

demonstrated by Bede’s summary statement on the interpretations of  Noah’s ark 

afloat on the floodwaters:

Designet ergo arca ecclesiam, designet diluuium fontem baptismi quo abluitur, designet 

fluctus mundi temptantis quibus probatur, designet finem in quo coronatur. Porro Noe 

fabricator arcae uel ipsum Dominum ac saluatorem nostrum uel unumquemque deuotum 

eiusdem sanctae ecclesiae rectorem typice denuntiat.

Therefore the ark may signify the Church, and the flood may signify the 

10 De Genesi ad litteram is edited by Zycha (1894) in CSEL 28.1 and translated by Taylor (1982).
11 In arguing this point, Stansbury (2016, p. 121) references Jerome’s support of  the same perspective. 
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font of  baptism by which it is washed clean, or it may signify the waves of  

the tempting world by which it is tested, or it may signify the end in which it

is crowned. Furthermore, Noah, the builder of  the ark, allegorically 

represents either our Lord and Saviour himself  or any devout ruler of  this 

same holy Church. (Bede, In principium Genesis 2.1127–1132 (Gn 6:13–14) 

(CCSL 118A, p. 104; Kendall, 2008, p. 174)) 

The sea has a triple significance in Bede’s commentary, but all senses relate to a single 

interpretation of  the ark as the Church. Some of  the sea’s multiple significances are in 

direct opposition to one another, and their respective relationship to the ship of  the 

Church only serves to emphasise this contrast. 

The term schema is used in this chapter to indicate the diverse interpretations that 

are constructed around a given biblical passage. In this case, Bede presents three distinct 

interpretational schemata. The waters of  the flood typologically signify the waters of  

baptism, and correspondingly, the salvation of  humanity through Christ’s incarnation and 

crucifixion. They also carry the tropological sense of  the hazards and evils of  the corporeal

world. Finally, the floodwaters anagogically signify the final judgement, when the world will

undergo another, final, extinction. This wide range of  interpretative schemata is not 

exclusive to the sea, but it is characteristic of  it, and is encountered repeatedly in the 

exegesis discussed below.

2.2.2 Patristic commentaries on Exodus

The first series of  commentaries whose interpretations of  Exodus are traced are 

those of  the principal patristic authorities. The authors selected, Origen-Rufinus, Augustine

and Isidore, are among the those who laid the foundations for the commentaries that 

followed.12 The priority of  these authors is demonstrated by Cassiodorus’ subsequent 

recommendation of  them in his sixth-century De institutione divinarum litterarum (hereafter 

Institutiones), ‘On the instruction of  the divine letters.’ Cassiodorus composed the 

Institutiones in the 560s as a guide to the study of  the Scriptures for the monks at his 

monastery of  Vivarium.13 In this work, Cassiodorus lists the principal exegetical works 

recommended for understanding the Bible.14 There is no direct evidence for Insular 

12 For a concise survey of  patristic exegesis on Exodus, see Kannengiesser (2006, pp. 281–83).
13 The standard edition is that of  Mynors (1937). There are a number of  modern translations, the most 
recent of  which is that by Halporn and Vessey (2004), cited here. 
14 For studies on Cassiodorus, see Rand (1938) and O’Donnell (1979). On the significance of  Cassiodorus’ 
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knowledge of  this work in the seventh and eight centuries;15 however, Cassiodorus’ 

recommendations represent the principal authors to be consulted by students of  Scripture 

throughout Latin Christendom in this period. In the section on the Octateuch, the works 

of  only two authors include commentaries on Exodus, those of  Prosper and Origen of  

Alexandria (Cassiodorus, Institutiones 1.1.7–9 (Mynors, 1937, pp. 13–15; Halporn and 

Vessey, 2004, pp. 113–15)).The work by Prosper that Cassiodorus refers to, Liber 

promissionum et praedictorum Dei, ‘Book of  the promises and predictions of  God’, was in fact 

authored by Quodvultdeus of  Carthage (Bursgens, 2003, 1, p. 120, n. 42; Halporn and 

Vessey, 2004, p. 113, n. 27).16 Quodvultdeus was a contemporary and correspondent of  

Augustine’s and modelled his exegesis closely on his work (De Simone, 1985). Cassiodorus 

acknowledges the controversy around the work of  Origen, but argues that when used 

selectively and with caution it is an invaluable collection of  commentary (Institutiones 1.1.8 

(Mynors, 1937, pp. 14–15; Halporn and Vessey, 2004, p. 114)). 

The commentaries surveyed and analysed here are dealt with chronologically to 

facilitate comparisons between their treatment of  common themes and to allow the impact

of  earlier works upon those that follow to be traced. It should be noted that this selective 

survey of  the works of  Origen-Rufinus and Augustine are not intended to be innovative 

studies of  these exegetes, but to establish an understanding of  the sources that subsequent 

medieval authors relied upon.

2.2.2.1 Origen-Rufinus

Origen’s Greek commentary on Exodus consists of  thirteen homilies translated 

into Latin by Rufinus of  Aquileia (hereafter the author of  this Latin commentary is 

referred to as Origen-Rufinus).17 Of  Origen-Rufinus’ Homiliae in Exodum (hereafter In 

Exodum) Homily 5 focuses on Exodus 14 and Homily 6 on Exodus 15. A characteristic 

feature of  this work is its interest in a range of  interpretations. In the opening of  Homily 

works, the Institutiones as part of  the compilatory commentary tradition in particular, see Stansbury (1999).
15 Studies touching on this issue include Jones (1946, p. 48), O’Loughlin (1994, p. 51), Smyth (1996, pp. 3–4),
and Lapidge (2006, pp. 29, 230).
16 This work is edited by Braun (1976) in CCSL 60.
17 The standard edition is that of  Baehrens (1920–1921) in GCS 29 and 30, which contains the homilies on 
the Hexateuch. An updated series of  GCS is in production (GCS NF), but thus far only Rufinus’ translation 
of  Origen’s commentaries on Genesis have been published, edited by Habermehl (2012) in GCS NF 17. The 
homilies are also available in PG 12.9–1030. Those on Genesis and Exodus are translated by Heine (1982). 
Lapidge (2006, pp. 220–21) records the use of  Rufinus’ translations of  the homilies on Genesis and Exodus 
by Bede. Laistner (1966, p. 258) only finds evidence for the use of  the homilies on Genesis by Bede, and Fox 
(2003) argues the same to be the true for Alcuin. For an overview of  aspects of  Origen-Rufinus as an 
exegete, see Irvine (1994, pp. 252–57). On Origen, see Heither (1996) and Fürst (2011).
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5, Origen-Rufinus engages explicitly with the concept of  the polyvalency of  signs, using 

the biblical precedent found in Paul’s first epistle to the Corinthians to argue the validity of  

this approach to understanding Scripture. This Gospel verse itself  presents a typological 

interpretation of  the Red Sea crossing: 

nolo enim vos ignorare fratres quoniam patres nostri omnes sub nube fuerunt et omnes 

mare transierunt

et omnes in Mose baptizati sunt in nube et in mari

For I would not have you ignorant, brethren, that our fathers were all under 

the cloud: and all passed through the sea.

And all in Moses were baptized, in the cloud and in the sea. (1 Cor 10:1–2)

Paul interprets the passing of  the Israelites through the Red Sea as the passing of  

Christians through the waters of  baptism. Origen-Rufinus highlights that Paul’s spiritual 

interpretation differs ab historica lectione, ‘from the historical reading.’ Origen-Rufinus takes 

this as justification for a multifaceted reading of  the Bible as a whole, explaining:

Nonne iustum videtur, ut traditam nobis huiusmodi regulam simili in ceteris servemus 

exemplo?

Does it not seem right that we apply this kind of  rule which was delivered 

to us in a similar way in other passages? (Origen-Rufinus, In Exodum 5.1 

(GCS 29, p. 184; Heine, 1982, p. 276))

Having established a biblical precedent, Origen-Rufinus goes on to present three distinct 

schemata of  interpretation for the Red Sea crossing. 

In Origen-Rufinus’ outline of  the baptismal schema first introduced by Paul, Moses

signifies Christ, the cloud that shields the Israelites the Holy Spirit, and the Red Sea the 

waters of  baptism. The Egyptians signify the sins of  those who are redeemed through 

baptism, and Origen-Rufinus explicitly identifies the pharaoh as signifying Satan (Origen-

Rufinus, In Exodum 5.5 (GCS 29, pp. 190–91; Heine, 1982, pp. 283–84)). Origen-Rufinus 

then offers a second reading of  the text: 

Si Aegyptum fugias, si ignorantiae tenebras relinquas et sequaris legem Dei Moysen, 

obviet autem tibi mare et contradicentium fluctus occurrat,18 percute tu obluctantes 

undas virga Moysi, id est verbo legis et vigilantia scripturarum iter tibi ipse disputando 

18 There is a parallel image of  contradictory waters in Psalm 80:8:
in tribulatione invocasti et erui te exaudivi te in abscondito tonitrui probavi te super aquam 
contradictionis semper
You called upon me in affliction, and I delivered you: I heard you in the secret place of  
tempest: I proved you at the waters of  contradiction.
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per adversarios pande; cedent undae continuo et superati fluctus locum victoribus dabunt.

If  you flee Egypt, if  you leave behind the darkness of  ignorance and follow

Moses, the law of  God, should the sea hinder you and the waves of  

contradictions rush against you, strike the opposing waves with the rod of  

Moses, that is the word of  the law and by vigilance in the Scriptures open a 

way for yourself  by disputing with the adversaries. Immediately the waves 

will yield and the floods which surmounted will give place to the 

conquerors. (Origen-Rufinus, In Exodum 5.5 (GCS 29, p. 190; Heine, 1982, 

p. 284))

As in the example of  Bede’s commentary on the flood, the same antithetical interpretations

of  the sea are evident in Homily 5: on the one hand it signifies the consecrated and 

cleansing waters of  baptism redeeming the faithful and, on the other, the forces that 

oppose and deter them. In this second schema of  interpretation the enemy is no longer the

pursuing force of  Egyptians; now the waters themselves signify those who oppose the 

faithful, but these forces are held back by the divine law of  the Scriptures, signified by 

Moses’ rod, and those who follow it walk a safe path. Origen-Rufinus continues to develop 

this schema further, and in doing so aligns it with the baptismal schema. He explains that 

by following the way laid open by the proper reading of  the Scriptures, those that oppose

—the waters—will also be converted, and they will turn on their sins—the Egyptians—and

destroy them. So the study and teaching of  Scripture and its faithful interpretation not only

open the way to salvation for the faithful, but also for their adversaries. 

As well as these spiritual senses of  the narrative, Origen-Rufinus also refers to its 

historical sense, providing a relatively detailed physical description of  the parting waters:

Iubetur Moyses virga percutere mare, ut ingredienti populo Dei dehiscat et cedat ac 

voluntati divinae elementorum famulentur obsequia et aquae, quae timebantur, dextra 

laevaque famulis Dei murus19 effectae non solum perniciem nesciant, sed et munimen 

exhibeant. Cogitur ergo fluctus in cumulum et unda in semet ipsam repressa curvatur. 

Soliditatem recipit liquor et solum maris arescit in pulverem. 

Moses is ordered to strike the sea with a rod that it might part and withdraw

for the people of  God who are entering the sea and the compliance of  the 

19 Exodus 14:22:
et ingressi sunt filii Israhel per medium maris sicci erat enim aqua quasi murus a dextra eorum et leva
And the children of  Israel went in through the midst of  the sea dried up; for the water was 
as a wall on their right hand and on their left.
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elements might serve the divine will and when the waters, which they 

feared, became a wall on the right and left for the servants of  God, they were 

not destructive but protective. The water, therefore, is driven into a heap 

and the restrained wave is curved on itself. The liquid receives solidity and 

the bottom of  the sea becomes dry as dust.20 (Origen-Rufinus, In Exodum 

5.5 (GCS 29, p. 189; Heine, 1982, p. 282))

Origen-Rufinus describes the sea as solidified, offering an explanation for how the waters 

remain parted for the time it takes the Israelites to pass through.21 He highlights the dual 

nature of  the Red Sea within this biblical account, drawing attention to its potential for 

salvation and destruction. This historical consideration of  the parting water is continued in 

the concept of  creation’s obedience to its creator. The water parts to allow the Israelites to 

pass, revealing ut voluntati divinae elementorum famulentur obsequia, ‘that the compliance of  the 

elements might serve the divine will.’ Origen-Rufinus explains the significance of  this in 

more detail:

Si voluntati eius obtemperes, si legem eius sequaris, ipsa tibi elementa etiam contra sui 

naturam servire compellit. 

If  you obey his will, if  you follow his Law, he compels the elements 

themselves to serve you even against their own nature. (Origen-Rufinus, In 

Exodum 5.5 (GCS 29, p. 189–90; Heine, 1982, p. 282))

Extraordinary phenomena in nature are a sign of  the faith of  the figures for whom such 

miracles are performed, and they identify them as chosen by God (the function of  miracles

is discussed further in 2.6.2).

In correspondence with the theme of  Exodus 15, Origen-Rufinus’ sixth homily on 

Exodus emphasises the destruction of  the Egyptian army over the salvation of  the 

Israelites. Origen-Rufinus provides extended interpretations of  the Egyptian riders, their 

horses, and their chariots, and interpretations of  the sea in Homily 6 focus on its negative 

significations. The most striking of  these is found in the commentary on Exodus 15:4:

Isti ergo terni statores22 sunt angeli nequam de exercitu Pharaonis, qui stant in 

20 Heine’s translation is adapted here. 
21 The solidification of  the parted waters is discussed further below in relation to the Hiberno-Latin De 
mirabilibus sacrae Scripturae (2.5.1). 
22 Origen-Rufinus records the following version of  Exodus 15:4:

Quadrigas Pharaonis et exercitum eius proiecit in mare, electos adscensores, ternos statores demersit in 
rubrum mare. 
He cast into the sea the four-horse chariots of  the pharaoh and his army; he drowned in 
the Red Sea the chosen riders, his captains. (In Exodum 6.3 (GCS 29, p. 194; Heine, 1982, p. 
288))
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huiuscemodi viis observantes unumquemque nostrum per haec agere in peccatum; quos 

demerget Dominus in rubrum mare et ignitis eos in iudicii die fluctibus tradet ac 

poenarum pelago teget, si tu Deum sequens de eorum te potestate subtraxeris. 

Those ‘captains’ therefore, are evil angels from Pharao’s army who stand in 

ways of  this kind watching each of  us to lead us into sin by these ways. The 

Lord will drown these ‘captains’ in the Red Sea and deliver them to fiery 

turbulence on the day of  judgement and cover them in the sea of  

punishments if  you, following God, have removed yourself  from their 

power. (Origen-Rufinus, In Exodum 6.3 (GCS 29, p. 195; Heine, 1982, p. 

289))

Origen-Rufinus presents another interpretation of  sea in this context; here the returning 

water signifies the fires of  the final judgement and the Egyptian armies those who will be 

damned. 

The final interpretational schema for the Red Sea crossing is presented in several 

parts. First Origen-Rufinus interprets Exodus 15’s comparison of  the sunken Egyptian 

army to stone and lead (Ex 15:5, 10) as people qui amaram et fluxam praesentium rerum caperent 

voluptatem, ‘who seize the bitter and fluid desire of  present things’ (In Exodum 6.4 (GCS 29, 

p. 195; Heine, 1982, p. 289)). Here the sea once again signifies an obstacle to the pursuit of  

the Christian faith: the temptations and desires of  a mortal life. This schema is elaborated 

with reference to the ability of  Christ and the saints to walk on the water, signifying their 

rejection of  corporeal things and the absence of  any sin to weigh them down. This schema

is then applied to the parted waters and the path of  the Israelites in the final section of  

Homily 6: 

Si fueris in medio nationis pravae et perversae sicut lumen solis verbum vitae

continens ad gloriam,23 potest fieri, ut in medio peccatorum incedentem te non 

Cf. Vulgate text:
currus Pharaonis et exercitum eius proiecit in mare electi principes eius submersi sunt in mari Rubro 
Pharaoh’s chariots and his army he has cast into the sea: his chosen captains are drowned in
the Red Sea.

Sabatier’s edition of  the Vetus Latina reads:
Currus Faraonis & exercitum ejus projecit in mare: electos ascensores ternos stantes demersit in rubro 
mari. (Sabatier, 1743–51, 1, p. 164)

Heine (1982, p. 288, n. 28) notes that the Septuagint reads τρι-στάτης, ‘second in command to king or queen, 
vizier’. Here these are the chosen captains or generals of  the pharaoh, though it is evident from later in the 
commentary that Origen-Rufinus understands terni statores to represent groups of  three men, perhaps 
charioteers. 
23 Philippians 2:15–16:

ut sitis sine querella et simplices filii Dei sine reprehensione in medio nationis pravae et perversae inter quos
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infundat humor peccati, potest fieri, ut transeuntem te per hunc mundum nulla libidinis 

unda respergat, nullus cupiditatis aestus everberet. Qui autem Aegyptius est et sequitur 

Pharaonem, ille vitiorum fluctibus mergitur. 

If  you should be in the midst of  a crooked and perverse people, holding the word of  

life like the light of  the sun for glory, it can happen that marching in the midst of

sinners the liquid of  sin may not pour over you; it can happen that no wave 

of  lust sprinkle you as you pass through this world, that no surge of  desire 

strike you. He who is an Egyptian, however, and follows Pharao is drowned 

by the flood of  vices. (Origen-Rufinus, In Exodum 6.14 (GCS 29, pp. 203–4;

Heine, 1982, p. 299))

The waters in which the Egyptians sink are held away from the faithful. Those passing 

through the Red Sea are those who pass through the world unswayed by its temptations, 

corresponding to the schema in which some walk on the water’s surface. Here, as in 

Homily 5.5, the sea is connected to sin rather than salvation. The Egyptians are still 

drowned, but in this schema they signify sinners overwhelmed by sin rather than sins 

washed away by baptismal waters, and the Israelites pass safely through the sea of  worldly 

vices rather than the sacrament of  baptism. 

Origen-Rufinus’ commentaries on Exodus 14 and 15 provide exemplary evidence 

of  the polyvalency of  signs in practice. Origen-Rufinus presents three distinct schemata of  

interpretation for the Red Sea crossing, encompassing both positive and negative 

significations of  the sea. These schemata respectively engage with the sacrament of  

baptism, the importance of  the correct reading of  the Scriptures, and the need to reject 

corporeal and temporal things.

2.2.2.2 Augustine

Augustine addresses the Red Sea crossing on numerous occasions. Two that are 

focused on here are a commentary on Exodus in Quaestiones in Heptateuchum, ‘Questions on 

the Heptateuch,’ and several commentaries from Enarrationes in Psalmos, ‘Expositions on the

Psalms.’24 Quaestiones in Heptateuchum has a question and response format, and sections 2.51 

lucetis sicut luminaria in mundo
verbum vitae continentes ad gloriam meam in die Christi quia non in vacuum cucurri neque in vacuum 
laboravi
That you may be blameless, and sincere children of  God, without reproof, in the midst of  
a crooked and perverse generation; among whom you shine as lights in the world.
Holding forth the word of  life to my glory in the day of  Christ, because I have not run in 
vain, nor laboured in vain.

24 The Quaestionum in Heptateuchum libri septem is edited by Fraipont and De Bruyne (1958) in CCSL 33. The 
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to 2.57 (CCSL 33, pp. 93–95) cover several questions regarding Exodus 14 and 15. For the 

most part Augustine focuses on explaining the historical meaning of  the text, but there is 

also some engagement with the spiritual sense of  the Red Sea crossing. The section on 

Exodus 15:10 essentially presents the baptismal schema of  interpretation, but Augustine 

incorporates an additional element, not found in Origen-Rufinus. The text of  Exodus 

15:10 reads:

flavit spiritus tuus et operuit eos mare submersi sunt quasi plumbum in aquis 

vehementibus

Your wind blew and the sea covered them: they sunk as lead in the mighty 

waters. (Ex 15:10)

Augustine cites five biblical passages which refer to the spiritus dei, ‘spirit of  God’. He 

explains that the spirit of  God is referred to as digitus dei, ‘the finger of  God’, in Exodus 

8:19 and that these five passages correspond to the number of  fingers on a hand. These 

five passages consist of  the reference to the spirit of  God above the waters in Genesis 1:2, 

two further quotation from Genesis (Gn 6:3, 41:38), the passage from Exodus 8 referring 

to the digitus dei, and finally Exodus 15:10. Augustine goes on to say:

Meminerimus autem spiritum dei non solum ad beneficia uerum etiam ad uindictam 

commemorari. Nam quid aliud etiam supra dixit: per spiritum irae tuae diuisa est 

aqua?25 Iste itaque spiritus dei in Aegyptios spiritus irae eius, quibus nocuit aquarum 

diuisio, ut intrantes possent aquis redeuntibus obrui, filiis uero Israhel, quibus profuit 

quod aqua diuisa est, non fuit ille spiritus irae dei. Vnde significatur propter diuersas 

operationes et effectus spiritum dei dissimiliter appellari, cum sit unus atque idem ille 

dumtaxat, qui etiam spiritus sanctus in unitate trinitatis accipitur. (Augustine, 

Quaestiones in Heptateuchum 2.55 (CCSL 33, p. 94–95))

However, let us remember that the spirit of  God is not only related to 

kindnesses, but indeed also to vengeance. For what else did it also say 

Enarrationes in Psalmos is edited by Dekkers and Fraipont (1956–1990) in CCSL 38 to 40 (this text is also 
edited by by Weidmann et al. (2001–2011) in CSEL 93–95). Selections of  each of  the commentaries in the 
Enarrationes are translated by Coxe in NPNF 1.8. NPNF follows the Hebrew numbering of  the psalms, which
for all of  the psalms discussed here is one higher than the Vulgate numbering cited. Augustine is one of  the 
pillars of  learned writing across the early medieval Latin West. There is considerable evidence for Insular use 
of  the works cited here (Love, 2011; Bisagni and Warntjes, 2007; Lapidge, 2006, pp. 282–91; Smyth, 1996, pp.
23–25; MacGinty, 1987; Laistner, 1966, pp. 249–51). An extant fragment of  an epitome of  Augustine’s De 
Genesi ad litteram is edited by Gorman (1982a); in this article Gorman identifies this seventh-century text as an 
Irish production, but as part of  his subsequent reconsideration of  features identifiable as Irish he has since 
withdrawn this conclusion (see 2.4).
25 Exodus 15:8. 
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above: the water was divided through the spirit of  your anger? Thus the spirit of  

God [that went] into the Egyptians, whom the dividing of  waters injured, 

was the spirit of  his anger; so that those entering were able to be 

overwhelmed by the returning waters: for the sons of  Israel, whom it 

benefited that the water was divided, that spirit was not [the spirit] of  God’s

anger. Whence it is indicated that the spirit of  God is addressed in different 

ways, because of  its diverse works and actions, while it is only one and that 

same [spirit], who is also accepted in the unity of  the Trinity. 

These two aspects of  the spirit of  God, his wrath and his beneficence, are echoed by the 

duality of  the Red Sea: it is the weapon with which God delivers his vengeance but also the

means by which he offers salvation to his chosen people; it signifies the cleansing waters of

baptism and the ensnaring depths of  iniquity. 

Augustine’s Enarrationes in Psalmos (hereafter Enarrationes) is of  relevance to this 

study of  Exodus as many psalms make reference to the events of  Exodus 14 and 15. 

Psalms 105 and 106 in particular contain substantial references to the Red Sea crossing. 

Psalm 105, which describes the flaws of  the Israelites, refers to the Red Sea crossing in 

verses 9 and 10:

et comminatus est mari Rubro et aruit et transduxit eos per abyssos quasi in deserto

et salvavit eos de manu odientis et redemit eos de manu inimici 

And he rebuked the Red Sea and it was dried up: and he led them through 

the depths, as in a wilderness.

And he saved them from the hand of  them that hated them: and he 

redeemed them from the hand of  the enemy. (Ps 105:9–10)

Augustine’s commentary on Psalm 105 parallels that of  Origen-Rufinus on Exodus. Both 

authors refer to the idea that the price paid by Christ for the redemption of  humanity was 

the shedding of  his blood. In Origen-Rufinus, this arises progressively out of  a discussion 

of  Exodus 15:16, in which Origen-Rufinus investigates the meaning of  the phrase populus 

tuus quem acquisisti, ‘your people whom you acquired.’26 The context is not directly related to 

the Red Sea crossing or the baptismal schema of  interpretation:

Sed fortasse recte quidem dicitur redemisse nos Christus, qui pretium nostri sanguinem 

suum dedit. 

26 Sabatier’s (1743–51, 1, p. 165) edition of  the Vetus Latina reads adquisisti. The Vulgate reads possedisti, 
‘possessed.’ 
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But perhaps Christ, who gave his own blood as the price for us, is rightly 

said to have bought us back. (Origen-Rufinus, In Exodum 5.9 (GCS 29, p. 

200; Heine, 1982, p. 296)

Augustine connects the price paid by Christ directly to the sacrament of  baptism:

Quid pretii datum est in hac redemtione [sic]? An prophetia est, quod in figura 

baptismi hoc factum est, ubi redimimur de manu diaboli magno pretio, quod sanguis est 

Christi? Vnde non quocumque mari, sed mari Rubro id conuenientius figuratum est: 

sanguis enim rubrum colorem habet.

What price was given in this redemption? Is it a prophecy, since this deed 

was a figure of  baptism, wherein we are redeemed from the hand of  the 

devil at a great price, which price is the blood of  Christ? Whence this is 

more consistently figured forth, not by any sea indiscriminately, but by the 

Red Sea; since blood has a red colour. (Augustine, Enarrationes in Ps 105, §10

(CCSL 40, pp. 1559–60; NPNF 1.8, p. 528))

The connection between Christ’s sacrifice for the salvation of  humanity and the sacrament 

of  baptism is pervasive. However, Augustine ties this into the signification of  the Red Sea 

in a particularly graphic manner. The Red Sea signifies the water of  baptism, but also the 

blood of  Christ in redeeming mankind through the crucifixion. Augustine’s commentary 

projects an image of  waves of  blood overcoming the sins of  humanity. The same emphasis

is evident in Augustine’s commentary on Psalm 106, which recounts adversities faced by 

Christians and God’s assistance in overcoming these. Verses 2 to 8 evoke the Israelites’ 

escape from Egypt and Augustine explains that the redempti, ‘redeemed’ (Ps 106:2), are not 

just the freed people of  Israel but all Christians (Enarrationes in Ps 106, §3 (CCSL 40, p 

1571; NPNF 1.8, p. 533). Once again, the baptismal schema is used, but Augustine strongly

emphasises the role of  Christ’s passion as well as the salvation of  the individual through 

the sacrament of  baptism. This selection of  Augustine’s commentaries on the Red Sea 

crossing presents a less diverse range of  interpretation than that of  Origen-Rufinus; 

however, it presents a single schema with more detail and incorporates the additional 

element of  Christ’s passion. 
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2.3 Isidore’s Expositio in Vetus Testamentum

For the purposes of  this chapter, Isidore of  Seville has been set apart, 

primarily because his commentary Expositio in Vetus Testamentum, ‘Exposition on the

Old Testament’ (hereafter Expositio), is representative of  a new stage in the 

Christian commentary tradition.27 Although Isidore is one of  the Latin Fathers, the 

Expositio is a later type of  exegetical work that is principally composed of  selections

taken from existing sources. However, Isidore’s commentary is far from a 

mechanical compilation of  excerpts cut from patristic authorities. The following 

analysis of  Isidore’s use of  sources reveals a careful moulding and manipulation of  

the texts in question. Isidore uses them as raw materials from which he constructs 

an original work that succinctly and effectively conveys the principal interpretations 

of  the biblical passage. In his key study of  Isidore’s exegetical approaches, Fontaine

(1996, p. 421) recognizes the originality and significance of  the work, referring to it 

the foundation of  ‘un genre nouveau de manuels élémentaires de pédagogie biblique et 

exégétique.’ 

Isidore’s methodology in the Expositio is exemplified by his commentaries 

on Exodus 14 and 15. In these sections of  the work (Expositio, In Exodum 19–20 

(PL 83.296B–D)),28 Isidore presents a concise commentary that offers the reader an

overview of  the principal spiritual interpretations of  the Red Sea crossing. The 

analysis and discussion of  Isidore’s work below is of  particular importance to this 

chapter’s consideration of  seventh and eighth-century commentaries. In terms of  

27 Isidore’s Expositio in Vetus Testamentum is edited in PL 83.207–424 (the title used there is Mysticorum 
Expositiones Sacramentorum Seu Quaestiones In Vetus Testamentum). The commentary on Genesis is edited by 
Gorman and Dulaey (2009). Gorman (1996a, pp. 299–302) discusses the oldest manuscripts of  the text and 
offers a provisional stemma codicum. I take the title of  the work from his discussion. Uitvlugt (2002, p. 73) 
produced a catalogue of  the sources used by Isidore based on his unpublished collation of  the oldest 
manuscripts as identified by Gorman. The research completed for this chapter identifies one additional 
source used by Isidore: Homily 6 of  Origen-Rufinus’ commentary on Exodus. However, this may relate to a 
disparity between the PL edition and Uitvlugt’s collated text. Isidore, like Augustine, is an author widely used 
by Insular and Continental scholars. Hillgarth (1961, 1984) presents the foundational arguments for the 
presence of  Isidore’s works in her research on the connections between Ireland and Spain in the seventh-
century. The prevalence of  Isidore’s works in Insular writing is demonstrated by the number and variety of  
studies discussing their use as sources (Laistner, 1966; Herren, 1974–1987, 1, pp. 20–22, 1980; Ó Cróinín, 
1982; Baumgarten, 1983; Smyth, 1987, 1996, pp. 26, 33, O’Loughlin, 1994, pp. 47–49, 1999a; Stevenson, 
1999, pp. 352–55; Di Sciacca, 2008; Love, 2011). It should be noted that Smyth (1987, p. 101) cautions against
the automatic attribution of  certain types of  knowledge in seventh-century Irish works to Isidore; Smyth 
argues that parts of  Isidore’s work were not available until late in the seventh century and that there were 
other sources for such knowledge. Evidence for the use of  Isidore’s commentary on the Old Testament is 
presented by Lapidge (2006, p. 312). 
28 Isidore’s Expositio, In Exodum 21 and 22 (PL 83.297A–C) also relate to Exodus 15, but not to the Red Sea 
crossing and so are not considered further here.
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content this is because Isidore’s Expositio is a prominent source for such texts; 

however, perhaps more significantly, they are also comparable in terms of  their 

structure and composition. The analysis below presents each of  the relevant 

sections of  the Expositio in turn and outlines both their exegetical content and their 

use of  sources with a view to revealing the elements they comprise as well as the 

integrity of  the work as a whole. Words and phrases shared by the text and its 

potential sources are placed in bold and the likely source is identified in a footnote. 

the identification of  such parallels is not limited to verbatim correspondences; in 

some instances, alternative forms of  nouns or verbs are used, or the word order 

may be altered. When the sources in question are quoted, the shared text is placed 

in bold here too. The use of  sources is discussed in the main text.

2.3.1 De divisione maris (Expositio, In Exodum 19.1)

The commentary on Exodus 14 in the Expositio is entitled De divisione maris, 

‘On the division of  the sea,’ and is primarily composed of  excerpts from three 

works: Augustine’s Contra Faustum, ‘Against Faustus,’ and Enarrationes, as well as 

Jerome’s Epistula 78.29 Isidore’s commentary is presented in its entirety here: 

Sequentibus inde Aegyptiis, percutit Moyses virga aquas, et transierunt filii Israel per 

medium mare Rubrum. Quid mare Rubrum, nisi baptismus est Christi 

sanguine consecratus? Hostes sequentes cum rege, qui a tergo 

moriuntur, peccata sunt praeterita,30 quae delentur, et diabolus, qui in 

spirituali baptismo suffocatur.31 Premunt quidem Aegyptii; urgent et 

instant peccata, sed usque ad aquam.32 (Isidore, Expositio, In Exodum 

19.1 (PL 83.296B–C))

Since the Egyptians were following from there, Moses strikes the waters 

with the rod, and the sons of  Israel crossed through the middle of  the Red 

Sea. What is the Red Sea, if  not baptism, consecrated by the blood of  

Christ? The pursuing enemy with their king, who die behind, are past sins, 

which are washed away, and the Devil, who is suffocated in spiritual 

29 Augustine’s Contra Faustum is edited by Zycha (1891) in CCSL 25.1 and is translated by Stothert in NPNF 
1.4, pp. 151–345. Jerome’s Epistulae are edited by Hilberg (1910–1918) in CSEL 54 to 56. These are the same 
sources as identified by Uitvlugt (2002, pp. 79, 95–96).
30 Augustine, Contra Faustum 12.29 (CSEL 25.1, p. 357; NPNF 1.4, p. 193). 
31 Jerome, Epistula 78.7 (CSEL 55, pp. 56–57). 
32 Augustine, Enarrationes in Ps 80, §8 (CCSL 39, p. 1124; NPNF 1.8, p. 392). 
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baptism. Indeed, the Egyptians press hard; sins bear down and threaten, but

only up to the water. 

Here the principal baptismal schema of  interpretation is clear. The Red Sea signifies the 

water of  baptism, consecrated by Christ’s passion. The Egyptians are sins, washed away by 

the water, and the pharaoh is the Devil, who is overcome by this spiritual cleansing. The 

final line of  Isidore’s commentary emphasises the power of  baptism, depicting the waters 

as a boundary that sin cannot transgress. 

The most prominent source is Augustine’s Contra Faustum. In Book 12:29, 

Augustine counters Faustus’ denial of  the anticipation of  Christ by Old Testament 

prophets. In doing so, Augustine discusses many of  the typological signs of  Christ in the 

Old Testament, one of  which appears in the Red Sea crossing: 

Rubet et mare rubrum: baptismus utique Christi sanguine consecratus. 

Hostes sequentes a tergo moriuntur: peccata praeterita.

And the Red Sea reddens: for baptism is consecrated by the blood of  

Christ. The enemies following behind perish, as past sins are put away. 

(Augustine, Contra Faustum 12.29 (CSEL 25.1, p. 357; NPNF 1.4, p. 193))

As in his commentary on Psalm 105, Augustine graphically depicts the correlation between

the colour of  the Red Sea and the blood of  Christ’s passion. This vivid imagery is not 

adopted by Isidore, but the emphasis on the understanding of  baptism in the context of  

Christ’s death is, and for the most part in Augustine’s words. Two other sources are used by

Isidore in this commentary: Jerome’s Epistulae and Augustine’s Enarrationes. Isidore’s phrase 

baptismo suffocatur resonates with passages from several of  Jerome’s works (Aduersus 

Jouinianum 1.11 (PL 23.226C; NPNF 2.6, p. 354); Epistula 69.6 (CSEL 54, p. 690; NPNF 2.6,

p. 145)), but the extended phrase, in spirituali baptismo suffocatur, appears in Epistula 78 alone:

unde discimus cauendas semper insidias et inuocandam misericordiam dei, ut insequentem

Pharaonem possimus effugere et nobis in spiritali baptismo suffocetur. (Jerome,

Epistula 78.7 (CSEL 55, pp. 56–57))

From which we learn to always beware of  treachery and to call upon the 

mercy of  God, so that we are able to flee the pursuing pharaoh and so that 

he is suffocated by us in spiritual baptism.

The letter, addressed to Fabiola, is an exegetical work on the forty-two places the Israelites 

make camp, and the section quoted above comments on Numbers 33, which makes 

reference to the Red Sea crossing. Once again the subject is the baptismal schema of  
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interpretation.

The final line of  Isidore’s De divisione maris depicts the waters as a barrier to sin. 

This line appears to derive from Augustine’s commentary on Psalm 80:6, which reads:

Videtis evidentissima sacramenta: premunt Aegyptii, urgent; instant ergo 

peccata, sed usque ad aquam. 

You see most evident mysteries. The Egyptians press, they urge; so then 

sins follow close, but no farther than to the water. (Augustine, Enarrationes 

in Ps 80, §8 (CCSL 39, p. 1124; NPNF 1.8, p. 392))

Once again, Isidore’s borrowing is very close to the original phrasing. In this case, the line 

derives from an extended outline of  the baptismal schema of  interpretation incorporated 

into Augustine’s commentary on this psalm. Augustine’s commentary goes on to ask why 

the faithful would fear to pass through the waters of  the baptism. This offers an 

interpretation of  Exodus 14:12, in which the Israelites falter at the shore of  the Red Sea 

before their crossing; when the Egyptians come into view, they question their departure 

from Egypt: 

nonne iste est sermo quem loquebamur ad te in Aegypto dicentes recede a nobis ut 

serviamus Aegyptiis multo enim melius est servire eis quam mori in solitudine

Is not this the word that we spoke to you in Egypt, saying: Depart from us 

that we may serve the Egyptians? for it was much better to serve them, than

to die in the wilderness. (Ex 14:12)

Augustine relates that just as the Israelites fear the dangers from their past, the faithful may 

hesitate to be baptised out of  fear of  their past sins, but Augustine reassures the reader that

all will be freed from such concerns by their passage through the water of  salvation. 

In each of  these instances, Isidore borrows from passages in his sources which 

engage specifically with the Red Sea crossing. Particularly notable is that the context in 

which these passages originally appear is very often a broader one, not limited to the Red 

Sea crossing, or even Exodus, as is the case in the passages borrowed from Contra Faustum 

and the Enarrationes, part of  an argument relating the typological significance of  Old 

Testament prophets in general.

2.3.2 De cantico (Expositio, In Exodum 20.1)

The commentary on Exodus 15, De cantico, is divided into three sections by the 

editor. The first two (Expositio, In Exodum 20.1–2 (PL83.296C–D)) are adapted from 
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Origen-Rufinus’ sixth homily on Exodus (6.1 (GCS 29, pp. 191–92; Heine, 1982, p. 285)). 

The third section (Expositio, In Exodum 20.3 (PL 83.296D)) is drawn from Augustine’s 

Contra Faustum (12.30 (CSEL 25.1, p. 358; NPNF 1.4, p. 193)). The subject of  the first 

section of  De cantico is the hymn of  triumph sang by the Israelites following their safe 

crossing, and Isidore’s adaptation of  the source demonstrates an important aspect of  his 

compositional approach:

Post transitum Rubri maris canit canticum populus Deo, Aegyptiis et 

Pharaone submersis. Non aliter et fideles, postquam de lavacro conscendunt, 

exstinctis peccatis, hymnum in voce gratulationis emittunt, dicentes: 

Cantemus Domino, gloriose enim honorificatus est; equum et 

ascensorem projecit in mare.33 (Isidore, Expositio, In Exodum 20.1 (PL 

83.296C)) 

After the crossing of  the Red Sea, the people sang a song to God, because 

the Egyptians and the pharaoh were drowned. And no differently, after the 

faithful arise from the cleansing, when their sins are eradicated, they utter a 

hymn in an expression of  rejoicing, saying, Let us sing to the Lord, for he is 

gloriously honoured, the horse and his rider he has thrown down into the sea. 

The corresponding passage in Origen-Rufinus reads: 

horum tamen omnium primum istud est canticum, quod Aegyptiis et Pharaone 

submerso populus Dei post victoriam cecinit. […] Et tu ergo si mare rubrum 

transieris, si Aegyptios submergi videris et exstingui Pharaonem atque in abyssi 

profundum praecipitari, potes hymnum canere Deo, potes vocem gratulationis 

emittere et dicere: ‘cantemus Domino, gloriose enim glorificatus est; 

equum et adscensorem proiecit in mare.34

Yet of  all of  these, this song is first which the people of  God sang after the 

victory when the Egyptians and Pharao were drowned. […] And therefore, 

if  you cross the Red Sea, if  you see the Egyptians drowned and Pharao 

destroyed and cast headlong into the depth of  the abyss, you can sing a 

hymn to God; you can utter a sound of  praise and say, Let us sing to the Lord, 

33 Origen-Rufinus, In Exodum 6.1 (GCS 29, p. 191; Heine, 1982, p. 285)). The Vulgate reading of  Exodus 
15:1 and 21 gives 

cantemus Domino gloriose enim magnificatus est equum et ascensorem deiecit in mare
Let us sing to the Lord: for he is gloriously magnified, the horse and the rider he has 
thrown into the sea.

34 Exodus 15:1 and 21. 
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for he has been glorified magnificently; he cast forth horse and rider into the sea. 

(Origen-Rufinus, In Exodum 6.1 (GCS 29, pp. 191–92; Heine, 1982, p. 285))

Both texts relate the singing of  hymns by the Israelites in celebration of  their crossing to 

the singing of  hymns by Christians in celebration of  their salvation through baptism. 

Origen-Rufinus’ passage does so in a figurative way, without explicitly referencing baptism. 

This more obscure phrasing is appropriate to the context of  Homily 6 as whole, but it 

appears to have been insufficiently clear for Isidore’s purposes. In order to make the 

significance explicit, Isidore adds the phrase non aliter et fideles, postquam de lavacro conscendunt, 

exstinctis peccatis, ‘no differently after the faithful arise from the cleansing, when their sins are

eradicated.’ Whereas his source more obliquely relates the joy of  salvation in Exodus to the

individual, Isidore adapts the text to convey the same meaning more directly in the context 

of  his more concise, explanatory work. 

2.3.3 De cantico (Expositio, In Exodum 20.2)

The subject of  the second section of  De cantico follows on from the first:

Quod tamen melius et dignius ille dicit qui habuerit tympanum in manu 

sua, sicut Maria, id est, carnem suam crucifixerit cum vitiis et 

concupiscentiis,35 et mortificaverit membra sua quae sunt super 

terram.36 (Isidore, Expositio, In Exodum 20.2 (PL 83.296C–D)) 

Nevertheless, he who had a timbrel in his hand says this better and more 

fittingly, just like Mary, that is, he may have crucified his flesh with its vices and 

concupiscences, and have put to death his members which are upon the earth. 

Like his source Origen-Rufinus, Isidore here picks up on the reference in Exodus 15:20 to 

the playing of  the timbrel as part of  the Israelites celebration: 

sumpsit ergo Maria prophetis soror Aaron tympanum in manu egressaeque sunt omnes 

mulieres post eam cum tympanis et choris.

So Mary the prophetess, the sister of  Aaron, took a timbrel in her hand: and

all the women went forth after her with timbrels and with dances. (Ex 

15:20)

Isidore follows Origen-Rufinus in interpreting the timbrels, with which the Israelites 

35 Galatians 5:24:
qui autem sunt Christi carnem crucifixerunt cum vitiis et concupiscentiis
And they that are Christ’s, have crucified their flesh, with the vices and concupiscences. 

36 Colossians 3:5:
mortificate ergo membra vestra quae sunt super terram
Mortify therefore your members which are upon the earth.
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celebrate their salvation, as the rejection of  the corporeal by those who celebrate their 

salvation through baptism:

Melius autem et dignius haec dices, si habueris tympanum in manu 

tua, id est si carnem tuam crucifixeris cum vitiis et concupiscentiis,37 

et si mortificaveris membra tua, quae sunt super terram.38

You will say these things better and more fittingly, however, if  you have a 

tambourine in your hand, that is if  you have crucified your flesh with its vices and 

concupiscences, and if  you have put to death your members which are upon the earth. 

(GCS 29, p. 192; Heine, 1982, p. 285)

Isidore repeats Origen-Rufinus’ expression of  this interpretation, with the quotation of  

phrases referring to the rejection of  the flesh from Galatians 5:24 and Colossians 3:5. 

2.3.4 De cantico (Expositio, In Exodum 20.3)

Isidore makes another, more substantial borrowing from Augustine’s Contra Faustum

in the third and final section of  De cantico: 

Iam dehinc ducitur post maris transitum populus per desertum. Baptizati 

scilicet omnes per mundum, non perfruentes promissa patria; sed quod 

non vident, sperando, et per patientiam exspectando, tanquam in 

deserto sunt, et illic laboriosae et periculosae tentationes, ne 

revertantur corde in Aegyptum, nec ibi tandem Christus deserit, nam 

et illa columna non recedit.39 (Isidore, Expositio, In Exodum 20.3 (PL 

83.296D))

After that, after the crossing of  the sea, the people are led through the 

desert. Certainly [they signify] all those baptised throughout the world, 

those not enjoying the promised homeland, but by hoping and by awaiting 

with patience that which they do not see, as if  they are in the desert; and 

there are laborious and dangerous trials there, so that they do not return in 

their hearts to Egypt; and Christ does not leave them in the end, for that 

column does not move away. 

The text is an almost verbatim reproduction from the passage of  Augustine’s Contra 

Faustum that immediately follows the passage used by Isidore in De divisione maris: 

37 Galatians 5:24.
38 Colossians 3:5.
39 Augustine, Contra Faustum 12.30 (CSEL 25.1, p. 358; NPNF 1.4, p. 193).
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Ducitur populus per desertum: baptizati omnes nondum perfruentes 

promissa patria, sed quod non uident sperando et per patientiam 

expectando tamquam in deserto sunt; et illic laboriosae et 

periculosae temptationes, ne reuertantur corde in Aegyptum. Nec ibi 

tamen Christus deserit; nam et illa columna non recedit.

The Israelites are led through the wilderness, as those who are baptized are 

in the wilderness while on the way to the promised land, hoping and 

patiently waiting for that which they see not. In the wilderness are severe 

trials, lest they should in heart return to Egypt. Still Christ does not leave 

them; the pillar does not go away. (Augustine, Contra Faustum 12.30 (CSEL 

25.1, p. 358; NPNF 1.4, p. 193))

This passage conveys the same point as Augustine’s commentary on Psalm 106, that the 

Red Sea crossing signifies both the salvation of  the individual through baptism, as well as 

the salvation of  humanity through Christ. Isidore also uses Augustine’s explanation that the

journey through the desert signifies the journey of  the baptised through life as they await 

the promise of  heaven. This passage describes the difficulties and dangers of  the journey 

of  the baptised through the world towards their spiritual home in heaven. The final line 

draws attention to Christ’s constant presence on this journey, helping them not to turn 

back the sinful life signified by Egypt. 

2.3.5 Overview

Despite that fact that it is primarily composed of  text borrowed from existing 

sources, taken as a whole, Isidore’s commentary constitutes an entirely new exposition of  

the baptismal schema of  interpretation for the Red Sea crossing. Isidore’s work presents a 

sequential account of  four aspects or stages relating to the sacrament of  baptism. De 

divisione maris (Expositio, In Exodum 19) describes the sacrament of  baptism itself, as an 

interpretation of  the Israelites’ journey through the Red Sea. The first section of  De cantico 

(Expositio, In Exodum 20.1) evokes the rejoicing of  those that receive this sacrament. The 

second section (Expositio, In Exodum 20.2) counsels the correct way of  life for the baptised, 

focusing on the spiritual and relinquishing the corporeal. The third section (Expositio, In 

Exodum 20.3) warns of  the difficulty of  this way of  life, but also points to its heavenly 

reward. The result of  Isidore’s compilation is by no means a dissonant scrapbook of  

sources, but a new and entirely unified composition; the final product is a coherent 
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commentary, with a unique narrative structure of  its own. Isidore uses the words, and the 

authority, of  his sources to construct a concise exposition on the sacrament of  baptism as 

well as a commentary on Exodus 14 and 15. 
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2.4 Anonymous In Pentateuchum commentarii

Anonymous biblical commentaries produced in the Latin West in the seventh and 

eighth centuries constitute a corpus of  texts currently undergoing a period of  

reconsideration. In addition to being, like Isidore’s Expositio, compilatory works that draw 

heavily on pre-existing, particularly patristic sources, the second principal reason for their 

lack of  recognition is their anonymity (although the absence of  a modern edition of  even 

Isidore’s works indicates the influence of  the former). Many were dismissed on the basis 

that they were purely florilegia of  patristic writings, from which no new insight was to be 

gleaned. It is now becoming increasingly evident that these texts are an innovative and 

original type of  composition, of  a type exemplified so aptly by Isidore’s Expositio (Gorman,

1996a; O’Loughlin, 1997a, 1999b; Stansbury, 1999).40 In his case study on such texts, 

O’Loughlin notes one of  their characteristic features in particular,

that even in works where almost every idea and every line can be identified 

to an earlier writer, that the work is still of  the greatest importance in the 

history of  Latin theology because within this form of  repetition lies a new 

theological edifice. (1999b, p. 239)

Where these texts have been studied, it is primarily either for the evidence they preserve of

the transmission and availability of  works by more established authorities, or because they 

were argued to belong to a particular milieu. As Stansbury (2016, esp. pp. 125 ff. ) points 

out, much of  the work that has been accomplished on this corpus is the result of  their 

appearance in a catalogue of  texts argued to be of  Irish provenance or produced under 

Irish influence.

2.4.1 A note on Hiberno-Latin exegesis

This catalogue, Bischoff ’s seminal work ‘Wendepunkte in der Geschichte der 

lateinischen Exegese im Frühmittelalter,’ has been the subject of  controversy since its 

publication in 1954.41 In the introduction to this article, Bischoff  identifies a number of  

texts agreed to be of  Irish authorship and then outlines a set of  criteria—irische Symptomen 

or ‘Irish symptoms’—by which he argues Latin exegetical texts of  Irish provenance or 

influence can be identified. The list of  established Hiberno-Latin exegetical texts consists 

of  the following: the Milan Glosses on a Latin text of  Theodore of  Mopsuestia’s 

40 Gorman’s (1996a) article is reprinted in Gorman (2002, pp. 63–163). The original publication is cited here.
41 This article was fist published in Sacris Erudiri 6 (1954) and is reprinted in Mittelalterliche Studien (1966–1981,
1, pp. 205–73). It is translated by O’Grady (1976). References here are to Mittelalterliche Studien and O’Grady. 
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commentary on the Psalms (CCSL 88A; Best, 1936; Stokes and Strachan, 1901–1903, 1, pp.

7–483); the glosses on the Codex Usserianus primus Gospels (Abbott, 1884); the Würzburg 

glosses on the Pauline epistles (Stokes and Strachan, 1901–1903, 1, pp. 499–712); Laidcenn 

mac Baith’s Egloga de moralibus in Iob (CCSL 145);42 Ailerán’s Interpretatio mystica et moralis 

progenitorum Domini Iesu Christi and the poem Canon Euangeliorum (Breen, 1995; Howlett, 

1996, 2001); De mirabilibus sacrae scripturae (PL 35.2149–2200);43 and an anonymous 

commentary on the Catholic epistles (CCSL 108B, pp. 1–50). The criteria for identifying 

other exegetical works as Irish, the irische Symptomen, are numerous. They include well-

known features such as the discussion of  words in the tres lingua sacrae—the three sacred 

languages Hebrew, Greek and Latin—and the use of  tempus, locus, persona, ‘time, place, 

person’, to introduce an author or work (Bischoff, 1966–1981, 1, pp. 217–19; O’Grady, 

1976, pp. 84–86). The main body of  Bischoff ’s article is an extensive catalogue of  

exegetical works argued to be Irish or Irish influenced on the basis of  these criteria. Kelly 

(1988, 1989) has since produced an updated and expanded version of  this catalogue. 

Critiques of  Bischoff ’s criteria have been presented by scholars such as Coccia 

(1967), Stancliffe (1975), Gorman (1996a, pp. 93–96, 1997a, 2000), and Stansbury (2016), 

who engages systematically with the points of  Bischoff ’s arguments. Various aspects of  

some of  these critiques have been countered in turn by Herren (1998), Wright (2000), and 

Ó Cróinín (2000, 2001). The articles defending Bischoff ’s work are in many cases a 

response to Gorman’s categorical denial of  Irish production or influence. Other scholars 

have adopted an intermediate stance: Herren (1998), for example, does not defend 

Bischoff ’s Symptomen entirely, but discusses texts identifiable as Irish by other means. As 

O’Loughlin (1996) states, the most problematic aspect of  Bishoff ’s Symptomen is the 

tendency of  scholars to interpret the presence of  one or more of  these as proof  of  a text’s

Irish origins, without further investigation. 

Stancliffe makes the point that the exegetical works of  this time were primarily 

reworkings, which for the most part makes discerning whether an identified Irish 

connection is part of  an original composition or a later addition impossible. Stancliffe aptly

summarises the case:

There is a hard core of  commentaries which are definitely Irish, but outside

42 Laidcenn’s Egloga de Moralibus in Iob (Egloga) is edited by Adriaen (1969a) in CCSL 145. It presents excerpts 
from Gregory’s Moralia in Iob (see 3.2.1.1 and 3.3.3.3). For more on Laidcenn’s Egloga, see Grosjean (1955, pp. 
92–97), Bischoff  (1966–1981, 1, pp. 237-38; O’Grady, 1976, p. 105), McNamara (1973), Kelly (1988, p. 561) 
and Howlett (1995, pp. 6–8). This text is also referenced in 3.2.1.1 and 3.2.2.1. 
43 This text is discussed in greater detail in Section 2.5.1 below. 
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this we have a gradual shading off  through probabilities to possibilities; 

through compilations in which an Irishman had a hand to ones in which 

some Irish influence is discernible. The reason for this is that the 

commentaries we have been considering do not witness to an isolated native

phenomenon, but rather form one part of  the exegetical activity common 

to all those countries in the Latin West which still looked back to the work 

of  the great Church Fathers. (Stancliffe, 1975, p. 366) 

The anonymous works considered in this section demonstrate some connections with Irish

material, and such individual parallels are of  relevance to this discussion, but, as has been 

pointed out, this does not prove the Irish provenance of  the extant text as a whole. Such 

connections do, however, stand as relevant in their witness to the full integration of  Irish 

scholars in the Western Latin exegetical discourse, a multi-directional exchange in which 

they were active participants. 

Stancliffe’s conclusion is the forerunner of  a school of  thought on one side of  the 

current scholarly debate; as research on the Latin exegetical works of  the seventh, eighth, 

and ninth centuries progresses, it is increasingly argued that Bischoff ’s Symptomen are in fact

the symptoms of  pre-Carolingian and Carolingian exegesis as a whole (O’Loughlin, 1996, 

pp. 96–97). This is echoed by Gorman’s conclusion that, following further research into the

corpus, the eighth-century commentaries on Genesis listed in Bischoff ’s catalogue will be 

found to be

pre-Carolingian exegesis heavily dependent on Isidore, which was carried 

out with a lively imagination and some degree of  freedom from the patristic

authorities to whom it is indebted to a limited extent. (Gorman, 1996a, p. 

94)

This neutral position is also taken by Cahill (1994, CCSL 82, pp. 100*–115*, 1998, p. 4, n. 

4, 1999) in his work on the Expositio Evangelii secundum Marcum, another anonymous text 

identified as Irish or Irish influenced in Bischoff ’s catalogue (1966–1981, 1, pp. 257–59; 

O’Grady, 1976, pp. 129–31), and whose provenance has been much debated.44 Stansbury 

(2016, pp. 125–28 ) concludes that, in order to accurately identify characteristics unique to a

text or group of  texts, further study is required both of  the corpus of  early medieval Latin 

exegesis as a whole and of  identified Hiberno-Latin and vernacular Irish commentaries and

44 The text is edited by Cahill (1997) in CCSL 82 (Scriptores Celtigenae 2). Cahill (1998) has also published a 
translation. Most recently, Wooding (2001b, pp. 87–92) has argued that the commentary contains material for 
which analogues only appear in Irish and Hiberno-Latin voyages narratives.
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glosses. 

2.4.2 Seventh- and eight-century commentaries on Exodus

Given the uncertainty that surrounds the identification of  Hiberno-Latin exegetical 

works, this survey of  commentaries contemporaneous with the Vitae discussed later in this 

chapter (2.8) aims to take into account a more wide ranging corpus of  sources. The 

constitution of  this corpus is heavily impacted by two factors. The first is the availability 

and accessibility of  sources, as the scope of  this thesis rules out the inclusion of  as yet 

unedited commentaries. The second factor is that many of  the texts that have been edited 

and studied were chosen because of  their incorrect attribution to patristic authors, and 

others, as Stansbury (2016) states, because of  their argued Irish provenance or influence. 

As a result the corpus of  sources available for this study may omit substantial works that 

have yet to receive scholarly attention. Despite these limitations, this section of  the chapter 

still aims to present a representative survey of  relevant exegetical works, demonstrating the 

principal interpretational schemata evident in such works, as well as their relationship with 

the preceding patristic commentaries and contemporaneous Hiberno-Latin texts. 

In his catalogue of  early medieval Bible commentaries, McNally (1959, p. 96) lists 

only four commentaries on Exodus: Bede’s De tabernaculo, ‘On the tabernacle’,45 Hrabanus 

Maurus’ Commentaria in Exodum,46 and two commentaries falsely attributed to Bede—the 

Quaestiones in Exodum and Expositio in secundum librum Mosis.47 Bischoff ’s (1966–1981, 1, pp. 

231–36; O’Grady, 1976, pp. 97–102) catalogue does not list any commentaries on Exodus 

alone, and only one commentary on the whole Bible, which is the anonymous Pauca 

problesmata de enigmatibus ex tomis canonicis (hereafter Pauca problesmata).48 To this corpus of  

works can also be added the glosses on the Pentateuch from the school of  Theodore and 

Hadrian at Canterbury.49

Hrabanus Maurus’ ninth-century commentary is a compilatory work, drawing like 

45 Bede’s De tabernaculo is edited by Hurst (1969) in CCSL 119A and translated by Holder (1994). In the list 
of  his own works at the end of  the Historia ecclesiastica gentis Anglorum Bede includes capitula lectionum in 
Pentateucum Mosi, ‘summaries of  lessons on the Pentateuch of  Moses’ (5.24 (Bertram Colgrave and Mynors, 
1969, pp. 568–69)). No extant manuscript of  this text has been identified.
46 This is edited in PL 108.9–246. Recent studies on Hrabanus Maurus include Depreaux et al. (2010) and 
Aris and Bullido del Barrio (2010).
47 Quaestiones in Exodum is edited in PL 93.363–388, and Expositio in secundum librum Mosis is edited in PL 
91.189–394.
48 Pauca problesmata’s commentary on the Pentateuch is edited by MacGinty (2000) in CCSL 173 (Scriptores 
Celtigenae 3). Editions of  the remaining Old Testament commentary and that on the New Testament are in 
progress. McNamara (1987, pp. 92–95) provides an overview of  the commentary.
49 These are edited and translated by Bischoff  and Lapidge (1994).
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Isidore on patristic works including those of  Augustine and Origen-Rufinus. As it is later 

than the latest date of  composition argued for the hagiographical texts that define this 

study’s range (see 2.6.1) it is not considered here. The glosses on the Pentateuch from 

Canterbury were surveyed, but comments on Exodus 14 and 15 are few and brief, and 

make no substantial contribution to this research (Commentarius primus in Pentateuchum 251–

55 (Bischoff  and Lapidge, 1994, pp. 346–49)).50 Pauca problesmata, also know as the Reference 

Bible or Das Bibelwerk, is dated to the early or mid eighth century (McNamara, 1987, p. 86; 

MacGinty, 1999, p. 165, CCSL 173, p. X). It is described by MacGinty (1999, pp. 165–65) 

as a ‘companion to the Bible’, and he suggests that it constitutes a collection of  teaching 

notes. It deals with every book of  the Bible, with the exception of  Lamentations and 

Baruch. Studies on this commentary reveal that it contains a substantial amount of  unusual

lore (Orchard, 1995, pp. 72–76; Bisagni, 2012, pp. 73–77; Clarke, 2012). Unfortunately for 

this study, it contains only a single reference to the Red Sea crossing, which appears in a list

of  the miracles involving the rod of  Moses (Pauca problesmata 2.392 (CCSL 173, p. 172)). 

The remainder of  the commentary on Exodus is predominantly concerned with the 

correspondence between the ten plagues of  Egypt and the ten commandments, with some 

discussion of  later events (Pauca problesmata 2.366–419 (CCSL 173, pp. 162–84)). Bede’s De 

tabernaculo is not of  relevance here as it does not engage with the Red Sea crossing. An 

instance of  Bede addressing the spiritual significance of  the Red Sea crossing does appear 

in his commentary De templo Salomonis, ‘On the temple of  Solomon.’51 Here Bede, like 

Origen-Rufinus and Augustine (2.2.2.2, 2.2.2.3), draws on the authority of  1 Corinthians 10

to justify his discussion of  the prevalent interpretational schema of  the Red Sea crossing as

typologically signifying baptism (De templo Salomonis 2.604–71 (CCSL 119A, pp. 207–8; 

Connolly, 1995, p. 84, §§19.1–3)).

The two remaining texts are those that McNally lists as falsely attributed to Bede. 

The Quaestiones in Exodum is part of  a commentary on the Octateuch that Gorman (1997b, 

1982b) has identified as the work of  Wigbod, produced under the direction of  

Charlemagne (cf. MacGinty, 1999, pp. 167–68). On Exodus 14 and 15 (PL 93.370D–371A),

Wigbod reproduces Isidore’s Expositio, In Exodum 19–20 verbatim, with no alterations or 

additions. The second work, the Expositio in secundum librum Mosis, is part of  an anonymous 

50 For more on the school of  Theodore and Hadrian at Canterbury, see Lapidge (1986, 1995), Gorman 
(1996b), and Contreni (2003). 
51 The text is edited by Hurst (1969) in CCSL 119A. It is translated by Connelly (1995), with an 
accompanying introduction by O’Reilly. 
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commentary on the Pentateuch, referred to as In Pentateuchum commentarii (hereafter In 

Pentateuchum). It is incorrectly attributed to Bede and Isidore in its manuscripts, and to Bede

in the PL edition, which remains the only edition of  the entire text. Gorman (1996a) has 

published an extensive study of  In Pentateuchum and its manuscripts, in which he identifies 

two recensions of  the text and provides an edition of  part of  its commentary on Genesis. 

The commentary on Exodus has not been the subject of  any substantial study. This 

anonymous commentary on Exodus represents a continuation of  the style of  exegetical 

work evident in Isidore’s Expositio. Like Isidore’s work, while In Pentateuchum is primarily 

composed of  excerpts from patristic sources, the combination and adaptation of  these 

excerpts and the incorporation of  original material by the author result in a commentary 

that constitutes an original composition, one that presents a distinct perspective on both 

Exodus and its exegetical tradition. Both the sources and the exegetical content of  In 

Pentateuchum’s commentary on Exodus 14 and 15 are investigated in detail in the section 

below. This analysis of  the text reveals its value as a commentary on Exodus, beyond its 

preservation of  patristic excerpts, and it also demonstrates a number of  textual 

connections and intertextual resonances with the early Irish hagiographical texts discussed 

later in this chapter.

2.4.3 Commentary on Exodus 14 and 15 in In Pentateuchum commentarii

Gorman (1996a) classifies the extant versions of  In Pentateuchum into two 

recensions, γ and β, of  which β is edited in PL and γ remains unpublished. Gorman also 

identifies a no longer extant recension α, which represents a core text shared by γ and β. 

Gorman dates α to the second half  of  the seventh century, γ to sometime before 800, and 

β, the more widespread recension, to the late seventh or early eighth century. Gorman 

(1996a, pp. 86–96) argues that material found in β and not in γ constitutes interpolations 

added to the text after its initial composition. His study includes an edition of  the 

reconstructed α commentary on Genesis 1:1 to 3:24, as well as the ‘β interpolations’ for 

Genesis 1:1 to 4:3 (Gorman, 1996a, pp. 96–107, 267–99). Gorman points out that the PL 

edition, reproducing the sixteenth-century printing of  the text by Herwagen (1563), is 

greatly flawed and an unreliable source for scholars. As it is the only edition, it must suffice 

as the basis of  this study.52

52 There are numerous instances in the commentary on Exodus 15 in particular where the text appears to 
represent a flawed reading of  Origen-Rufinus rather than an adaptation. An example illustrates the problem. 
Origen-Rufinus’ text reads:

Sed si redeamus ad intelligentiam spiritalem, invenies quia Philistiim, id cadentes populi.
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The issues surrounding Bischoff ’s Symptomen are evident in the arguments for the 

provenance of  In Pentateuchum. This text does not appear in Bischoff ’s catalogue, and only 

its commentary on Genesis is listed in Kelly’s updated catalogue (1988, p. 577). Gorman 

(1996a, pp. 257–58) locates the original composition of  In Pentateuchum in Spain in the 

seventh century. He notes that the β interpolations contain many of  Bischoff ’s Symptomen, 

but maintains his position that these features are not uniquely Irish (Gorman, 1996a, p. 89).

Gorman (1996a, pp. 90–96) goes on to note parallels between these interpolations and 

Pauca problesmata, as well as a number of  other texts listed by Bischoff, before finally 

concluding:

The complicated textual history of  the work, coupled with the complete 

lack of  information about the printed editions and the manuscripts in which

the two recensions are to be found, has made it practically impossible to 

reach a reliable judgement about its origin and nature. (Gorman, 1996a, p. 

72)

MacGinty (1999, p. 167) also notes the points of  contact between In Pentateuchum and Pauca

problesmata, concluding that they are ‘so striking as to make the postulate of  a shared source

or sources for at least part of  their material almost an imperative.’ However, this does not 

assist in locating In Pentateuchum since the provenance of  Pauca problemsata is the subject of  

the same debates. Clarke’s pragmatic consideration of  Pauca problesmata offers a useful way 

of  approaching this and other anonymous works: 

The Reference Bible’s affinities are of  course controversial, and I restrict 

myself  [in this article] to the working hypothesis that the text’s similarities in

style and subject matter to texts of  undoubted Irish provenance justifies the

belief  that it is the kind of  text that was available to Irish literati during and 

for some time after the heyday of  Carolingian learning. (Clarke, 2012, p. 24, 

n. 40)

It is in this light that In Pentateuchum is considered here. 

Gorman (1996a, p. 256) identifies Augustine’s De Genesi ad litteram as the principal 

But if  we go back to the spiritual meaning you will find that the Philistines, that is people 
who fall. (GCS 29, p. 198; Heine, 1982, p. 293)

In Pentateuchum contains the following version of  this passage:
Spiritualiter tamen Philistini, id est, cadentes poculo. (In Pentateuchum (β) 2.15 (PL 312A))
Nevertheless, spiritually the Philistines, that is, cadentes poculo.

In Pentateuchum shortens the ad intelligentiam spiritalem to spiritualiter, but its use of  poculum, ‘cup, bowl’, makes no
sense in the context and indicates an error at some point in the transmission or editing of  the text. The 
sources of  this error cannot be investigated here and is a matter for further research.
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source for In Pentateuchum’s commentary on Genesis. He also identifies considerable use of  

Origen-Rufinus’ first homily on Genesis,53 Augustine’s De Genesi contra Manichaeos, ‘On 

Genesis against the Manichees,’54 and Isidore’s Expositio (see 2.3), as well as some use of  

Jerome’s Hebraicae quaestiones in libro Geneseos, ‘Hebrew questions on the Book of  Genesis,’ 

and Isidore’s De differentiis, ‘On differences.’55 Finally, the passages identified as 

interpolations are categorised as being for the most part original compositions, occasionally

expressing the author’s unique opinion. The analysis of  In Pentateuchum presented here 

below reveals close correspondences to a number of  these sources. The principal source 

for In Pentateuchum’s commentary on Exodus 14 (2.14 (PL 91.310A–311A)) is Isidore’s 

Expositio (In Exodum 19.1 (PL 83.296B–C)). In Pentateuchum also includes a longer section 

which contains references to several sources but appears for the most part to be an original

composition. This may be another of  the β interpolations hypothesised by Gorman.56 In 

Pentateuchum’s commentary on Exodus 15 (2.15 (PL 91.311A–313A)) is quite different. It 

begins and ends with adaptations of  Isidore’s Expositio (In Exodum 20–22 (PL 83.296C–

297C)), but the intervening sections are an abbreviated and summarised version of  Origen-

Rufinus’ sixth homily (In Exodum 6.1–14 (GCS 29, pp. 191–204; Heine, 1982, pp. 285–99)). 

In order to explore this fully, In Pentateuchum’s commentary on the Red Sea crossing is 

discussed in detail here, the commentary on Exodus 14 in particular; to facilitate this, In 

Pentateuchum 2.14 is subdivided into eight further thematic sections, each of  which is 

discussed individually.

§2.14.1: the Devil’s chariot

In Pentateuchum’s commentary on Exodus 14 opens dramatically with a vivid image 

of  the pharaoh as the Devil:

Junxit igitur Pharao currum;57 id est, diaboli quadrigas. Quadriga diaboli, 

unusquisque peccator cum gula et fornicatione, et ira, et superbia. (In Pentateuchum (β) 

2.14.1 (PL 91.310A))

53 Origen’s homilies on Genesis only survive in their Latin translations by Rufinus. Baehrens’ (1920–1921, 1) 
original edition in GCS 29 has been updated by Habermehl (2012) in GCS NF 17. The homilies are translated
by Heine (1982). See 3.2.2.2 for further discussion.
54 This is discussed further in 3.2.2.2.
55 Jerome’s Hebraicae quaestiones in libro Geneseos is edited by De Lagarde et al. (1959) in CCSL 72, and it is 
translated by Hayward (1995). Isidore’s De differentiis is edited in PL 83.9–70. Book 1 is edited and translated 
into Spanish by Codoñer (2012). De differentiis is also referenced in Chapter 5 (5.3.2).
56 Consultation of  the manuscripts and further source analysis would be required to determine this 
conclusively. 
57 Exodus 14:6:

iunxit ergo currum et omnem populum suum adsumpsit secum
So he made ready his chariot, and took all his people with him.
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So the pharaoh yoked his chariot, that is, the four horse team of  the Devil. The 

four horse team of  the Devil, and each one a sinner, with gluttony and 

adultery and anger and pride.

The horses of  the pharaoh signify sinful people, their sin represented by gluttony, adultery, 

anger and pride. This schema of  interpretation, in which the quadrigae of  the Devil 

represent sinful Christians, is also found in Origen-Rufinus’ Homily 6 on Exodus 15 (In 

Exodum 6.2 (GCS 29, p. 194; Heine, 1982, p. 288)). Origen-Rufinus explains that both 

groups submit themselves to the control of  the Devil. Origen-Rufinus also presents a 

range of  four sins that correspond to the four horses of  the Devil’s quadrigae:

Quoscumque videris in luxuria turpiores, crudelitate saeviores, in avaritia taetriores, in 

impietate flagitiosiores, scito hos de quadrigis esse Pharaonis.

Know that all whom you see who are most disgraceful in luxury, most fierce

in cruelty, most offensive in avarice, most shameful in impiety, are from the 

four-horse chariots of  Pharao. (In Exodum 6.3 (GCS 29, p. 194; Heine, 1982,

p. 288))

Both texts attribute a sin to each horse, but the sins specified in In Pentateuchum differ from 

those in Origen-Rufinus’ homily. Homily 6 is also used substantially, although in a heavily 

abbreviated form, in In Pentatuchum 2.15 (PL 91.311B). The only other instance of  this 

schema that I have been able to locate is a more generalised reference to it in Epistula 3 of  

Fulgentius, a sixth-century bishop of  Ruspe, in which the quadrigae are quatuor superbiae 

generibus, quibus diabolus uelut quadrigis uehitur (Epistula 3.29 (CCSL 91, p. 225)), ‘four kinds of  

pride, by which the Devil is carried as if  by a four horse chariot.’58 This schema does not 

appear to be a widespread one, further supporting the In Pentateuchum’s reliance on Origen-

Rufinus. 

§2.14.2: baptismal schema

Following this striking opening, In Pentateuchum presents the principal elements of  

the baptismal schema of  interpretation for the Red Sea crossing:

Percussit virga Moyses aquas, et transierunt filii Israel. Rubrum mare

significat baptismum, Christi sanguine consecratum. Virga autem qua mare

tangitur, sicut supra dictum est, crux Christi est, quam per baptismum accipimus. 

Consepulti enim sumus cum illo per baptismum.59 Inimici sequentes cum

58 The works of  Fulgentius of  Ruspe are edited by Fraipont (1968) in CCSL 91 and 91A.
59 Romans 6:4. 
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rege, qui a tergo moriuntur, praeterita peccata sunt, quae diluentur, 

et diabolus in spiritali lavacro, id est, baptismo, suffocatur.60 (In 

Pentateuchum (β) 2.14.2 (PL 91.310A–B))

Moses struck the water with the rod, and the sons of  Israel crossed over. 

The Red Sea signifies baptism, consecrated by the blood of  Christ. While 

the rod with which the sea is struck, just as was said above, is the cross of  

Christ, which we accept through baptism. For we were buried together with him 

by baptism. The pursuing enemies with their king, who die behind, are past 

sins, which are washed away, and the Devil is suffocated in the spiritual 

bath, that is, in baptism.

With minor changes in vocabulary, almost the entire commentary on Exodus 14 from 

Isidore’s De divisione maris, already discussed above (2.3.1), is incorporated into this section 

of  In Pentateuchum:

Sequentibus inde Aegyptiis, percutit Moyses virga aquas, et transierunt filii 

Israel per medium mare Rubrum. Quid mare Rubrum, nisi baptismus est 

Christi sanguine consecratus? Hostes sequentes cum rege, qui a tergo 

moriuntur, peccata sunt praeterita, quae delentur, et diabolus, qui in 

spirituali baptismo suffocatur. Premunt quidem Aegyptii; urgent et 

instant peccata, sed usque ad aquam. (Isidore, Expositio, In Exodum 19.1 

(PL 83.296B–C)).

Since the Egyptians were following from there, Moses strikes the waters 

with the rod, and the sons of  Israel crossed through the middle of  the Red 

Sea. What is the Red Sea, if  not baptism, consecrated by the blood of  

Christ? The pursuing enemy with their king, who die behind, are past sins, 

which are washed away, and the Devil, who is suffocated in spiritual 

baptism. Indeed, the Egyptians press hard; sins bear down and threaten, but

only up to the water. 

The borrowing from Isidore makes up about half  of  the text, and the final clause of  

Isidore’s commentary opens In Pentateuchum 2.14.3 (this line is here separated and 

considered in the following section because of  the way the commentary expands upon its 

subject matter). The passage from De divisione maris borrowed here contains all the key 

elements of  the baptismal schema of  interpretation: the sea as baptismal waters, 

60 Isidore, Expositio, In Exodum 19.1 (PL 83.296B–C). 
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consecrated by the blood of  Christ; the Egyptians as eradicated sins and the pharaoh as the

Devil; and finally the waters of  the sacrament as a boundary that sin cannot transgress. 

Two additional elements new to this survey appear in this section of  In Pentateuchum:

the interpretation of  Moses’ rod as the cross of  Christ and the interpretation of  the 

circumstances before the Red Sea is parted. The latter is discussed in the next section. 

Regarding the significance of  the rod as the cross, the commentary states that this has been

noted earlier in the text (In Pentateuchum, In Exodum 2.5, 2.7 (PL 298A, 301B–C)). In this 

instance it serves to amplify the role of  Christ’s passion and death in the baptismal schema.

This is further emphasised with the use of  a phrase from Romans 6:4:

consepulti enim sumus cum illo per baptismum in mortem ut quomodo 

surrexit Christus a mortuis per gloriam Patris ita et nos in novitate vitae ambulemus

For we are buried together with him by baptism into death; that as Christ is 

risen from the dead by the glory of  the Father, so we also may walk in 

newness of  life. (Rom 6:4)

The biblical verse in its entirety juxtaposes Christ’s death and human salvation in the same 

way as these commentaries on Exodus. By borrowing from Isidore’s Expositio, In 

Pentateuchum indirectly incorporates material from two works of  Augustine as well as a 

reference to Jerome. Although In Pentateuchum incorporates all the elements of  Isidore’s 

commentary, the text also expands the commentary to include an interpretation of  the rod 

of  Moses as the cross of  the crucifixion. The final composition remains thematically 

consistent, however, and provides a clear exposition of  the principal spiritual significance 

of  Exodus 14. 

§2.14.3: two deaths; triads of  salvation

The next thematic section begins by borrowing the final clause of  Isidore’s De 

divisione maris:

Urgent quidem Aegyptii, instant peccata, sed usque ad aquam61 latus 

dextrum populi contra Aegyptios, contra mare sinistrum erat,62 id est, populus 

Christianorum in Ecclesia, quae est inter mundum et regnum coelorum; vel inter duas 

mortes,63 corporis et animae.

61 Isidore, Expositio, In Exodum 19.1 (PL 83.296B–C).
62 Cf. Exodus 14:29:

filii autem Israhel perrexerunt per medium sicci maris et aquae eis erant quasi pro muro a dextris et a 
sinistris
But the children of  Israel marched through the midst of  the sea upon dry land, and the 
waters were to them as a wall on the right hand and on the left. 

63 Cf., for example, Apocalypse 20:6:
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Voluit in Aegyptum,64 id est, in voluntates hujus mundi. Tres autem cooperati sunt in 

salutem Israel, id est, Deus, Moyses et virga. Ita et nos per tres leges, et fidem 

Trinitatis, et per cogitationem, et verbum, et opus liberamur.65 (In 

Pentateuchum (β) 2.14.3 (PL 91.310B–C))

Indeed, the Egyptians bear down, sins threaten, but only up to the waters. 

The right flank of  people against the Egyptians, the left were against the 

sea, that is, the people in the Church of  Christians, which is between the 

world and the kingdom of  the heavens, or between the two deaths, that of  

the body and that of  the soul. 

He wished [to go] into Egypt, that is, in the desires of  this world. Three 

worked together for the safety of  Israel, that is, God, Moses and the rod. 

And thus we are freed through the three laws, and faith in the Trinity and 

through thought, and word, and work.

This first line, borrowed from Isidore, was in turn taken from Augustine’s Enarrationes (Ps 

80, §8 (CCSL 39, p. 1124; NPNF 1.8, p. 392); see Section 2.3.1). While Isidore borrows the 

line from Augustine without further explanation or adaptation, In Pentateuchum engages in 

more detail with the Israelites’ moment of  hesitation at the shore and the image of  the sea 

beatus et sanctus qui habet partem in resurrectione prima in his secunda mors non habet potestatem 
sed erunt sacerdotes Dei et Christi et regnabunt cum illo mille annis
Blessed and holy is he that hath part in the first resurrection. In these the second death 
has no power; but they shall be priests of  God and of  Christ; and shall reign with him a 
thousand years.

and Apocalypse 21:8:
timidis autem et incredulis et execratis et homicidis et fornicatoribus et veneficis et idolatris et omnibus 
mendacibus pars illorum erit in stagno ardenti igne et sulphure quod est mors secunda
But the fearful, and unbelieving, and the abominable, and murderers, and whoremongers, 
and sorcerers, and idolaters, and all liars, they shall have their portion in the pool burning 
with fire and brimstone, which is the second death.

64 The source of  the phrase voluit in Aegyptum is unclear. The format—a phrase followed by id est—suggests 
that the phrase is a biblical quote or a reference to one. The most likely passage to connect the phrase with is 
Exodus 14:11:

et dixerunt ad Mosen forsitan non erant sepulchra in Aegypto ideo tulisti nos ut moreremur in 
solitudine quid hoc facere voluisti ut educeres nos ex Aegypto
And they said to Moses: Perhaps there were no graves in Egypt, there thou hast brought us
to die in the wilderness: why wouldst thou do this, to lead us out of  Egypt? 

The phrase uoluit in Aegyptum does not appear in the passage above, but the presence of  the verb uolo and the 
phrase in Aegypto are related. The sense of  the verse also corresponds to that of  the phrase, in that, as the 
Israelites ask why Moses wishes to lead them out of  Egypt, they are expressing their desire to return. In 
addition, In Pentateuchum’s commentary on the phrase, explaining that it signifies the desires of  this world, 
corresponds to this sense of  the verse. This phrase is not found in Sabatier’s (1743–51, 1, p. 162) edition of  
the Vetus Latina, and this passage is one that would benefit from a more accurate investigation of  In 
Pentateuchum’s manuscripts. 
65 Tractatus Hilarii in septem epistolas canonicas, Epistola Petri prima 3:20, ll. 572–75, 596–97 (CCSL 108B, pp. 91–
92).
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as a boundary. It provides an interpretation for the choice the Israelites face between 

serving the Egyptians and potentially dying in the wilderness. This choice is visually 

represented by the oncoming army on one side and the Red Sea on the other. In 

Pentateuchum points out that spiritually this signifies the choice between the corporeal and 

the spiritual. Though their bodies might die in the waters, by fleeing the Egyptians, who 

signify sin, their souls may be saved. The alternative, to refuse to deny sin because of  

corporeal concerns, results in two deaths. The first is simply physical death, and the second

refers to the well-established concept of  the death of  the soul through damnation.66

The second part of  this passage reiterates the interpretation of  remaining in Egypt 

as prioritising a corporeal life over the spiritual. This passage contains a number of  triads.67 

It begins with the three elements that contributed to the parting of  the Red Sea in order to 

save the Israelites: God, Moses, and the rod. These are interpreted as three other triads that

aid the salvation of  mankind: the three laws, the divine Trinity, and personal endeavour 

through cogitatio, verbum, et opus, ‘contemplation, word and deed.’ References to the tres leges 

appear in a number of  texts.68 One that particularly resonates with In Pentateuchum is the 

commentary on 1 Peter 3:20 in the misattributed Tractatus Hilarii in septem epistolas canonicas 

(hereafter Tractatus).69 This commentary has strong Insular connections, as it is dependent 

upon an earlier work that cites Irish scholars of  the seventh century and is itself  used by 

Bede in his writing (CCSL 108B, pp. vii–xix). The biblical verse in question, 1 Peter 3:20, 

makes reference to Noah and the ark.70 The Tractatus gives an elaborate exposition of  the 

66 The development of  the metaphor of  the second death in the Bible and subsequent commentaries is 
traced by Plumpe (1951). See also O’Loughlin (1996, p. 108). Though not unique to Augustine, the concept 
of  two deaths appears frequently in his works, see in particular De trinitate 4.3.5–6 (CCSL 50, pp. 165–69; 
NPNF 1.3, pp. 71–73). This text is edited by Mountain and Glorie (1968). See also Collectanea pseudo-Bedae 77 
(Bayless and Lapidge, 1998, pp. 130–31). 
67 The widespread use of  triads and the ‘enumerative style’ in Insular writing are the focus of  discussion by 
Wright (1993, pp. 49–105) and Kelly (2004). See also Meyer (1906).
68 To which three laws precisely this passage refers is unclear. In an Old Testament context the three laws 
may refer to the divisions of  ceremonial, judicial or civil, and moral law as established by the Pentateuch. Mac
Cana (1970)  presents some discussion of  three laws in an Insular context, in this case focusing on civil and 
canonical law, and the breth fhiled, ‘the doctrinal law of  the filid.’
69 This is edited by McNally (1973) in CCSL 108B. He dates the text to somewhere between 690 and 708 
(CCSL 108B, pp. vii–xix). The terminus post quem is based upon the Tractatus’ dependence on another, 
anonymous commentary on the epistles. The anonymous commentary, containing two glosses in Irish and 
citing five Irish scholars of  the seventh century, is dated to between 650 and 690, making it the earliest extant 
commentary on the Catholic epistles. The terminus ante quem is defined by Bede’s use of  the Tractatus in his 
own commentary on the Epistles, dated to 708 or 709. McNally argues that the Tractatus contains ‘Irish 
features,’ and both its source and its use by Bede evidence an Insular connection.
70 1 Peter 3:20:

qui increduli fuerant aliquando quando expectabat Dei patientia in diebus Noe cum fabricaretur arca in 
qua pauci id est octo animae salvae factae sunt per aquam
Which had been some time incredulous, when they waited for the patience of  God in the 
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dimensions of  the ark (as given in Genesis 6:15):

Trecenta in longitudine habebat cubita, id est perseuerantiam in fide Trinitatis; 

quinquaginta in latitudine, id est caritatis longitudo; triginta in altitudine, id est tres 

leges ad caelum ascendentes, id est tristege. […] In arca autem animae nostrae tristegae

sunt cogitatio, uerbum et opus. (Tractatus, Epistola Petri prima 3:20, ll. 572–

75, 596–97 (CCSL 108B, pp. 91–92))

It was three hundred cubits in length, that is persistence in the faith in the 

Trinity; fifty in width, that is the extent of  charity; thirty in height, that is 

the three laws ascending to heaven, that is three storeys. […] However in 

ark of  our soul the three storeys are thought, word and work.

Like In Pentateuchum, the Tractatus presents three triads assisting in salvation—the tres leges, 

the Trinity, and the threefold path to salvation (cogitatio, verbum, opus).71 Particularly notable is

that the wording for the threefold path is identical in both texts. This correspondence, in 

combination with the shared use of  all three triads, strongly argues for either a shared 

source or a reliance of  one upon the other.72 

The threefold path warrants a momentary digression. The same wording for the 

threefold path used in In Pentateuchum also appears in Origen-Rufinus’ Homily 6.3 on 

Exodus, in the same section of  the homily that refers to the quadrigae of  the Devil:

Triplex namque est etiam bene agendi via; nihilominus enim vel opere vel 

cogitatione vel verbo boni aliquid agitur. 

For the way of  doing good is also threefold, for nothing good is done 

except by deed or thought or word. (Origen-Rufinus, In Exodum 6.3 (GCS 

29, pp. 194–95; Heine, 1982, p. 289))

The two other triads found in In Pentateuchum and the Tractatus are lacking however. These 

three elements also appear in a somewhat different form in In Pentateuchum 2.15, where they

represent the threefold ways in which sin can be committed:

Ternistatores dicuntur, quia triplex via peccandi, aut verbo, aut facto, aut

cogitatione.73 (In Pentateuchum (β) 2.15 (PL 91.311C))

days of  Noe, when the ark was a building: wherein a few, that is, eight souls, were saved by 
water.

71 Sims-Williams (1978, pp. 87–88) cites McNally’s (1957, p. 130) identification of  a reference to the use of  
the triad of  word, thought, and deed in the context of  the ark in the Liber de numeris, a work still awaiting a full
edition of  the extant text.
72 The earlier anonymous commentary on the epistles edited by McNally does not contain any of  this 
material (Commentarius in epistolas Catholicas Scotti anonymi, Epistola Petri prima 3:20, ll. 242–3 (CCSL 108B, p. 34).
73 Origen-Rufinus, In Exodum 6.3 (GCS 29, p. 194; Heine, 1982, p. 288).
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They are called threefold ‘leaders’, because of  the threefold way of  sinning ,

either through word, or deed, or thought. 

In this instance, however, the wording suggests that the source in this case is yet another 

instance of  the threefold path appearing earlier in Origen-Rufinus’ Homily 6.3:

Mihi videntur terni statores pro eo dici, quod triplex est hominibus peccandi 

via; aut enim in facto aut in dicto aut in cogitatione peccatur.

The ‘captains’ seem to me to be mentioned because men can sin in three 

ways: they sin either in deed, in speech, or in thought.(Origen-Rufinus, In 

Exodum 6.3 (GCS 29, p. 194; Heine, 1982, p. 288))

Origen-Rufinus is clearly the source for the threefold path in In Pentateuchum 2.15, but In 

Pentateuchum 2.14.3 shares precisely the same combination of  three distinct elements with 

the Tractatus. The author of  In Pentateuchum here demonstrates an ability to manipulate and 

combine similar elements from more than one source in order to suit his purpose. The 

same threefold path to salvation, per cogitationem, uerbum et opus, ‘through contemplation, 

word and deed’, also appears in In Pentateuchum 2.14.6 (PL 91.310C–D), discussed further 

below. 

The prevalence of  the threefold path, and the different phrasing encountered 

above, is demonstrated by Sims-Williams’ (1978) wide-ranging survey of  its usage. This 

survey includes a reference to the same threefold path in the likely eighth-century 

Collectanea pseudo-Bedae (47 (Bayless and Lapidge, 1998, pp. 126–27, 211)).74 Sims-William 

argues for the Irish proliferation of  this formula and identifies the Antiphonary of  Bangor 

as one of  the earlier Insular examples of  it. In the discussion of  the Antiphonary of  

Bangor’s treatment of  the Red Sea crossing below (2.5.2), it is argued that one instance of  

this triad in the Antiphonary derives directly from Origen-Rufinus.

§2.14.4: two laws

The fourth section of  In Pentateuchum 2.14 continues thematically with the 

opposition between the corporeal and the spiritual aspects of  human nature, but focuses 

on a number of  opposing pairs:

74 There is evidence for Irish, Anglo-Saxon and Continental influence in the work, and though it is generally 
considered to be a product of  the eighth century, its dating is still much debated (Bayless and Lapidge, 1998, 
pp. 1–11). 
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Inter duos muros,75 e quibus alter in Oriente, alter ab Occidente.76 Similiter inter 

duas leges significat, inter quas una, quae super justos non uindicat.77 Siue inter 

duos muros, iter inter corpus et animam significat, ut dicitur: Neque ad dexteram, 

neque ad sinistram.78 (In Pentateuchum (β) 2.14.4 (PL 91.310B–C))

Between two walls, of  which one is in the east, the other from the west. 

Similarly it signifies between two laws, of  which [there is] one that does not 

have legal claim over the just. Or between two walls, again signifies between

the body and the soul, as it is said: and go not aside neither to the right hand, nor to

the left.

Here the dual nature of  humanity is signified by the walls of  parted water on either side of  

the Israelites as they pass through the Red Sea, once again signifying the position inter 

corpus et animam, ‘between body and soul’. The walls of  water also signify the duae leges, ‘two 

laws’. The ‘two laws’ has a range of  significations: the Old and New Testaments; the 

natural law of  good that preceded the Scriptures and that of  the Scriptures; and human 

and divine law.79 The brief  reference made to the duae leges in In Pentateuchum parallels 

Augustine’s exposition of  duae leges in De libero arbitrio, ‘On free will.’80 In this dialogue, 

Augustine discusses the difference between temporal law, which is subject to change, and 

immutable divine law (De libero arbitrio 1.6.14.42–15.51 (CCSL 29, pp. 219–20; King, 2010, 

pp. 11–13)). Augustine asks which of  these two laws lovers of  temporal things and lovers 

of  eternal things respectively obey, and then affirms his companion’s response:

75 Exodus 14:22:
et ingressi sunt filii Israhel per medium maris sicci erat enim aqua quasi murus a dextra eorum et leva
And the children of  Israel went in through the midst of  the sea dried up; for the water was 
as a wall on their right hand and on their left.

Cf. Isaiah 22:11:
et lacum fecistis inter duos muros et aquam piscinae ueteris et non suspexistis ad eum qui fecerat eam et 
operatorem eius de longe non uidistis
And you made a ditch between two walls for the water of  the old pool: and you have not 
looked up to the maker thereof, nor regarded him even at a distance, that wrought it long 
ago. 

76 Cf. Psalm 106:3:
ab oriente et ab occidente ab aquilone et mari
From the rising and from the setting of  the sun, from the north and from the sea.

77 Augustine, De libero arbitrio 1.5.13.41–15.33.113 (CCSL 29, pp. 219–34; King, 2010, pp. 11–29).
78 Isaiah 30:21.
79 The understanding and application of  aspects of  the two laws in Ireland are discussed by Carey (1990) in 
relation to the pseudo-historical prologue to the Senchas már. This prologue is edited and translated by Carey 
(1994a, 2000, pp. 139–44). Smyth (2011, p. 199, n. 158) discusses a references to these laws in Liber de ordine 
creaturarum (this text is discussed in 3.2.2.1).
80 Augustine’s De libero arbitrio is edited by Green (Green and Daur, 1970, pp. 209–321) in CCSL 29. It is 
recently translated by King (2010).
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Recte iudicas, dummodo illud inconcussum teneas quod apertissime iam ratio 

demonstrauit, eos, qui temporali legi seruiunt, non esse posse ab aeterna liberos, unde 

omnia quae iusta sunt iusteque uariantur exprimi diximus; eos uero, qui legi aeternae 

per bonam uoluntatem herent, temporalis legis non indigere, satis, ut apparet, intelligis.

You are right, provided you hold resolutely what our argument has already 

established explicitly: people subservient to temporal law cannot be free 

from the eternal law, from which we said all things that are just, or are justly 

altered, are derived. You understand well enough that people who hold fast 

to the eternal law through their good will have no need of  temporal law, as 

is apparent. (De libero arbitrio 1.15.31.107 (CCSL 29, pp. 232–33; King, 2010, 

p. 27))

In addition to continuing thematically with the opposition between the temporal and the 

eternal that has run through In Pentateuchum 2.14 so far, Augustine’s text also provides a 

plausible explanation of  the phrase super justos non uindicat, ‘two laws, of  which [there is] one

that does not have legal claim over the just,’ as he explains that the temporal law does not 

apply to the spiritually just.

§2.14.5: bitter waters

Following the Red Sea crossing, the Israelites arrive at Mara. Here they find the 

water undrinkable, but God enables Moses to miraculously convert the salt water into 

fresh, or bitter into sweet (Ex 15:23–25). These aquae amarae, ‘bitter waters’, are 

incorporated into the commentary on the Red Sea crossing at In Pentateuchum 2.14.5:

Amaritudo81 per quam exierunt amaritudinem implendi verbum Dei82 significat. 

Cur armis et pecoribus et vestimentis exierunt83, sic nos per baptismum cum spe et 

operibus bonis. 

81 Cf. Exodus 15:23: 
et venerunt in Marath nec poterant bibere aquas de Mara eo quod essent amarae unde et congruum loco 
nomen inposuit vocans illud Mara id est amaritudinem
And they came into Mara, and they could not drink the waters of  Mara because they were 
bitter: whereupon he gave a name also agreeable to the place, calling it Mara, that is, 
bitterness.

82 Colossians 1:25. 
83 Perhaps Exodus 12:32:

oves vestras et armenta adsumite ut petieratis et abeuntes benedicite mihi
Your sheep and herds take along with you, as you demanded, and departing, bless me.

Exodus 12:38:
sed et vulgus promiscuum innumerabile ascendit cum eis oves et armenta et animantia diversi generis multa 
nimis
And a mixed multitude without number went up also with them, sheep and herds and 
beasts of  divers kinds, exceeding many.
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Arma autem,84 et reliqua. Vasa diversas85 virtutes in Ecclesia significant. (In 

Pentateuchum (β) 2.14.5 (PL 91.310C))

The bitterness through which they passed, signifies the bitterness of  

fulfilling the word of  God. Why did they pass through with arms and herds 

and clothes? So we [pass through] baptism with hope and good works. 

Also arms, and the rest. The vessels signify diverse virtues in the Church. 

This first part of  this section uses the terminology of  the bitter waters to refer to the Red 

Sea through which the Israelites pass; it equates this bitterness with the bitterness implendi 

uerbum Dei, ‘of  fulfilling the word of  God’. This references Paul’s letter to the Colossians, in

which he declares his designation by God to preach the Christian truth of  the Gospels:

cuius factus sum ego minister secundum dispensationem Dei quae data est mihi in vos ut 

impleam verbum Dei

Whereof  I am made a minister according to the dispensation of  God, 

which is given me towards you, that I may fulfil the word of  God. (Col 

1:25)

Paul speaks of  this ministry as arising out of  both Christ’s passion and the suffering of  

persecuted Christians, which are likely the bitterness referred to in In Pentateuchum 2.14.5. 

This schema of  interpretation for the bitter waters parallels Isidore’s commentary De aquis 

amaris, ‘On the bitter waters’, in the Expositio:

Intellige amaras aquas occidentis litterae86 et legis habere figuram. 

Quibus si immittatur confessio crucis, et passionis dominicae sacramentum jungatur, tunc

efficitur aqua Marae suavis, et amaritudo litterae vertitur in dulcedinem intelligentiae 

84 Cf. Exodus 13:18:
sed circumduxit per viam deserti quae est iuxta mare Rubrum et armati ascenderunt filii Israhel de terra 
Aegypti
But he led them about by the way of  the desert, which is by the Red Sea: and the children 
of  Israel went up armed out of  the land of  Egypt.

85 Perhaps Exodus 12:35:
feceruntque filii Israhel sicut praeceperat Moses et petierunt ab Aegyptiis vasa argentea et aurea 
vestemque plurimam
And the children of  Israel did as Moses had commanded: and they asked of  the Egyptians 
vessels of  silver and gold, and very much raiment.

Exodus 38:3:
et in usus eius paravit ex aere vasa diversa lebetas forcipes fuscinulas uncinos et ignium receptacula
And for the uses thereof, he prepared divers vessels of  brass, cauldrons, tongs, fleshhooks, 
pothooks, and firepans.

86 2 Corinthians 3:6: 
Qui et idoneos nos fecit ministros novi testamenti non litterae sed Spiritus littera enim occidit Spiritus 
autem vivificat.
Who also has made us fit ministers of  the new testament, not in the letter, but in the spirit. 
For the letter killeth, but the spirit quickeneth.
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spiritualis. (Expositio, In Exodum 2.21.1–2 (PL 83.297A))

Understand the bitter waters to have the figure of  the letter that kills and 

the law. 

By these, if  the creed of  the cross is accepted, and the sacrament of  the 

passion of  the Lord is joined, then the water of  Mara is made sweet, and 

the bitterness of  the letter is turned into the sweetness of  spiritual 

understanding. 

This passage is also adapted in the final part of  In Pentateuchum 2.15 (PL 91. 312D–313A), 

which is discussed below. The littera occidens, ‘letter that kills,’ is a reference to another of  

Paul’s epistles, the second to the Corinthians, in which he expounds the principle of  the 

historical and spiritual significance of  the Bible:

Qui et idoneos nos fecit ministros novi testamenti non litterae sed Spiritus littera enim 

occidit Spiritus autem vivificat.

Who also has made us fit ministers of  the new testament, not in the letter, 

but in the spirit. For the letter kills, but the spirit quickens. (2 Cor 3:6)

Isidore goes on to explain that Christians who accept the incarnation and passion of  Christ

are able to convert the amaritudo litterae, ‘bitterness of  the letter’, of  the Old Testament into 

the dulcedo intelligentiae spiritualis, ‘sweetness of  spiritual understanding’. In Pentateuchum’s 

commentary relates to this, but places the emphasis on the bitter experience of  Christ and 

his followers.

The line referring to the bitterness through which they pass is followed by a 

question inquiring why they passed through armis et pecoribus et uestimentis, ‘with arms and 

herds and clothes’. This phrase is striking because this detail is not found in either the 

Vulgate or Sabatier’s Vetus Latina (1743–51, 1, pp. 161–67) accounts of  the Red Sea 

crossing. In In Pentateuchum these three elements are interpreted as the spes et opera bona, 

‘hope and good works,’ that Christians carry through baptism. 

The final part of  this section of  In Pentateuchum contains two biblical references. 

The phrase arma autem, ‘also arms,’ may potentially refer to 2 Maccabees 8:27 or 1 

Chronicles 10:10. In both verses arma refers to spoils of  battle, though the former appears 

in the context of  the victory of  the Jews and the latter in the context of  their defeat. The 

use of  arma may also refer to the statement in Exodus 13:18 that armati ascenderunt filii 

Israhel de terra Aegypti, ‘the children of  Israel went up armed out of  the land of  Egypt.’ This 

is made more likely by the second biblical reference, the phrase vasa diversa, ‘diverse vessels.’ 
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In Pentateuchum interprets these vessels as uirtutes in Ecclesia, ‘virtues in the church.’ The 

phrase vasa diversa appears in Exodus 38:3, in relation to the some of  the many implements 

produced for use on the altar constructed with the ark of  the covenant. However, it may 

also be a reference to the vasa argentea et aurea, ‘vessels of  silver and gold’ taken from Egypt 

by the Israelites:

feceruntque filii Israhel sicut praeceperat Moses et petierunt ab Aegyptiis vasa argentea et

aurea vestemque plurimam

And the children of  Israel did as Moses had commanded: and they asked of

the Egyptians vessels of  silver and gold, and very much raiment. (Ex 12:35)

This combination of  biblical phrases would suggest that the theme of  this section of  In 

Pentateuchum is the departure of  Moses and his people from Egypt, with reference to the 

accounts of  this in Exodus 12 and 13. 

Revisiting the phrase armis et pecoribus et uestimentis in this light offers a suggestion on

its meaning. Exodus 12 makes two references to the animals that the Israelites took with 

them when they fled: 

oves vestras et armenta adsumite ut petieratis et abeuntes benedicite mihi

Your sheep and herds take along with you, as you demanded, and departing,

bless me. (Ex 12:32)

sed et vulgus promiscuum innumerabile ascendit cum eis oves et armenta et 

animantia diversi generis multa nimis

And a mixed multitude without number went up also with them, sheep and 

herds and beasts of  divers kinds, exceeding many. (Ex 12:38)

Though the same term is not employed, the above series of  references, all relating to the 

flight from Egypt, may explain the sequence of  armis et pecoribus et uestimentis in In 

Pentateuchum. The first element, armis, may derive from Exodus 13:18, which describes the 

Israelites as armed. The second element, pecoribus, may derive from the references to 

livestock in Exodus 12:32 and 12:38 above.87 The final element, vestimentis, may derive from 

the reference to the vestem plurimam that are taken with the vasa in Exodus 12:35. Thus this 

line provides a summary of  all that Moses and his people brought with them in their flight.

Another passage that contains these three elements in close proximity, and indeed in the 

context of  crossing waters, appears in the Vita I Sanctae Brigitae and this parallel is discussed

in detail below (2.6.4).

87 My thanks to Dr Bisagni for bringing this sequence of  passages from Exodus 12 to my attention. 
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§2.14.6: triads of  tears and bodies of  water

In Pentateuchum then presents another schema of  interpretation featuring the waters 

of  the Red Sea. In this schema each of  the three bodies of  water crossed by the Israelites 

in their journey to salvation signifies one of  three types of  tears: 

Aquae per quas filii Israel exierunt tres fletus significant. Fletum poenitentiae, per mare 

Rubrum, ut dicitur: Beati qui lugent nunc, et reliqua.88 Per Arnon, fletum 

compassionis, ut Apostolus dicit: Alter alterius onera portate, et reliqua.89 Per 

Jordanem,90 fletum erga regnum coelorum, ut: Cupio dissolvi, et reliqua.91 Quos fletus 

per cogitationem, uerbum et opus edere debemus. (In Pentateuchum (β) 2.14.6 (PL 

91.310C–D))

The waters through which the sons of  Israel passed signify three tears. The 

tears of  repentance, [are signified] by the Red Sea, as it is said: Blessed are they

that mourn now, and the rest. By the Arnon, the tears of  compassion [are 

signified], as the Apostle said: Bear ye one another’s burdens, and the rest. By the

Jordan, the tears toward the kingdom of  the heavens, as, I desire to be 

dissolved, and the rest. Which tears we should produce through thought, 

word, and work. 

I could not identify another source presenting a schema in which the three bodies of  water 

are interpreted as three types of  tears, each in turn signifying a virtue. The schema is very 

coherent, containing a well structured and consistent set of  parallels. The identification of  

the Red Sea with the tears of  repentance corresponds to the established interpretation of  

the Red Sea as signifying salvation and the absolution of  sins. The interpretation of  the 

other two bodies of  water, each supported by a biblical reference, results in a triad of  

virtues: the Red sea signifies tears of  repentance, the River Arnon signifies tears of  

88 Matthew 5:5:
beati qui lugent quoniam ipsi consolabuntur
Blessed are they that mourn: for they shall be comforted.

89 Galatians 6:2:
alter alterius onera portate et sic adimplebitis legem Christi
Bear you one another’s burdens: and so you shall fulfil the law of  Christ.

90 Joshua 3:14–17
91 This is a non-Vulgate reading of  Philippians 1:23. The Vulgate text reads:

coartor autem e duobus desiderium habens dissolui et cum Christo esse multo magis melius
But I am straitened between two: having a desire to be dissolved and to be with Christ, a 
thing by far the better.

The structure of  this verse as a first person exclamation by the apostle Paul who says, Cupio dissolui, et esse cum 
Christo, is widespread and is cited by Jerome, Cassiodorus, Augustine, Gregory the Great and Bede, amongst 
others. See Sabatier (1743–51, 3, p. 815).
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compassion, and the Jordan signifies the tears shed seeking a spiritual life and its reward. 

All three types of  tears are produced in the previously mentioned threefold way—per 

cogitationem, uerbum et opus, ‘through thought, word’—which appears in In Pentateuchum 2.14.3 

and potentially derives from the Tractatus. 

§2.14.7: fulfilment of  the Gospels

The penultimate passage of  In Pentateuchum 2.14 begins with an interpretation of  

the ventus urens, ‘burning wind,’ that is found in Exodus 14:21:

cumque extendisset Moses manum super mare abstulit illud Dominus flante vento 

vehementi et urente tota nocte et vertit in siccum divisaque est aqua

And when Moses had stretched forth his hand over the sea, the Lord took it

away by a strong and burning wind blowing all the night, and turned it into 

dry ground: and the water was divided. (Ex 14:21)

The detail of  the wind’s direction ex Austro is not found in the Vulgate (or Sabatier’s edition

of  the Vetus Latina (1743–51, 1, p. 163)), but it is witnessed by a number of  other sources, 

including Ambrose’s Exameron:92

Si tempore Moysi excitato Austro ualido siccatum est mare, eodem modo siccari non 

potuit congregatio aquarum.

If  the sea was dried up by the force of  a strong south wind in the time of  

Moses, could not a body of  water be dried up in the same manner? 

(Exameron 3.2.9 (CSEL 32.1, p. 66; Savage, 1961, p. 74))

The same detail also appears in the Old English Exodus poem (ll. 289–90 (Anlezark, 2011, 

pp. 224–25)), discussed by Cross and Tucker (1960).

In the commentary on this wind, In Pentateuchum once again returns to the 

interpretation of  the sea as signifying worldly troubles:

Ventus urens ex Austro,93 id est, Spiritus sanctus a Christo, tentationes huius mundi 

a sanctis expellens. Tres autem filii de fornace liberati,94 et filii Israel de mari, et Noe in 

diluuio,95 Christo cum sanctis conueniunt. In quarta uigilia,96 id est, post quatuor 

92 Ambrose’s Exameron is edited by Schenkl (1896) in CSEL 32.1 and translated by Savage (1961). This text is
also discussed in Section 3.2.2.2.
93 Exodus 14:21. Also, Exodus 15:10:

flavit spiritus tuus et operuit eos mare submersi sunt quasi plumbum in aquis vehementibus
Your wind blew and the sea covered them: they sunk as lead in the mighty waters.

94 Daniel 3.
95 Genesis 6–9. 
96 Matthew 14:25:

quarta autem vigilia noctis venit ad eos ambulans supra mare
And in the fourth watch of  the night, he came to them walking upon the sea.
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Euangelia implenda sancti de mundo liberabuntur. (In Pentateuchum (β) 2.14.7 (PL 

91.310D))

A burning wind from the south, that is, the Holy Spirit from Christ, driving out 

the trials of  this world through the saints. The three sons liberated from the

furnace, and the sons of  Israel from the sea, and Noah in the flood, come 

together with the saints through Christ. In the fourth watch, that is, after the 

fulfilling of  the four Gospels, the saints will be liberated from the world.

In addition to featuring the sea in its significance as the dangers and challenges of  a mortal 

life, this section of  In Pentateuchum’s commentary on Exodus 14 presents three distinct 

aspects of  Christian saints. The first is that they, with the power of  the Holy Spirit, forge a 

path for Christians to follow through the trials of  the mortal existence. They are leaders 

and guides, but also exemplars of  a spiritual Christian life. The second line returns to the 

theme of  the fulfilment of  the Old Testament through the incarnation and death of  Christ.

The salvation of  the Israelites at the Red Sea crossing is juxtaposed with the salvation of  

three men from a furnace in Daniel 3 and of  Noah from the flood in Genesis 6 to 9. These

three salvational narratives share the renewed range of  significance that the entire Old 

Testament takes on in typologically signifying the New Testament, and it is in this sense 

that these figures are brought together with Christian saints. This line may also refer to the 

concept that those who preceded the arrival of  Christ on earth may also attain eternal 

salvation because of  his sacrifice. In doing so, they may Christo cum sanctis conueniunt, ‘come 

together with the saints through Christ’.

The final line of  this section relates to the phrase in quarta vigilia, ‘in the fourth 

watch,’ which is the time Jesus miraculously walked across the surface of  the sea to the 

apostles in their boat (Mt 14:25; Mk 6:48). In this context the phrase also resonates with 

Exodus 14:24, which identifies the time of  God’s destruction of  the Egyptians as during 

the vigilia matutina, ‘morning watch.’ This line of  the commentary returns to the theme of  

the fulfilment of  the word of  God found in In Pentateuchum 2.14.5, which references Paul’s 

explanation that this consists of  preaching the truth of  the Gospels (Col 1:25). In this line 

there is also a further level of  significance; Matthew 28 records Jesus’ command to the 

Apostles to convert omnes gentes, ‘all peoples’:

euntes ergo docete omnes gentes baptizantes eos in nomine Patris et Filii et Spiritus 

Sancti

See also Mark 6:48; the phrase does not appear John’s account. Cf. Exodus 14:24. 
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docentes eos servare omnia quaecumque mandavi vobis et ecce ego vobiscum sum omnibus 

diebus usque ad consummationem saeculi

Going therefore, teach ye all nations; baptizing them in the name of  the 

Father, and of  the Son, and of  the Holy Ghost.

Teaching them to observe all things whatsoever I have commanded you: 

and behold I am with you all days, even to the consummation of  the world. 

(Mt 28:19–20)

In an Insular context, the conversion of  all peoples was of  particular significance as the 

successful establishment of  Christianity at the western edge of  the world was seen as the 

near fulfilment of  this task, with the exception of  the foretold conversion of  the Jews at 

the end of  time (O’Reilly, 2003, 2005; Scully, 2007; Darby, 2012, esp. pp. 95–124). This 

appears to be the sense captured by In Pentateuchum, as this is the time that sancti de mundo 

liberabuntur, ‘the saints will be liberated from the world,’ and go to their spiritual eternity.97 

A striking feature of  this passage is the use of  filii, ‘sons’, of  the three figures cast 

into the furnace in Daniel 3. As Carey (pers. comm. 2016) points out, in the vernacular 

Félire Óengusso (see 4.1.1), these three figures are referred to using the Irish macc: 

amail sóersai maccu

de camíno ignis.

as Thou saved the children 

from the furnace of  fire. (Félire, epilogue 507–508 (Stokes, 1905, p. 286)98

Whereas in Irish macc may signify ‘son’ specifically or ‘young boy’ or ‘young person’ in 

general (eDIL, s.v. macc), in Latin the same extended sense is less prevalent. This would 

suggest that In Pentateuchum’s use of  filii may represents a Hibernicism, in which knowledge 

of  the Irish macc influenced the author’s understanding of  the Latin filius. If  this is the case,

this passage represents evidence of  Irish influence in the production or the transmission of

the text. The extent of  this would be ascertained by further consultation of  the extant 

manuscripts.

§2.14.8: divine vengeance

Up to this point In Pentateuchum focuses on the salvational nature of  the Red Sea 

crossing. This final passage of  the commentary presents an interpretation engaging with 

97 The concept that the saints await this time in an intermediate location, frequently referred to as a Terra 
Repromissionis Sanctorum, ‘Promised Land of  Saints,’ is widespread, and touched upon in Section 3.3, esp. 
3.3.3.4. 
98 This text and its editions are introduced fully below (4.1.1).
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the other principal aspect of  this event, as an angry and vengeful act of  God. This aspect is

also emphasised in the previously discussed passage from Augustine’s Quaestiones in 

Heptateuchum (2.55 (CCSL 33, pp. 94–95); see 2.2.2.3); however, this does not appear to be 

among the sources directly relied upon in In Pentateuchum:

Ecce respexit Dominus, et reliqua.99 Super columnam nubis et ignis Dominus ad 

uindictam respicit, si daemones et impii per tres leges occiduntur, et subuertuntur rotae 

diaboli.

In aeternum tempus,100 id est, usque ad solutionem uirorum inferni, uel sine fine. 

Duo patres sunt, id est, pater tenebrarum et pater luminum.101 (In 

Pentateuchum (β) 2.14.8 (PL 91.310D–311A))

Behold God watches over, and the rest. Above the column of  cloud and fire, 

God is considering vengeance, if  the demons and impious people are killed 

through the three laws, and the wheels of  the Devil are overturned. 

For eternal time, that is, up until the loosing of  the men of  hell, or without 

end. There are two fathers, that is, the father of  darkness and the father of  

lights. 

The first image presented here, that of  God looking out over the Red Sea from a column 

of  cloud and fire, is that of  Exodus 14:24:

iamque advenerat vigilia matutina et ecce respiciens Dominus super castra Aegyptiorum 

per columnam ignis et nubis interfecit exercitum eorum

And now the morning watch was come, and behold the Lord looking upon 

the Egyptian army through the pillar of  fire and of  the cloud, slew their 

host. (Ex 14:24)

The image is one of  God poised in the act destroying of  the Egyptian army. A range of  

spiritual senses for the Egyptian army is evoked in the references to both demons and 

impious people. The overturning of  the pharaoh and his chariot in Exodus 14:25 here 

becomes the overthrowing of  the Devil, the equivalence between the two figures having 

been established in In Pentateuchum 2.14.1. The tres leges of  In Pentateuchum 2.14.3 reappear 

here part of  the extended interpretation, referred to in their role in ascending to heaven; 

here, just as God destroys the Egyptians, through the tres leges demons and impious people 

are also overcome.

99 Exodus 14:24.
100 Exodus 14:13. This wording is found in the Vetus Latina text (Sabatier, 1743–51, 1, p. 162).
101 James 1:17; Tractatus, Epistola Iacobi 1:16–17, ll. 231–42 (CCSL 108B, p. 60).
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The latter part of  the section is a commentary on Exodus 14:13:

et ait Moses ad populum nolite timere state et videte magnalia Domini quae facturus est 

hodie Aegyptios enim quos nunc videtis nequaquam ultra videbitis usque in 

sempiternum102

And Moses said to the people: Fear not: stand and see the great wonders of

the Lord, which he will do this day: for the Egyptians, whom you see now, 

you shall see no more for ever. (Ex 14:13)

The Israelites will never again face the Egyptians, and in the commentary, this aeternum 

tempus, ‘eternal time,’ is given an extended interpretation. There is some ambiguity here as 

to whether this signifies time up until the final judgement or time sine fine, ‘without end.’ As 

well as explaining the biblical phrase, an additional detail is given about this time frame; 

within it two fathers exist: pater tenebrarum et pater luminum, ‘the father of  darkness and the 

father of  lights.’ A reference to God as the pater luminum appears in James 1:17: 

omne datum optimum et omne donum perfectum desursum est descendens a Patre 

luminum apud quem non est transmutatio nec vicissitudinis obumbratio

Every best gift and every perfect gift is from above, coming down from the 

Father of  lights, with whom there is no change nor shadow of  alteration. 

(Jm 1:17)

In this passage, the father of  lights is clearly immutable God. The only other instance of  

this title being juxtaposed with pater tenebrarum that could be identified here was in the 

Tractatus argued above to have been used as a source in In Pentateuchum 2.14.3. The Tractatus’

commentary on James 1:17 reads:103

Nolite itaque errare. In hoc loco errant heretici dicentes: Sicut Deus gubernat 

mundum in tenebris et luce, in aridis et fluidis, in frigore et calore, sic et hominem 

gubernat in bono et malo, in tristitia et laetitia, in morte et uita. Ideo, apostolus dicit: 

omne datum obtimum et cetera usque a Patre luminum sunt.

Omne datum obtimum, baptismum. Omne donum perfectum, paenitentia. 

Omne datum obtimum. Id, uirginitas. Omne donum perfectum. Id, continentia.

Descendens a Patre luminum, non a patre tenebrarum. Apud quem non 

est transmutatio. Id, homo de bono in malum. Nec uicissitudinis obumbratio. Id,

102 The phrase, in aeternum tempus, used in In Pentateuchum, also appears as a Vetus Latin text (Sabatier, 1743–
51, 1, p. 162), and is used by Augustine in his commentary on the Heptateuch (Quaestionum in Heptateuchum 
2.51 (CCSL 33, p. 93)).
103 As before, the anonymous Commentarius in epistolas Catholicas Scotti anonymi, (Epistola Iacobi 1.17, ll. 233–54 
(CCSL 108B, p. 9) does not contain this material.
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ut obumbret lucem ueritatis caligine peccati. (Tractatus, Epistola Iacobi 1:16–17, ll. 

231–42 (CCSL 108B, p. 60)). 

Thus do not err. The sayings of  heretics err in this place. Just as God governs 

the world in darkness and in light, in dry places and liquid, in cold and in 

heat, thus also he governs men in good and in evil, in sadness and in joy, in 

death and life. Therefore, the apostle says: Every best gift, and the rest up until

are from the father of  lights. 

Every best gift, baptism. Every perfect gift, repentance. Every best gift, that [is], 

virginity. Every perfect gift. That [is], moderation. Coming down from the father of  

lights, not from the father of  darkness. With whom there is no change. That [is], a

person from good into evil. Nor shadow of  alteration. That [is], so that he 

might overshadow the light of  truth with the darkness of  sin. 

Here there is a detailed exposition of  God as the pater luminum, as well as a distinct 

identification of  God in opposition to the pater tenebrarum. In addition to demonstrating a 

further connection between these two commentaries, the Tractatus also elucidates the 

meaning of  the final line of  In Pentateuchum’s commentary on Exodus 14. Having begun the

commentary with an image of  the Devil as the pharaoh, transported by the quadriga of  

sinners, the commentary closes with the Devil’s chariot overturned. The violent aspect of  

God in the destruction of  his enemies is carried forward in the reference to the fathers of  

light and darkness. The conflict between God and the Devil, between Christian good and 

evil, is lifted out of  the human context and the continuous nature of  this spiritual battle is 

emphasised, ongoing as it is in aeternum tempus.

§2.15: note on structure and composition

In Pentateuchum’s commentary on Exodus 15 is for the most part composed of  

direct borrowings from and adaptations of  Origen-Rufinus’ Homily 6 on Exodus 15 and 

the relevant sections of  Isidore’s Expositio. It will suffice for the purpose of  this chapter to 

point out several key points regarding the way in which the author combines these sources, 

as these contribute to the view of  the author’s methodology being constructed here. With 

the exception of  short passages and phrases for which sources could not be identified, In 

Pentateuchum 2.15 is almost entirely derived from the commentaries of  Origen-Rufinus and 

Isidore (see Appendix 1 for table outlining the use of  sources). The commentary (In 

Pentateuchum (β) 2.15.1 (PL 91.311A)) opens with an adaptation of  the first two sections of  

Isidore’s De cantico (Expositio, In Exodum, 20.1–2 (PL 83.296C–D)). The next section (In 
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Pentateuchum (β) 2.15.2 (PL 91.311A–312C)) makes substantial use of  Origen-Rufinus’ 

Homily 6 (In Exodum 6.1–14 (GCS 29, pp. 191–204; Heine, 1982, pp. 285–99)). The final 

section of  the commentary (In Pentateuchum (β) 2.15.3 (PL 91.312C–313A)) closes with a 

passage relying on the third and final section of  Isidore’s De cantico (Expositio, In Exodum, 

20.3 (PL 83.296D)) supplemented by his De aquis maris (Expositio, In Exodum, 21 (PL 83. 

297A–B)). As was seen above (2.3.2–3), the first two sections of  Isidore’s De cantico were 

themselves adapted from Origen-Rufinus’ sixth homily and the third section from 

Augustine’s Contra Faustum. 

An important aspect of  the author’s approach to the composition of  In 

Pentateuchum is that he has separated the sections of  Isidore’s De cantico according the 

sources they use, that is, he has separated the passages using Origen-Rufinus (Expositio, In 

Exodum, 20.1–2) from that using Augustine (Expositio, In Exodum, 20.3). The author of  In 

Pentateuchum then inserts substantially more material adapted from Origen-Rufinus’ homily. 

This demonstrates that the author was not only aware of  the authorities used by Isidore 

but also had independent access to at least one of  these, Origen-Rufinus’ Homily 6 on 

Exodus 15. In Pentateuchum 2.15 quotes and summarises Origen-Rufinus’ sixth homily in 

such a way that all of  its key themes and interpretational schemata are represented. The 

end result is that it succeeds in retaining the content of  Isidore’s commentary and its 

overall structure, while also incorporating a more comprehensive epitome of  Origen-

Rufinus’ homily. It seems plausible that the author of  In Pentateuchum may be relying on 

Isidore as more than a source, but in part as a guide to commentaries that are suitable for 

their common purpose. This is further evident in In Pentateuchum 2.14: while this section 

incorporates a number sources not used by Isidore in his commentary on Exodus 14 

(Expositio, In Exodum 19), it is notable that In Pentateuchum follows the Expositio in the 

notable absence of  any use of  Origen-Rufinus’ Homily 5. 

Another final observation that may be made, is that both In Pentateuchum and 

Origen make use of  the topos declaring the limited extent of  their work.104 At the end of  a 

section of  Homily 6 on Exodus, Origen-Rufinus states:

Sed longum est, si per ordinem velimus exponere; sufficit pauca perstringere. 

But it would take too long to explain everything in order. It is sufficient to 

glance over a few things. (In Exodum 6.4 (GCS 29, p. 196 Heine, 1982, p. 

104 On this topos in early Christian and medieval writing, see Obermeier (1999); in an Irish context, see also 
Nagy (1997, pp. 43–44, n. 7).
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290))

Similarly, between the last reference to Origen-Rufinus’ homily and the following section 

derived from Isidore, In Pentateuchum includes the following line:

Haec breviter dixisse sufficit, ne quod fastidium lectori generetur. (In Pentateuchum (β) 

2.15 (PL 91.312C))

It is sufficient to have spoken of  these things briefly, so as not to have 

brought forth the distaste of  the reader. 

The use of  this is well-suited to the function of  Origen-Rufinus’ commentary as a homily, 

and while In Pentateuchum may not be a homily, it is clear that its audience requires a 

relatively concise overview of  the principal exegetical themes rather than a detailed study 

of  individual patristic author or their works. 

2.4.4 Overview

Firstly, it is clear that the author of  In Pentateuchum drew on a varied corpus of  

sources. This may have been through direct knowledge of  and access to each of  these 

sources or through intermediary compilations. The principal sources drawn on by the 

author for the commentaries on Exodus 14 and 15 are Isidore and Origen-Rufinus, as well 

as reference to several works by Augustine. There is also substantial evidence for the use of

the falsely attributed Tractatus. In terms of  the overall coherence of  the commentary, In 

Pentateuchum has the appearance of  being relatively disjointed: elements borrowed from 

sources are not always fully contextualised and when read in isolation the sense of  the 

commentary can be difficult to follow.

The overall sequence of  the commentary proceeds as follows (summarised in 

Appendix 1): In Pentateuchum 2.14.1 uses an interpretation of  the pharaoh and his four 

horse chariot to establish the power of  the Devil and four of  the principal sins—gluttony, 

adultery, anger and pride. In Pentateuchum 2.14.2 presents the baptismal schema of  

interpretation for the Red Sea crossing, borrowing significantly from Isidore. In addition to

the key elements of  this schema—Moses’ rod signifying the cross, the Egyptians signifying 

both the Devil and sin, and the Red Sea the waters of  baptism—another element is added 

by In Pentateuchum. This is the interpretation of  the circumstances immediately prior to the 

crossing: caught between the Egyptians and the Red Sea, the Israelites’ position signifies 

the position of  humanity in the conflict between the corporeal and the spiritual aspects of  

its existence. In Pentateuchum 2.14.3 and 2.14.4 continue with the theme of  the conflict 
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between the corporeal and the spiritual. The first does so using a number of  triads relating 

to the historical salvation of  the Israelites and the spiritual salvation of  Christians; the 

second uses several pairs illustrating further distinctions between the corporeal and the 

spiritual. In Pentateuchum 2.14.5 and 2.14.6 both focus on the correct way to lead a Christian 

life and the difficulty of  this course, the latter referencing another set of  triads. In 

Pentateuchum 2.14.7 turns to the consideration both of  the typological meaning of  the Old 

Testament established by the incarnation of  Christ and of  the fulfilment of  future 

prophecies. This brings the reader to consider the eschatological, the ultimate destination 

of  the Christian soul. The final section, In Pentateuchum 2.14.8, maintains this eschatological 

theme but focuses on the greater battle between God and the Devil and the final 

judgement that will be brought about at the end of  time. 

It is clear that, like Isidore, the author here presents a structured commentary, 

intended to draw the reader through a narrative sequence from sin to cleansing, through 

the trials of  an earthly life under the care of  God. This summary of  the structure of  In 

Pentateuchum on Exodus reveals a close parallel with the structure of  themes in Isidore’s 

commentary on the same books (Expositio, In Exodum 19–20 (PL 83.296B–D), see 2.3): 

Expositio, In Exodum 19: De divisione maris baptismal schema 

Expositio, In Exodum 20.1: De cantico joy of  sacrament

Expositio, In Exodum 20.2: De cantico Christian life

Expositio, In Exodum 20.3: De cantico challenges of  Christian life; 

ultimate reward 

Like Isidore, the author of  In Pentateuchum closes with a reference to the anagogical, though

in this case it offers more of  a final warning of  eternal damnation for those who fail than 

Isidore’s encouraging reminder of  the heavenly reward for those who succeed. A critical 

difference between the two authors is that Isidore’s composition functions both as a 

commentary on Exodus 14 and 15 and as an independent exposition of  the sacrament of  

baptism and the Christian life that follows; this is less the case for In Pentateuchum, which 

appears to take the form of  a supplementary text for use alongside the corresponding 

biblical chapters, potentially with reference to the relevant commentaries. Critical to an 

appreciation of  the text is the acknowledgement that despite its more fragmentary 

appearance, In Pentateuchum is nonetheless a text with a coherent structure and a clear 

purpose.
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2.5 Hiberno-Latin texts

Having surveyed and analysed a selection of  patristic and early medieval 

commentaries on Exodus, the discussion now turns to the use of  these works and the 

exegetical schemata they present in other texts of  Irish provenance. Only one of  the seven 

exegetical works listed by Bischoff  as being undoubtedly of  Irish provenance engages with 

the Red Sea crossing in Exodus: De mirabilibus sacrae scripturae, ‘On the wonders of  the holy 

Scriptures’ (hereafter De mirabilibus).105 This text, dated internally to 655, is a treatise 

attempting to situate a range of  biblical miracles within the author’s knowledge of  the 

natural world (MacGinty, 1987). Beyond Bischoff ’s catalogue, another text that engages 

significantly with the exegesis of  the Red Sea crossing is the seventh-century Antiphonary 

of  Bangor, which contains both the canticle of  Moses and a group of  corresponding 

collects.106 Both of  these ecclesiastical texts are investigated here in order to demonstrate 

the way in which the exegetical significance of  the Red Sea crossing is incorporated and 

engaged with.

2.5.1 De mirabilibus sacrae scripturae

De mirabilibus engages substantially with the accounts of  the Red Sea crossing in 

Exodus 14 and 15 in a chapter entitled De recedente et siccato Mari Rubro, ‘On the receding and

dried Red Sea.’ The first part of  the commentary is a reiteration of  the events of  Exodus 

14. Like the commentaries discussed above, the duality of  the sea’s role as both salvational 

and destructive in the historical narrative is emphasised: uni refugium, alteri laqueus fuit (De 

mirabilibus 1.20 (PL 35.2166)), ‘it was for one a refuge, for the other a trap.’ In addition to 

the conventional view of  the sea as salvation for the Israelites and annihilation for the 

Egyptians, an equivalent duality is also presented as existing for the Israelites alone. In 

contrast to the biblical account, which emphasises the land as it describes the Israelites as 

105 All those thought to potentially contribute to this chapter were surveyed. From Bischoff ’s list this 
includes the Latin text of  Theodore of  Mopsuestia’s commentary on the Psalms and its glosses (CCSL 88A; 
Stokes and Strachan, 1901–1903, 1, pp. 7–483; Best, 1936) and Laidcenn’s Eclgoga (CCSL 145). Other texts 
consulted include Sheehy’s various editions of  Psalm commentaries in McNamara (2000, pp. 116–42) and the
Liber de ordine creaturarum (Díaz y Díaz, 1972; Smyth, 2011). The latter is discussed further in 3.2.2.1. De 
mirabilibus sacrae scripturae is edited in PL 35.2149–2200. An edition and translation were also prepared by 
MacGinty (1971) in an unpublished doctoral thesis, in which he identified two recensions of  the text. 
Translations of  selected passages can be found in Carey (2000, pp. 51–74). For studies on De mirabilibus see, 
in particular, Grosjean (1955), Simonetti (1979), MacGinty (1987), Smyth (1996), Löfstedt (1999), and Carey 
(1999a, pp. 39–73).
106 This collection of  texts is found in a single manuscript, Milan, Biblioteca Ambrosiana, MS C. 5. It is 
argued that it was mostly likely composed in Bangor in the seventh century (Warren, 1892–1895, 1; Kenney, 
1966, pp. 702–12). The texts are edited by Warren (1892–1895, 2). Curran (1984) has made a study of  the 
hymns and collects in the Antiphonary of  Bangor, and Scheider’s (1938) work on Old Latin canticles includes
those in the Antiphonary of  Bangor. 
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coartati sunt in terra conclusit eos desertum, ‘confined in the land; the desert has shut them in’ 

(Ex 14:3), De mirabilibus describes their situation prior to the sea’s parting as in angusto maris 

Rubri sinu coarctato (De mirabilibus 1.20 (PL 35.2166)), ‘confined on the narrow shore of  the 

Red Sea.’ Furthermore, following this the sea is listed as one of  the dangers that the 

Israelites must escape from:

Orto autem diluculo, defensus utroque periculo, hostium et pelagi, totus Dei populus 

evasit ad rura deserti; cum totus, sine saltem nuntio evadente, Pharaonis cuneus, undis ad

suas metas revertentibus, concidit in glarea profundi. (De mirabilibus 1.20 (PL 

35.2166))

However, when the sun rose, protected on both sides from danger, [that] of

the enemy and [that] of  the sea, all the people of  God escaped to the 

country of  the desert, while the whole army of  the pharaoh was destroyed 

in the gravel of  the deep, without even a messenger escaping , when the 

floods were returned to their boundaries. 

This reference to the sea itself  as one of  the dangers that the Israelites face, as well as 

being their salvation, corresponds in general to the dual interpretation of  the sea both as 

the cleansing water of  baptism and as the adversaries of  Christians and the temptations of  

the corporeal world (for example, Bede, In principium Genesis 2.1127–1132 (Gn 6:13–14) 

(CCSL 118A, p. 104; Kendall, 2008, p. 174) and Origen-Rufinus, In Exodum 5.5; 6.4 (GCS 

29, pp. 190; 195; Heine, 1982, pp. 284; 289)). 

However, the specific image depicting the Israelites as facing two dangers 

simultaneously, and particularly as being trapped between the Red Sea and the oncoming 

Egyptian army, finds a strong parallel, unique in this survey, in In Pentateuchum 2.14.3 (PL 

91.310B, cited above, 2.4.3). Both texts portray the Israelites as trapped between water and 

the Egyptian army. De mirabilibus explicitly refers to both as a periculum, ‘danger’, that the 

Israelites face. In Pentateuchum depicts them as surrounded, with the water on one side and 

the Egyptians on the other, and, while it does not directly state that both are a threat, the 

interpretation supplied makes this clear: choosing the sea signifies the potential for 

corporeal death but spiritual salvation, choosing Egypt may prevent corporeal death but 

guarantees the death of  the soul in damnation. Both texts highlight that salvation from 

both dangers is offered by God through the parting of  the water by Moses. 

Beyond this compelling resonance between De mirabilibus and In Pentateuchum, the 

remainder of  De recedente et siccato Mari Rubro proceeds with its intended purpose of  
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engaging with how this miracle fits within the author’s understanding of  God’s creation. 

This is of  interest because the account of  the parting of  the Red Sea offers additional 

parallels with Origen-Rufinus’ homilies and the text of  the Vetus Latina. The basic 

explanation for the miraculous parting of  the water is given as follows: 

illud tunc Dei iussu per glacialem ventum subito urgente107 pelago factum fuisse 

comprobatur. Sed sicut repente mare siccum Domino imperante redditur, ita eodem 

iubente liquefactum, in fluidas undas de sicco resolvitur. De recessu vero illius quotidiana

administratione, iam ante praediximus, quia per Oceani maris aestuaria indesinenter 

fieri videre solemus.(De mirabilibus 1.20 (PL 35.2166))

Then it is accepted that it had happened, by God’s command, when the sea 

was solidified by an icy wind. But, just as, when God commanded, the sea 

suddenly returned to a solid, thus, when he commanded, it was made liquid,

it resolved into liquid waves from a solid. Indeed we have already spoken 

before about the recession of  the [sea] by daily operation, because we are 

accustomed to seeing it happen by the coast of  the Ocean sea. 

Thus De mirabilibus explains that the Red Sea is parted, just as the tide reveals the 

shore, and that it remains parted because it is frozen by an icy wind.108 

MacGinty (1971, p. 113) points out that this explanation for the miracle of  

the Red Sea crossing is found in Ambrose’s Exameron (2.3.11 (CSEL 32.1, p. 49; 

Savage, 1961, pp. 54–56)) and Rufinus’ translation of  the Ps.-Clementine 

Recognitiones (1.34 (GCS 51, pp. 27–28). In addition to the sources noted by 

MacGinty, the discussion above (2.2.2.2) reveals that Origen-Rufinus also describes 

the parted waters as solidified in his homily on Exodus 14:

Cogitur ergo fluctus in cumulum et unda in semet ipsam repressa curvatur. Soliditatem 

recipit liquor et solum maris arescit in pulverem.

The water, therefore, is driven into a heap and the restrained wave is curved 

on itself. The liquid regains solidity and the bottom of  the sea becomes dry 

as dust. (Origen-Rufinus, In Exodum 5.5 (GCS 29, p. 189; Heine, 1982, p. 

282))

In attributing a solid state to the Red Sea, Origen-Rufinus does not specify that this is the 

107 MacGinty’s (1971, p. 60) edition has rigente here; urgente is not recorded as one of  the variants in the 
apparatus.
108 The same explanation is not given for the halting of  the River Jordan. Here it is explained the angels 
could hold back the river’s flow with air, just as the air supports water in the clouds (De mirabilibus 2.1 (PL 
35.2173–74)).
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result of  freezing; however, this would seem to be the natural understanding of  an account 

describing solid water.109 The ultimate source appears to be the biblical episode itself, and 

Sabatier’s edition of  the Vetus Latina gives the following account of  the parting sea:

Et per spiritum irae tuae divisa est aqua: gelaverunt tanquam murus aquae, gelaverunt 

fluctus in medio mari. (Ex 15:8 (Sabatier, 1743–51, 1, p. 164))

And the water was divided by the spirit of  your anger; they froze just like a 

wall of  water; The waves froze in the middle of  the sea.

This Vetus Latina version of  Exodus 15:8, and correspondingly the concept of  the parted 

Red Sea as frozen, are also found in the Antiphonary of  Bangor.

2.5.2 Antiphonary of  Bangor

The Antiphonary of  Bangor is a liturgical text that contains five canticles, as well as

a number of  hymns, collects and antiphons. Two of  the canticles are referred to as 

Canticum Moysi: the first is the ‘Song of  Moses’ in Deuteronomy 32 and is commonly 

known as Audite, coeli (1 (Warren, 1892–1895, 2, pp. 1–3)); the second consists of  Exodus 

15:1–19 and is commonly known as Cantemus Domino (5 (Warren, 1892–1895, 2, pp. 1–3; 

8)).110 The text of  the latter represents the Vetus Latina text of  Exodus 15:1–19, as edited 

by Sabatier (1743–51, 1, pp. 163–66), with some minor variations (Warren, 1892–1895, 2, 

pp. xxxi–xxxiv, 8). In addition to the canticle, the Antiphonary of  Bangor supplies eight 

collects intended to be given as responses to it (62, 68, 71, 76, 81, 88, 91, 94 (Warren, 

1892–1895, 2, pp. 24–28; see Curran, 1984, for discussion)). These collects incorporate the 

principal interpretational schemata for the Red Sea crossing, and one presents unique 

parallels with Origen-Rufinus’ commentaries and In Pentateuchum. 

The collects associated with this canticle demonstrate the full range of  exegetical 

interpretations of  the Red Sea crossing. All of  the collects begin by invoking some element

of  the Red Sea crossing, before then making an appeal to God based on an aspect of  its 

exegetical significance. For example, Collect 68 presents the conventional baptismal schema

109 A related explanation is later offered by Bede in the context of  his discussion of  the firmament of  the 
heavens being composed of  water in crystalline form (Bede, In principium Genesis 1.271–75 (Gn 1:6–8) (CCSL 
118A, p. 11; Kendall, 2008, p. 76)).
110 I refer to each of  the canticles and collects by their numbering in Warren’s edition. The Cantemus Domino 
is actually found on one of  three leaves that were later inserted into the manuscript. These leaves are, 
however, in the same hand as the original (Kenney, 1966, p. 708; Warren, 1892–1895, 1). Warren (1892–1895, 
2, pp. 41–42) also discusses the potential liturgical use of  Cantemus Domino, as does Curran (1984, pp. 188–91).
Cantemus Domino also appears in the Liber Hymnorum, extant in two manuscripts from around 1100 (Bernard 
and Atkinson, 1898, 1, pp. 200–2; 2, p. 242). The Liber Hymnorum is edited and translated by Bernard and 
Atkinson (1898).
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of  interpretation, with an emphasis on the significance of  the Red Sea as fluenta spiritalis 

lauacri, ‘the streams of  the spiritual bath’ (Warren, 1892–1895, 2, p. 24).111 Collects 62, 71, 

76, 81 and 88 are identified by Curran (1984, pp. 139, 141, 143–44) as Irish compositions, 

and these are collects that offer brief  references to aspects of  the Red Sea crossing 

followed by general appeals for salvation. Collect 91 is based on a sermon by Zeno of  

Verona (Curran, 1984, pp. 145–46). The remaining collect, Collect 94, is of  particular 

interest to this study for the way in which it resonates with elements of  the preceding 

survey of  exegetical sources.

Collect 94 is argued to be an Irish composition. Warren (1892–1895, 2, p. 69) 

described the text as problematic, suggesting that it was perhaps a faulty transcription of  a 

Greek text. Curran (1984, p. 149) states that it was added to the manuscript in order to fill a

remaining space, but then required the insertion of  an additional slip to fit the full text. He 

describes the elaborate and obscure style of  the text as the author’s intended goal. The 

collect has been translated and analysed linguistically by Stevenson (1987–1988), who 

argues its connection with either the Hiberno-Latin Hisperica famina or the works of  

Gildas.112 What becomes apparent from the survey here is that the collect presents striking 

parallels with a passage from Origen-Rufinus’ sixth homily on Exodus. The collect itself  

reads as follows:

Domine, qui Cinchrim fugientes tueris bis senas per invisa tribus aemulum itinera, prius 

fluctibus in binis montium utrimque redactis celsorum, ceu jugis abrupte arentibus talis 

aequore murum, quasi et de petra lymphas producens; mergatur ergo ut olim piorum 

supplicium hostis aeterni, quaesumus, statores curruum, quod est cujus affatus, 

actusque cum cogitatu celeri nequam sit Pharaoni rex, Israelem verum, quae 

unda salvat, ut Christo carmina canat per saecula, Qui cum Patre vivit, &c.113

O Lord, who protects the twelve tribes fleeing envious Cinchris on a hateful

path, the waves having first been drawn back into two high mountains on 

either side, as if  having been parched into such linked walls, with the sea 

ruptured—as also bringing forth water from the rock. We ask, therefore, the

torture of  the eternal enemy of  the pious, that, as of  old, the king should 

111 Collect 68 is argued by Curran (1984, pp. 134–36) to derive from a prayer in the Ambrosian liturgy 
(Magistretti, 1904, 2, 414), though likely composed in a Spanish milieu before being included in this Irish 
collection.
112 The Hisperica famina are the subject of  Chapter 5 and are discussed in detail there. For more discussion of
the Red Sea crossing in the Hisperica famina, see Wright (1982, pp. 63–67), who discusses the parallels with 
Gildas in detail, and also Grosjean (1956, pp. 45–47). 
113 The punctuation has been adapted to fit Stevenson’s translation of  the text. 
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be drowned [and] the riders of  the chariots of  Pharaoh, because it is from 

him that speech is depraved, and act with swift thought; which wave saves 

the true Israel, so that it sings songs to Christ through the ages, Who dwells 

with the Father., etc.114(Antiphonary of  Bangor, Collect 94 (Warren, 1892–

1895, 2, p. 28; Stevenson, 1987–1988, p. 208))

Firstly, the threefold way in which sin and virtue are embodied appears in the collect, in this

case through affatus, ‘speech’, actus, ‘act’, and cogitatus, ‘thought’, although the terms used 

differ from those found in Origen-Rufinus (factum, dictum, cogitatio (In Exodum 6.3 (GCS 29, 

p. 194; Heine, 1982, p. 288)) and In Pentateuchum (cogitatio, verbum, opus ((β) 2.14.3 (PL 

91.310B–C); see 2.4.3). Collect 94 also shares with Origen-Rufinus’ homily the terms 

statores and nequam:

Isti ergo terni statores sunt angeli nequam de exercitu Pharaonis, qui stant in 

huiuscemodi viis observantes unumquemque nostrum per haec agere in peccatum; quos 

demerget Dominus in rubrum mare et ignitis eos in iudicii die fluctibus tradet ac 

poenarum pelago teget, si tu Deum sequens de eorum te potestate subtraxeris. 

Those ‘captains’ therefore, are evil angels from Pharao’s army who stand in 

ways of  this kind watching each of  us to lead us into sin by these ways. The 

Lord will drown these ‘captains’ in the Red Sea and deliver them to fiery 

turbulence on the day of  judgement and cover them in the sea of  

punishments if  you, following God, have removed yourself  from their 

power. (Origen-Rufinus, In Exodum 6.3 (GCS 29, p. 195; Heine, 1982, p. 

289))

This same passage also presents a final potential connection between Collect 94 and 

Origen-Rufinus’ In Exodum 6.3—the interpretation schema of  the waters of  the Red Sea as

a form of  punishment. In this passage, Origen-Rufinus interprets the waters covering the 

Egyptians as the fires of  the final judgement. Collect 94’s appeal for the punishment of  the

hostis aeternus, ‘the eternal enemy’, presents the same correspondence between the Red Sea 

crossing and God’s eventual final triumph over the Devil. Supplicium, ‘punishment’, in the 

collect parallels Origen-Rufinus’ interpretation of  the Red Sea as the poenarum pelagus, ‘sea 

of  punishments’, that will come at the end of  time. The parallels between this Collect and 

Origen-Rufinus’ homily evidence some lexical borrowing and a considerable use of  

114 Stevenson (1987–1988, p. 208) cautions that the translation is highly speculative due to the obscurity of  
the Latin text.
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synonyms and paraphrasing. This type of  use of  Origen-Rufinus in Collect 94 would in 

some ways support the stylistic link to the Hisperica famina demonstrated by Stevenson 

(1987–1988, pp. 208 ff.) in her discussion of  other sources for the Collect, as one 

characteristic of  the Hisperica famina is that they consciously distort their sources using 

similar methods (see Chapter 5 for further discussion of  the Hisperica famina and their use 

of  sources).

2.5.3 Overview

Both De mirabilibus and Collect 94 in the Antiphonary of  Bangor demonstrate 

echoes with the works of  Origen-Rufinus and the anonymous In Pentateuchum. Although 

these parallels are such that the nature of  the links between these texts unclear, this brief  

investigation of  these two Hiberno-Latin texts demonstrates the integration of  both 

widespread and less prevalent schemata of  interpretation for the Red Sea crossing in other 

ecclesiastical contexts. 
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2.6 Parting water in early Irish hagiography

This section aims to investigate the significance of  the exegetical themes that 

accumulated around the biblical account of  the Red Sea crossing to the emulation of  this 

miracle, or elements of  it, in the early Latin Vitae of  Irish saints. The intertextual 

framework for this part of  the case study is provided by the preceding sections of  this 

chapter (2.2–2.5), which establish the context in which emulations of  this biblical miracle 

were understood, as well as allowing the potential use of  specific exegetical works by Irish 

hagiographers to be identified. 

2.6.1 Introduction to the Vitae

The texts discussed in this part of  the chapter were selected from a survey of  

Hiberno-Latin hagiographical works whose composition is argued to be dated between the 

seventh and early ninth centuries.115 The corpus for this study constitutes two groups of  

texts. The first comprises the earliest extant Hiberno-Latin Vitae, all composed in the 

seventh century by named authors: Adomnán’s Vita Sancti Columbae, Muirchú’s Vita Sancti 

Patricii, Tírechán’s Collectanea de Sancto Patricio, and Cogitosus’ Vita Sancti Brigitae.116 The 

second group are a number of  Vitae referred to as the O’Donohue group, which Sharpe 

(1991, pp. 338–339) has dated to the eighth or ninth century. The Navigatio and Vitae of  

Brendan are the subject of  the following chapter and are discussed in detail there. Given 

the breadth and complexity of  the corpus of  early medieval Vitae of  Irish saints, a brief  

overview of  the scholarship on to the relevant texts is useful to the subsequent discussion. 

The Vita Columbae was composed by Adomnán (628–704) in the late seventh 

century (Anderson and Anderson, 1991, p. xlii).117 Muirchú moccu Macthéni’s Vita Patricii is

115 Sharpe’s (1991, pp. 19–38) overview of  the field traces the hagiographical tradition from the production 
of  solely Latin works in the seventh and eighth centuries to the appearance of  vernacular versions in the 
ninth century. Other studies of  medieval Irish hagiography include those of  Bieler (1962), McCone (1984, 
1990, esp. pp. 179–202), Doherty (1987), and Herbert (2001a). Surveys of  the scholarship have been 
published by Herbert (1996) and Bray (2006). Ó Riain’s A Dictionary of  Irish Saints (2011) provides an 
invaluable reference for both primary sources and scholarship. Two relevant essay collections are those edited 
by Carey et al. (2001) and Cartwright (2003).
116 There is a considerable corpus of  scholarship on the early Latin Vitae of  these three saints. Survey 
studies include Stalmans’ (2003, pp. 93–190, 269–87) systematic analysis of  the corpus, Stevenson’s (1995) 
discussion of  authorial intent, and Picard’s (1987–1988, 1982a, 1982b, 1992, 1996) analysis of  Hiberno-Latin 
linguistic features. 
117 The Vita Columbae is edited and translated by Anderson and Anderson (1991), which is cited here. The 
text is also translated by Sharpe (1995). For a study of  the Vita itself  and the political context of  its 
composition, see Herbert (1988, esp. pp. 134–50). This text is found in four manuscripts, which evidence two
slightly different versions, referred to as A and B. The A text is found in Schaffhausen, Stadtbibliothek, 
Generalia 1. The scribe Dorbbéne is named in a colophon on the final folio; the annals record that Dorbbéne
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extant in three manuscripts, one of  which is the Book of  Armagh.118 The text was certainly

composed in the latter half  of  the seventh century and Howlett (2006, pp. 180–186) argues

specifically for the final decade (Bieler, 1979, pp. 1–2). Tírechán’s account of  Patrick, 

Collectanea de Sancto Patricio, survives in the Book of  Armagh alone.119 There are four later 

Vitae of  Patrick.120 Vita II and Vita IV both derive from the same eighth-century exemplar,

and are dated by Bieler (1971, pp. 7–13) to sometime between the second half  of  the 

eighth century and the eleventh. Bieler (1971, pp. 25–26) dates Vita III to between 800 and 

around 1130, though Byrne and Francis (1994, p. 8) argue that an eighth-century date is 

likely. Vita IV, whose author is identified as Probus, may have been composed in the ninth 

or tenth century (Bieler, 1971, p. 40). Cogitosus’ Vita Brigitae, also referred to as Vita II, is 

dated to around 680.121 There are four other Vitae of  Brigit.122 The precise dating of  the 

first of  these, the Vita I, is still under debate but ranges from the seventh to the eighth 

was a monk in the community of  Iona who died in 713 (Sharpe, 1995, p. 235). Three manuscripts witness the
B version of  the text: London, British Library, MS Additional 35110 (B1), folios 96v–143r, written in the late 
twelfth century; London, British Library, MS Cotton Tiberius D III (B2), folios 192r–217r, written between 
the late of  the twelfth and the early thirteenth centuries; and London, British Library, MS Royal 8 D IX (B3), 
folios 1r–70r, written in the late fifteenth century. Both B2 and B3 are missing large portions of  the text. The 
version of  the text evidenced by the B manuscripts contains elements added by Adomnán and not found in 
the A manuscript. For further discussion of  the manuscripts, see Stansbury (2004). Picard (1998) discusses 
the later Continental manuscript tradition. 
118 The edition and translation cited here is that by Bieler (1979). The text is also edited and translated by 
Howlett (2006). In all three manuscripts the text is incomplete. The first, referred to by Bieler as A, is found 
in the Book of  Armagh, Dublin, Trinity College Library, MS 52, folios 2r a–8v b. The part of  this codex 
containing the Vita Patricii is dated to circa 807 from a colophon by the scribe Ferdomnach. In this 
manuscript the first folio of  Muirchú’s text is lost. The second manuscript, B, is the eleventh-century 
Brussels, Bibliothèque Royale 64, folios 299r–303r. The third manuscript is Vienna, Nationalbibliothek Ser. 
Nov. 3642, which contains two late eighth-century fragments of  the text. Eight later versions of  the life are 
also extant (Bieler, 1979, pp. 20–22). This constitutes a collection of  manuscript evidence that Howlett (2006,
p. 9) refers to as ‘an apparent mess.’ The text was certainly composed in the latter half  of  the seventh century;
Howlett argues specifically for the final decade, though Bieler states that it cannot be dated more accurately 
than to somewhere between 661 and 700 (Bieler, 1979, pp. 1–2; Howlett, 2006, pp. 180–86). Howlett’s (2006) 
edition aims to be a restoration of  the complete text. See also Sharpe (1982). The Book of  Armagh is the 
only Irish witness to any of  these seventh-century Vitae of  Irish saints. 
119 Edited and translated by Bieler (1979). Breatnach (2005) has argued for a dating of  the manuscript to the 
thirteenth century.
120 These are edited by Bieler (1971). Vita II and Vita IV are translated by Byrne and Francis (1994). 
121 Sharpe’s recommended edition of  Cogitosus’ is that in the AASS (Feb. 1, pp. 135–41). It is also edited by 
Colgan (1647, pp. 518–24). Sharpe (1991, p. 14, n. 44) describes all editions as ‘seriously defective’. It is 
translated by Connolly and Picard (1987). Sharpe (1977) also produced an edition based on twenty 
manuscripts as part of  his unpublished doctoral thesis. The Vitae of  Brigit are referenced using their 
numbering in the AASS (Feb. 1). 
122 These are all edited by Colgan (1647) and in AASS (Feb. 1). Sharpe recommends Colgan’s (1647, pp. 
527–42) edition of  Vita I Brigitae, which is translated by Connolly (1989). The metrical Vita III is more 
recently edited by Kissane (1977), who locates it as a Continental composition, most likely of  the ninth 
century. There is also a later prose adaptation of  the Vita III, which is not yet edited (Kissane, 1977, p. 68). 
Sharpe (1991, pp. 139–208) offers a new edition of  Vita IV, which he argues was composed by the compiler 
of  the D collection in the early thirteenth century (Richard Sharpe, 1991, pp. 349–63). There is also a twelfth-
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century.123

Other than those cited above, the Latin Vitae of  Irish saints are for the most part 

found in three manuscript collections dating to the fourteenth century (Richard Sharpe, 

1991, p. 35): the Dublin collection or Codex Kilkenniensis (D), the Oxford collection or 

Codex Insulensis (O), and the Codex Salmanticensis (S).124 The O’Donohue group are best 

preserved in the Codex Salmanticensis.125 A stable consensus regarding this group’s precise 

date and composition has not yet been reached, but thus far the following has been 

established: the Vitae included in this group are those of  Molua (Lugaid) of  Kyle, Fintan 

of  Clonenagh, Fínan Camm of  Kinnity, Ruadán of  Lorrha, Aed of  Rahugh (Killare), 

Cainnech of  Aghaboe, Fintan son of  Tulchán (Munnu of  Taghmon), Colmán Ela of  

Lynally, Ailbe of  Emly and possibly that of  Colum of  Terryglass.126 As stated above, 

Sharpe (1991, pp. 338–39) argues for a date of  transcription for this group’s archetype 

between 750 and 850. Herbert (2001a, p. 337, n. 35) supports a dating of  this group to the 

eighth century, and this is also followed by Stalmans (2003, pp. 187–268) in her survey of  

Irish hagiography from the seventh to ninth centuries. In contrast, several reviews of  

Sharpe’s work question aspects of  this dating (Carey, 1993; Orlandi, 1993; Stancliffe, 1993).

century Vita V, composed by Lawrence of  Durham. This is edited by Heist (1965, pp. 1–37; see Sharpe, 
1991, p. 33, n. 121).
123 This dating relies in part upon whether or not it precedes the Vita of  Cogitosus. Maney (2003) includes a
comprehensive overview of  the existing arguments in his analysis of  the issue. The principal proponents for 
the precedence of  Vita I include Connolly (1972), Sharpe (1982; but see also 1991, p. 15), Howlett (1998) and
McCarthy(2000, 2001). Connolly (1989) subsequently revised his view to join McCone (1982) in arguing that 
Vita I was composed later. Herbert (2001a, p. 335) claims this as the predominant view. Maney (2003) argues 
that the extant version was composed c. 800. 
124 D consists of  two manuscripts, Dublin, Primate Marsh’s Library, MS Z3.1.5 (M), and Dublin, Trinity 
College Library, MS 175 (E.3.11) (T). O is also represented by two manuscripts, Oxford, Bodleian Library, 
MS Rawlinson B 505 (I), and MS Rawlinson B 485 (R). The S text is found in one manuscript alone: Brussels,
Bibliothèque Royale Albert I, MS 7672–7674 (CS) (Richard Sharpe, 1991, p. 93–94; 106; 229; 247). Plummer 
(1910) edits the Vitae from D and O, with some reference to S; see Sharpe (1991, pp. 78–90) for a critical 
discussion of  Plummer’s work. 
125 This collection is edited by Heist (1965). 
126 Heist (1965, pp. xxiv–xxvii) identifies the O’Donohue group as the texts that were loaned by Dermot 
O’Donohue to the community producing the Codex Salmanticensis, and argues that this group consists of  Vitae
numbers 12 to 20, or possible 21. Sharpe (1991, p. 296) redefines the group, selecting texts based on ‘formal, 
textual, and linguistic arguments,’ in addition to Heist’s physical evidence. He excludes the Vita of  Maodhóg 
of  Ferns (Aodh) and introduces that of  Ailbe of  Emly. 
The names of  the saints vary in orthography and spelling in both manuscripts and scholarship. The titles of  
the O’Donohue group texts in Heist’s (1965, p. xvii) edition contain the following Latin names: 12: Lugidus seu
Molua, 13: Fintanus de Cluain Edhnech, 14: Finanus de Cenn Etigh, 15: Ruadanus, 16: Aidus, 17: Cainnechus, 18: 
Fintanus seu Munnu, 19: Colmanus de Land Elo, 20: Columba de Tír Dá Glas, 21: Aedanus seu Maedoc. To this list 
Sharpe adds 11: Albeus. Sharpe (1991) uses the following Irish forms of  these names: Ailbe, Luguid / Molua, 
Fintán of  Clonenagh, Fínán Cam, Ruadán, Aed mac Bricc, Cainnech, Fintán / Munnu of  Taghmon, Colmán 
Élo, Columba of  Terryglas, Maedóc. Ó Riain (2011) gives these names as: Ailbhe of  Emly, Molua / Lughaidh
of  Kyle, Fiontan of  Clonenagh, Fíonán Cam of  Kinnity, Ruadhán of  Lorrha, Aodh of  Rahugh (Killare), 
Cainneach of  Aghaboe, Fiontan son of  Tulchán / Munnu of  Taghmon, Colmán Eala of  Lynally, Colum of  
Terryglass, Aodh / Maodhóg of  Ferns. Stokes’ (1905, pp. 398–448) is followed here. 
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Carey (1993, pp. 261–62) argues that they are more likely written after 900. Ó Riain (2009; 

2011; 2013) has also argued that many of  the texts are of  a later date, often placing their 

composition after 1100.127 The consensus is that more work is required on the individual 

vitae constituting the O’Donoghue group in order to date these texts more accurately. 

Relevant here is that some efforts have been made in relation to the Vita Cainnechi, the only

one of  the O’Donoghue group vitae substantially engaged with in this chapter. Herbert 

(2001b, pp. 32–33) proposes a specific date of  composition between 766 and 780. Charles-

Edwards (2004, pp. 99–100) tempers this conclusion somewhat, stating that the evidence 

does not support such a specific dating of  the text, but he concurs with the time-frame 

more generally.

From the survey of  this corpus, several episodes were found to engage substantially

with the Red Sea crossing and its exegesis. These include in the parting of  water in the Vita

Cainnechi, an event paralleling the Red Sea crossing in both Vitae I and II Brigitae, and 

numerous miracles involving the sea in Muirchú’s Vita Patricii. Before moving on to 

investigate these particular miracles further, consideration must be given to the role and 

representation of  miraculous events in Hiberno-Latin hagiography. This is particularly 

important because a key feature of  the hagiographical genre is its formulaic structure, and 

in order to assess the significance of  individual miracles, they must be understood in the 

context of  their wider use within this genre. 

2.6.2 Note on miracles in Latin hagiographies of  Irish saints

Several aspects of  hagiographical miracles pervade both the Vitae and their 

discussion in modern scholarship.128 The first is the theoretical framework provided by 

Augustine, who argues that nothing in the created universe can contravene its natural order,

and so the spectacular character of  these phenomena constitute God’s revelation of  a 

previously unknown aspect of  nature.129 Another key aspect of  such miracles is that the 

agency behind these events lies strictly with God. In the Gospels, Christ performs miracles 

through his own divinity, but in hagiographical works it is frequently reiterated that divine 

127 The dating of  several of  the O’Donohue lives is also the subject of  an unpublished doctoral thesis by 
Szaciłło (2012).
128 For studies on miracles in hagiography generally, see Delehaye (1962) and McCready (1989, 1994). This 
edition of  Delehaye’s (1927) Les légendes hagiographiques is a reprint of  Attwater’s 1962 translation. Two studies 
that focus on texts from the eleventh to thirteenth centuries, but that are relevant in their general discussion, 
are Ward (1987) and Goodich (2007).
129 For example, see Augustine, De trinitate 3 (CCSL 50, pp. 127–58; NPNF 1.3, pp. 55–68). See also Carey’s 
(1999a, pp. 39–73) discussion of  this aspect of  miracles.
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power is being employed on the saint’s behalf  in this context. A final aspect relates to the 

purpose of  miracles, which is that, as signs of  divine power, they serve to draw Christians 

closer to God and convert those who do not yet believe. 

In the case of  Hiberno-Latin hagiography much discussion has centred around the 

unprecedented profusion of  miracles in these texts. This has led some to conclude that 

what were once carefully considered emulations of  biblical, particular evangelical miracles, 

became near meaningless items in increasingly competitive lists in the seventh century 

(Picard, 1981; Stalmans, 2003, pp. 259–60, 266). The inclusion of  such extensive sequences 

of  miracles is often explained as a change in the purpose of  hagiography at this time from 

glorifying an individual saint to promoting the power and status of  a religious community 

(Picard, 1981; Stancliffe, 1992; Herbert, 2001a; Bray, 2003). Picard (1981) offers another 

potential explanation for the abundance of  miracles, which is that there was a greater need 

for miracles, in their function as aids to conversion, in the communities in which these 

saints were active. In addition to their ultimate purpose, several scholars have also argued 

that such long sequences of  miracles are by no means random or meaningless, but that 

they are in fact carefully selected in order to meet the needs of  the hagiographers and 

demonstrate an adaptation of  the genre to suit the individual author’s purpose (Picard, 

1985b; Stancliffe, 1992).130 This is further demonstrated by O’Sullivan’s (2009) study 

contextualising the production of  water from a stone in Hiberno-Latin hagiography against

its corresponding exegetical traditions.131

The Vita Columbae offers exceptional insight into the purpose of  miracles in 

Hiberno-Latin hagiography as it frequently provides an explanatory commentary on their 

meaning and purpose. Although not directly relevant to the discussion of  the Red Sea 

crossing, a sampling of  these miracles and their treatment demonstrates both the presence 

of  the key aspects of  hagiographical miracles generally, as well as the significance of  

individual miracles despite their large number. This illustrative survey also introduces the 

central importance of  the exegetical significance of  the biblical miracles emulated in 

hagiography. In the first example from the Vita Columbae, Columba has a vision of  the 

monk Colmán, journeying to Iona and becoming trapped in the whirlpool of  Brecan. 

Columba describes Colmán raising his hands to heaven and blessing the threatening waters.

130 Studies engaging with individual saints, and indeed, individual miracles, further demonstrate the 
significance of  individual miracles. Such studies include those of  Borsje (1994), Lord (1995), Layzer (2001, 
pp. 74–103), Carey (2001, 2014a), and O’Sullivan (2009).
131 See also Matter (2003).
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Columba explains:

Quem tamen dominus sic terret, non ut navis naufragio in qua ipse resedet undis 

obruatur, sed potius ad orandum intentius suscitetur, ut ad nos deo propitio post 

transuadatum perueniat periculum.

But the Lord terrifies him thus, not in order that the ship in which he sits 

may be overwhelmed by the waves in shipwreck, but rather to rouse him to 

more fervent prayer that with God’s favour he may reach us after passing 

through the danger. (Adomnán, Vita Columbae 1.5 (Anderson and 

Anderson, 1991, pp. 28–29))

Here Columba clearly describes God’s agency not in saving Colmán but in exposing him to

this peril, as well as his purpose in bringing Colmán closer to God. The overall sense is that

the tumultuous sea assists Colmán in relinquishing his dependence on worldly things. In 

this crisis, there is no assistance except God’s and so Colmán is impelled to rely solely on 

the divine. 

The same purpose may be inferred regarding the stormy seas miraculously calmed 

by Columba and other saints. This miracle emulates Jesus’ calming of  the storm in the 

Gospels (Mk 4:37–40; Mt 8:23–27; Lk 8:23–25) and there are numerous instances of  it in 

Irish hagiography (Bray, 1992, pp. 51, 108). The calming of  the stormy sea is also 

referenced in Psalm 106 (Ps 106:23–30), where it is one of  the adversities which God helps

his people to overcome. In this Psalm, as in the episode featuring Colmán, God’s agency in 

creating the danger in the first place is made explicit:

dixit et surrexit ventus tempestatis et elevavit gurgites eius

He said the word, and there arose a storm of  wind: and the waves thereof  

were lifted up. (Ps 106:25)

The Psalm references the sailors’ subsequent appeal to God for assistance, but it does not 

acknowledge God’s aim in raising the storm, only that they are saved for doing so:

clamabunt autem ad Dominum in tribulatione sua et de angustia educet eos 

And they cried to the Lord in their affliction: and he brought them out of  

their distresses. (Ps 106:28)

That this is God’s ultimate intention in raising the storm is explained by Augustine 

in his commentary on the Psalm:

Volens Deus ut ad eum clamarent et hi qui gubernant, et hi qui portantur, Dixit, et 

stetit spiritus procellae. 
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God, willing that both they who steer, and they who are conveyed, should 

cry unto Him, spoke, and the breath of  the storm stood. (Augustine, Enarrationes 

in Ps 106, §12 (CCSL 40, p. 1577; NPNF 1.8, p. 534))

Augustine’s commentary also explains in more detail the psychological and spiritual 

experience of  those trapped by the storm:

Aliquando deficiunt omnia humana consilia: quacumque se quisque conuerterit, fluctus 

fremunt, tempestas saeuit, brachia deficiunt; quo prora impingatur, cui fluctui latus 

nudetur, quo nauis impulsa dimittatur, a quibus saxis ne pereat refrenetur, omnino a 

rectoribus non uidetur. Et quid restat, nisi quod sequitur? Et exclamauerunt ad 

Dominum, cum tribularentur, et de necessitatibus eorum eduxit eos. Et 

imperauit procellae, et stetit in auram. Non stetit in tempestatem, sed in auram.

Sometimes all human counsels fail; whichever way one turns himself, the 

waves roar, the storm rages, the arms are powerless: where the prow may 

strike, to what wave the side may be exposed, whither the stricken ship may 

be allowed to drift, from what rocks she must be kept back lest she be lost, 

is impossible for her pilots to see. And what is left but that which follows? 

And they cried out unto the Lord when they were troubled, and He delivered them from 

their distresses. And He commanded the storm, and it stood unto clear air. It did not 

stand in the storm, but in clear air. (Augustine, Enarrationes in Ps 106, §12 (CCSL

40, pp. 1577–78; NPNF 1.8, p. 534 (adapted)))

Augustine interprets the storm in the same way as Adomnán interprets Colmán’s 

danger: in both cases God brings about threatening circumstances in the corporeal 

world with the aim of  demonstrating to those experiencing them that ultimately 

they can only rely on the divine for salvation. 

This same significance is evident in Columba’s encounter with a storm at sea.132 

Initially, the saint begins to bail water from the boat, but is reprimanded by one of  his 

companions, who says that his prayers would be of  more use:

Quo audito aquam cessat amaram ex inani re hi nin glas,133 dulcem uero et intentam 

precem coepit ad dominum fundere. Mirum dictu, eodem horae momento quo sanctus in 

prora stans extensis ad caelum palmis omnipotentem exorauit, tota aeris tempestas et 

maris seuitia dicto citius sedata cessauit, et statim serenissima tranquilitas subsequuta 

132 Picard (1981, pp. 96–97) compares accounts of  miraculously calmed storms at sea in Irish and 
Continental Vitae. 
133 On this phrase, see note in Anderson and Anderson (1991, p. 110, n. 139). 
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est. Qui uero naui inerant obstupefacti cum magna ammiratione referentes gratias 

glorificauerunt deum in sancto et praedicabili viro.

Hearing this, he ceased vainly to pour out bitter water into the green wave, 

and began to pour out sweet and fervent prayer to the Lord. Marvellously, 

in the same moment of  time in which the saint, standing in the prow, 

extended his palms to heaven and prayed to the Almighty, the whole 

tempest of  the air and wilderness of  the sea in less time than it takes to tell 

subsided and became still; and immediately there followed the fairest calm. 

Those who were in the ship were amazed, and returning thanks, with great 

wonder glorified God in the holy and memorable man. (Adomnán, Vita 

Columbae 2.12 (Anderson and Anderson, 1991, pp. 110–11))

The theme of  relinquishing faith in human efforts, found in Colmán’s encounter with the 

whirlpool and expounded in Augustine’s commentary, is present here too. Columba’s first 

reaction is a futile attempt to preserve the ship by physical means, but he is reminded by his

companions that in the face of  such a threat only God can grant them salvation.

A key aspect of  the miracles appearing in Hiberno-Latin hagiography that has been 

identified is the relatively high number of  miracles that exert an influence over the natural 

world, in contrast to miracles of  healing or miracles combating the Devil or demons 

(Picard, 1981, pp. 93–94, 97–98; Stancliffe, 1992, pp. 94, 101–110). This characteristic is 

clearly evident in miracles involving the sea, and its significance is made clear in Bede’s 

commentary on Mark’s account of  the calming of  the storm (Mk 4:39):134

Vbi notandum iuxta litteram quod omnes creaturae sentiant creatorem. 

Quibus enim increpatur et imperatur sentiunt imperantem non errore

hereticorum qui omnia putant animantia sed maiestate conditoris 

quae apud nos insensibilia illi sensibilia sunt.135 (Bede, In Marci 

Evangelium expositio 2.54–58 (CCSL 120, p. 490))

Where it is noted according to the letter that all created things perceive the 

creator. For those to whom the rebuke and the command are given perceive

the one giving the command, not in accordance with the error of  heretics, 

who think all things living, but in accordance with the greatness of  the 

134 Bede’s In Marci Evangelium expositio is edited by Hurst (1960) in CCSL 120.
135 Jerome, Commentariorum in Matheum 1.1183–87 (CCSL 77, p. 52; Scheck, 2008, p. 103 (Mt 8:26)). This text 
is edited by Hurst and Adriaen (1969) in CCSL 77, and it is translated by Scheck (2008).
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creator; those things that are insensible to us, are sensible to him.136

Bede here quotes Jerome’s commentary on Matthew’s account (Mt 8:26) of  the same 

miracle (Commentariorum in Matheum 1.1183–87 (CCSL 77, p. 52)), and in doing so 

emphasises the literal significance of  the miraculous calming of  the storm: it demonstrates 

the subordination of  creation to God. The assertion of  divine dominance over creation, 

but particularly the sea, is evident throughout the Bible. It is a concept established with the 

separation and ordering of  the waters in the initial moments of  creation (Gn 1:6–7, 9–10) 

and reinforced in the issuing and recall of  the flood waters (Gn 7:11, 8:2) . It also features 

widely in exegesis of  the sea in the Bible and indeed miraculous interactions with the sea in

hagiography.137

In addition to demonstrating the power of  the divine, such miracles also establish 

the piety of  those through whom God acts. As Origen-Rufinus states in his commentary 

on the Red Sea crossing (cited in Section 2.2.2.2):

Si voluntati eius obtemperes, si legem eius sequaris, ipsa tibi elementa etiam contra sui 

naturam servire compellit. 

If  you obey his will, if  you follow his Law, he compels the elements 

themselves to serve you even against their own nature. (Origen-Rufinus, In 

Exodum 5.5 (GCS 29, pp. 189–90; Heine, 1982, p. 282))

Origen-Rufinus clearly connects the faith of  the intermediary with God’s exertion of  

power over nature on their behalf. The same significance is expressed by Adomnán in the 

closing section of  the Vita Columbae: 

Perpendat itaque lector quanti et qualis apud deum praedicabilis patronus honoris 

habeatur, cui aliquando in carne mortali conuersanti deo dignante oranti tempestates 

sedatae sunt et maria tranquillata.

Let the reader consider how great and high honour with God the 

memorable patron is held, at whose prayer once while he lived in mortal 

flesh, God granting it, storms were stilled, and seas were calmed. 

(Adomnán, Vita Columbae 3.23 (Anderson and Anderson, 1991, pp. 230–

136 The relevant part of  this translation draws on that of  Scheck (Jerome, Commentariorum in Matheum 1.1183–
87 (2008, p. 103 (Mt 8:26))).
137 For a catalogue of  motifs in Irish hagiography, see Bray (1992). Plummer (1910, 1, pp. cxlvii–cxlviii) 
offers a catalogue of  water miracles in Irish hagiography under the category of  marvels influences by pre-
Christian Celtic water deities. He also acknowledges the influence of  biblical accounts, though in a 
remarkably understated way (Plummer, 1910, 1, p. cxlvii, n. 10). This list of  wonders includes walking or 
otherwise miraculously travelling on water, parting water, and surviving underwater. Among the saints that 
Plummer considers to show most signs of  this influence, or ‘water saints’, are Abbán, Ailbe of  Emly, 
Findbarr (Bairre) of  Cork and Declan of  Ardmore.
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31))

This connection between miracles and the sanctity of  the individual emphasises the 

practical purpose of  the text, in this case to establish the precedence of  Columba within 

the hierarchy of  Irish saints. This selective discussion of  miracles in Hiberno-Latin 

hagiography generally and Adomnán’s Vita Columbae specifically offers a background to 

how miracles are used and understood in the context of  the genre of  hagiography. 

2.6.3 Cainnech

The most direct emulation of  the parting of  the Red Sea appears in the eighth-

century Vita Cainnechi. Early in his life, Cainnech travels to Wales to study with Saint Docc 

and it is here that the miraculous parting of  water occurs. Cainnech has numerous other 

miraculous encounters with the sea following this, including being saved from drowning by 

being miraculously raised out of  the sea and brought to port (Vita Cainnechi 8 (Heist, 1965, 

p. 184)), saving a boy from drowning (Vita Cainnechi 26 (Heist, 1965, p. 188)), and 

miraculously walking on the surface of  the sea with a boy under his tutelage (Vita Cainnechi

57 (Heist, 1965, p. 197)). These miracles serve to verify his place as one of  the elect of  

God—as explained by Origen-Rufinus and Adomnán, his sanctity is evident in the fact that

God commands the elements on his behalf. 

The context for the miraculous parting of  water is that, while in Wales, Cainnech’s 

sanctity is recognised by all, and of  his virtues the Vita particularly emphasises his 

obedience. One monk, jealous of  Cainnech’s piety, is described as hating and harassing 

him. He finds Cainnech reading one day and rebukes him, saying that the rest of  the 

brethren have taken an ox and cart across the channel to obtain supplies, and that Cainnech

should go after them. Cainnech’s first obstacle is that the monk gives him two untamed 

cows to pull the cart, but these are miraculously tamed in his presence. The second obstacle

is revealed when Cainnech reaches the channel:

Cumque venisset ad fretum, invenit eum impletum cum magna inundatione maris, undis 

tumescentibus. Siccus enim erat quando fratres per eum transierunt. Tunc Dominus 

divisit fretum in duas partes, et sanctus Kannechus siccis pedibus per ipsum transivit cum

vacuo plaustro et iterum cum onusto rediit. (Vita Cainnechi 5 (Heist, 1965, p. 183))

And when he arrived at the channel, he found it filled with a great flood of  

the sea, with swelling waves. For it was dry when his brothers had crossed 

through it. Then God divided the channel in two parts, and Saint Cainnech 
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crossed through it with dry feet with the empty wagon and returned again 

with a laden one. 

God parts the waters of  the channel to facilitate Cainnech’s crossing. Several similarities 

between Cainnech’s parting of  waters and the Exodus narrative are apparent. In both cases 

God is the agent of  the miracle. It is also explicitly stated that the water is divided into two 

parts, revealing dry land through which the beneficiaries of  the miracle travel.  This detail, 

found in the Vita Cainnechi, in addition to the specified identification of  the waters in 

questions as those of  the sea, supports the conclusion that the hagiographer had the 

parting of  the Red Sea in mind. From a broader perspective, the parting of  waters for 

Cainnech identifies him historically with Moses and God’s chosen people and spiritually 

with the cleansing waters of  baptism and the salvation offered by Christ’s death. The 

inclusion of  this miracle particularly indicates Cainnech as spiritually pure and as a divinely 

sanctioned guide of  Christians to salvation. 

The specific context is also significant. From the beginning of  Cainnech’s Vita his 

obedience is prioritised as his prime virtue. In an earlier episode, when the monastery bells 

ring while he is writing, the Vita relates that Cainnech responds so promptly that he leaves 

an ‘o’ unfinished (Vita Cainnechi 4 (Heist, 1965, pp. 182–3)). When Cainnech is ordered to 

follow his brethren across the channel, he cannot carry out the command because of  the 

floodwaters. The fact that Cainnech’s principal virtue is being endangered by a monk 

jealous of  his sanctity provides an adversarial context. The parting of  the channel waters 

prevents Cainnech’s virtue from being tarnished. From this perspective the interpretational 

schema in which the waters of  the Red Sea signify the adversaries of  Christians also 

becomes relevant. As Origen-Rufinus states in his commentary on Exodus 15 (cited in 

2.2.2.2):

Si fueris in medio nationis pravae et perversae sicut lumen solis verbum vitae

continens ad gloriam,138 potest fieri, ut in medio peccatorum incedentem te non 

infundat humor peccati.

If  you should be in the midst of  a crooked and perverse people, holding the word of  

138 Philippians 2:15–16:
Ut sitis sine querella et simplices filii Dei sine reprehensione in medio nationis pravae et perversae inter 
quos lucetis sicut luminaria in mundo.
Verbum vitae continentes ad gloriam meam in die Christi quia non in vacuum cucurri neque in vacuum 
laboravi.
That you may be blameless, and sincere children of  God, without reproof, in the midst of  
a crooked and perverse generation; among whom you shine as lights in the world.
Holding forth the word of  life to my glory in the day of  Christ, because I have not run in 
vain, nor laboured in vain.
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life like the light of  the sun for glory, it can happen that marching in the midst of

sinners the liquid of  sin may not pour over you. (Origen-Rufinus, In 

Exodum 6.14 (GCS 29, p. 203; Heine, 1982, p. 299))

The Israelites are interpreted as passing through the dangers of  the temporal world, 

untouched by its sin and its temptation to iniquity, because they follow the spiritual path 

cleared by God. The same schema is also recalled in Collect 62 in the Antiphonary of  

Bangor, which appeals to God ut transire uitiorum gurgitem ualeamus (Warren, 1892–1895, 2, p.

24), ‘so that we may prevail to cross the vortex of  vices.’ In the same way, this episode 

juxtaposes two similar elements: Cainnech passes through the parted waters, and in being 

allowed to so is saved from the being tarnished by the iniquity of  another. 

Of  the other miracles relating to the sea, the two in which Cainnech engages with 

stormy seas are of  relevance here. The first because it parallels elements of  the Red Sea 

crossing and the second because it is indicative of  one of  the motivations behind the use 

of  miracles in this Vita. In the first Cainnech and his companions safely navigate a terrible 

storm to reach Iona. When the monks of  Iona ask Cainnech’s companions how it was 

possible, they respond:

Nobis Dominus omnipotens tranquillam viam fecit et placidam per immensas undas. 

Nam in mari undique circa nos erat seva tempestas, et ad longitudinem virgue circa 

navem nostram ex omni parte erat mitis tranquillitas. (Vita Cainnechi 28 (Heist, 

1965, p. 189))

The all-powerful Lord made a calm and peaceful way for us through the 

enormous waves. For in the sea on every side around us was a wild storm, 

and for the length of  a rod around our boat in every direction was gentle 

calm.

In this instance the storm is not actually calmed, but a path is cleared through the waves to 

allow Cainnech to pass through—an image closely resembling that of  the Red Sea crossing,

particularly given the reference to a virga, ‘rod’, paralleling that of  Moses, an essential 

element of  the event. 

Later in the Vita, Cainnech is called upon to assist when Columba and his 

companions are caught in a storm at sea. Columba declares that he cannot save them but 

that they must call on Cainnech to whom God that day gave the ability to intervene. 

Cainnech hearing this in his mind, speeds to his church, and orante illo, facta est tranquilitas 

magna in mari (Vita Cainneachi 54 (Heist, 1965, p. 196)), ‘while he prayed, a great calm was 
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made in the sea.’ Both of  Cainnech’s encounters with the calming of  a stormy sea also 

appear in the Vita Columbae (1.4, 2.13 (Anderson and Anderson, 1991, pp. 26–29, 110–13)).

The close parallels between the two texts indicate that Cainnech’s hagiographer produced a 

shorter, adapted version of  each of  the episodes from Vita Columbae. In the account of  the

first storm, Columba’s foretelling of  Cainnech’s arrival is emphasised and, in the account 

of  the second, Adomnán concludes that in this instance the prayers of  both saints worked 

in tandem. However, in Cainnech’s Vita, his own priority is asserted. Herbert (2001b, pp. 

33–35) uses this adaptation as the starting point for her argument that Cainnech’s 

hagiographer draws from the Vita Columbae in such a way as to promote Cainnech as the 

superior saint. Relevant here is that this is done in part through a connection with the Red 

Sea crossing, identifying Cainnech with Moses and God’s chosen people. 

2.6.4 Brigit

The event considered here appears in two of  Brigit’s Vitae: Cogitosus’ Vita Brigitae 

(Vita II Brigitae) and Vita I Brigitae. The episode in Cogitosus’ Vita Brigitae shares several 

details with the biblical account of  the Red Sea crossing, but that in Vita I Brigitae features a

detail that parallels In Pentateuchum’s commentary specifically. Neither of  these passages 

concerns the Red Sea crossing explicitly, but the combination of  elements they contain, 

and the immediate connection between the two Vitae, regardless of  which has the priority, 

are suggestive of  an engagement with the Red Sea crossing and its exegetical significance. 

In Cogitosus’ text, thieves attempt to steal cattle belonging to Brigit, but are apprehended 

by the miraculous flooding of  a river. The description of  the river’s flooding clearly 

connects it with the events of  Exodus 14: 

Sed eos eadem revertentes via, impetus ingentis fluminis inundatione aquarum subito 

facta conturbavit. Non enim flumen instar muri erectum scelestissimam boum fraudem B.

Brigidae per se transire permisit; sed eos fures demergens et secum trahens, boves de eorem

manibus liberati, loris in cornibus pendentibus ad proprium armentum ac boekium139 

reversi sunt. 

But, as they were going back the same way, the force of  the huge river 

resulting from a sudden flooding overwhelmed them. Indeed, the river rose 

up like a wall and did not allow this most criminal theft of  blessed Brigit’s 

cattle to pass through; but swamping the thieves it swept them away and the

139 NCLCL, s.v. {boekium}; bouellum, ‘cattle-pasture or byre.’
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cattle, freed from their grasp, returned to their own flock and booley with 

the thongs hanging from their horns. (Cogitosus, Vita Brigitae 19 (AASS, 

Feb. 1, p. 137; Connolly and Picard, 1987, p. 18, §16.2))

The response of  the river waters to the presence of  the thieves and the cattle is described 

in terms very similar to the Red Sea crossing in Exodus. They rise instar muri, ‘like a wall,’ 

echoing Exodus 14:22 (quasi murus). As in the Red Sea crossing, the water has both a 

salvational and a destructive aspect, allowing the cattle to remain but washing away those 

responsible for this scelestissimam fraudem, ‘most wicked crime.’ This can be read as analogous

to the Israelites being allowed to pass and the Egyptian army being destroyed. In 

destroying the criminals, this episode also encompasses the baptismal schema of  

interpretation, as the sin and wickedness are cleansed away.

In Vita I Brigitae the account of  this event differs significantly from that in 

Cogitosus’ Vita. In this version, Brigit has guaranteed the safety of  a couple’s house and 

cattle in their absence, saying that God will ensure their safety. Thieves attempt to steal the 

cattle, but are hampered by a river in flood. Then the following sequence of  events 

unfolds:

Cumque laborarent per maxima parte noctis, consilio facto, alligaverunt omnia 

vestimenta sua super capita boum similiter & arma sua; & dimidio flumene 

retroversi sunt portantes spolia inimicorum suorum super capita sua, currentesque per 

campum liffi, viri nudi post eos.

So after toiling for most of  the night they held a consultation and secured 

all their clothes to the heads of  the cattle and their weapons likewise; but in 

midstream the animals turned back carrying their enemies’ spoils and arms 

on their heads and running across Mag Life with the naked men after them. 

(Vita I Brigitae 47 (Colgan, 1647, p. 532; Connolly, 1989, p. 25, §45.4))

As the thieves chase the cattle, they are led directly to Brigit and the couple, who are 

celebrating a feast day together. The thieves immediately repent and remain with Brigit. In 

this version, the river is in flood and is the location in which the cattle are separated from 

the thieves; however, there is no sense of  the flood being miraculous or momentary in the 

way that it is in Cogitosus’ Vita Brigitae or the Red Sea crossing. The event that Vita I 

Brigitae describes is a natural phenomenon. 

The account in Vita I Brigitae does contain a detail that presents a striking parallel 

with In Pentateuchum 2.14.5 (cited above, 2.4.2):
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Amaritudo per quam exierunt amaritudinem implendi uerbum Dei significat. Cur 

armis et pecoribus et uestimentis exierunt, sic nos per baptismum cum spe et operibus 

bonis. (In Pentateuchum (β) 2.14.5 (PL 91.310C))

The bitterness through which they passed, signifies the bitterness of  

fulfilling the word of  God. Why did they pass through with arms and herds 

and clothes? So we [pass through] baptism with hope and good works. 

The commentary describes the Israelites as crossing the Red Sea armis et pecoribus et 

uestimentis, ‘with arms and herds and clothes.’ Of  interest here is the juxtaposition in Vita I 

Brigitae of  the thieves’ clothing and weapon with the cattle as they alligauerunt omnia 

uestimenta sua super capita boum similiter et arma sua, ‘secured all their clothes to the heads of  

the cattle and their weapons likewise,’ in order to cross the flooded river. The terminology 

used in Vita I is not precisely that of  In Penteuchum, as it uses boves instead of  pecora; of  note,

however, is that in Vita IV Brigitae, a thirteenth-century redaction of  Vita I, this has 

changed and pecora replaces boves:

Cumque laborarent per partem maximam noctis, consilio facto, alligauerunt omni 

uestimentia et arma super capita pecorum, uolentes ipsi natare post ea. (Vita 

IV Brigitae 2.4 (Richard Sharpe, 1991, pp. 160–61))

So after toiling for most of  the night they held a consultation and secured 

all their clothes and arms to the heads of  the cattle, wishing those to swim 

after them. 

The juxtaposition of  these three elements in Vita I Brigitae does correspond with the 

exegetical significance of  these three elements in In Pentateuchum 2.14.5, in which they 

signify the good works and hope with which Christians traverse the sacrament of  baptism. 

Since both spiritual hope and good works are lacking for the cattle thieves, it follows that 

they are unable to cross the river successfully. 

The influence of  the Red Sea crossing on Cogitosus’ Vita is self-evident, flooding 

waters destroy the enemies of  God’s follower and in doing so Brigit is identified as one of  

God’s elect, on whose behalf  nature is divinely manipulated. The relationship between Vita

I Brigitae and In Pentateuchum 2.14.5 may not be as decisively stated. The lexical parallel and 

the context in which the terms appear is compelling, and the related passage in Cogitosus’ 

Vita strengthens its connection with Exodus 14. The correspondences between these 

episodes in Brigit’s Vitae and the anonymous commentary certainly seem to argue some 

connection between the two texts, potentially in the form of  an unidentified source that 
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both share. Further investigation of  this connection awaits the production of  more 

comprehensive editions of  both Vita I Brigitae and In Pentateuchum commentarii.

2.6.5 Patrick

The consciously established connection between Saint Patrick and Moses has been 

explored in a number of  studies (O’Leary, 1996; McCone, 1990, pp. 86–99; Hennig, 1949–

1951). Hennig (1949–1951) makes a study of  the figure of  Moses in early medieval Irish 

writing and highlights, in particular, the importance of  the parallels drawn between Moses 

and the Irish saints, Patrick and Brendan.140 This parallel is most succinctly expressed in the

preface to Vita IV Patricii, composed around 1100 by a Continental redactor (Bieler, 1971, 

pp. 3–7). The preface and list of  chapter titles for Vita IV Patricii do not correspond with 

the text and Bieler concludes that they were intended for another Vita of  Patrick. He also 

suggests that they may be of  Irish origin (cf. Byrne and Francis, 1994, pp. 9–10). The 

preface presents a number of  points of  comparison between the two saints. It begins by 

pointing out that both men were shepherds before being called to other duties by God. 

Patrick’s liberation of  the Irish through their conversion is also compared to Moses’ 

liberation of  the Israelites in the Red Sea crossing. In this comparison the baptismal 

schema of  interpretation is evoked:

et post alia multa miracula per uerbum praedicationis quasi per uirgam Moysi et per 

lauacrum baptismatis quasi per mare rubrum ducens liberauit.

And he freed them after many other miracles, by preaching as if  by the staff

of  Moses and after the washing of  baptism, as it were leading them through

the Red Sea. (Vita IV Patricii, Preface (Bieler, 1971, p. 47; Byrne and Francis,

1994, p. 17))

McCone (1990, pp. 89–96) discusses the parallels with Moses in detail, noting that 

they appear in the Vitae by Muirchú and Tírechán. The two most prominent 

examples are Muirchú’s account of  Patrick being spoken to by an angel from a 

burning bush (Ex 3) and Tírechán’s account of  Patrick fasting for forty days and 

forty nights on a mountaintop (Ex 34). 

Though there is no reference to the Red Sea crossing in these earlier Vitae, 

the link between Patrick and the sacrament of  baptisms is firmly established. In 

Muirchú’s text, Patrick engages in a contest of  miracles with the druid Lucet Máel. 

140 For discussion of  the connection established between Brendan and Moses, see Orlandi (2006).
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King Loíguire, whom the druid serves, calls for both men to throw their books into

the water, stating he will follow the faith of  whoever’s book is not damaged. Lucet 

Máel refuses the challenge, explaining, 

‘Nolo ego ad iudicium aquae uenire cum isto; aquam enim deum habet’; certe audiuit 

baptisma per aquam a Patricio datum. 

I do not want to undergo a test of  water with him; for water is a god of  his.’

He had heard, no doubt, that Patrick baptized with water. ( Muirchú, Vita 

Patricii 1.20.8 (Bieler, 1979, pp. 94–95))141 

This passage demonstrates the strength of  the associations between Patrick and baptism. 

In addition, according to Lucet Máel’s understanding, Patrick’s use of  water in the 

sacrament of  baptism imbues the water itself  with divinity, and the druid’s refusal to 

participate in the contest indicates his belief  that this element is obedient to Patrick’s 

wishes. In addition, although the druid describes a pagan concept, that water is a god of  

Patrick’s, this passage resonates with the concept so clearly expressed by Origen-Rufinus 

and Adomnán, that in miracles God directs the elements to serve his chosen faithful.

The obedience of  the sea to Patrick’s commands is a phenomenon that reoccurs 

throughout Muirchú’s Vita. In several episodes the sea is used by Patrick as an instrument 

of  purification and destruction, just as is the case in the Red Sea crossing. On two 

occasions Patrick uses the sea to dispense justice by causing it to engulf  areas of  land. On 

the first, Patrick is dismissed by a group of  men working on a fort near the sea when he 

admonishes them for working on the Sabbath, and so he pronounces that, 

‘Mudebroth,142 quamuis laboraueritis nec tamen proficiat.’ Quod tamen conpletum est.

Insequenti enim nocte uentus magnus adueniens turbauit mare et omne opus gentilium 

distruxit tempestas iuxta uerbum sancti. 

‘Mudebroth, in spite of  all your labour you shall achieve nothing.’ And so it 

happened. The following night there came a heavy storm and stirred up the 

sea, and the storm destroyed all that the pagans had done, as the man of  

God had said. (Muirchú, Vita Patricii 1.25 (Bieler, 1979, pp. 106–7))143

In this miracle, the sin, the product of  the work done on the Sabbath, is literally washed 

away by the sea. There is also a parallel between the great wind that controls the sea in Ex-

141 Cf. Bethu Phátraic, ll. 578–580 (Mulchrone, 1939, p. 34; Stokes, 1887, p. 57), in which the druid’s statement
appears in Latin. 
142 On this curse, see Breatnach (2011), Howlett (2006, pp. 104–5), and Bieler (1979, p. 208). 
143 Cf. Bethu Phátraic, ll. 2650–54 (Mulchrone, 1939, p. 134; Stokes, 1887, p. 225). 
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odus (Ex 14:21) and the description of  the storm driving the sea in this episode. Another 

related miracle occurs soon after this. In this instance, Patrick is resting his cows in a field. 

The rightful owner of  the field drives the cows out, and although he is within his rights to 

do so, Patrick is infuriated and curses the land:144

Cui irascens sanctus Patricius cum maledictione dixit: ‘Mudebrod, male fecisti. Nusquam 

proficiat tibi ager hic tuus neque semini tuo in aeternum; iam inutilis erit.’ Et factum est sic: 

inundatio etenim maris tam habunda eadem ueniens die circumluit et operuit totum agrum, et 

possitus est iuxta profetae uerbum terra fructifera in salsuginem a malitia inhabitantis in 

ea.145

Holy Patrick grew angry with him and said with a curse: ‘Mudebrod, you have

done wrong. May this your field here never again yield profit either to you 

or your descendants; from now on it will be useless.’ And so it happened. 

On the same day a vast flood of  the sea submerged and covered the whole 

field and, as the prophet says, fertile land was turned into marsh because of  the 

wickedness of  those who dwelled there. (Muirchú, Vita Patricii 1.26.2–3 (Bieler, 

1979, pp. 112–13))

This event is somewhat characteristic of  Patrick’s vengeful character; both the fact that the 

landowner’s actions are legally justified and the reference to Patrick’s anger convey less of  a

sense of  righteous sanctity than one of  personal vindictiveness.146 

In addition to their resonance with the destructive force of  the Red Sea in Exodus, 

both of  these episodes find parallel in the spiritual significance of  the Red Sea crossing. As 

stated, the first presents an embodiment of  the spiritual powers of  baptism, in washing 

away the traces of  sinful deeds. However, both episodes, the second in particular, also 

convey a sense of  judgement, as is also evident in the final judgement schema in Origen-

Rufinus’ commentary. Here the pharaoh’s captains, signifying the evil angels, will be judged 

by God, who ignitis eos in iudicii die fluctibus tradet ac poenarum pelago teget, ‘will deliver them to 

fiery turbulence on the day of  judgement and cover them in the sea of  punishments’ 

(Origen-Rufinus, In Exodum 6.3 (GCS 29, p. 195; Heine, 1982, p. 289); see 2.2.2.2; 2.4.3). 

This same schema of  interpretation is also present in In Pentateuchum 2.15, in the 

commentary on Exodus 15:5 and 15:8 (not discussed previously): 

144 Bieler (1979, pp. 209–10) discusses the position of  the landholder in this situation in early Irish law. 
145 Psalm 106:34:

Terram fructiferam in salsuginem a malitia inhabitantium in ea.
A fruitful land into barrenness, for the wickedness of  them that dwell therein.

146 For more discussion of  Patrick’s temperament, see Johnson (2010). 
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Pelagus cooperuit eos,147 quia in die judicii ignis fluctibus tradentur,148 et 

tanquam gravissimi lapides submergentur, quia non erunt lapides vivi.149 

Et per spiritum iracundiae,150 hoc est, correctionis Domini dividitur aqua; hoc est, 

per hujus mundi desideria ac voluptates evadit populus Dei, in quibus merguntur 

infideles.151 Aut certe per aquam baptismi salvat Deus justos. In aqua occidit vitia, quasi

irascens. (In Pentateuchum (β) 2.15.2 (PL 91.311C–D))

The sea covered them, because in the day of  judgement they will be handed

over to the waves of  fire and such very heavy stones will be submerged, 

because they will not be living stones.

Through the spirit of  anger, that is, the water is divided by the spirit of  God’s 

retribution, that is, the people of  God escape the desires and delights of  

this world, in which the unfaithful are overwhelmed. Or certaintly God 

saves the just through the water of  baptism. He kills sins in the water, as if  

raging. 

Much of  this commentary derives from Origen-Rufinus (In Exodum 6.3–4 (GCS 29, p. 195;

Heine, 1982, p. 289). The identification of  the spiritus iracundiae, ‘spirit of  anger’, as the 

spiritus correctionis, ‘spirit of  retribution’, does not appear in Origen-Rufinus’ work; however 

it echoes Augustine’s discussion of  the two aspects of  the spirit of  God (previously cited 

and discussed in 2.2.2.3):

Meminerimus autem spiritum dei non solum ad beneficia, uerum etiam ad uindictam 

commemorari. Nam quid aliud etiam supra dixit: per spiritum irae tuae diuisa est 

147 Cf. Exodus 15:5:
abyssi operuerunt eos descenderunt in profundum quasi lapis
The depths have covered them, they are sunk to the bottom like a stone.

148 Origen-Rufinus, In Exodum 6.3 (GCS 29, p. 195; Heine, 1982, p. 289).
149 1 Peter 2:4-5:

ad quem accedentes lapidem vivum ab hominibus quidem reprobatum a Deo autem electum honorificatum
et ipsi tamquam lapides vivi superaedificamini domus spiritalis sacerdotium sanctum offerre spiritales 
hostias acceptabiles Deo per Iesum Christum 
Unto whom coming, as to a living stone, rejected indeed by men, but chosen and made 
honourable by God:
Be you also as living stones built up, a spiritual house, a holy priesthood, to offer up 
spiritual sacrifices, acceptable to God by Jesus Christ.

Cf. Exodus 15:5. Origen-Rufinus (In Exodum 6.4 (GCS 29, pp. 195–96; Heine, 1982, pp. 289–90)) provides an
interpretation for this verse’s description of  the drowning Egyptian army as sinking like stone. 
150 Cf. Exodus 15:8:

et in spiritu furoris tui congregatae sunt aquae stetit unda fluens congregatae sunt abyssi in medio mari
And with the blast of  your anger the waters were gathered together: the flowing water 
stood, the depth were gathered together in the midst of  the sea.

151 This sentence is a summary of  Origen-Rufinus 6.4 and 6.14. 
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aqua?152 Iste itaque spiritus dei in Aegyptios spiritus irae eius, quibus nocuit aquarum 

diuisio, ut intrantes possent aquis redeuntibus obrui. (Augustine, Quaestiones in 

Heptateuchum 2.55 (CCSL 33, p. 94))

However, let us remember that the Spirit of  God is not only related to 

kindnesses, but indeed also to vengeance. For what else was also said above?

The water was divided through the spirit of  your anger. Thus this spirit of  God 

[that went] into the Egyptians, whom the dividing of  waters injured, [was] 

the spirit of  his anger; so that those entering were able to be overwhelmed 

by the returning waters. 

The passage, like that from In Pentateuchum 2.15, places great emphasis on the anger of  God

in his destruction of  the enemies of  his people and also equates this anger with vengeance. 

Augustine’s commentary remains focused on the historical sense of  the verse and 

Origen-Rufinus’ commentary retains the eschatological theme in focussing on the schema 

signifying the final destruction of  the Devil and his demons. In Pentateuchum however, 

returns from this to the baptismal schema, though retaining the motif  of  God’s anger. The 

final line of  the section from In Pentateuchum above finds no parallel in the sources surveyed

here, and may be the work of  the author rather than a patristic source. In either case, this 

line returns the reader to the more immediate spiritual significance of  the Red Sea crossing,

albeit with an image of  violence that is without precedent. Key to this discussion of  

Patrick’s miracles that the rage and retribution found in Augustine and In Pentateuchum 2.15 

are clearly echoed in Muirchú’s text. Patrick’s anger is even described in the same way: just 

as irascens sanctus Patricius, ‘Saint Patrick grew angry,’ In Pentateuchum describes God 

destroying sins quasi irascens.

Conversely, in the final example from Muirchú’s Vita Patricii, the sea is miraculously 

raised to prevent violence. It occurs when there is conflict between the forces of  the Uí 

Néill and Airgialla and those of  the Ulaid over who has claim to Patrick’s remains:

Set fretum quoddam quod Collum Bouis uocatur merito Patricii, ne sanguis effunderetur,

et misericordia Dei, altis crispantibusque intumescebat fluctibus et undarum uertices 

concaua rumpebant aëre et dorsa in fluctibus tremula cripanti rissu et aliquando flauis 

uallibus in certamine ruebant; quasi ad cohibendam animossitatem gentium dirarum—

tales enim populi sunt—surrexit freti feritas et plebes pugnare prohibuit. 

However, in order to prevent the shedding of  blood, through the merits of  Patrick 

152 Ex 15:8.
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and the mercy of  God, an inlet called Druimm Bó rose high with swirling waves, 

and the crests of  the waves burst into the hollow air and the quivering billows of  

the high flood rushed along as in a race, now surging up and now falling, and as if  

it were to check the animosity of  the fierce tribes—for fierce they are—the wild sea

rose and stopped the people from fighting.153 (Muirchú, Vita Patricii 2.13.2 (Bieler, 

1979, pp. 120–21).154

Beyond the highly rhetorical style of  the passage, which describes the waters of  the sea 

using a style and vocabulary reminiscent of  those found in texts like Collect 94 of  the 

Bangor Antiphonary (2.5.2) and the Hisperica famina (see Chapter 5),155  the image of  the 

rising waters is reminiscent of  the rising walls of  the Red Sea in Exodus 14:22. There is 

also a strong parallel in the details of  the description here and Origen-Rufinus’ description 

of  the parted sea in Homily 5 (2.2.2.2; 2.4.2):

Cogitur ergo fluctus in cumulum et unda in semet ipsam repressa curvatur.

The water, therefore, is driven into a heap and the restrained wave is curved on 

itself. (Origen-Rufinus, In Exodum 5.5 (GCG 29, p. 189; Heine, 1982, p. 282))

In both cases, the crests of  the waves are described in detail, giving a particularly vivid and 

realistic image of  the sea surging against the invisible boundaries that hold it in this 

irregular position. Carey (2013a) notes a number of  strong parallels between the 

phenomenon of  the rising waters in the context of  conflict here and an incident of  the 

same type appearing in the Ulster Cycle tale Táin bó Cúailnge, ‘The cattle raid of  Cooley’ (ll. 

1158–64 (O’Rahilly, 1976, pp. 36, 157)). Central to the argument of  this thesis is that these 

two distinct textual connections need not be mutually exclusive, and that both texts may 

have had a complementary influence on Muirchú’s composition.

In each of  these three miracles Patrick’s intentions and the actions of  the sea 

demonstrate a strong resonance with both the events of  the Red Sea crossing itself  and 

aspects of  its interpretational schema. Given the association of  the saint with the figure of  

153 Howlett gives the following translation:
But a certain strait which is called the Neck of  the Cow / by the merit of  Patrick lest blood
be poured out / and by the mercy of  God with deep waves undulating swelled up / and 
the caps of  waves broke the hollow airs / and the tremulous ridges on the waves with 
undulating laughter / and at one time with grey walls rushed in strife / as if  for 
constraining the animosity of  dire peoples / - for the peoples were such - / the fierceness 
of  the strait rose up / and prohibited the tribes to fight. (Howlett, 2006, p. 125)

154 Cf. Bethu Phátraic, ll. 3015–20 (Mulchrone, 1939, pp. 150–51; Stokes, 1887, p. 257).
155 The letters of  Columbanus also bear witness to numerous comparably elaborate references to the sea 
(see, for example, Epistulae 2.7; 3.2; 5.3; 5.11 (Walker, 1957, pp. 18–21; 22–23; 38–39; 48–49)). See 3.4.2.1 for 
a further reference to the term tithis that appears in Epistula 3.2.
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Moses in various Vitae of  Patrick, these parallels with the event that exemplifies Moses’ 

role in the salvation of  his people and the destruction of  their enemies only further 

emphasises these aspects of  Patrick’s role in Ireland. 

2.6.6 Overview

In each of  the miracles encountered above, whether the body of  water is a river or 

the sea, a flooding phenomenon of  some kind arises. Cainnech’s parting of  the water, 

which most closely corresponds to the parting of  the Red Sea, occurs in a tidal channel 

already susceptible to the flooding and recession of  the sea. In Cogitosus’ Vita Brigitae, the 

existing river experiences a sudden flood, which then rises up like a wall before carrying 

away the cattle thieves. Finally, in the accounts of  Patrick, the sea is made to flood coastal 

areas beyond its natural boundaries. This common thread connects these texts, but also 

recalls the precedent for the parting of  Red Sea given in De mirabilibus: 

De recessu vero illius quotidiana administratione, iam ante praediximus, quia per 

Oceani maris aestuaria indesinenter fieri videre solemus.(De mirabilibus 1.20 (PL 

35.2166))

Indeed we have already spoken before about the recession of  the [sea] by 

daily operation, because we are accustomed to seeing it happen by the coast 

of  the Ocean sea. 

That these miraculous encounters resonate with the Red Sea crossing is evident in the 

incorporation not only of  elements from the biblical narrative but also of  the exegetical 

approaches applied to those elements. In the Vita Cainnechi the schema of  interpretation in 

which the pious pass unsullied through the iniquity of  the world is evident, as Cainnech, a 

figure renowned for his piety and for his obedience in particular, is kept from being 

corrupted by a failure to obey the impossible command of  an envious monk. The two 

Vitae of  Brigit considered here each contain a distinctly different version of  an event that 

parallels the Red Sea crossing. Both prioritise the salvation of  one group from the 

persecution of  another, though in this case it is the cattle and their owners that are saved 

from cattle thieves. Finally, Patrick is unique to this study in that from the earliest extant 

evidence there is a conscious effort to link Patrick with the figure of  Moses, principally 

through their respective roles in the salvation of  their people: Moses as the leader of  the 

Israelites out of  slavery and Patrick as the convertor of  the Irish people to Christianity. 

There is a clear emphasis on the vengeful aspect of  God in Patrick’s miracles. This is also 
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evident in the miracles that emulate aspects of  the Red Sea crossing. The role of  the Red 

Sea as the destroyer of  enemies and swallower of  dry land is evoked on a number of  

occasion, in Muirchú’ s Vita Patricii in particular. In all other instances in this survey, the 

water serves to assist the faithful or prevent harm, in Patrick’s case alone are the waters 

called upon to punish, reflecting the character and depictions of  the saint himself. Also of  

particular interest to this case study are the potential points of  contact identified at which 

the Vita I Brigitae and Muirchú’s Vita Patricii parallel In Pentateuchum specifically. 
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2.7 Conclusion

The aim of  this chapter has been to demonstrate the way in which veins of  

influence stemming from a single biblical miracle, in this case the Red Sea crossing, are 

developed and transmitted in the corresponding exegetical commentary, and are then 

further diffused into a wider ecclesiastical literary context. 

To begin with, I set out to establish the textual connections between a number of  

commentaries on Exodus, beginning with a survey of  two key patristic commentators: 

Origen-Rufinus and Augustine. I considered Isidore separately in order to survey and 

analyse his innovative use of  his predecessors in the compilation of  the Expositio. In 

particular, it was evident that Isidore’s commentary is composed in such a way that it 

functions as a stand-alone text as well as a commentary on Exodus. The investigation of  

the anonymous In Pentateuchum revealed a commentary that shares with Isidore its use of  

patristic authorities, including Isidore himself, but differs in that it lacks the independent 

integrity of  Isidore’s work. In Pentateuchum demonstrates a structural and exegetical 

coherence and outlines the key schemata of  interpretation for the Red Sea crossing; 

however, it does so in a way that continually requires the reader to return to the biblical 

verses that underlie it and the authorities on which it draws. This source analysis of  In 

Pentateuchum 2.14 and 2.15, in addition to demonstrating further use of  the principal 

authorities identified by Gorman in his analysis of  the commentary on Genesis—Origen-

Rufinus, Augustine, and Isidore— also revealed evidence for repeated use of  the 

anonymous Tractatus, a text with strong Insular connections. 

I then moved on to consider the reception of  the biblical account and exegesis of  

the Red Sea crossing in two texts of  Irish provenance, De mirabilibus and the collects in 

response to the canticle of  Exodus 15 in the Antiphonary of  Bangor. Both texts displayed 

textual parallels with individual sources in the exegetical survey, as well as referencing many

key elements of  the exegetical significance of  the Red Sea crossing. The concept of  the 

frozen sea in De mirabilibus was demonstrated to have biblical precedent in the Vetus Latina 

text of  Exodus 15:8, which was also used in the Antiphonary of  Bangor. I also argued that 

Collect 94 of  the Antiphonary of  Bangor drew directly on Origen-Rufinus, in addition to 

the sources identified by Stevenson.

More broadly, this case study aimed to demonstrate the integral connection that 

exists between biblical miracles, their exegesis, and their emulation. This aspect of  

hagiographical compositions derives essentially from the intertextual nature of  the Bible as 
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a work that is not understood independently, but within the context of  its vast commentary

tradition. As a result, elements from the Bible do not exist in isolation, but are known, 

understood, and, most relevant here, reused swathed in a nebula of  exegetical significance. 

I argued that the context in which Cainnech’s miraculous parting of  water occurs 

corresponds with the exegetical significance of  this event, as Cainnech is offered a path to 

preserve his principal virtue, obedience. In addition to the explicit reference to the Red Sea 

crossing in Cogitosus’ Vita Brigitae, a tentative connection was also identified between the 

three items carried through the water in the equivalent episode of  Vita I Brigitae and the 

anonymous In Pentateuchum. Finally, the resonance of  Patrick’s vengeful miracles with the 

final judgement schema emphasised by Origen-Rufinus and In Pentateuchum was also 

presented. By analysing the emulation of  this single miracle in Hiberno-Latin hagiography, 

this chapter explored the links between the miracle and its Christian exegesis, as evidenced 

by the utilization of  both in the task of  glorifying saints, their regional centres, and the 

Christian way of  life. 

Relevant to this thesis as a whole is that the principal schemata of  interpretation 

attributed to the waters of  the Red Sea frequently apply to the sea more generally. As is 

evident throughout this chapter, the sea may signify the waters of  baptism, the temptations

of  the corporeal world and its iniquity, or the fires of  the final judgement. These three 

senses of  the biblical sea—salvation, temptation, and judgement—pervade the literary 

representations and cosmological discourses of  the sea in Christian culture.
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Visions and wonders: infernal scenes in early Irish voyage narratives

3.1 Introduction

Early medieval voyage narratives presented themselves at an early stage in this 

project as a corpus of  focus texts. The defining feature of  these narratives is an Ocean 

voyage of  some sort, for the most part venturing out into the Atlantic. At their most 

subtle, this collection of  Latin and vernacular narratives depict the Ocean as a constituent 

of  creation, ruled entirely by God, as encountered in the previous chapter (2.2.2.2; 2.3.2); at

their most extreme, these narratives locate the spiritual realms of  heaven and hell in the 

distant reaches of  the Ocean. The thematic focus for this chapter’s case studies is the 

possibility for the Ocean to encompass hell within its bounds or adjacent to its outer limits.

The depictions of  this cosmology invite further analysis in terms of  their ambiguity and 

the relationship of  individual accounts of  the infernal in the Ocean to one another. 

Furthermore, this thematic focus also invites a comparison with the accounts of  heaven 

and hell in vision narratives. This chapter comprises three principal sections. The case 

studies concentrating on voyage narratives are presented in Sections 3.3 and 3.4. The 

principal focus texts for these case studies are the Latin Navigatio Sancti Brendani, ‘Voyage of

Saint Brendan’, and the vernacular Immram curaig Máele Dúin, ‘The voyage of  Máel Dúin’s 

boat’, respectively. A number of  additional sources are considered in the analysis of  

infernal regions in these two texts. The most significant of  these is the Visio Pauli, the Latin

translation of  the Apocalypse of  Paul. As will become evident below, these case studies 

involve a wide range of  complex and nuanced textual interactions and intertextual 

resonances. In order to demonstrate the full significance of  this intricate network, both the 

texts and concepts in question must be sufficiently contextualised. With this in mind, 

Section 3.2 provides a representative overview of  texts establishing the substantial and 

long-standing conceptual connection between hell and the Ocean. In addition to situating 

the subsequent studies of  voyage narratives in their appropriate context, this section also 

introduces the Visio Pauli and the first aspect of  its significance to the chapter as a whole. 

Methodologically, this chapter relied more on surveys of  relevant genres of  texts 

than on digital resource searches. In this case the investigation was not focused on the 

identification of  new sources, but the relationship of  the identified sources to one another. 

This chapter particularly builds on the substantial body of  scholarship that has developed 

around the focus texts and concepts, using this to navigate the established perspectives of  

these texts and their interconnections, before returning to the sources themselves for a 

reconsideration of  these. 
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3.2 Hell and the Ocean

The purpose of  this section is to present an illustrative survey of  texts 

demonstrating the complex and ambiguous, but nonetheless substantial conceptual 

connection between hell and the Ocean (Ocean is capitalised to distinguish the 

encircling Ocean of  medieval cosmology from other bodies of  water; hell and 

heaven are not capitalised because these terms are used of  concepts that are 

frequently conceived in a wide range of  ways). Since demons are also depicted as 

inhabiting other regions, the lower air of  the upper atmosphere in particular, it is 

perhaps best to clarify that hell is here considered the abode of  the Devil and his 

demons and the place in which the souls of  damned Christian are tormented after 

death.156 Expressions of  the conceptual connection between hell and the Ocean are

found in a number of  contexts, as is evident from the three aspects of  this 

connection presented here. The first relates to several well-known monstrous sea 

creatures that are consistently interpreted as embodying aspects of  the Devil or 

hell. This further demonstrates the widespread tradition of  allegorically interpreting

the sea as the forces of  evil and iniquity in the world, discussed in detail in Chapter 

2. The second part engages with the use and interpretation of  the term abyssus in 

Genesis 1:2, and demonstrates another aspect of  the integral connection between 

the depths of  the Ocean and hell in both the Bible and its exegesis. The final part 

introduces an additional conceptualisation of  hell’s location, which situates it 

beyond the outer edge of  the Ocean.157

3.2.1 Infernal sea creatures

Several prominent instances in which sea creatures are used to signify the Devil 

individually and hell more generally are presented here: the biblical Leviathan, the piscis 

grandis, ‘great fish’, that swallows Jonah, and finally a sea creature named Aspidochelone 

belonging to the Physiologos tradition. The association between these three gigantic sea 

creatures and the Devil permeates treatments of  both hell and sea creatures in the Latin 

West. These examples provide an introduction to the strength of  the conceptual 

156 The location of  Lucifer and the fallen angels in the lower air of  the atmosphere is attested from a very 
early period of  Christian writing. Smyth (1996, pp. 185–87) provides an overview of  the tradition and its 
attestation in Hiberno-Latin writing. See also Carey (1982b).
157 Discussions of  other aspects of  hell’s location in Hiberno-Latin and Old and Middle Irish literature can 
be found in Carey (1982b, 1989c), Mc Namara (1996), Smyth (2003b), Sayers (2012), Mac Mathúna (1999, 
2014) and Waddell (2014). The most recent of  these studies are part of  the publication resulting from a 
colloquium on Irish cosmology, edited by Borsje et al. (2014).
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connection between hell and the sea. 

3.2.1.1 The Leviathan and Gregory’s Moralia in Iob

The Leviathan is a creature referenced in a number of  books of  the Old 

Testament. It is explicitly named on three occasions, the first of  which is Job 3:

maledicant ei qui maledicunt diei qui parati sunt suscitare Leviathan

Let them curse it who curse the day who are ready to raise up a Leviathan. 

(Jb 3:8)

A substantial account of  the Leviathan is given in Job 40 and 41 (Jb 40:20–41:25); it opens 

with the verse:

an extrahere poteris Leviathan hamo et fune ligabis linguam eius

Canst thou draw out the Leviathan with a hook, or canst thou tie his tongue

with a cord? (Jb 40:20)

Finally, the Leviathan’s ultimate role in cosmological events, its fate to be destroyed by 

God, is described in Isaiah 27:1:

in die illo visitabit Dominus in gladio suo duro et grandi et forti super Leviathan 

serpentem vectem158 et super Leviathan serpentem tortuosum et occidet cetum qui in mari 

est

In that day the Lord with his hard, and great, and strong sword shall visit 

Leviathan the bar serpent, and Leviathan the crooked serpent, and shall slay

the sea creature that is in the sea. (Is 27:1)

In addition to these references in the books of  Job and Isaiah, several references to the 

draco, ‘dragon’, of  the sea also refer to the Leviathan (Ps 73:13–14, 103:26).159 From the 

three verses cited above, the Leviathan’s location within the sea is clearly evident: it rises 

from the deeps, can be caught with hook like a fish, and finally Isaiah 27:1 both identifies it

as a cetus, ‘sea creature’, and further specifies that it is located in mari, ‘in the sea’. 

The identification of  the Leviathan as the Devil is exemplified by one of  the 

principal commentaries on Job, Gregory’s sixth century Moralia in Iob (Moralia).160 In the 

158 The precise meaning of  serpens vectis is problematic. The Douay-Rheims translation given here is the most
straightforward; the Septuagint reads ὄφιν φεύγοντα, ‘fleeing snake’.
159 Borsje (1996, pp. 30–31) provides a catalogue of  biblical verses referring to the Leviathan, along with a 
brief  discussion of  their content. Several aspects of  the Leviathan as a sea creature and an embodiment of  
evil, specifically its parallels with a sea monster responsible for tidal movements described in Oxford, 
Bodleian Library, MS Rawlinson B 502, f. 46vb, are discussed in Borsje and Ó Cróinín (1995).
160 Gregory’s Moralia in Iob is edited by Adriaen (1979–1985) in CCSL 143, 143A and 143B. The text is 
translated into English by Bliss (1844–1850) and a number of  anonymous contributors. A French translation 
has also been published in SC 32 bis, 212, 221, 476, 525 and 538. 
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commentary on Job 40, Gregory combines three elements—the account of  the Behemoth,

a monstrous land creature described in Job 40:10–19,161 the description of  the Leviathan, 

and a later reference to the Leviathan being played with quasi avi, ‘like a bird’ (Jb 40:24)—to

present a threefold exposition of  the nature of  the Devil. This interpretation plays on the 

elemental nature of  each creature: earth, water, and air, respectively. The discussion of  this 

schema of  interpretation is extensive, but is well summed up by the following passage:

Quid est quod aduersarius noster prius Behemoth, postmodum Leuiathan dicitur, nunc 

uero aui in perditionis suae illusione comparatur? [...]

Humanum etenim genus quamuis inexplicabili iniquitatis arte lacessat, tribus tamen 

uitiis ualde temptat, ut uidelicet alios sibi per luxuriam, alios per malitiam, alios per 

superbiam subdat. Non ergo immerito in eo quod agere nititur ex ipso actionum suarum 

nomine uocatur, cum iumentum, draco uel auis dicitur. In eis quippe quos ad stultitiam 

luxuriae excitat, iumentum est; in eis quos ad nocendi malitiam inflammat, draco est; in 

eis autem quos in fastu superbiae quasi alta sapientes eleuat, auis est. 

Why is it that our adversary is first called Behemoth, afterwards Leviathan, 

but is now compared to a ‘bird’, in ridicule at his destruction? [...]

For though he harasses mankind with his inexplicable skill in wickedness, 

yet he specially tempts by three sins; in order, namely, to subdue to himself  

some by lust, some by malice, and some by pride. He is, therefore, 

deservedly designated by the very name of  his doings, in what he attempts 

to do, when he is called a ‘beast’, a ‘dragon’, or a ‘bird’. For in those whom 

he excites to the folly of  lust, he is a ‘beast’, in those whom he inflames to 

do malicious injury, he is a ‘dragon’, but in those whom he exalts to the 

haughtiness of  pride as though they understood high things, he is a ‘bird’. 

(Gregory, Moralia 33.15.30.1–4, 33.15.30.22–31.31 (CCSL 143B, pp. 1699–

1700; Bliss et al., 1844–1850, 3.2, pp. 594–84))

In this threefold exposition, the Devil’s embodiment as the Leviathan is attributed 

characteristics associated with Devil’s incitement of  malice, pain, and injury.162 In the 

161 Its identification with the Devil is evident throught the commentary, for example:
Quem sub Behemoth nomine nisi antiquum hostem insinuat.
Whom does He suggest, under the name ‘Behemoth’, except the ancient enemy? (Gregory, 
Moralia 32.12.16.1–2 (CCSL 143B, p. 1640; Bliss et al., 1844–1850, 3.2, pp. 522)). 

162 See also Laidcenn, Egloga de Moralibus in Iob (33.15.30.143–52 (CCSL 145, p. 346) and Philip the Presbyter,
Commentarii in librum Iob 40 (PL 26.786D–787A). Philip the Presbyter was a student of  Jerome. The influence 
of  his fifth-century Commentarii in Librum Job is evident is numerous Insular texts. It is listed by Laistner (1966,
p. 251) among the authorities consulted by Bede and discussed by Brown (1975) in relation to its influence on
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commentary on Job 40:20, on the drawing out of  the Leviathan with a hook, Gregory 

offers an extended interpretation of  this fishing image, in which Christ’s divinity is the 

hook by which the Devil is caught and the bait is Christ in his mortal form:

Sed Leuiathan iste hamo captus est, quia in Redemptore nostro dum per satellites suos 

escam corporis momordit, diuinitatis illum aculeus perforauit. 

But this Leviathan was caught with a hook, because when in the case of  our

Redeemer he seized through his satellites the bait of  His Body, the sharp 

sting of  His Godhead pierced him through. (Gregory, Moralia 33.9.17.12–14

(CCSL 143B, p. 1687; Bliss et al., 1844–1850, 3.2, p. 572)). 

Gregory continues with this interpretation, explaining how the Leviathan was so 

easily caught: 

In hac quippe aquarum abysso, id est in hac immensitate generis humani, ad omnium 

mortem inhians, uitam paene omnium uorans, huc illuc que aperto ore cetus iste 

ferebatur. 

For in this abyss of  waters, that is, in this boundlessness of  the human race,

this whale was rushing hither and thither with open mouth, eager for the 

death, and devouring the life of  almost all. (Gregory, Moralia 33.9.17.17–20 

(CCSL 143B, pp, 1687–88; Bliss et al., 1844–1850, 3.2, p. 572)). 

The Leviathan is described as moving urgently through the waters of  the sea, eating every 

creature it encounters. The corresponding image is one of  the Devil, scouring the human 

race for souls that it can bring to damnation. The image of  the Devil as the Leviathan, 

uitam paene omnium uorans … aperto ore, ‘swallowing the life of  almost all … with open 

mouth’, powerfully links hell and the fate of  sinners with the sea. The Devil as the 

Leviathan also contributed to development of  the image of  the bestial hell mouth in the 

tenth and following centuries (Poesch, 1970, 1971; Sheingorn, 1992; but in particular 

Schmidt, 1995, pp. 45–60). However, as Schmidt outlines, equally important to this 

development were the piscis grandis of  the Book of  Jonah and the Aspidochelone of  the 

Physiologos. 

3.2.1.2 Jonah and the piscis grandis

Insular tidal terminology. Stevenson (1999, pp. 351–52) has identified it as a source for the Altus Prosator (see 
below 3.2.2.1) and Smyth (1996, pp. 226–65) discusses its considerable influence on the Irish cosmology, 
particularly on the conceptualisation of  the sea. Most recently it is discussed by Bisagni (2013–2014a) in 
relation to its appearance in a part of  Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, MS 6400B, preserving a 
collection of  texts for which he argues an Irish origin.
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The narrative of  the prophet Jonah’s consumption by a great fish is another 

significant reflection of  the conceptual connection between the sea, its monstrous 

creatures, and hell.163 When Jonah is thrown into the sea to appease God’s anger, God 

commands a piscis grandis, ‘great fish’, to swallow him.164 From inside this creature Jonah 

calls out:

et oravit Iona ad Dominum Deum suum de utero piscis

et dixit clamavi de tribulatione mea ad Dominum et exaudivit me de ventre inferni 

clamavi et exaudisti vocem meam

And Jonas prayed to the Lord his God out of  the belly of  the fish.

And he said: I cried out of  my affliction to the Lord, and he heard me: I 

cried out of  the belly of  hell, and thou hast heard my voice. (Jon 2:2–3)

Within the biblical text the interior of  the sea creature is equated with venter inferni, ‘the 

belly of  hell’. This interpretation of  Jonah’s encounter is both sustained and expanded in 

the Gospels:

sicut enim fuit Ionas in ventre ceti tribus diebus et tribus noctibus sic erit Filius hominis 

in corde terrae tribus diebus et tribus noctibus

For as Jonas was in the whale’s belly three days and three nights: so shall the

Son of  man be in the heart of  the earth three days and three nights. (Mt 

12:40)

Here Matthew expands the schema of  interpretation in which the fish’s interior signifies 

hell so as to include Jonah as figurally signifying Christ, and his three days within the fish 

Christ’s harrowing of  hell.165 The prominence of  this reading of  the Book of  Jonah is 

immediately evident in Jerome’s commentary on the text.166 In the opening of  the 

commentary on Jonah 2, Jerome makes the reading clear:

Et praeparauit Dominus piscem grandem, ut deglutiret Ionam. LXX: Et 

163 On other narrative traditions concerning individuals swallowed by sea creatures, see Szabo (2008 esp. pp. 
31-66) and Ziolkowski (1984, revised in 2007, pp. 65–92).
164 See Jonah 2:1:

Et praeparavit Dominus piscem grandem ut degluttiret Ionam et erat Iona in ventre piscis tribus diebus et 
tribus noctibus.
Now the Lord prepared a great fish to swallow up Jonas: and Jonas was in the belly of  the 
fish three days and three nights. 

165 See also Luke 11:30:
Nam sicut Ionas fuit signum Ninevitis ita erit et Filius hominis generationi isti.
For as Jonas was a sign to the Ninivites; so shall the Son of  man also be to this generation.

166 Jerome’s commentary on Jonah is edited by Adriaen (1969b) in CCSL 76, cited here. The commentary on
Jonah is also edited and translated into French by Duvall (1985) in SC 323. The only English translation is 
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praecepit Dominus ceto magno, et deuorauit Ionam.167 Morti et inferno 

praecepit Dominus, ut prophetam suscipiat. Quae auidis faucibus praedam putans, 

quantum in deuoratione laetata est, tantum luxit in uomitu. 

And the Lord prepared a great fish to swallow Jonah up. LXX: And the Lord 

commanded a large whale and it devoured Jonah. The Lord ordered death and hell 

that it should catch the prophet; which thinking him to be prey for its avid 

gullet was as joyful in devouring him as it was sorry to vomit him up. 

(Jerome, Commentarii in Ionam prophetam 2.1.1–5 (CCSL 76, p. 393; Hegedus, 

1991, p. 28))

Jerome’s opening highlights the juxtaposition of  the great fish and hell. Regarding the 

significance of  Jonah’s three days inside this creature, Jerome simply states that there is no 

need to repeat what God has explained in the Gospels (Mt 12:40; Lk 11:30). The eagerness 

of  the piscis and its desire to consume the living Jonah is paralleled in Gregory’s 

commentary on the Leviathan. However, there is a key distinction between the two: 

Gregory presents a schema of  interpretation in which the devouring sea creature, the 

Leviathan, signifies the activity of  the Devil among the human race; however, Jerome uses 

the schema found in Gospels, in which the sea creature, in this case the piscis grandis, 

signifies the role of  hell itself. The importance here is to note the potential for these 

monstrous sea creatures to allegorically represent both the figure of  the Devil and the 

location of  hell itself. 

3.2.1.3 Aspidochelone and the Physiologos tradition

This survey’s final example linking hell and the Devil to the sea through its 

creatures appears in the Physiologos. This text allegorizes the characteristic features of  a 

range of  creatures for its Christian audience. The contents are of  varying levels of  

zoological authenticity, attributing fictional characteristics to existing creatures and 

incorporating creatures that are fictional in their entirety, but scientific accuracy is not the 

purpose of  the text. The Physiologos is argued to have its origins in Egypt (Lauchert, 1889; 

Perry, 1941; Zucker, 2004, p. 12), and the composition of  the Greek original has been 

variously dated to periods from the second to the fourth century.168 The Physiologos was 

that by Hegedus (1991), publication forthcoming. 
167 The variant Septuagint text is provided by Jerome. 
168 The Greek text has been variously edited by Lauchert (1889), Sbordone (1936; Francesco J. Sbordone, 
1936), Offermanns (1966) and Kaimakis (1974) and is translated by Schönberger (2001) and Zucker (2004). 
The authoritative edition is still that of  Sbordone (1936). Sbordone edited 77 manuscripts into four main 
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translated into many languages, and versions appear in almost all Western vernaculars, the 

earliest of  which is a ninth or tenth century group of  Old English poems.169 Versions of  

the Latin text, the Physiologus, are numerous and are categorised into four redactions: versio 

A, B, C, and Y. C is fragmented but argued to be the closest to the original Greek text 

(Gebert, 2010).170 Versio Y is argued to be the closer to the original than B, and is a longer 

text presenting allegories for forty-nine creatures, compared to only thirty-seven in B. 

Versio B, however, is the most widely used version of  the Physiologus in the medieval West 

and is cited here, but references to versio Y and its translation by Curley (2009) have also 

been provided. Various arguments have been proposed for the existence of  a Latin 

Physiologus as early as the fourth century, but the first reference to the Latin text is made in 

the sixth (Lauchert, 1889, pp. 88–89; cf. Curley, 2009, p. xxi), and the earliest extant 

manuscript is one containing versio B, dated to the eighth century.171

Key to this discussion of  the connections between hell and the sea is the 

Physiologus’s treatment of  a creature called Aspidochelone, ‘asp-turtle’, or simply cetus, ‘sea 

creature’ (Physiologus (Y) 30.1–13 (Carmody, 1941, p. 125; Curley, 2009, pp. 45–46 (§31)); (B)

24.1–19 (Carmody, 1939, pp. 44–45)). In English, this creatures is frequently referred to as 

the ‘whale’. The Physiologus describes two characteristic features of  the Aspidochelone: the first

is that it is mistaken for an island by unwary sailors, who are then drowned as the creature 

submerges; the second is that it emits a sweet odour from its mouth and then devours the 

little fish that are drawn in by it. In both cases, the creature is allegorized as the Devil and 

its behaviour as the Devil’s attempts to lure humans to sin and damnation. For the allegory 

redactions, the first of  which is the most ancient. The first redaction is in turn divided into five groups. Two 
(G; M (MΤ)) are edited by Offermanns (1966) and the remaining three (Σas; WO; AIEΠδφry) by Kaimakis 
(1974). This first redaction is the earliest and it is argued that almost all subsequent translations of  the 
Physiologos are based on this. Sbordone aims to reconstruct the lost original text; however, Zucker (2004, p. 17)
eloquently claims that to attempt to reconstitute such a fixed exemplar goes against the very nature of  the 
continually altering tradition of  Physiologos texts as they were adapted and translated.
169 The Old English Physiologus, comprising three poems referred to as ‘The panther’, ‘The whale’ and ‘The 
partridge’, is found in the Exeter Book. The entire manuscript is edited by Krapp and Dobbie (1936, pp. 169–
74), as part of  the Anglo-Saxon Poetic Records series, and by Muir (2000, 1, pp, 266–74). The Exeter Book is 
dated to the tenth century (Flower, 1933; Ker, 1933; Krapp and Dobbie, 1936, p. x; Conner, 1993; Muir, 2000,
1, pp. 1–3). The composition of  the Old English Physiologus has been dated to between the late ninth and the 
mid to late tenth centuries (Sisam, 1953, p. 108; cited in Squires, 1988). See also Gameson (1996). The edition
of  reference for Exeter Book texts remains that of  Krapp and Dobbie, which is cited here. The three poems 
of  the Old English Physiologus are most recently edited and translated by Jones (Jones and Bjork, 2012–2014, 
1, pp. 2–63), whose translation is cited here. They are also edited by Squires (1988) and Cook (1921). 
170 Versio B and versio Y are edited by Carmody (1939, 1941). Curley (2009) has produced a translation based 
primarily on versio Y but supplemented by versio B. These are the most well preserved of  the Latin versions. 
Versio C is edited by Gebert (2010). The final redaction, versio A has not yet been edited.
171 The earliest illustrated manuscript is Bern, Burgerbibliothek, Cod. 318, ff. 7–22v (C). This is reproduced 
in a facsimile by Von Steiger and Homburger (1964).
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of  the first type of  behaviour, versio B states:

Sic patiuntur omnes qui increduli sunt et quicumque ignorant diaboli astutias, spem 

suam ponentes in eum; et operibus eius se obligantes, simul merguntur cum illo in 

gehennam ignis ardentis; ita astutia eius. (Physiologus B 24.9–10 (Carmody, 1939, p.

44); see also (Y) 30.7 (Carmody, 1941, p. 125; Curley, 2009, p. 49 (§31)))

Thus all who are without faith and all who are ignorant of  the cunning of  

the Devil suffer; when they put their hope in him, and bind themselves to 

his works, likewise they are drowned with him in a Gehenna of  burning fire;

thus is his cunning. 

The allegory for the second type of  behaviour is more nuanced. The Aspidochelone remains 

the Devil. The odour it emits is a false imitation of  the sweet fragrance of  divine truth 

(clearly portrayed and explained in the preceding account of  the panther (Physiologus (B) 

23.1–57 (Carmody, 1939, pp. 40–43); (Y) 29.1–11 (Carmody, 1941, p. 124; Curley, 2009, pp.

42–45)). The Physiologus explains that the Aspidochelone only consumes small fish because 

they represent those with little faith, and those that possess a stronger faith remain away. In

the Physiologus, as in Gregory’s exposition of  the account of  the Leviathan in Job, it is the 

Devil that is signified by the sea creature, not hell. However, the Aspidochelone in the guise 

of  an island establishes that those attached to the Devil are inevitably drawn down to hell 

with him. 

The Old English poem ‘The whale’  gives an account based on that of  the Latin 

Aspidochelone. T his poem is worth considering for the way it amalgamates the interpretation

of  monstrous sea creatures as the Devil acquiring souls with their interpretation as hell.172 

‘The whale’ expands upon the allegories presented in the Latin Physiologus, elaborating the 

description of  the creature, referred to here as Fastitocalon,173 and emphasising its 

identification with the Devil. One way in which it does so is through its treatment of  the 

allegory of  creature’s consumption of  little fish: 

Þonne se fæcna     in þam fæstenne

gebroht hafað,     bealwes cræftig,

æt þam edwylme     þa þe him on cleofiað,

172 Key studies on the Old English Physiologus include Cordasco (1949), Campbell (1978), Letson (1979), 
Ross (1983), Squires (1988), Biggs (1989), Hoek (1997), Rossi-Reder (1999), McFadden (2006) and DeAngelo 
(2013). The identify of  the creature in the fragmented remains of  the poem referred to as ‘The partridge’ has 
been debated (Cordasco, 1949; Drout, 2007; Pakis, 2008).
173 The form Fastitocalon appears only once in the poem (‘The whale’, l. 7b (Krapp and Dobbie, 1936, p. 171; 
Jones and Bjork, 2012–2014, 1, p. 9), as does the term Aspidochelone in the Latin version. Bugge (1890) 
proposed that the form Fastitocalon linguistically indicated Irish transmission.
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gyltum gehrodene,      ond ær georne his

in hira lifdagum     larum hyrdon,

þonne he þa grimman     goman bihlemmeð

æfter feorhcwale      fæste togædre,

helle hlinduru;     …

When the deceiver, skilled at destruction, has delivered into the fiery 

whirlpool in that stronghold those persons who cling to him, arrayed in 

their own sins, and who hitherto obeyed his teachings readily during life, he 

then, upon their death, slams those cruel jaws tightly together, the prison 

doors of  hell. (‘The whale’, ll. 71–78a (Krapp and Dobbie, 1936, p. 173; 

Jones and Bjork, 2012–2014, 1, p. 13))

In addition to explicitly connecting the gates of  hell with the sea creature’s jaws, significant 

to the development of  the hell mouth tradition (Schmidt, 1995, pp. 51–52), ‘The whale’ 

superimposes the images of  the sea creature as the Devil and the sea creature as hell. First 

the Fastitocalon signifies the Devil as it pulls those who have attached themselves to him 

down to hell; then the image of  the Devil consuming the weak of  faith is transformed into 

an image of  hell itself  closing around those souls by equating his jaws with helle hlinduru, 

‘the gates of  hell.’ 

Schmidt (1995, p. 32) notes four key scriptural elements which contribute the 

development of  the hell mouth image. These are the pit, or Sheol, which opens to receive 

sinners, imagery of  Satan as a roaring lion, Satan as a fire-breathing dragon, and finally the 

Leviathan in combination with both the piscis grandis of  the book of  Jonah and the 

Aspidochelone of  the Physiologus. Central to the purpose of  this chapter is the substantial 

nature of  the link associating the Devil and hell with these monstrous sea creatures and, as 

a consequence, with the Ocean in which they are located. The connections between the 

depiction of  hell and those of  the Leviathan, in particular, are further explored in the 

discussion of  infernal regions in the Navigatio Sancti Brendani (3.3.3.3).

3.2.2 Hell and the depths of  the Ocean

In a Christian context, the dual conceptualisation of  the sea as a mundane body of  

water and as the location of  hell is clearly evident in the Bible. Another context in which 

the intersection of  these two spaces is expressed is in the use of  the term abyssus. This term

can be used to evoke the depths of  hell generally, its location in the depths of  the earth, or 
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its location in depths of  the sea. However, semantically abyssus can also be used to mean a 

distinct geographical feature of  the depths of  the sea. The brief  case study presented here 

focuses on the use of  the term in Genesis 1:2 and the variation evident in the exegesis of  

this verse. 

3.2.2.1 Hell beneath the earth

The most prevalent conceptualisation of  hell’s location is below the earth. This is 

evident in the Graeco-Roman underworlds of  the dead, throughout the history of  the 

Bible, beginning with the Jewish tradition of  Sheol. Matthew 12:40, for example, describes 

Christ’s harrowing of  hell as time in corde terrae, ‘in the heart of  the earth.’ This location is 

also evident in patristic sources and is embraced in Hiberno-Latin writing.174 In his 

encyclopedic Etymologiae, Isidore dedicates a section De inferioribus, ‘On the lower regions’ 

(14.9.1-11 (Lindsay, 1911a, 1; Barney et al., 2006, p. 300)),175 in which he discusses 

geographical features like caves, as well as giving the following account of  inferus:

Inferus appellatur eo quod infra sit. Sicut autem secundum corpus, si ponderis sui 

ordinem teneant, inferiora sunt omnia graviora, ita secundum spiritum inferiora sunt 

omnia tristiora; unde et in Graeca lingua origo nominis, quo appellatur inferus, ex eo 

quod nihil suave habeat resonare perhibetur. Sicut autem cor animalis in medio est, ita et

inferus in medio terrae esse perhibetur. Vnde et in Evangelio legimus: In corde 

terrae.176 Philosophi autem dicunt quod inferi pro eo dicantur quod animae hinc ibi 

ferantur. 

The underworld is so called because it is underneath. Just as with reference 

to physical bodies if  things are arranged according to their weight, all 

heavier ones are lower, so with reference to the spirit, all the more grievous 

ones are lower; whence in the Greek language the origin of  the term by 

which the underworld is called is said to echo ‘what has nothing sweet’. Just 

as the heart of  an animal is in its center, so also the underworld is said to be

in the center of  the earth. Whence we read in the Gospel: In the heart of  the 

earth. But philosophers say that the lower regions are so named because 

174 The patristic sources cited by Smyth (1996, p. 295) are Gregory’s Moralia in Iob 13.48.53.1–22 (CCSL 
143A, pp. 696–97; Bliss et al., 1844–1850, 2, p. 116) and Isidore’s Etymologiae 14.9.10–11 (Lindsay, 1911a, 2; 
Barney et al., 2006, p. 300). The passage from Gregory also appears in Laidcenn’s Egloga 13.48.53.373–81 
(CCSL 145, p. 153).
175 For the editions and translations of  Isidore’s Etymologiae, see the section on Scholarly conventions. For 
the knowledge and use of  Isidore in Insular writing, see 2.3.
176 Matthew 12:40. 
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souls are carried there from here. (Etymologiae 14.9.9–11 (Lindsay, 1911a, 2; 

Barney et al., 2006, p. 300))

Consistent with the style of  the work as a whole, Isidore offers a number of  explanations 

for the origins of  the term inferus, all centred on hell in its underground location. 

Two seventh century Hiberno-Latin sources show the continuation of  this 

conceptualisation of  hell’s location: the poem, Altus prosator, ‘High creator’, and the text 

entitled Liber de ordine creaturarum (De ordine), ‘The book on the ordering of  creation.’177 This 

conceptualisation of  a subterranean hell is evident in Altus prosator’s account of  infernus:

Nulli videtur dubium in imis esse infernum

ubi habentur tenebrae vermes et dirae bestiae

ubi ignis sulphureus ardens flammis edacibus

ubi rugitus hominum fletus et stridor dentium.

It seems doubtful to no one that there is a hell down below

where there are held to be darkness, worms and dreadful animals;

where there is sulphurous fire burning with voracious flames;

where there is the screaming of  men, weeping and gnashing of  teeth. (Altus

prosator, stanza N (Clancy and Márkus, 1997, pp. 48–49))

Once again, the description, strongly reminiscent of  biblical accounts and including 

darkness, fire and human suffering, makes it clear that infernus indicates hell here, and its 

undoubted location is in imis, ‘in the depths.’178 De ordine, in a section on the types of  sinners

and their respective punishments, gives an accordant account of  the location of  their 

suffering:179

De quo loco ad regem Babilonis per prophetam, ex persona eorum quos ipse ante se 

praeire ad eundem fecit, ita dicitur: subter te sternetur tinea et opertorium tuum 

177 Liber de ordine creaturarum is a seventh century work outlining the structure of  the creation. Its Irish 
identity is discussed by Smyth (2003a) and it includes De mirabilibus sacrae Scripturae among its sources. It is 
edited by Díaz y Díaz (1972) and translated by Smyth (2011). Bede was familiar with and made use of  the De 
ordine in his own works (Picard, 2004). Altus prosator is an abedecedarian hymn, also from the seventh century, 
most likely composed on Iona. The text and translation cited here are those in Clancy and Markús (1997, pp. 
39–70), which are based on Blume’s (Dreves and Blume, 1886–1922, 51, pp. 275-83) edition. Bernard and 
Atkinson (1898, 1, pp. 62-83; 2, pp. 140-69) edit and translate the text from the Liber Hymnorum. Stevenson 
(1999) provides an in depth discussion of  the poem, including its dating.
178 See also Altus Prosator stanza D, which refers to Lucifer’s fall in barathrum locorum infernalium diversorumque 
carecerum, ‘into the pit of  infernal places and sundry prisons’ (Clancy and Márkus, 1997, pp. 44–45).
179 Although stanza N of  the Altus prosator gives an account corresponding to that of  De ordine, the biblical 
verse cited in the latter is incorporated into an account of  antipodean peoples in stanza O (Clancy and 
Márkus, 1997, pp. 48–49). For further discussion of  the conceptualisation of  such antipodean regions and 
their inhabitants in Irish texts, see Carey (1989a, 1991).
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uermes.180 De quo loco quidam etiam dicit: sicut terra in profundo aquarum, sic 

inferna in profundo terrarum sunt,181 ut de illo scriptum uideatur illud quod scriptum 

est, quod neque in caelo, neque in terra, neque subter terra inuentus est qui 

possit aperire librum et soluere signacula eius.182 Vnde perspicue patet hunc 

locum qualemcunque sub terra esse, qui infernus inferior et terra obliuionis uocitatur.

The prophet spoke about this place as follows to the king of  Babylon, in 

the person of  those whom he sent ahead to him: under thee shall maggots be 

strewn, and worms shall be thy covering. Someone also said about this place that 

just as earth lies below the waters, thus the regions of  Hell lie below the 

regions of  the earth. Thus it is about this place that it is fittingly written: 

neither in heaven, nor on earth, nor under the earth, was anyone found who was able to 

open the book, and to loose the seals thereof. Whence it is clear that that place, of  

whatever kind it may be, which is called ‘lower hell’ and ‘land of  oblivion,’ 

lies below the earth. (De ordine 13.8 (Díaz y Díaz, 1972, p. 182; Smyth, 2011, 

p. 301))

Smyth (2011, p. 201, n. 164) identifies the anonymous quidam quoted by the author as 

Philip the Presbyter (Job 26:5 (Sichardus, 1527, p. 102)). In this quotation, as in Isidore, 

hell’s location beneath the earth corresponds the natural order of  weights and densities of  

the elements. Just as earth lies below water, hell lies below the earth (the cosmological 

phenomenon of  the waters above the heavens is distinct from this, for further discussion 

see Smyth (1996, pp. 94–103) and O’Loughlin (1992, 1995)). The specific phrasing of  this 

order by Philip, repeated in De ordine, is of  particular interest here, as while it clearly locates 

180 Isaiah 14:11:
detracta est ad inferos superbia tua concidit cadaver tuum subter te sternetur tinea et operimentum tuum 
erunt vermes
Your pride is brought down to hell, your carcass is fallen down: under you shall the moth 
be strewed, and worms shall be your covering.

181 Smyth (2011, p. 201, n. 164) identifies the source here as a passage from Philip the Presbyter’s 
commentary on Job 26:5 not included in the PL edition, but present in the sixteenth century edition by 
Sickart (1527, p. 102).
182 Revelation 5:3-5:

et nemo poterat in caelo neque in terra neque subtus terram aperire librum neque respicere illum
et ego flebam multum quoniam nemo dignus inventus est aperire librum nec videre eum
et unus de senioribus dicit mihi ne fleveris ecce vicit leo de tribu Iuda radix David aperire librum et septem 
signacula eius
And no man was able, neither in heaven, nor on earth, nor under the earth, to open the 
book, nor to look on it.
And I wept much, because no man was found worthy to open the book, nor to see it.
And one of  the ancients said to me: Weep not; behold the lion of  the tribe of  Juda, the 
root of  David, has prevailed to open the book, and to loose the seven seals thereof.
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hell beneath the earth, it could also be interpreted as giving hell’s ultimate location as 

beneath the bottom of  the sea.

3.2.2.2 The abyssus in Genesis 1:2

As stated above, instances in which hell appears in combination with the sea in 

some way are frequently centred around the use of  the word abyssus. The term has a basic 

sense of  ‘deep’ or ‘depth’ and it is frequently used in a general sense to describe physical 

spaces. However, it is also used in more substantive ways, loaded with the exegesis of  the 

biblical verses in which it appears. In the Book of  Genesis, one of  the first named 

constituents of  creation is the abyssus. Following the statement that God created caelum et 

terram, ‘heaven and earth’, Genesis 1:2 describes the state of  the universe at this first stage 

of  creation:

terra autem erat inanis et vacua et tenebrae super faciem abyssi et spiritus Dei ferebatur 

super aquas

And the earth was void and empty, and darkness was upon the face of  the 

deep; and the spirit of  God moved over the waters. (Gn 1:2)

From the earliest stages of  Christian commentary, this verse plays a central role in 

treatments of  the cosmology of  the created universe, particularly its constituent parts. It is 

also part of  a larger debate on the place of  evil in universe. A brief  survey of  several 

prominent commentators serves to illustrate this, and also demonstrates the ambiguous 

and yet substantive link between hell and the sea evident in the use of  this term.183 

One of  the foremost controversies in commentaries on Genesis 1:1 to 1:2 is 

whether or not the primal matter of  the universe pre-existed God’s acts of  creation and 

whether or not evil was an element of  the created universe or a later development. In this 

debate, orthodox writers argued against heretical doctrines, promoted by groups such as 

the Gnostics and the Manichaeans, which stated that the matter that composed the 

universe was eternal with God rather than created by him, or that this matter was 

fundamentally evil. From these heretical perspectives, God enforced order upon the primal 

183 As in Section 2.2.2.1, Cassiodorus serves as an appropriate starting point for a survey of  patristic 
commentaries (Institutiones 1.1.1–9 (Mynors, 1937, pp. 11–15; Halporn and Vessey, 2004, pp. 111–15)). On 
Genesis, Cassiodorus recommends Eustathius’ translation of  Basil’s Oμιλια εις την Εξαήμερον, Ambrose’s 
Exameron, Jerome’s Hebraicae Quaestiones in Genesim, the works of  Quodvultdeus under the name of  Prosper, 
and sixteen sermons of  Origen on Genesis. Finally, Cassiodorus includes numerous works of  Augustine: De 
Genesi contra Manichaeos, De Genesi ad litteram, the final three books of  the Confessiones, Contra Faustum 
Manichaeum and Contra Adversarium Legis et Prophetarum. For a survey of  the hexaëmeral tradition, see Robbins 
(1912), who distinguishes Augustine as ‘the chief  authority of  the mediaeval Latin writers on creation’ (1912, 
p. 64). 
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matter in the acts of  creation, as opposed to bringing them into existence ex nihilo, ‘out of  

nothing’, and also overcame the evil that it constituted. There was also an argument that 

the darkness over the abyssus in Genesis 1:2 should be equated with this primordial evil.184 

Successive patristic authors engage with aspects of  these heretical doctrines and, in doing 

so, they variously identify the abyssus as a geographical feature and the place where sinful 

souls are punished and demons reside. 

Abyssus as a depth of  waters

In a series of  homilies on the hexaëmeron, an account of  the world created in six 

days by God, Basil’s response to these heresies makes direct reference to the abyssus, or in 

Greek, the ἄβυσσος.185 First Basil explains what is signified by ἄβυσσος:

Ἀόρατος ἦν ἡ γῆ, φησί. Τίς ἡ αἰτία; Ἐπειδὴ ἄβυσσον εἶχεν ἐπιπολάζουσαν ἑαυτῇ. 

Ἀβύσσου δὲ ἔννοια τίς; Ὕδωρ πολὺ δυσέφικτον ἔχον ἑαυτοῦ τὸ πέρας ἐπὶ τὸ κάτω.

He says: ‘The earth was invisible.’ What is the cause? Because it had the 

‘deep’ covering it. And what is the meaning of  the ‘deep’? Fathomless 

water, with downward limits hard to reach. (Basil, ΄Η ἐξαήμερος 2.4 (PG 

29.37A; Way, 1963, p. 27))

Following this, Basil specifies that the darkness is not an evil force or the source of  evil, 

and neither is the ἄβυσσος:

Οὔτε οὖν ἄβυσσος δυνάμεων πλῆθος ἀντικειμένων, ὥς τινες ἐφαντάσθησαν, οὔτε 

σκότος ἀρχική τις καὶ πονηρὰ δύναμις ἀντεξαγομένη τῷ ἀγαθῷ.186

The deep, then, is not a mass of  opposing powers, as some have imagined, 

nor is darkness some sovereign and wicked force let loose against good. 

(Basil, ΄Η ἐξαήμερος 2.4 (PG 29.37B; Way, 1963, p. 27))

This identification of  the ἄβυσσος as a great depth of  waters reappears in numerous 

commentaries on Genesis 1:2. These points are reiterated by Ambrose in his own work on 

the hexaëmeron (Exameron 1.8.30-32 (CSEL 32.1, pp. 29–34; Savage, 1961, pp. 33–38)), 

which closely follows Basil’s.187 Augustine (De Genesi contra Manichaeos 1.4.7 (CSEL 91, pp. 

184 These unorthodox doctrines derive ultimately from Greek philosophies. They are also frequently 
discussed in the context of  analogous pre-Christian creation myths, such as the Babylonian Enûma Eliš 
(translated by Dalley (2000)). See, for example, Connery (2006).
185 Basil’s ʹOμιλία εἰς τὴν ἑξαήμερον, ‘Homilies on the hexaëmeron’, are edited in PG 29.3–208 and translated 
by Way (1963). Basil’s work on the hexaëmeron was transmitted to the Latin west primarily through 
Eustathius Afer’s (fl. 440) Latin translation of  the text, edited by De Medieta and Rudberg (1958) and in PL 
53.867–966. However, as Basil is discussed here in relation to Ambrose (c. 340–397), whose writings precede 
Eustathius’ translations, the Greek text has been cited. Eustathius translates Basil’s ἄβυσσος as abyssus in the 
two passages quoted here. 
186 Cf. Eustathius, In hexaemeron s. Basilii Latina metaphrasis 2.4 (PL 53.883D-884A).
187 In the relevant passage Ambrose states that the tenebrae are not malae potestates, ‘evil powers’, but reiterates 
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73–74; Teske, 1990, p. 55)) and Bede (In principium Genesis 1.74–76 (Gn 1:2) (CCSL 118A, p.

5; Kendall, 2008, p. 70)) both convey similar arguments denying the identification of  the 

abyssus or the darkness as evil.188 Isidore does not engage with this aspect of  the biblical 

verse in his commentary on Genesis in Expositiones in Vetus Testamentum (In Genesin 1.1–2 

(PL 83.209B–C),189 but in the Etymologiae, he describes the abyssus solely as a geographical 

feature, that is, profunditas aquarum inpenetrabilis, ‘an impenetrable depth of  waters’ (13.20.1 

(Lindsay, 1911a, 2; Barney et al., 2006, p. 280)).190

Abyssus as hell

A converse interpretation of  the same verse is also widely attested, however. 

Beginning with Origen’s sermons on Genesis, it is clear that the abyssus in Genesis 1:2 is 

also argued to signify hell:191

Nunc autem ait: tenebrae erant super abyssum. Quae est abyssus? Illa nimirum, 

in qua erit diabolus et angeli eius.192 Denique hoc manifestissime et in Evangelio 

Basil in arguing that they are simply the absence of  light. Ambrose lists the same heretical sects as Basil, and 
states that evil is not created, but the result of  human nature and the transgressions of  Adam and Eve. Like 
Basil, Ambrose also argues that, in addition to the tenebrae being simply an absence of  light, the abyssus is 
simply a depth of  waters. 
188 Three principal commentaries on Genesis by Augustine are extant. De Genesi ad litteram is edited together 
with De Genesi imperfectus liber by Zycha (1894) in CSEL 28.1. The edition of  De Genesi contra Manichaeos cited 
here is that by Weber (1998) in CSEL 91. De Genesi ad litteram is translated by Taylor (1982) and the other two 
Genesis commentaries are translated by Teske (1990). For further notes on Augustine, see Section 2.2.2.3. 
Bede’s commentary on Genesis is discussed in relation to the senses of  Scripture in Section 2.2.1. It is edited 
by Jones (1967) in CCSL 118A and translated by Kendall (2008).
189 The commentary on Genesis from this text is also edited by Gorman and Dulaey (2009). 
190 Isidore, Etymologiae 13.20.1:

Abyssus profunditas est aquarum inpenetrabilis, sive speluncae aquarum latentium, e quibus fontes et 
flumina procedunt; vel quae occulte subter eunt, unde et abyssus dictus. Nam omnes aquae, sive torrentes, 
per occultas venas ad matricem abyssum revertuntur.
The abyss is an impenetrable depth of  waters, either caves of  hidden waters from which 
springs and rivers rise, or waters that secretly flow below the earth, whence it is called the 
abyss. Indeed, all waters, even if  they are torrents, return through hidden passages to the 
central abyss. (Lindsay, 1911, 2; Barney et al., 2006, p. 280)

Another passage demonstrating the same meaning of  abyssus follows in the same work:
Quaedam autem flumina in diluvio soluta, mole terrarum praeclusa sunt; quaedam vero, quae non erant, 
abyssi tunc ruptis meatibus eruperunt.
Some rivers, during the Flood, were blocked by loosened masses of  earth; whereas other 
rivers, which did not exist before, burst forth to the surface at that time through the 
ruptured passages of  the abyss. (Isidore, Etymologiae 13.21.35 (Lindsay, 1911a, 2; Barney et 
al., 2006, p. 280))

Isidore’s explanation connects the abyssus with the waters of  the earth. 
191 The edition and translation cited here are those of  Habermehl (2012) and Heine (1982). 
192 Matthew 25:41:

tunc dicet et his qui a sinistris erunt discedite a me maledicti in ignem aeternum qui paratus est diabolo et 
angelis eius
Then he shall say to them also that shall be on his left hand: Depart from me, you cursed, 
into everlasting fire which was prepared for the devil and his angels.

Cf. Revelation 12:7, 9. 
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designatur, cum dicitur de Salvatore: et rogabant eum daemonia, quae eiciebat, ne

iuberet ea ire in abyssum.193 

But now the text says: Darkness was upon the abyss. What is the abyss? That 

place, of  course, where the devil and his angels will be. This indeed is most 

clearly designated also in the Gospel when it is said of  the Saviour: And the 

demons which he was casting out were asking him that he not command them to go into 

the abyss. (Origen, In Genesim 1.1 (GCS NF 17, pp. 2–3; Heine, 1982, pp. 47–

48)

Origen understands the abyssus in Genesis 1:2 to signify the location of  the Devil and his 

angels, and reinforces this by juxtaposing it with another instance of  the word in Luke 

8:31,194 which he takes to have the same meaning:

interrogavit autem illum Iesus dicens quod tibi nomen est at ille dixit Legio quia 

intraverunt daemonia multa in eum

et rogabant illum ne imperaret illis ut in abyssum irent

And Jesus asked him, saying: What is your name? But he said: Legion. 

Because many devils were entered into him. 

And they besought him that he would not command them to go into the 

abyss. (Lk 8:30–31)

As well as identifying the abyssus as the location of  the Devil and his angels, Origen’s use of

the phrase diabolus et angeli eius, ‘the devil and his angels,’ recalls other biblical verses in 

which this phrase appears in the context of  hell. In Matthew 25,195 for example, the 

193 Luke 8:31.
194 In Luke 8:26–39 Jesus encounters a man who is possessed by many demons. When Jesus banishes the 
demons from the man, they ask that he allow them to enter a nearby herd of  pigs. Jesus grants the request, 
but the pigs then immediately rush into the Sea of  Galilee and are drowned. The full sequence of  events is 
recounted in Luke 8:26–39. In Luke 8:33 the possessed pigs drown in the Sea of  Galilee, referred to as 
stagnum, ‘lake’:

exierunt ergo daemonia ab homine et intraverunt in porcos et impetu abiit grex per praeceps in stagnum et 
suffocatus est
The devils therefore went out of  the man and entered into the swine. And the herd ran 
violently down a steep place into the lake and were stifled.

Luke’s gospel is unique in its references to the Sea of  Galilee as the Lake of  Genesareth (e.g. Luke 5:1). In the
corresponding account in Mark (5:1-20) the demons ask not to be driven out of  the country and are drowned
in mare, ‘in the sea.’ In Matthew (8:28-34) they ask not to be sent in mare, ‘into the sea,’ and are drowned in 
aquis, ‘in the waters.’ 
195 Matthew 25:41:

tunc dicet et his qui a sinistris erunt discedite a me maledicti in ignem aeternum qui paratus est diabolo et 
angelis eius
Then he shall say to them also that shall be on his left hand: Depart from me, you cursed, 
into everlasting fire which was prepared for the devil and his angels.
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location specified is the eternal fire which God has prepared for the Devil and his angels.196

This parallel further emphasises Origen’s interpretation of  abyssus as hell, the abode of  the 

Devil and demons and the location of  the fires that torment the damned. Origen’s 

interpretation of  Genesis 1:2 is also followed by the anonymous author of  the seventh 

century In Pentateuchum commentarii, whose commentary on Exodus is discussed in detail in 

the previous Chapter 2 (2.2.2.2).197 In Pentateuchum’s commentary on Genesis 1:2 borrows 

Origen’s phrasing almost verbatim, identifying the abyssus of  both Genesis 1:2 and Luke 

8:31 as the home of  the Devil and his angels. 

Polyvalency of  abyssus

Basil and Origen offer different readings of  the term abyssus in Genesis 1:2, and 

both are respectively followed by subsequent commentators. This ambivalence of  the term 

abyssus is exemplified by its treatment by Ambrose. Like Origen, Ambrose juxtaposes 

Genesis 1:2 with Luke 8:31 in his commentary on Genesis; however, in his exegesis of  the 

term Ambrose differs from Origen, and follows Basil in explaining that in both passages 

abyssus indicates a depth of  water (Exameron 1.8.32 (CSEL 32.1, p. 34; Savage, 1961, pp. 37–

196 This identification of  abyssus as hell at this point in creation does not contradict the orthodox belief  that 
evil was not created by God, as the space is considered to have been created before the creatures that will 
inhabit it. The concept of  hell existing from the first moment of  creation is discussed by Smyth (1996, p. 
294) in her survey of  Hiberno-Latin cosmology. Smyth points to one Hiberno-Latin source in particular as 
witnessing this argument: De mirabilibus sacrae Scripturae (1.2 (PL 35.2153)). The relevant passage reads:

Discedite a me, maledicti, in ignem aeternum, quem praeparavit Pater meus diabolo et 
angelis ejus (Mt 25:41). Quando ergo praeparatus est ille ignis, nisi in perfectione creaturarum 
omnium? Nisi forte dicamus post sexti diei perfectionem Deum aliquid creasse: quod absit, ne mendacem 
Scripturam, imo nosmetipsos faciamus. Cui ego carcer in illa creaturarum conditione praeparatus est, illius 
peccatum originaliter illas creaturas praecessit. 
Depart from me, you cursed, into everlasting fire which was prepared for the devil and its angels. And 
when was that fire prepared if  not when all things were made? Or should we perhaps say 
that God created something after the creation of  the sixth day? Heaven forbid, lest we 
make Scripture a liar, and ourselves too! And he whose prison was prepared in that creation
of  all creatures his very sin preceded those creatures. (PL 35.2153; Smyth, 1996, p. 294)

For an introduction to De mirabilibus, see 2.5.1.
197 For an introduction to this text, see 2.4.3. The α recension is reconstructed by Gorman (1996a, pp. 267–
99). The extant and later β recension is edited in PL 91.189-394, but Gorman states that the edition is highly 
problematic. The passage in question is found in both recensions: 

Terra autem erat inanis et vacua, et tenebrae super abyssum. Quibus verbis videtur significare 
informitatem materiae corporalis. Terra enim et aqua operantibus tractabiliora sunt caeteris. Abyssus illa 
nimirum est, in qua est diabolus et angeli ejus, qui in Evangelio designantur, cum 
dicitur: Et rogabant illum daemonia, ne juberet ea ire in abyssum. (In Pentateuchum (β) 
1.1 (PL 91.192D-193A); (α) 2.34-39 (Gorman, 1996a, p. 268))
And the earth was void and empty, and darkness was upon the face of  the deep. With which words it 
seems the unformed nature of  corporeal material is signified. For earth and water are more
manageable than the other works. Without a doubt it is that abyss, in which the devil and 
his angels are, who are are indicated in the Gospel, when it is said: And the demons asked 
him, not to command them to go into the abyss.

The text in bold is a direct reproduction of  Origen’s commentary on the same verse. 
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38)).198 In contrast to this, in the context of  his commentary on Luke, Ambrose states that 

abyssus in Luke 8:31 signifies hell (Expositio Evangelii secundum Lucam (6.46.466–85 (CCSL 14,

pp. 190–91)),199 clearly demonstrating the polyvalency of  signs in practise. The variation in 

Ambrose’s interpretation of  abyssus in Luke 8:31 in different contexts demonstrates the 

characteristic feature of  biblical commentary to derive a range of  significances from a 

single sign, and more specifically, the multiple range of  significances attributed to abyssus.

This same polyvalency is also evident in the works of  Isidore. As seen above, within

the Etymologiae, abyssus is used exclusively in the sense of  a geographical feature, a great 

depth of  water or the underground network of  channels that convey the earth’s waters; 

however, in works such as the Synonyma de lamentatione animae peccatricis, ‘Synonyms on the 

lamentation of  a sinful soul’, Isidore clearly uses the term in connection with the torments 

of  hell, for example:

Corrui incautus in turpitudinis foveam, decidi in coenum flagitiorum, descendi in 

profundum malorum miser; erue animam meam captivam ab inferis, erue me de 

immanissimo abysso. Non me concludat profundum, non mihi deneget exitum. (Isidore, 

Synonyma de lamentatione animae peccatricis 1.73 (PL 83.844))

I, uncautious, fell into the pit of  disgrace, I fell in the mire of  disgraces, I, 

wretched, went down into the depth of  evil things; pluck my captured soul 

from the infernus, pluck me from the vast abyss. Do not shut me up in the 

198 Ambrose, Exameron 1.8.32 (CSEL 32.1, p. 34; Savage, 1961, pp. 37–38): 
Istae ergo tenebrae super aquarum abyssos erant. Nam abyssum multitudinem et profundum 
aquarum dici lectio euangelii docet, ubi rogabant saluatorem daemonia, ne iuberet illis ut in abyssum 
irent. Sed qui docebat uoluntates daemoniorum non esse faciendas praecepit illis ut irent in porcos, porci 
autem se in stagnum aquarum praecipitauerunt, ut quod recusabant daemonia non euaderent, sed digno 
praecipitio demergerentur. Erat ergo haec mundi inconposita species et forma. 
This darkness then was over the abyss of  waters. For the Gospel teaches us that the abyss is a 
mass of  deep waters, where, in fact, the demons entreated the Saviour not to command them to
depart into the abyss. But He who taught that the will of  the demons should not be obeyed 
caused them to enter into the bodies of  swine. And the herd of  swine rushed down the 
cliff  into the pool, so that the demons did not escape what they rebelled against, but were, 
as they deserved, submerged in the depths. Unformed, therefore, was the appearance and 
shape of  this world. 

199 Ambrose explains that the demons know that the coming of  Jesus precedes their damnation to an 
eternity in hell. It is in an attempt to avoid this that they request not to be sent to the abyss, interpreted as the 
place of  their eternal damnation. Ambrose’s commentary is edited by Adriaen and Ballerini (1957) in CCSL 
14. Other commentaries discussing the demons’ request not to be sent into the abyssus include Epiphanius 
Latinus’ Interpretatio Euangeliorum (46 (Erikson, 1939, pp. 111–12)), which very succinctly states abyssus enim 
infernus est, ‘namely, the abyssus is hell,’ the anonymous eighth century Commentarium in Lucam (8.199–200 
(CCSL 108C, p. 70)) and Bede’s In Lucae Evangelium expositio (3.760–65 (CCSL 120, p. 185)). The anonymous 
Commentarium in Lucam is edited by Kelly (1974) in CCSL 108C. The single manuscript of  this text has been 
dated to between 790 and 800 by its editor, Kelly (CCSL 108C, pp. xiv-xv), who also argues that it is the 
product of  the scholarly circle of  Virgilius of  Salzburg, an eighth century Irish bishop who spent the latter 
part of  his life on the continent.
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deep, do not deny the exit to me.

This passage echoes Psalm 68, and clearly juxtaposes the depths of  the abyssus with infernal

damnation. 

A critical point in this case is that the ambiguity and lack of  precise definition of  

abyssus does not detract from the integral connection between the oceanic and infernal 

spaces. In Luke 8:31 abyssus appears in the context of  both hell and a nearby body of  water,

a juxtaposition that highlights the linguistic polysemy of  the term. However, the diverse 

readings of  abyssus presented by Ambrose and Isidore, for example, indicate that the 

diversity of  interpretations is not due to this juxtaposition alone, but fits comfortably with 

the Bible’s characteristic polyvalency in exegesis. 

3.2.3 Hell beyond the Ocean

It is clear from the selective examples above that the Christian hell and its location 

are integrally linked to the depths of  the waters as well as the depths of  the earth. Another 

cosmological conceptualisation of  hell linked with the sea is its location beyond the 

expanse of  the encircling Ocean, unreachable by mortals except in extraordinary 

circumstances. This conceptualisation appears in a wide range of  sources and traces its 

origins to Graeco-Roman traditions and beyond.200 A key text attributing this location to 

hell is the Apocalypse of  Paul. 

3.2.3.1 Visio Pauli

The Apocalypse of  Paul is a non-canonical text that had a considerable impact on 

writing in the medieval Latin West. It is argued to have been composed in Egypt in the 

mid-third, or possible late second century before being transmitted to Asia Minor where a 

second version was produced, with the addition of  a preface narrating the discovery of  

Paul’s account in the city of  Tarsus during the reign of  consuls Theodosius and Cynegius, 

in 420 (Silverstein, 1962; Silverstein and Hilhorst, 1997. This second version is the basis for

all subsequent adaptations of  the text.201 Piovanelli (1994) argues against the two-stage 

composition of  the text and dates the composition of  the Apocalypse of  Paul to the late 

200 For discussion on the concept of  Ocean in Graeco-Roman writing, see Romm (1992). Studies of  interest
on Pliny in particular include Beagon (2007) and Wallace-Hadrill (1990). Scully (2000, pp. 34–39), whose 
thesis has an Insular focus, also provides a succinct survey of  ancient sources that locate afterlife locations in 
the ocean, some specifically in the Atlantic to the north west of  Europe. Isidore also references worlds 
beyond the Ocean in De natura rerum (De Oceano, 40.3.19–22 (Fontaine, 2002, pp. 306–309)). 
201 The extant Greek text is edited by Tischendorf  (1866, pp. 34–69) and translated by Walker (1870). The 
manuscripts of  the Greek text belong to the tenth century and later. 
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fourth to early fifth century. As well as Latin, translations into Syriac, Coptic, and Church 

Slavonic are also extant.202 It is through Latin that the Apocalypse of  Paul’s influence was felt 

across the medieval West, and translations exist in many western vernaculars, including 

Middle Irish.203

Introduction to the Visio Pauli

The extant versions of  the Latin Visio Pauli essentially belong to two groups (the 

title ‘Apocalypse of  Paul’ is used generally of  all texts, in all languages; Visio Pauli is used of  all

Latin versions): those representing the long versions of  the text, which include Paul’s vision

of  both heaven and hell, and those representing the medieval, abbreviated versions of  the 

text, which almost exclusively describe his vision of  hell. Since the publication of  

Jirouškova’s (2006) edition of  the abbreviated texts, two systems of  nomenclature are in 

use for the various versions of  the Visio Pauli. In order to engage both with this new and 

most comprehensive, edition and with the existing scholarship it is necessary to reconcile 

the two systems of  classification. Replacing Silverstein’s (1935, p. viii) classifications of  the 

‘Long texts’ and the ‘Redactions’, Jirouškova (2006, pp. 29-35-490) assigns the texts to 

three principal groups, whose English translations are used in this chapter: Lateinische 

Himmel-Hölle-Fassungen, ‘Latin heaven-hell versions’; Lateinische Übergangsfassungen, ‘Latin 

transitional versions’; and Lateinische Höllen-Fassungen, ‘Latin hell versions’ (referred to here 

as ‘hell-only’ versions for clarity). Overall, Silverstein’s ‘Long texts’ correspond to 

Jirouškova’s ‘heaven-hell’ versions and the manuscripts classified as ‘Redactions’ are 

distributed among Jirouškova’s ‘transitional’ and ‘hell-only’ versions. Jirouškova’s edition 

also includes many previously unpublished manuscripts containing hell-only versions. In 

this section, and in Section 3.3 below, only the longer heaven-hell version is discussed. This

version is introduced here. The more complicated issue of  the correspondence between 

the traditional and newer classifications of  the abbreviated versions will be considered in 

Section 3.4.2.2, where several of  these versions pertain to the discussion. For clarity, a 

concordance of  the editorial categorisations for the versions relevant to this chapter is 

202 For some discussion of  the narrative’s origins, see Hilhorst (2003) (revised and reprinted in Hilhorst 
(2007)), who particularly engages with the Jewish and Christian traditions that contributed to the Apocalypse of
Paul. 
203 Early modern Irish versions of  the Visio Pauli are extant in Dublin, Royal Irish Academy, MS 24 P 25, pp.
68-80 (folios 37va-38va) and the Liber Flavus Fergusiorum, Dublin, Royal Irish Academy, MS 23 O 48, folio 
38vb, manuscripts of  the sixteenth and fifteenth century, respectively. Both texts are edited by Williams 
(1948). The Liber Flavus Fergusiorum is translated by Byrne in an article by Seymour (1922) and the RIA 24 P 
25 text is translated in Herbert and McNamara (1989, pp. 132–36). These vernacular translation are 
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provided in Appendix 2 and will be referred to as necessary.204 

Silverstein and Hilhorst (1997) identify three recensions of  the longer Latin or 

heaven-hell version of  the Visio Pauli: L1, L2 and L3 (see Appendix 2).205 Of  these, L1 is 

most influential and is the basis of  the subsequent abbreviated versions. The earliest and 

most important manuscript witness for L1 is Paris, BNF, nouv. acq. Lat., MS 1631, folios 

2vb–25vb (P / PL), which is cited here. Silverstein and Hilhorst’s (1997, p. 26) discussion of

the manuscript notes that it displays ‘many of  the linguistic peculiarities of  Merovingian 

Latin’.206 Based upon linguistic evidence in PL and the evidence for its use in various 

sources, the heaven-hell version of  the Visio Pauli is argued to have been composed 

sometime between the mid-fifth and the early sixth century (Silverstein, 1935, p. 6; 

Silverstein and Hilhorst, 1997, p. 12). There is considerable evidence for Insular knowledge

of  various versions of  the Visio Pauli. The earliest reference appears in Aldhelm’s De 

laudibus virginitatis (Silverstein, 1935, p. 6):

nonne ob purae integritatis praerogativam tertium polum peragrans snpernorum civium 

arcana castis obtutibus contemplatur et caelestis militiae abstrusa ineffabili rerum relatu 

rimatur, licet revelatio quam dicunt Pauli in nave aurea florentis paradisi dilicias eundem

adisse garriat?

considered to be have been based on a version of  Redaction IV (see 3.4.2.2 and Appendix 2). These 
translations are also discussed by McNamara (2003, pp. 81–82).
204 A full account of  the correspondences has not been provided due to the number of  manuscripts 
involved.
205 Silverstein and Hilhorst (1997) provide a diplomatic edition of  the manuscripts for each. Previous 
editions of  manuscripts containing the heaven-hell version of  the Visio Pauli include Brandes (1885), James 
(1893, pp. 1–42) and Carozzi (1994a, pp. 135–205), who edits L1 and L2. Principal translations include those 
of  James (1924, pp. 526–55), Gardiner (1989, pp. 13–46) and Carozzi (1994a). A full bibliography of  editions 
and translations of  the longer heaven-hell versions can be found in Silverstein and Hilhorst (1997, pp. 41–58),
a more select, but up to date one in Jirouškova (2006, pp. 1008–9), and another is offered by Bremmer 
(2007). Elliott (1993, pp. 616–44) provides the most recent translation of  the heaven-hell version and follows 
PL. 
206 Silverstein and Hilhorst’s (1997) edition of  the Long Latin or heaven-hell text includes two other 
manuscripts categorised as belonging to L1: St Gall, Kantonsbibliothek, Vadianische Sammlung, MS 317, 
folios 56–68 (St G / StGL) and San Lorenzo del Escorial, Biblioteca del Real Monasterio El Escorial, MS 
a.II.3, folios 154ra-157rb (Esc / EL). Silverstein and Hilhorst (1997, pp. 12, 23) cite a personal communication
from Bischoff, locating the production of  P in the ninth century, likely in southern France. This manuscript 
contains all 51 sections of  the heaven-hell text of  the Visio Pauli as well as the prefatory quotation of  2 
Corinthians 12:1-5, which is the starting point for the Apocalypse of  Paul as a whole. St G / StGL is a 
manuscript of  the second half  of  the ninth century, likely to have been produced at St Gall (Bruckner, 1938, 
p. 54; cited in Silverstein and Hilhorst, 1997, p. 28). This manuscript contains sections 14–29, 31–37 and 39–
44 of  the Visio Pauli. The final L1 manuscript, Esc / EL, is a Visigothic manuscript produced in the tenth 
century, and contains only sections 18-23 and 25-31 of  the text. L2 is found in the fourteenth century Vienna, 
Östereichische Nationalbibliothek, MS 362, folios 7-8 (F); the fifteenth century Graz, Universitätsbiliothek, 
MS 856, folios 1-6 (Gz); and the fifteenth century Zürich, Zentralbibliothek, MS C 101, folios 70-74r (Z). L3 
is found in the early fifteenth century Arnhem, Stichting Arnhemse Openbare en Gelderse Wetenschappelijke
Bibliotheek, MS 6, folios 104-114 (Arn) alone. Jirouškova (2006, p. 29) maintains the three recensions, but re-
assigns the Escorial manuscript (given the new siglum EL) to recension L3 (see Appendix 2).
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does he not, because of  the privilege of  his pure integrity, traverse the third 

heaven contemplating the secrets of  the heavenly citizens with chaste 

vision, and exploring the mysteries of  the celestial army with (his) ineffable 

account of  events, even though the so-called Revelatio Pauli says foolishly 

that he came to the delights of  flowering Paradise in a golden ship? (MGH 

AA 15, p. 256; Lapidge and Herren, 1979, p. 81).

In his reference to Paul’s journey to the City of  Christ in a golden boat ((PL) 23 (Silverstein 

and Hilhorst, 1997, p. 120; Elliott, 1993, p. 630)), a detail absent from the abbreviated hell-

only versions, Aldhelm reveals his familiarity with the heaven-hell version of  the Visio Pauli.

Aldhelm’s text demonstrates knowledge of  the heaven-hell version of  the Visio Pauli in 

Britain in the last quarter of  the seventh century.207 Use of  the heaven-hell version in Irish 

works has been argued in several cases and is discussed further in Sections 3.3.3.4 and 

3.4.2.2.

Hell and the Ocean

Having sufficiently introduced the Visio Pauli, its depiction of  the location of  hell 

relative to the Ocean can now be discussed. The longest account of  the heaven-hell version

of  the Visio Pauli comprises 51 chapters. The narrative begins with an account of  the text’s 

discovery (1–2). The text then immediately moves to Paul’s account of  the visionary 

journey. First the various elements of  creation appeal to God to allow them to punish 

humankind for its sinfulness (3–6). Then Paul witnesses the angels’ daily report on the 

actions of  every living individual (7–10), and his request to witness the death and 

judgement of  a righteous man and a wicked man is granted (11–18). Then follow Paul’s 

visions of  heaven (19–30) and of  hell (31–44). The text then concludes with Paul’s return 

to paradise (45–51).

At two points in his journey Paul is able to look down at the corporeal world from 

his heavenly vantage point and on both occasions he also sees hell, revealing its location in 

relation to the Ocean that surrounds the inhabited world. On the first occasion Paul is 

travelling from the second to the third heaven when he sees that the foundations of  the 

gates of  heaven rest on a river, which the angel explains is the Ocean:

Et deposuit me de tercio cęlo et induxit me in secundo caelo.208 Et iterum duxit me in 

207 Influence of  the long version can also be seen in later Old English texts such as the Blickling Homilies, 
the works of  Wulfstan and those of  Aelfric (Silverstein, 1935, pp. 6–9). There is also an Old English 
translation of  the text, edited by Di Paolo Healey (1978). See also Wright (1993, pp. 106–74).
208 The use of  the e caudata in the first instance of  caelo and the diphthong in the second follows the edition’s 
reproduction of  the manuscript (Silverstein and Hilhorst, 1997, p. 114). 
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firmamento et de firmamento duxit super ganuas celi. Erat inicium eius fundatum super 

flumen que inrigat omnem terram. Et interrogaui angelum et dixi: Domine, quis est hic 

fluuius aque? Et dixit mihi: Hec est Oceanus. Et subito exiui de celo et intellexi quia 

lumen caeli est, quod lucet omnem terre. Illic autem terra clarior argento septiaes. Et 

dixi: Domine, quis est hic locus? Et dixit mihi: Haec est terra repromissionis. 

And he took me down from the third heaven, and led me into the second 

heaven, and again he led me on to the firmament, and from the firmament 

he led me over the gates of  heaven; the beginning of  its foundation was on 

the river which waters all the earth. And I asked the angel and said, ‘Lord, 

what is this river of  water?’ And he said to me, ‘This is the ocean!’ And 

suddenly I went out of  heaven, and I understood that it is the light of  

heaven which lightens all the earth. For the land there is seven times 

brighter than silver. And I said, ‘Lord, what is this place?’ And he said to 

me, ‘This is the land of  promise.’ (Visio Pauli (P/PL) 21 (Silverstein and 

Hilhorst, 1997, p. 114; Elliott, 1993, p. 628))

Later on in the text, as Paul is being escorted down from heaven to witness the suffering of

hell, he once again sees the encircling Ocean. On this occasion he is carried westward:

Cum autem quieuit loqui mihi, duxit me foras extra ciuitatem per medias arbores et 

Acerosium lacum terre bonorum et statuit me super flumen lactis et mellis. Et post aec 

duxit me super Oceanum, qui portat fundamenta celi. Respondit angelus et dixit mihi: 

Intelliges quo incedas? Et dixi: Ita, domine. Et dixit mihi: Veni et sequere me et 

ostendam tibi animas impiorum et peccatorum, ut cognoscas quales sit locus. Et profectus 

sum cum angelo et tulit me per ocansu solis. Et uidi principium celi fundatum super 

flumine aque magno et interrogaui: Quis est hic fluuius aque? Et dixit mihi: Haec est 

Oceanus, qui circuit omnem terram. Et cum fuissem ad exteriora Oceani, aspexi et non 

erat lumen in illo loco, sed tenebre et tristicia et mesticia, et suspiraui.

When he had ceased speaking to me, he led me outside the city through the 

midst of  the trees [and the Acherusian lake] and far from the places of  the 

land of  the good, and put me across the river of  milk and honey; and after 

that he led me over the ocean which supports the foundations of  heaven. 

The angel answered and said to me, ‘Do you understand where you go?’209 

And I said, ‘Yes, sir.’ And he said to me, ‘Come and follow me, and I will 

209 The translation has been adapted here to correspond to the text of  the edition. 
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show you the souls of  the godless and sinners, that you may know what 

manner of  place this is.’ And I went with the angel, and he carried me 

towards the setting of  the sun, and I saw the beginning of  heaven founded 

on a great river of  water, and I asked, ‘What is this river of  water?’ And he 

said to me, ‘This is the ocean which surrounds all the earth.’ And when I 

was at the outer limit of  the ocean I looked, and there was no light in that 

place, but darkness and sorrow and sadness; and I sighed. (Visio Pauli (PL) 

31 (Silverstein and Hilhorst, 1997, pp. 136–37; Elliott, 1993, p. 633))

In this version of  the Visio Pauli a clear connection is made between the encircling Ocean 

and the spiritual realms of  heaven and hell. The gates of  paradise rest their foundations 

upon the Ocean, and beyond the Ocean’s limits lies hell, where the souls of  the damned 

suffer.210 These passages are found in Paul’s journey through heaven and in his journey 

from heaven to hell, and so are absent from the ‘transitional’ and ‘hell-only’ versions of  the

Visio Pauli.211 

That the text specifies a westerly direction is of  relevance to this chapter’s study of  

Irish voyage narratives, as all the voyages under consideration take place in the Atlantic, to 

the west of  Ireland and at the western edge of  the known world, and so it is into this same 

Ocean that the voyagers venture. From the Visio Pauli it is evident that tradition of  locating

paradisiacal and infernal regions in the far western Ocean is a widespread and long existing 

one. 

3.2.3.2 In tenga bithnua

The reception of  this conceptualisation of  hell is evident in the Irish In tenga 

bithnua, ‘The evernew tongue’.212 The composition of  this text, in which the apostle Philip 

210 Copeland (2007, pp. 92, 97–102) traces the development in which the intangible, whether imagined 
frivolities or elements of  religious theologies, are moved from the edges of  the earth, bounded by Ocean, to a
location across its untraversable expanse, in response to the incorporation of  the edges of  the world from the
unknown to the known as the Roman empire expanded. These trans-Ocean afterlife regions are not attainable
by mundane means, only after death or through a granted revelation (Copeland, 2007, p. 90). Copeland (2007,
p. 93) notes that the ‘dominant scholarly paradigm claims that journeys to the edges of  the earth were 
replaced by ascents to heaven at an early date’ and cites Bauckham’s (1990) dating of  this transition to the 
second century. 
211 The angel’s reference to Oceanus as the river which surrounds the world appears in two sub-groups of  
Jirouškova’s hell-only versions: A2 and A/bes. However, in none of  the four manuscripts is it specified that 
Oceanus lies at the foundations of heaven or that hell lies beyond it (Jirouškova, 2006, pp. 175–79, 512), see 
Appendix 2.
212 Two of  the three extant recensions of  In tenga bithnua are edited and translated by Carey (2009), including 
the oldest and most complete first recension, surviving only in the Book of  Lismore, folios 88-94 (according 
to Macalister’s (1950) foliation). This is the edition and translation cited here. The first recension is also edited
and translated by Stokes (1905). An updated translation of  selections from Stokes’ edition was published by 
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gives an account of  the miracles and wonders of  creation, has been dated as early as the 

ninth century. It has been argued to have been influenced by numerous sources, and its 

connections to the Acts of  Philip have long been noted (Carey, 1999b, pp. 54–59, 2009, pp. 

61–65). The relevant passage is not as specific as that found in the Visio Pauli, but the 

image of  hell as adjacent to the Ocean in some way is clearly evoked. The passage is part 

of  In tenga bithnua’s description of  the journey taken by the sun between sunset and sunrise,

and it describes the following scene:213

Do-aitne cetamus a sruth n-allmuirede co sceluibh airthir na llind. Do-aitne iarumh a n-

ardmhuir thened dadaig ⁊ na treathnu sroibthenedh immna tuathu derga.

First it shines on the stream beyond the sea, with tidings of  the waters in 

the east. Then it shines at night upon the lofty sea of  fire, and upon the seas

of  sulphurous flame which surround the red peoples. (In tenga bithnua (Rec. 

1) 66.2–5 (Carey, 2009, p. 177))

A number of  elements appear here in a sequence closely paralleling that found in the Visio 

Pauli ((PL) 31 (Silverstein and Hilhorst, 1997, pp. 136–37; Elliott, 1993, p. 633)). On his way

to hell, Paul describes himself  as being carried toward the setting sun, there he refers to the

Ocean as a fluvius, ‘river’, before finally describing his first glimpse of  hell. In In tenga bithnua

the context is the sun’s night-time journey, evoking the setting sun referred to by Paul. Like 

the Visio Pauli, the first body of  water beyond the ordinary sea is described as a river or 

stream, sruth. Finally, In tenga bithnua describes seas of  fire and sulphur, which, though not 

explicitly named as hell, clearly invoke infernal flames.214 Noting the close similarities 

between the two passages, Carey (2009, pp. 340–41) points to the Visio Pauli as the likely 

Herbert (1989, pp. 109–18). An early translation of  the first recension was also published with a short 
introduction by Carey (2000, pp. 75–96). The section numbers in Stokes, Herbert and Carey differ, and Carey 
(2009, pp. 513–14) provides a concordance of  the three. Carey (1999a, pp. 75–106, 1999b, 2007b) has also 
previously published a number of  studies on In tenga bithnua. The third recension is beyond the scope of  the 
present study.
213 For more on the sun’s night-time journey, see Carey (1994b), Borsje and Ó Cróinín (1995) and Waddell 
(2012).
214 Another passage of  In tenga bithnua is also suggestive of  the location of  hell as beyond the Ocean’s edge:

‘Atat em’, ol se, ‘teora linde do muir immon mbith .i. muir co .uii. ndealbuib cetamus fo thoibaib in 
talman, fris’ tormai in t-iffernd ⁊ fris cuiredar gair imon nglend. Salmuir glas gleordai imacuairt imon 
talmain di cach leith, to-gluaise tuile ⁊ aithbe, sceas iltorad. Ata dano in tres lind .i. lasarmhuir legtair 
asna nimib.
‘There are, indeed,’ he said, ‘three bodies of  sea around the world; that is, first of  all a sea 
with seven shapes beneath the sides of  the world, against which hell roars and makes an 
outcry around the valley. A clear blue salt sea round about the earth on every side, which 
sets in motion the flood and ebb tide, which casts up abundant produce. And then there is 
the third sea: that is, a flaming sea, which is placed above the heavens. (In tenga bithnua (Rec. 
1) 32.1–7 (Carey, 2009, p. 139))
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source for this passage. 

3.2.4 Overview

Of  the texts discussed here in relation to hell’s connection with the Ocean, the 

Bible is the most prominent. The Leviathan and Jonah’s piscis grandis appear in the Bible, 

and the biblical use of  abyssus is the focus for commentaries that demonstrate not only the 

polysemy of  the term in its potential to mean the depth of  the sea, a great depth in 

general, or the depths of  hell specifically, but also its polyvalency in this context. The other 

key texts explored in this section are the Physiologos and the heaven-hell version of  the Visio

Pauli. The Physiologos evidences an extension of  the infernal significance of  gigantic sea 

creatures beyond the Bible and its commentaries. The Visio Pauli is the most significant of  

the texts discussed here for a number of  reasons: firstly, it explicitly maps a cosmology in 

which hell is located beyond the outer edge of  the Ocean; and secondly, it shows a number 

of  prominent parallels with the Irish voyage narratives discussed in the sections below. As a

whole, this section’s selective survey of  sources aims to lay the foundation for the 

subsequent investigation of  infernal regions and scenes in Irish voyage narratives. 
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3.3 Brendan and hell in the Ocean

With this section, this chapter’s investigation of  infernal locations and scenes in 

voyage narratives begins. The focus texts for this first of  two case studies are the Navigatio 

Sancti Brendani and various extant versions of  the Vita Brendani. These were prioritised 

above the vernacular immrama investigated in the subsequent section for two reasons: the 

first is that scholarly consensus is that the Navigatio precedes the vernacular immrama 

(Stokes, 1888a, p. 450; Carney, 1963; Orlandi, 1968, pp. 77–83; Mac Mathúna, 1994, 1996; 

Clancy, 2000; Wooding, 2000, p. xiv, 2011),215 and the second is that these narratives 

explicitly locate hell or gateways to hell in the Ocean. 

The voyage narratives in the Navigatio Sancti Brendani and the Vita Brendani arise out 

of  a tradition of  shorter hagiographical episodes recounting Ocean voyages. These were 

surveyed and aspects relevant the subsequent studies of  the infernal are highlighted and 

discussed below (3.3.1). Following this, the corpus of  texts relating accounts of  Brendan’s 

voyages considered here are introduced in detail (3.3.2). The case study investigating textual

connections and intertextual resonances with the infernal aspects of  Brendan’s voyages 

(3.3.3) comprises two principal parts: one explores their correspondences with the account 

of  the Leviathan in the Book of  Job and with two works by Gregory the Great (3.3.3.3); 

the second investigates their connections to the heaven-hell version of  the Visio Pauli 

(3.3.3.4). 

3.3.1 Saints and the Ocean: the earliest voyage narratives

The focus for this chapter as a whole is the depiction of  infernal regions in voyage 

narratives. The earliest voyage narratives appear in a hagiographical context and do not 

make direct references to hell or its suffering, but a survey of  these early sources provides 

an essential backdrop to the narratives that came after them. This survey also highlights the

presence in these early narratives of  elements that later become integral to the depiction of

infernal locations and scenes. These elements include the role of  God as the divine 

gubernator, ‘helmsman’, of  these voyages, and also the cultural significance of  the Irish quest

for hermitage in the Ocean. The early narratives discussed here are the voyage of  Macc 

Cuill moccu Greccae in Muirchú’s Vita Patricii and those of  Cormac and Báitán in 

215 Zimmer (1889, pp. 176–82, 289–90) and Dumville (1976, p. 90) describe the parallel development of  the 
Navigatio alongside the early vernacular immrama. Oskamp (1970, p. 75) argues that the ‘interdependence of  
these tales is at least highly improbable, if  not out of  the question. Both the parallels and differences which 
we noted show that the various authors drew independently on a large complex of  voyage traditions.’ See also
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Adomnán’s Vita Columbae.216 

3.3.1.1 Macc Cuill moccu Greccae and the divine gubernator

In an episode of  the Vita Patricii, Muirchú gives an account of  the voyage made by 

Macc Cuill moccu Greccae. Having attempted to deceive and trap Patrick, the criminal 

Macc Cuill is overcome and converted by his intended victim. He confesses his murderous 

intentions and asks Patrick to judge him for this crime. Patrick declares that only God can 

judge him and gives Macc Cuill these instructions: he must leave Ireland by boat, he must 

go unarmed, in one short item of  clothing, with no food or water, and he must bind his 

feet with an iron chain. Finally Patrick says,

mitte te in nauim unius pellis absque gubernaculo et absque remo, et quocumque te 

duxerit uentus et mare esto paratus et terram in quamcumque defferat te diuina 

prouidentia inhabita et exerce ibi diuina mandata.

board a small boat made of  a single hide, without rudder or oar, and be 

ready to go wherever the wind and the sea shall carry you; and on whatever 

shore divine Providence may land you, dwell there and practice the divine 

commandments. (Muirchú, Vita Patricii 1.23.15 (Bieler, 1979, pp. 102–3; 

Howlett, 2006, pp. 94–95))

This episode constitutes the first literary record of  a legal penalty referred to as ‘the 

punishment of  sending adrift.’217 The specification of  the type of  boat and the number of  

skins is an important feature of  the punishment of  sending adrift, but also of  the vessels 

used in voyage narratives generally.218 In taking this journey in precisely the way that Patrick

prescribes, Macc Cuill subjects himself  to the judgement of  God. This surrender of  

control over one’s fate is an attribute shared by later voyage narratives in which the 

voyagers declare themselves subject to God’s will (3.4.2; 3.3.3.1). This will is frequently 

embodied by the elements that physically drive the vessels, as evident in Patrick’s 

instructions that Macc Cuill be prepared to go wherever te duxerit uentus et mare, ‘the wind 

and the sea shall carry you’. It is further evidenced by the fact that Macc Cuill and his boat 

Hillers (1993).
216 For a full introduction to these two hagiographical works, see 2.6.1. 
217 For further discussion of  this penalty, see Byrne (1932) and Charles-Edwards (1976). Broader discussions
of  the act of  setting adrift in international literature and folklore include Reinhard (1941) and Hares-Stryker 
(1993). 
218 Wooding (2001b) discusses both groups of  sources in his exploration of  the literary and spiritual 
significance a boat’s materials. More broadly, he argues that the literary significance of  material objects in 
hagiography should not be underestimated, and calls into question the reliability of  these sources as evidence 
of  material culture on this basis.
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are described as being guided by the wind to the Isle of  Man:

et inspirauit illi uentus aquilo et sustulit eum ad meridiem iecitque eum in insolam 

Euoniam nomine.

and the north wind blew in his rear and took him southward and landed 

him at an island called Euonia. (Muirchú, Vita Patricii 1.23.18 (Bieler, 1979, 

pp. 106–7; Howlett, 2006, pp. 96–97, ll. 89-91))

Macc Cuill is received by the island’s two bishops, who have converted the local population.

As instructed, he remains with them, eventually succeeding them as bishop. The reference 

his location as in regione a Deo sibi credita, ‘in the place given him by God’ ((Muirchú, Vita 

Patricii 1.23.21 (Bieler, 1979, pp. 106–7; Howlett, 2006, pp. 96–97)) is a final reminder that 

Macc Cuill’s destination, and ultimately his fate, are divinely determined.

3.3.1.2 Cormac, Báitán and herimus in ociano

The voyages recounted in Adomnán’s Vita Columbae differ significantly from that of

Macc Cuill. The protagonists in these voyages, Cormac Ua Liatháin and Báitán, are not set 

adrift as punishment; instead both set out seeking herimus in ociano (Adomnán, Vita 

Columbae 1.6 (Anderson and Anderson, 1991, pp. 28–31)), a phrase literally translated as ‘a 

desert in the ocean’ but signifying an isolated location in which the eremitical life of  the 

desert fathers can be emulated.219 The account of  Báitán’s search is brief: he requests 

219 Follett (2007) discusses the nature of  the monastic voyages in search of  an eremetical retreat in the Vita 
Columbae and argues its allegorical significance. See also Follett (2006). Wooding (2000, 2015) analyses the 
practise in relation to the Navigatio Sancti Brendani, ‘The voyage of  Saint Brendan’ (a text discussed in detail 
below, 3.3.1), as well as monastic voyages elsewhere. See also Thrall (1923). The broader context and history 
of  the practise is discussed by Hughes (1960), Charles-Edwards (1976) and, more theoretically, by McGinn 
(1994). See also Clancy (2006) and Carey (2013b).
In Adomnán’s text, Columba himself  is described as a sea voyager and an insulanus miles, ‘island soldier’: 

aetatis uero suae xlii, de Scotia ad Brittaniam pro Christo perigrinari uolens enauigauit
in the forty-second year of  his age, Columba sailed away from Ireland to Britain, wishing to
be a pilgrim for Christ (Adomnán, Vita Columbae, Preface 2 (Anderson and Anderson, 
1991, pp. 6–7))

Columba then went on to live as a peregrinus in his monastic foundation on Iona for thirty-four years. He is 
also linked by his name to another figure associated with the sea voyaging, the prophet Jonah, as Adomnán 
explains:

Nam licet diuerso trium diuersarum sono linguarum unam tamen eandemque rem significat hoc quod 
ebreice dicitur iona, grecitas uero peristera uocitat, et latina lingua columba nuncupatur.
For although sounding differently in the three different languages, yet what is pronounced 
iona in Hebrew, and what Greek calls peristera, and what in the Latin language is named 
columba, means one and the same thing. (Adomnán, Vita Columbae, Preface 2 (Anderson and
Anderson, 1991, pp. 2–5))

In the description of  his lineage in the same prologue, it is given that Columba’s maternal grandfather
latine filius nauis dici potest, scotica uero lingua mac naue.
may be called in Latin ‘son of  a ship’, and in the Irish tongue Mac naue. (Adomnán, Vita 
Columbae, Preface 2 (Anderson and Anderson, 1991, pp. 6–7)) 

Sharpe notes that this name may have arisen from an uncertainty around Columba’s mother’s lineage. In the 
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Columba’s permission to seek such a retreat and Columba grants it, but prophesies that 

Báitán will not succeed in his attempt (Adomnán, Vita Columbae 1.20 (Anderson and 

Anderson, 1991, pp. 46–47)). Despite the brevity of  the account, one clearly conveyed 

characteristic of  Báitán’s journey is that it is circuitus, ‘circuitous voyaging’ (Adomnán, Vita 

Columbae, 1.20 (Anderson and Anderson, 1991, pp. 46–47). This sequence, in which the 

voyagers set out, sail about for a period of  time, and then return, is also evident in 

Cormac’s journey, and is a key feature of  later voyages.

The first reference to Cormac also appears in a prophecy by Columba concerning 

the voyages he undertakes (Adomnán, Vita Columbae 1.6 (Anderson and Anderson, 1991, 

pp. 28–31)).220 Columba prophesies that Cormac is setting out from north Mayo that day in

an attempt to find an Ocean hermitage and that he will fail. Columba explains that failure is

inevitable because there is a monk among Cormac’s companions who has not obtained the 

consent of  his abbot to depart. This motif, in which the voyage is unable to succeed until 

the unauthorised presence is removed, is one that continues to be found in later voyage 

narratives.221 Relevant here is that the explanation for Cormac’s failure reveals the same 

reliance on divine determination as evident in the voyage of  Macc Cuill in Muirchú’s Vita 

Patricii. Follett (2007) argues that the voyages of  Cormac and Báitán contain an allegorical 

caution that not all are suited to such a life, and that even those who are must only go when

they are spiritually prepared. 

The accounts of  Cormac’s second and third voyages appear later in the Vita 

Columbae (Adomnán, Vita Columbae 2.42 (Anderson and Anderson, 1991, pp. 166–71)). 

These voyages offer considerable insight into another feature shared by voyage narratives: 

the cosmological conceptualisation of  the Ocean in which the voyagers travel. Although 

not explicitly identified as a heavenly or infernal region, the account of  Cormac’s third 

voyage clearly conveys a sense of  the outer Ocean as a space beyond the limits of  the 

genealogies in Oxford, Bodleian Library, Rawlinson B. 502 she is recorded as the daughter of  Oengus or 
Dimma, son of  Noe. This text belongs to the eleventh or early twelfth century, however.
220 Cormac is introduced in the following way as the subject of  Columba’s prophecy:

de Cormacco nepote Lethani, uiro utique sancto, qui tribus non minus uicibus herimum in ociano 
laboriosae quaesiuit, nec tamen inuenit.
concerning Cormac, Léthan’s grandson, a holy man who sought with great labour not less 
than three times a desert in the ocean, and yet found none. (Adomnán, Vita Columbae 1.6 
(Anderson and Anderson, 1991, pp. 28–31))

For more on the historical figure of  Cormac and his cult, see Tipp and Wooding (2010), and also Ó Riain 
(2011, p. 226).
221 Wooding (2000, pp. xii–xiii) notes that this motif  appears in the Navigatio Sancti Brendani and all of  the 
vernacular immrama. 
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mortal sphere of  existence.222 On his second unsuccessful attempt to find an Ocean 

hermitage, Cormac eventually comes to shore at the Orkney Islands. In this episode, the 

Ocean which Cormac seeks to traverse is described as infinitus, ‘boundless’, and 

intransmeabilis, ‘impassable’ (Adomnán, Vita Columbae 2.42 (Anderson and Anderson, 1991, 

pp. 166–67)). Cormac’s third attempt provides the most detailed account of  his travels on 

the Ocean and contributes most substantially towards a cosmological understanding of  this

space. On this voyage Cormac and his companions find themselves in danger:

Nam cum eius nauis a terris per xiiii aestei temporis dies totidemque noctes plenis uelis 

austro flante uento ad septemtrionalis plagam caeli directo excurreret cursu, eiusmodi 

nauigatio ultra humani excursus modum et inremeabilis uidebatur.

When his ship, blown by the south wind, had driven with full sails in a 

straight course from land towards the region of  the northern sky, for 

fourteen summer days and as many nights, such a voyage appeared to be 

beyond the range of  human exploration, and one from which there could 

be no return.223 (Adomnán, Vita Columbae 2.42 (Anderson and Anderson, 

1991, pp. 168–69))

The northerly direction of  Cormac’s travel is made clear by reference to the wind and the 

destination, septemtrionalis plagam caeli, ‘region of  the northern sky’, the significance of  which

is discussed further below in relation to the voyaging of  Saint Brendan (3.3.3.4). Columba 

gives the following description of  Cormac’s position:

Fratres, tota intentione pro Cormaco orate, qui nunc humanae discursionis limitem 

inmoderate nauigando excessit.

Brothers, pray with your whole might for Cormac, who now in his voyage 

has as far exceeded the bounds of  human travel. (Adomnán, Vita Columbae 

2.42 (Anderson and Anderson, 1991, pp. 168–69))224

222 Lozovsky’s (2000) study discusses the concept and understanding of  geography in the medieval West. See
also Merrills (2005), Williams (1997) and Stevens (1980). Baumgarten’s (1984) study engages specifically with 
perceptions of  Ireland in a range of  sources. Scully (2011, 2007, 2000) discusses the reception of  Graeco-
Roman concepts of  the encircling Ocean in medieval Irish literature in particular. O’Loughlin (1997b, 1996) 
focuses on Iona’s perception of  its location in the Ocean, with particular emphasis on biblical and patristic 
sources. 
223 Sharpe translates as:

They reckoned that they had passed beyond the range of  human exploration, and had 
reached a place from which they might not be able to return. (Adomnán, Vita Columbae 
2.42 (Sharpe, 1995, p. 197))

224 Sharpe’s translation alters the interpretation somewhat, locating Cormac more straightforwardly beyond 
the limits of  previous human exploration rather than beyond the limits of  where humans are intended to go:

Brethren, pray with all your might for Cormac, who is sailing out of  control and has now 
passed beyond the limit of  where man has gone before. (Adomnán, Vita Columbae 2.42 
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These passages indicate a transgression by the voyagers into a space that is not intended for

human inhabitation or travel (see Scully, 2007, pp. 226–27). They do so through a repetitive

sequence of  phrases: Cormac is ultra humani excursus modum, ‘beyond the proper measure of

human excursion,’ and he humanae discursionis limitem . . . excessit, ‘has exceeded the 

boundaries of  human travel.’ Inmmoderate, ‘without measure, excessive’, in particular 

indicates a decisively negative view of  Cormac’s journey, suggesting that it has gone beyond

the limits of  propriety or reason. 

In addition to the fear of  not being able to return from this space, Cormac and his 

companions encounter creatures that are monstruosas ante non uisas et pene indicibiles, 

‘monstrous things never before seen, and almost indescribable’ (Adomnán, Vita Columbae, 

2.42 (Anderson and Anderson, 1991, pp. 168–69)), further emphasising their location 

beyond the bounds of  human knowledge and experience.225 These frog-sized sea creatures 

armed with aculei, ‘spines, stings’, attack the boat and its oars, causing the voyagers to panic 

in fear that the creatures will compromise the vessel’s hide covering.226 With the help of  

(Sharpe, 1995, pp. 197–98))
225 In her treatment of  the nature of  monsters in early medieval Irish texts, Borsje (1996, pp. 160–64) 
discusses the significance of  these creatures, their likely sources, and their location both beyond the realms of
human travel and in the north. In her study of  another sea creature that appears in the Vita Columbae (1.19 
(Anderson and Anderson, 1991, pp. 44–45)), Borsje (1996, p. 120) highlights similarities between the 
description of  these creatures in the Vita Columbae and that of  a creature found in Ambrose’s Exameron. In 
the passage in question, Ambrose contrasts the greedy and materialistic lifestyle of  people with the ways of  
sea creatures:

Quanto aliena a piscibus auiditatis rapina! illi naturalia captant secreta et ultra orbis terrarum terminos 
mare norunt, quod nullae interpolant insulae, nec terra aliqua interiacet uel ulterius ulla sit posita. illic 
igitur ubi diffusum late mare omnem spectandi usum, utilitatis gratia nauigandi intercludat audaciam, 
condere se feruntur cete, illa inmensa genera piscium, aequalia montibus corpora, ut tradiderunt nobis qui 
uidere potuerunt. 
How alien to the fish is this monstrous greed! Men seek after what is remote in the realm 
of  nature. They are familiar with the seas beyond the bounds of  the known world. There 
no islands intervene, nor are there bodies of  land either in that region or situated beyond 
that point. For that reason, in that place where the wide extent of  water precludes every 
desire to gaze upon it and every sentiment of  boldness to sail thereon for the sake of  gain, 
there the whale is said to have his lair. There, too, live a huge species of  fish, reported to be
mountainous in size by those who have ventured to approach and see them. (Ambrose, 
Exameron 5.10.28 (CSEL 32.1, pp. 161–62; Savage, 1961, p. 182))

Aside from the monstrous descriptions that parallel those found in the Vita Columbae, in this passage 
Ambrose describes the Ocean ultra orbis terrarum terminos, ‘beyond the bounds of  the world’ as empty of  any 
land and says that this characteristic of  the wide Ocean bars it to any who desire to see or travel upon it. 
However, like Cormac, it would appear that the occasional voyager succeeds in returning from an excursion 
into its expanse, as they have observed the mountainous sea creatures who inhabit it. 
226 A key feature of  the hagiographical voyages, highlighted by Wooding (2001b), is the allegorical 
significances of  the hide composition of  the voyager’s boat (see also n. 218). Wooding’s analysis includes 
several voyage narratives: Navigatio Sancti Brendani, the voyages of  Macc Cuill and Cormac, and Immram curaig 
Ua Corra (see 3.4.1). Wooding (2001b, pp. 84–90 esp.) demonstrates that in Cormac’s third voyage the fragility
of  the hide boat represents the fragility of  the protagonist’s mortal form. When Cormac is attacked by sea 
creatures which attempt to puncture the fragile hide barrier that protects him from the sea and its dangers, he
is saved by Saint Columba’s prayers of  intercession, not his frail vessel. The entire episode can be read as 
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Columba’s spiritual intervention, they are instead safely delivered southward by a divinely 

guided wind.

Three key aspects of  the encircling Ocean are depicted in Adomnán’s account of  

Cormac’s third voyage: the Ocean as an untraversable space that marks the outer limit of  

the inhabited mortal world; the sense that unauthorised access of  this space is a form of  

transgression; and the negative view held of  the northern regions of  the Ocean in 

particular. These concepts echo the Graeco-Roman view of  the Ocean generally, as well as 

the idea of  travel upon it as an act of  hubris, trespassing beyond the divinely established 

limits of  the mortal world (Romm, 1992; Scully, 2007); however, they also resonate with the

Visio Pauli’s location of  hell in the far extremes of  the Ocean. The persistence and 

development of  these concepts in later voyage narratives is traced through the following 

analysis of  infernal locations and scenes in the voyages of  Brendan here and, subsequently, 

in that of  Máel Dúin (3.4). 

3.3.2 The voyages of  Brendan

Having explored the hagiographical narratives that precede this chapter’s focus 

texts, this section now turns to the first group of  these: the voyage accounts in the 

Navigatio Sancti Brendani and the various extant versions of  the Vita Brendani (introduced in 

detail below). Versions of  Brendan’s voyage narrative also survive in a number of  Western 

vernaculars (Barron and Burgess, 2002; Burgess and Strijbosch, 2006) and in a wide range 

of  later texts containing references to or short accounts of  the saint (Strijbosch, 2006, pp. 

2–3; Wooding, 2009; Orlandi and Guglielmetti, 2014, pp. XCIV–XCVIII). These shorter 

accounts include the Middle Irish poem, Mochen, mochen, a Brénaind, ‘Welcome, welcome, 

Brendan’ (Clancy, 2006), and a brief  account in the Latin preface to the Irish hymn Brigit bé

bith-maith in the eleventh century Liber Hymnorum (Bernard and Atkinson, 1898, 1, pp. 108–

9; 2, p. 38; see Zimmer, 1889, pp. 130–32). Brendan also features in the Vitae of  numerous 

other saints including the Vita Columbae (for example, Adomnán, Vita Columbae 3.17 

(Anderson and Anderson, 1991, pp. 206–7)).227 The Navigatio Sancti Brendani and the 

versions of  the Vita Brendani are the most prominent texts associated with Brendan, and 

they preserve the earliest extant accounts of  Brendan’s Ocean voyages. The relationship 

between these texts is complex, and much of  the detail regarding precedence and dating is 

illustrating the futility of  dependence upon the mortal human form: all hope for salvation relies upon the 
spiritual, not the corporeal. 
227 Mac Mathúna (1994, p. 335) argues that ‘Brendan seems to have ousted Cormac from his pre-eminent 
position as the major seafaring figure of  the early Irish church.’
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still unclear. As a result, a discussion of  these texts, the Vita Brendani in particular, first 

requires a clear exposition of  the extant texts and their relation to one another, in so far as 

it has been established. 

3.3.2.1 Navigatio Sancti Brendani

The Navigatio Sancti Brendani (hereafter Navigatio) appears to present something of  a 

paradox.228 On the one hand the popularity of  the Navigatio is evidenced by approximately 

125 surviving manuscripts of  the Latin text, as well as extant translations into almost all 

Western vernaculars;229 on the other hand, the date of  composition and provenance of  the 

text are obscured by a number of  factors. The earliest surviving manuscripts were 

produced on the Continent and are dated to the tenth century.230 The absence of  early Irish

manuscripts is in itself  not informative, as this is commonly the case for reasons relating to

climate and conflict (Wooding, 2002; Sharpe, 2010; Ó Corráin, 2011). The surviving 

tradition of  the Vita Brendani offers little assistance as its own extant manuscripts are late 

and almost all versions of  the text are conflated with the narrative of  the Navigatio. The 

result is that much ambiguity surrounds the accounts of  Brendan’s voyages. 

The arguments regarding the Navigatio’s provenance have at this point settled on 

Irish authorship (Mac Mathúna, 1994; Orlandi and Guglielmetti, 2014, pp. CX–CXVI; Cf. 

Selmer, 1943, 1989; Zelzer, 2006). However, the dating of  the text is still somewhat 

debated. Selmer (1989, pp. xxviii–xxxi) argued that the text was contemporaneous with its 

earliest extant manuscripts, though this was quickly rejected since the versions in the two 

tenth century manuscripts in question belong to two distinct families. This tenth-century 

dating was initially challenged by Carney (1963, pp. 39–40) 231 as allowing insufficient time 

for two distinct groups to have developed. Carney himself  dates the text to circa 800 or the

228 The Navigatio has been edited and translated on numerous occasions. The most recent is the edition and 
Italian translation by Orlandi and Guglielmetti (2014), which is cited here. A preliminary volume to this 
edition was published by Orlandi (1968). Selmer’s (1989) edition, in combination with revisions made by 
Carney (1963), was a foundational resource for the study of  the Navigatio and, given its prevalence in the 
scholarship, the references to this edition are given in the footnotes for the first instance of  each quotation. 
O’Meara’s (1976) English translation takes into account both Selmer’s edition and Carney’s revisions. This 
translation is cited here, with the necessary emendations. O’Meara’s translation is reprinted with an 
introduction by Wooding (2002) in Barron and Burgess’ (2002) collection of  various Latin and vernacular 
versions of  the text. A critical bibliography is edited by Burgess and Strijbosch (2000), who also produced a 
collection of  studies on a range of  aspects of  the text and its tradition (Burgess and Strijbosch, 2006). 
229 The vernacular translations are all later productions and beyond the range of  this study. Studies of  note 
are Barron and Burgess (2002) and Selmer (1956). See also Burgess and Strijbosch (2000). The Irish version 
of  the Navigatio is preserved in the vernacular Life of  the saint, the Betha Brenainn. 
230 For a comprehensive account of  the manuscript groups and their stemmata, see Orlandi and 
Guglielmetti (2014, pp. CXXXII–CCXX)
231 This work is also available reprinted in Wooding (2000, pp. 42–51). The original publication is cited here.
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early ninth century. Dumville (1988) argues for a specific date in the last quarter of  the 

eighth century based on a contemporaneous political context. The dating of  the Navigatio 

to the ninth century is subsequently argued by Orlandi (1968) and Wooding (2011), who 

provides a detailed summary of  the previous arguments and challenges Dumville’s dating 

model in particular. Most recently, Dumville’s dating of  the text is supported in Orlandi 

and Guglielmetti’s edition (2014, pp. CX–CXVI).

Although the Navigatio emerges from a literary tradition containing voyages initiated

by the search for herimus in ociano and the punishment of  sending adrift (Dumville, 1976; 

Wooding, 2000; O’Meara and Wooding, 2002; Orlandi and Guglielmetti, 2014, pp. XXX–

XXXIII, XXXIX–XLII, XLIX–LXXVIII), it differs from these accounts in very 

significant ways: first and foremost, the goal of  the journey is a specific destination, a 

paradisiacal island referred to as the Terra Repromissionis Sanctorum, ‘Promised Land of  

Saints’. The seven year journey on which their quest takes Brendan and his companions is 

filled with wondrous encounters, several of  which are repeated as part of  the annual 

Christian liturgical cycle;232 perhaps the most famous of  these is the great sea creature 

named Iasconius upon which the voyagers celebrate Easter every year.233 At the end of  this 

seven year voyage they reach their destination but are not permitted to stay. Instead they 

return home and shortly afterwards Brendan dies having shared the story of  his travels on 

the Ocean. 

3.3.2.2 Vita Brendani

In addition to the Navigatio, five Latin versions of  the Vita Brendani are extant, as 

232 The annual cycle of  locations is outlined for them by a bird in the island referred to as the Paradise of  
Birds:

Deus proposuit vobis quatuor loca per quatuor tempora usque dum finiantur septem anni peregrinationis 
vestrae, idest: in coena Domini cum vestro procuratore, qui praesens est omni anno; in dorso beluae Pascha 
celebrabitis; nobiscum festa paschalia usque in octavas Pentecosten; apud familiam Ailbei nativitatem 
Domini celebrabitis. Post septem annos, antecedentes magnae ac diversae periclitationes, vobis invenietis 
Terram Repromissionis Sanctorum quam quaeritis, et ibi habitabitis quadraginta diebus; et postea reducet 
vos Deus ad terram nativitatis vestrae.
God has ordained for you four points of  call for four periods of  the year until the seven 
years of  your pilgrimage are over, on Maundy Thursday with your steward who is present 
every year; Easter you will celebrate on the back of  the whale; the Easter feasts until 
Pentecost with us; Christmas you will celebrate with the Community of  Ailbhe. Then after 
seven years and great and varied trials you will find the Promised Land of  Saints that you 
seek. There you will live for forty days, and afterwards God will bring you back to the land 
of  your birth. (Navigatio 15.31–33 (Orlandi and Guglielmetti, 2014, pp. 58–61; O’Meara, 
1976, pp. 39–40))

233 On the relationship between Iasconius in the Navigatio, the Aspidochelone of  the Physiologus, and the 
Fastitocalon of  the Old English poem ‘The whale’, see Faraci (1991).
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well as two later Irish vernacular versions.234 The Irish Bethada are translations of  the Latin 

texts, dated to the second half  of  the twelfth century (Mac Mathúna, 2006, pp. 152–58).235 

As a result, they are not considered in detail here. Four of  the Latin versions of  the Vita 

are preserved in the manuscripts containing the principal collections of  Irish 

hagiographical material. These collections are the Dublin collection (D), the Oxford 

collection (O) and the Codex Salmanticensis manuscript (S), which contains two distinct 

version of  the text, S1 and S2 (see table in Appendix 3 for an outline of  each version’s 

content).236 A fifth version is part of  a fifteenth century collection,237 which Sharpe points 

out is in fact a Latin translation of  the early twelfth century Anglo-Norman version of  the 

Navigatio by Benedeit, and as such is not considered further here.238 The O version of  the 

Vita is the longest.239 It is a conflation of  the Vita Brendani and the Navigatio and is of  

particular importance as it contains the narrative of  Brendan’s voyage from the Navigatio as 

well as another distinct narrative. The latter comprises an account of  two voyages 

undertaken by Brendan. These are argued to belong to a separate Vita tradition (Plummer, 

1905, p. 132; Mac Mathúna, 1994) and are referred to as the ‘Vita voyages’ to distinguish 

them from the Navigatio voyage narrative. The D version of  the Vita Brendani is also 

conflated with the Navigatio, but in this case the two ‘Vita voyages’ have been supplanted by

the single ‘Navigatio voyage’. The remainder of  the Vita narrative is retained. S1 is another 

234 Key discussions of  the various version of  the Vita Brendani and their manuscripts include Zimmer 
(1889), Plummer (1905, 1910, 1, pp. xxxvi–xliii, 1922, 1, pp. xvi–xxiii), Kenney (1966, pp. 406–22), Orlandi 
(1968, pp. 9–73), Oskamp (1970, pp. 20–38), Sharpe (1991, pp. 390–91), Mac Mathúna (1994) and Orlandi 
and Guglielmetti (2014, pp. LXXVIII–XCIV). The latter provides the most comprehensive overview.
235 The first of  the two extant recensions is edited and translated by Stokes (1890, pp. 99–116, 247–61), and 
previously also by O’Donoghue (1895, pp. 1–103), from the Book of  Lismore. The second is edited and 
translated by Plummer (1922, 1, pp. 44–95; 2, pp. 44–92) from Brussels, Bibliothèque Royale, MS 4190–200, 
folios 224a–263b. Mac Mathúna (2006) has published the most recent discussion of  the Bethada of  Brendan.
236 See Section 2.6.1 for more on these collections. The O version of  the Vita Brendani is edited by Plummer 
(1910, 1, pp. 98-151), under the siglum R (see Appendix 3). S1 and S2 are edited by Heist (1965, pp. 56-78–
31). The Vita from the Dublin collection is edited by Grosjean (1930), who omits the text corresponding to 
the Navigatio (Grosjean, 1930, p. 109). The same version is edited by Moran (1872, pp. 1–26). Moran (1872, p. 
10, n. 11) removes the section based on the Navigatio from the Vita, although he includes its readings along 
with those of  several other manuscripts in his edition of  the Navigatio later in the same collection (Moran, 
1872, pp. 85–131). Moran’s edition of  the Vita is partially translated by O’Donoghue (1895, pp. 179–289).
237 This Vita appears in editions by Horstmann (1901) and Plummer (1910, 2, pp. 270-92).
238 The Anglo-Norman Le voyage de Saint Brendan is most recently edited by Short and Merrilees (1979) and 
translated by Burgess (2002). See also Mackley (2008). Sobecki’s (2003) study investigates the relationship 
between the Anglo-Norman text, the Navigatio Sancti Brendani, and the Irish immrama.
239 There is considerable variation in the labelling and categorisation of  the various Vitae and Bethada of  
Brendan. Plummer (1910, 1, pp. xxxvi–xliii) uses codex or shelf-mark. Kenney (1966, pp. 412–14) labelled the
versions VB1–VB7. Mac Mathúna (1994) uses Kenney’s notation, but alters VB7 to VB8, and adds Da apstol 
décc na hÉrenn as a new VB7. Orlandi and Guglielmetti (2014, pp. LXXXII–XCIV) use a distinct set of  
manuscript sigla. This study follows the widely accepted designations established by Sharpe (1991, pp. 390–
91). See table in Appendix 3 for an overview.
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conflation of  the Vita with the Navigatio, in which the Navigatio voyage has replaced the 

Vita voyages,. though there is a long lacuna in the account of  the voyage. Like the Navigatio,

this version ends with Brendan’s death at the end of  the voyage. Vita (S2) is the only 

unconflated version of  the Vita; however, it is heavily abbreviated. 

As is evident from the manuscript tradition, the Vita’s survival in a number of  

different versions and its conflation with the Navigatio present numerous challenges for its 

reconstruction and dating. Currently, the predominant view is that the original Vita 

Brendani was composed prior to the Navigatio (Plummer, 1905, p. 136; Orlandi, 1968, pp. 

61–71; Mac Mathúna, 1994, pp. 318–337, 2000). However, Wooding (2002, p. 2) suggests 

that the Vita was composed subsequent to the Navigatio, placing its composition some time

prior to 1000. Ó Riain (2011, pp. 115–16) argues that a later date of  composition is 

indicated, possibly in the twelfth century, but points out that the issue cannot be engaged 

with comprehensively until an edition of  the full dossier of  texts relating to Brendan has 

been produced.

Plummer (1905) argued that the Navigatio voyage was later in date than the Vita 

voyages because it displays a more developed narrative and also clearly combines elements 

from each of  the two Vita voyages. Plummer also pointed out that the details concerning 

Brendan’s voyages that appear in the ninth century ‘Litany of  pilgrim saints’ (Plummer, 

1925, pp. 62–63) correspond to the Vita voyages, not the Navigatio (see also Wooding, 

2011, pp. 25–26).240 Mac Mathúna (1994, pp. 328, 331) concurs with Plummer, concluding 

that the author of  the Navigatio used the Vita Brendani or ‘[Vita Brendani]-type episodic 

matter’ in his work on the bases of  the conflation of  such material into single episodes of  

the Navigatio. Oskamp (1970, pp. 21, 34–36) suggests that the first Vita voyage may be an 

elaboration of  a brief  reference to a voyage in an earlier version of  the Vita, and that the 

second Vita voyage is likely a later addition.

In contrast to the Navigatio, the Vita voyages parallel earlier hagiographical voyages 

in that the motivation for the voyages is Brendan’s desire for a retreat from the world (Vita 

Brendani (O) xii (Plummer, 1910, 1, pp. 103–4); (S1) 4, (S2) 8 (Heist, 1965, p. 56; 327)). 

Thus the Vita voyages begin with the search for herimus in ociano, as sought by Báitán and 

Cormac. Brendan requests such a place from God, who grants him a vision of  an island 

from a mountaintop. The island is referred to as terra repromissionis in Vita (O) (xiii 

240 The ‘Litany of  pilgrim saints’ is edited and translated by Plummer (1925, pp. 60–75) under the title 
‘Litany of  Irish saints – II’, and has been variously dated to between c. 800 and c. 900 (Hughes, 1959; 
Sanderlin, 1975).
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(Plummer, 1910, 1, p. 104)) and terra secreta in Vita (S1) (4 (Heist, 1965, p. 56)). In the first 

of  the two Vita voyages Brendan and his companions are unsuccessful in their quest, but 

return home safely after five years (Vita (O) 67–71 (Plummer, 1910, 1, pp. 134–36)). 

Brendan is then advised by Saint Íta that he cannot reach his destination in a boat made of  

dead flesh and that he must construct a wooden vessel (Vita (O) 71 (Plummer, 1910, 1, p. 

136)). On the second voyage, lasting two years, they successfully reach the terra repromissionis

but are then instructed to return home to Ireland (Vita (O) 72–77 (Plummer, 1910, 1, pp. 

137–40)). The text of  the Vita Brendani prior to and after the voyages corresponds with 

typical hagiographical accounts, containing accounts concerning Brendan’s birth, miracles 

performed, and foundations established, and finally his death.241

3.3.3 Brendan’s hell in the Ocean

Having introduced the focus texts and their literary antecedents, this section studies

the episodes of  the Navigatio and the Vita Brendani that feature hell or a gateway to it in the 

Ocean. Central to this research is the investigation of  potential sources and analogues for 

these representations of  hell and hellish places in the Ocean. The textual connections and 

intertextual resonances revealed by this study inform the modern understanding both of  

the reception of  these texts by their contemporaneous audience and of  the approach to 

sources used in their composition. Four principal texts are identified and discussed in 

relation to infernal locations in the Navigatio and the Vita Brendani. These are the biblical 

description of  the Leviathan in the Book of  Job, as well as Gregory’s corresponding 

commentary in the Moralia in Iob; a visionary account from Gregory’s Dialogi; and the 

heaven-hell version of  the Visio Pauli. To facilitate a detailed discussion of  these texts in 

relation to these sources and analogues, all of  the relevant episodes from both the Navigatio

and the Vita Brendani are first outlined in order to clearly present their content and the 

sequence in which they occur. 

3.3.3.1 Navigatio Sancti Brendani

The northerly Ocean

Well into their seven-year Ocean voyage, Brendan and his companions encounter 

two consecutive islands that are explicitly identified in terms of  hell. These are both 

encountered after the voyagers have travelled northward for a considerable period of  time, 

241 Overviews of  the various Vita narratives are presented by Plummer (1905), Oskamp (1970, pp. 20–34), 
and Mac Mathúna (1994). 
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corresponding to a considerable distance; they begin by rowing north and then the wind 

continues to drive them in that direction for eight days:

Transacta vero illa nocte coeperunt fratres navigare contra septentrionem. Cum autem 

transierunt quoddam foramen, posuerunt arborem et vela in altum, et alii tenebant ex 

fratribus fibulas conopei quo-usque omnia praeparassent in navi. Extensis velis coepit 

prosper ventus post illos flare, ita ut nihil illis opus fuisset navigare nisi tantum tenere 

funiculos et gubernam. Sic ferebatur per octo dies navicula contra aquilonem.

When the night was over the brothers began to row to the north. When 

they had passed through an opening in the net they raised the mast and sail, 

while some of  the brothers still held the meshes of  the net until all was 

made ready on the boat. When the sail had been spread, a favouring wind 

began to blow behind them so that they did not need to row but only to 

hold the ropes and rudder. So their boat was borne along for eight days 

towards the north. (Navigatio 22.18–21 (Orlandi and Guglielmetti, 2014, pp. 

82–85; O’Meara, 1976, p. 52)242)

The distance, direction and the driving wind are immediately reminiscent of  Cormac’s 

journey in the Vita Columbae (3.3.1.2). Though Adomnán does not connect the location, or 

indeed the creatures found there, with hell in any specific way, both Cormac and Brendan 

have travelled beyond the limits of  the mortal realm: Cormac journeys ultra humani excursus 

modum, ‘beyond the range of  human exploration’ (Adomnán, Vita Columbae 2.42 (Anderson

and Anderson, 1991, pp. 168–69)) and Brendan, it shall be seen, has reached the confines 

of  hell.

The Isle of  Smiths

In this extreme northerly region, the first infernal location is a barren, rocky island, 

filled with smiths’ forges, and referred to in modern scholarship as the Isle of  Smiths. 

Brendan expresses his concern about the island and does not wish to approach it but the 

wind drives the voyagers on regardless. They then hear a sound emanating from the island:

Ergo illis praetereuntibus parumper quasi iactus lapidis, audierunt sonitus follium 

sufflantium quasi tonitruum, atque malleorum collisiones contra ferrum et cudes.

As they were sailing for a moment beside it, a stone’s throw away, they 

heard the sound of  bellows blowing, as if  it were thunder, and the blows of

hammers on iron and anvils. (Navigatio 23.3 (Orlandi and Guglielmetti, 

242 22.37–43 (Selmer, 1989, p. 61).
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2014, pp. 84–85; O’Meara, 1976, p. 53)243)

At this point, one of  the island’s inhabitants emerges from a building and is described as 

follows:

Erat ille hispidus valde et igneus atque tenebrosus. 

He was very shaggy and full at once of  fire and darkness. (Navigatio 23.6 

(Orlandi and Guglielmetti, 2014, pp. 84–85; O’Meara, 1976, p. 53))

Upon seeing the voyagers, this swarthy figure returns indoors and Brendan tells his 

companions that they should flee from this place, but they do not manage to do so in time:

Citius dicto ecce praedictus barbarus occurrit ad litus illis e regione, portans forcipem in 

manibus cum massa ignea de scoria inmensae magnitudinis atque fervoris. 

Even before he had finished speaking, the same savage came to the shore 

near where they were, carrying a tongs in his hands that held a lump of  

burning slag of  immense size and heat. (Navigatio 23.8 (Orlandi and 

Guglielmetti, 2014, pp. 86–87; O’Meara, 1976, p. 53)244)

The figure hurls the massa ignea de scoria, literally ‘a fiery mass of  waste metal’, at the 

retreating boat, and although it does not strike the voyagers, the impact on the sea is 

described in terrifying terms:

Nam ubi cecidit in mare coepit fervere, quasi ruina montis ignei fuisset ibi, et ascendebat 

fumus de mare sicut de clibano ignis. 

Then the sea, where it fell, began to boil, as if  a volcano were erupting 

there. The smoke rose from the sea as from a fiery furnace. (Navigatio 23.10 

(Orlandi and Guglielmetti, 2014, pp. 86–87; O’Meara, 1976, p. 53)245)

Then all of  the inhabitants of  the island join the first in hurling fiery masses at the boat. 

The combined effect of  the forges at work and the disturbance of  the sea is a thoroughly 

infernal image:

et simul apparuit quasi tota arsa illa insula sicut unus globus, et mare aestuabat sicut 

cacabus plenus carnibus aestuans quando bene ministratur ab igne.

It looked as if  the whole island was ablaze like a sphere, and the sea boiled, 

just as a cooking pot full of  meat boils when it is plied with fire. (Navigatio 

243 23.5–8 (Selmer, 1989, pp. 61–62).
244 23.17–19 (Selmer, 1989, p. 62).
245 23.21–23 (Selmer, 1989, p. 62). Selmer’s translation is adapted here. 
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23.13 (Orlandi and Guglielmetti, 2014, pp. 86–87; O’Meara, 1976, p. 54)246)

As the text points out, the description corresponds in its basic elements to a volcanic island

erupting.247 The sea is described as boiling and smoking, the island itself  is compared to a 

blazing ball of  fire, finally, the sea is compared to a boiling pot of  meat. That this turbulent

and fiery scene depicts a prospect of  hell and not just some wondrous, if  terrifying 

location is established by Brendan’s words: 

Tunc sanctus pater suos monachos confortabat dicens: ‘O milites Christi, roboramini in 

fide non ficta et in armis spiritalibus, quia sumus in confinibus infernorum.248 Propterea 

vigilate et agite viriliter.’

The holy father comforted his monks, saying: ‘Soldiers of  Christ, be 

strengthened in faith unfeigned and in spiritual weapons, for we are on the 

borders of  Hell. So be on the watch and be brave.’ (Navigatio 23.15 (Orlandi 

and Guglielmetti, 2014, pp. 86–87; O’Meara, 1976, p. 54)249)

According to Brendan, this island and its inhabitants are on the borders of  infernus, the 

home of  the Devil and his angels, and the place of  eternal torture for the damned. 

The volcano-hell and Judas

The second location identified as hell appears in the episode immediately 

subsequent to the Isle of  Smiths. As they continue to travel northwards, the following 

island appears:

Altera vero die apparuit illis mons altus in oceano contra septentrionem, non longe sed 

quasi per tenues nebulas; sed valde fumosus erat in summitate.

On another day there appeared to them, as it were through the cloud, a high

mountain in the ocean, not far away towards the north. It was very smoky 

on top. (Navigatio 24.1 (Orlandi and Guglielmetti, 2014, pp. 88–89; O’Meara,

246 23.29–31 (Selmer, 1989, p. 63).
247 In the notes to his edition, Selmer (1989, p. 90, n. 86) suggests that the Isle of  Smiths ‘probably 
represents the eruption of  a volcano which the travellers witnessed on their voyage.’ The real world basis for 
location and phenomenon in the Navigatio, and other voyage narratives, has long been the subject of  
conjecture and, indeed, experiment (Severin, 1978). Wooding (1995, 2000, 2014) discusses both the real world
background to elements of  the Navigatio, as well as critically engaging with some of  the proposed arguments. 
Plummer also makes the following comment in his edition of  the Vita Brendani:

Nor can I regard as more than fanciful the attempts to identify the islands visited by the 
saint, in some of  which we seem to hear faint, far-off  echoes of  classical myth. (Plummer, 
1910, 1, p. xxxvi, n. 5)

248 One of  the manuscripts consulted by Selmer in his edition, the twelfth century Rome, Vatican Library, 
Pal. lat., MS 217 (H), reads iuxta porta infernorum, ‘near the gates of  hell’. This manuscript has the siglum V2 in 
Orlandi and Guglielmetti (2014, p. CXLIII), but this reading is not recorded in the apparatus. 
249 23.35–37 (Selmer, 1989, p. 63). Selmer’s translation is adapted here. 
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1976, p. 54)250)

Physically a volcanic island is described here. When one of  Brendan’s companions 

disembarks and begins to walk towards the mountainside, he is suddenly seized:

At vero venerabilis pater cum suis sociis aspiciebat quomodo ducebatur infelix a 

multitudine daemonum ad tormenta et quomodo incendebatur inter illos. 

The venerable father and his companions saw how the unhappy man was 

carried off  by a multitude of  demons to be tormented and was set on fire 

among them. (Navigatio 24.7 (Orlandi and Guglielmetti, 2014, pp. 88–89; 

O’Meara, 1976, p. 54)251)

As the remaining voyagers depart southward to greater safety, they see the mountain 

spewing fire into the air. The apparently infernal nature of  this island is confirmed in the 

following episode, when the voyagers encounter the biblical figure of  Judas seated upon a 

rock. Judas is experiencing a divinely granted temporary reprieve from his own infernal 

sufferings (for further discussion of  this reprieve, see 3.3.3.1). He explains his prospects for

the remainder of  his existence:

Nam ardeo sicut massa plumbi252 liquefacta in olla die ac nocte in medio montis quem 

vidistis. Ibi est Leviathan cum suis satellitibus. Ibi fui quando deglutivit fratrem vestrum,

et ideo erat infernus laetus, ut emisisset foras flammas ingentes; et sic facit semper quando

animas impiorum devorat. 

I burn, like a lump of  molten lead in a pot, day and night, in the centre of  

the mountain that you have seen. Leviathan and his attendants are there. I 

was there when he swallowed your brother. Hell was so joyous that it sent 

forth mighty flames—as it always does when it devours the souls of  the 

impious. (Navigatio 25.11–12 (Orlandi and Guglielmetti, 2014, pp. 92–93; 

O’Meara, 1976, p. 57)253)

Judas’ statement makes it clear that the volcanic mountain is indeed hell. He experiences his

eternal torment in the centre of  it. The Leviathan, a creature equated with the Devil in 

exegesis (3.2.1.1), and his demons are present in that place, which is called infernus.

250 24.1–3 (Selmer, 1989, p. 64).
251 24.13–15 (Selmer, 1989, p. 64).
252 The exegetical significance of  Judas’ comparison of  himself  to a lump of  lead is explained in Origen’s 
commentary on Exodus 15:10 (Homily 6.4 ((Baehrens, 1920–1921, 1, pp. 195–; Heine, 1982, p. 290)).
253 25.25–29 (Selmer, 1989, p. 67).
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3.3.3.2 Vita Brendani

Of  the four extant versions of  the Vita Brendani considered in this study, only two 

contain the Isle of  Smiths and the volcano-hell episodes from the Navigatio: Vita (S1) and 

Vita (O) (Vita Brendani (S1) 40–43 (Heist, 1965, pp. 71–73); (O) lvii–lix (Plummer, 1910, 1, 

pp. 129-30)). As previously stated, S1 contains an abbreviated version of  the Navigatio 

voyage and O contains both the Vita voyages and an incomplete version of  the Navigatio 

voyage (see Appendix 3). Neither version deviates substantially in structure or content 

from the text of  these episodes in the Navigatio, except that Vita (O) does not contain the 

encounter with Judas that follows the volcano-hell episode; however, several significant 

lexical variations are present and inform part of  the discussion below (3.3.3.3). Vita (O) 

also contains one additional episode further demonstrating the connection that exists 

between hell and the Ocean. 

In the first of  the two Vita voyages recounted in Vita (O), Brendan and his 

companions are visited by Sathanas, ‘Satan’, who comes to stand upon the mast of  their 

ship.254 The following interaction between Brendan and Satan is described: 

Et quesiuit Brandanus, ubi esset ille locus penalis. Cui demon: ‘Nemo hominum potest 

uidere, et postea uiuere.’ Et indicauit demon portam loci illius penalis eis. (Vita 

Brendani (O) 67 (Plummer, 1910, 1, p. 134))

And Brendan asked where that place of  punishment was. The demon [said] 

to him: ‘No person is able to see [that] and live afterwards.’ And the demon 

pointed out the gate of  that place of  punishment to them. 

Brendan’s companions cannot see the figure with whom he speaks, or hear Satan’s words. 

When Brendan gives an account of  the conversation he has had, one monk asks 

permission to see regardless of  the consequences, with the following outcome:

Cumque uidisset penas ac uultus sustinentium eas, statim mortuus est, dicens: ‘Ve 

omnibus in illum locum tormentorum uenientibus.’ (Vita Brendani (O) 67 (Plummer,

1910, 1, 135))

And when he had seen the punishments and the appearance of  those 

254 This episode also appears in the Lismore version of  the Betha (Book of  Lismore 3625–72 (Stokes, 1890, 
pp. 108-9-55)) with an extended description of  the pains of  hell, likely borrowed from other apocalyptic 
sources (Mac Mathúna, 1994, p. 327, 2006). The D version of  the Vita does not contain any of  the Vita 
voyages, and only an abbreviated account of  the Navigatio voyage; however, it does contain an episode in 
which Brendan makes reference to their encounter with Judas on the rock in the Ocean (Vita Brendani (D) 
(Grosjean, 1930, p. 118; Moran, 1872, p. 22; O’Donoghue, 1895, p. 243)). In this account Judas is being 
overwhelmed alternately by fiery and icy waves; this still constitutes a reprieve from the true suffering of  hell. 
Oskamp (1970, pp. 26–27) discusses the passages in L and O. 
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undergoing them, he immediately died, saying: ‘Alas for all those who come 

to that place of  torments.’ 

Fortunately, he is immediately revived by Brendan, who states that the truth of  anything 

said by Satan will only be known by God. In relation to this chapter, this episode further 

connects access to hell with the Ocean as, just as in the Navigatio, Brendan and his 

companions find themselves at the borders of  hell. This passage also emphasises the 

selective nature of  its revelation to mortals, whether in spiritual visions or the far Ocean. 

3.3.3.3 Job 41 and Gregory the Great

This investigation of  intertextual resonances with and textual connections to 

infernal locations in the Navigatio begins with biblical and patristic sources. The most 

explicit biblical reference in these episodes is Judas’ mention of  the Leviathan. In addition 

to the naming of  the Leviathan, there are also clear parallels between the description of  

this creature in Job 40 and 41 and the description of  the Navigatio’s infernal locations. As 

argued in the previous chapter, incorporated biblical references most often carry with them

their exegetical interpretations. The particular significance of  the Leviathan as the Devil is 

outlined above (3.2.1.1). Elements of  this creature’s description in Job carry their own 

spiritual significances, which are embedded into the Navigatio along with the biblical phrases

and imagery. As above (3.2.1.1), Gregory’s expansive commentary on Job is used to 

demonstrate the principal exegetical themes connected with this biblical book.

Job 41 and Gregory’s Moralia in Iob

In the Navigatio, Judas uses the name Leviathan to refer to the Devil. He states that 

within the volcanic island hell, ibi est Leuiathan cum suis satellitibus, ‘Leviathan and his 

attendants are there’ (Navigatio 25.11 (Orlandi and Guglielmetti, 2014, p. 92; O’Meara, 1976,

p. 57)). Given the biblical description of  the Leviathan as a creature of  the sea and its 

exegetical interpretation as the Devil, the use of  this name in the context of  the Navigatio’s 

Ocean hell is particularly apt. The early features of  the hell mouth tradition are also evident

in the Navigatio. Immediately after Judas identifies the volcanic island as hell and the 

Leviathan as its inhabitant, he continues:

Ibi fui quando deglutivit fratrem vestrum, et ideo erat infernus laetus, ut emisisset foras 

flammas ingentes; et sic facit semper quando animas impiorum devorat.

I was there when he swallowed your brother. Hell was so joyful that it sent 

forth mighty flames—as it always does when it devours the souls of  the 
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impious. (Navigatio 25.12 (Orlandi and Guglielmetti, 2014, pp. 92–93; 

O’Meara, 1976, p. 57)255)

In this brief  account Judas references both the image of  the Leviathan as the Devil 

consuming sinners, evident in Gregory’s exposition of  the text (3.2.1.1), as well as the 

image of  hell itself  as a devourer of  souls. In a brief  digression, it is worth noting that the 

image of  the hell mouth is further evident in two versions of  the Vita Brendani. Vita (S1), a

version containing an account of  the Navigatio voyage, uses the same imagery of  the hell 

mouth, though in this text Judas’ statement lacks the duality of  both the Leviathan and hell

swallowing the impious: hell alone is described as swallowing (deglutivit) Brendan’s 

companion, emitting fire and generally devouring (devorat) the impious (Vita Brendani (S1) 

43 (Heist, 1965, p. 73)). Vita (S1) also contains an additional reference to the hell mouth 

that is not found in the Navigatio. In the Navigatio, after the voyagers’ initial encounter with 

the Isle of  Smiths, Brendan calls for his companions to be vigilant because they are in 

confinibus infernorum, ‘on the borders of  hell’ (Navigatio 23.15 (Orlandi and Guglielmetti, 

2014, p. 86; O’Meara, 1976, p. 54)). In the same episode of  Vita (S1) their location is 

described as iuxta os inferni, ‘near the mouth of  hell’ (41 (Heist, 1965, p. 71)).256 It is clear 

that the reference to the Leviathan has not been carried into the Navigatio in isolation, in its

identification as the Devil, but is accompanied by its substantial body of  exegetical 

associations, particularly the extended schema of  interpretation described by Gregory, in 

which the great beast’s devouring mouth signifies the Devil’s pursuit for souls and the 

gaping entrance to hell waiting to accept them. 

Further emphasising the connection between the Navigatio’s Ocean hell and and the

Leviathan are the descriptive elements attributed to the Navigatio’s Isle of  Smiths and the 

volcanic hell, many of  which echo the account of  the Leviathan in Job 41. Three elements 

of  the Leviathan’s description emerge as particularly relevant. One is the simile describing 

the smoke from the Leviathan’s nostrils:

de naribus eius procedit fumus sicut ollae succensae atque ferventis

Out of  his nostrils goes smoke, like that of  a pot heated and boiling. (Jb 

41:11)

The second describes the Leviathan’s heart:

cor eius indurabitur quasi lapis et stringetur quasi malleatoris incus

255 25.26–29 (Selmer, 1989, p. 67).
256 In the Isle of  Smiths episode in Vita (O), which ultimately derives from S1, the location is given as iuxta 
os infernalis putei, ‘near the mouth of  the well of  hell’ (58 ((Plummer, 1910, 1, p. 130)). 
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His heart shall be as hard as stone, and as firm as a smith’s anvil. (Jb 41:15)

The final verse contains a graphic image of  the way in which the Leviathan makes the sea 

itself  boil: 

fervescere faciet quasi ollam profundum mare ponet quasi cum unguenta bulliunt

He shall make the deep sea boil like a pot, and shall make it as when 

ointments boil. (Jb 41:22)

The most prominent parallel between these verses and the account of  the Isle of  Smiths is 

that both refer to a boiling sea. The first description in the Navigatio occurs when the 

island’s inhabitant throws the massa ignea at the voyagers:

Nam ubi cecidit in mare coepit fervere, quasi ruina montis ignei fuisset ibi, et 

ascendebat fumus de mare sicut de clibano ignis.

Then the sea, where it fell, began to boil, as if  a volcano were erupting 

there. The smoke rose from the sea as from a fiery furnace. (Navigatio 23.11 

(Orlandi and Guglielmetti, 2014, pp. 86–87; O’Meara, 1976, p. 53))

As well as the parallel images of  a boiling sea, forms of  the terms fervere, ‘to be hot, to boil’,

and fumus, ‘smoke’, appear in both Job 41:11 and the Navigatio passage quoted above. Job 

41:22 also contains the related fervescere, ‘to grow hot’. The second description of  the 

boiling sea in the Navigatio occurs as the voyagers retreat from the island: 

simul apparuit quasi tota arsa illa insula sicut unus globus, et mare aestuabat sicut 

cacabus plenus carnibus aestuans quando bene ministratur ab igne.

It looked as if  the whole island was ablaze, like a sphere, and the sea boiled, 

just as a cooking pot full of  meat boils when it is well plied with fire. 

(Navigatio 23.13 (Orlandi and Guglielmetti, 2014, pp. 86–87; O’Meara, 1976,

p. 54))

In this case the vocabulary used in the Navigatio differs from that in Job, but there is a 

strong correspondence in the imagery. Job 41:11 compares the smoke from the Leviathan’s 

nostrils to that arising from olla succensa, ‘a heated pot’. In Job 41:22 the sea itself  is 

described as boiling like an olla but also like cum unguenta bulliunt, ‘when ointments boil’, 

suggesting the image of  a boiling pot of  ointment. In the Navigatio the sea is similarly 

compared to a boiling pot, in this case a cacabus, ‘cooking pot’, filled with meat rather than 

ointments. The Navigatio also contains the reference to the heating of  the pot: for succendere,

‘apply fire to’ in Job 41:11, the Navigatio states that the pot bene ministratur ab igne, ‘is well 

plied with fire.’ 
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Although the terms used in the Navigatio, cacabus, ‘cooking pot’, and aestuare, ‘boil’, 

differ from those in Job 41:22, olla and bullire, ‘bubble, boil’, an eleventh century manuscript

consulted by Selmer (1989, p. 63) (Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, MS Latinus 

3784) records bulliens instead of  estuans in this line, corresponding more closely to Job 41:22

(this variant is not recorded by Orlandi and Guglielmetti (2014, p. 86)). There are also 

several instances in versions of  the Vita Brendani that more closely parallel the text of  Job 

41. For example, both Vita (S1) and its derivative Vita (O) use bulliens of  the cacabus in their

versions of  the Navigatio episode (Vita Brendani (O) 58 (Plummer, 1910, 1, p. 129); (S1) 41 

(Heist, 1965, p. 71)). Both of  these versions of  the Vita also contain one additional 

correspondence to Job 41 that is absent from the Navigatio. At the impact of  the first massa 

ignea the Navigatio describes the sea beginning to boil quasi ruina montis ignei fuisset ibi, ‘as if  a 

volcano were erupting there’ (Navigatio 23.10 (Orlandi and Guglielmetti, 2014, p. 86; 

O’Meara, 1976, p. 53)). In contrast, Vita (S1) and Vita (O) describe the sea as being like 

prune ardentes, ‘burning charcoal’ (Vita Brendani (S1) 41 (Heist, 1965, p. 71); (O) 58 

(Plummer, 1910, 1, p. 129)). The same combination of  words appears in the description of  

the Leviathan’s fiery breath in Job 41:12: 

halitus eius prunas ardere facit et flamma de ore eius egreditur

His breath kindles coals, and a flame cometh forth out of  his mouth. (Jb 

41:12)

Whether this indicates an earlier version of  the narrative more closely paralleling the text 

of  Job or a later emphasis on the parallels between the two texts is unclear; however, either 

case reinforces the conscious connection being made between this episode of  Brendan’s 

voyage narrative, the Leviathan in Job, and its exegetical significance. 

Another parallel between the Navigatio and the Book of  Job is evident when 

Brendan and his companions first approach the island. The voyagers hear the following 

sound:

malleorum collisiones contra ferrum et cudes.

the blows of  hammers on iron and anvils. (Navigatio 23.3 (Orlandi and 

Guglielmetti, 2014, pp. 84–85; O’Meara, 1976, p. 53)257)

In Job, the Leviathan’s heart is compared to stone, and it is described as being as hard as 

malleatoris incus, ‘a smith’s anvil’. Althought the contexts differ, in both texts the related incus 

257 23.7–8 (Selmer, 1989, pp. 61–61).
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and cudis258 are used for ‘anvil’ in combination with malleator, ‘hammerer’, and malleus, 

‘hammer’. 

In effect, Judas’ reference to the Leviathan serves as a signpost that highlights the 

parallels in both imagery and allegorical significance between these episodes of  the 

Navigatio and Job 41 and its commentaries. The incorporation of  these elements from Job 

integrates the exegetical reading of  these biblical passages into the Navigatio and reinforces 

the identification of  these locations as hell. A demonstrative example is Gregory’s 

interpretation of  the smoke from the Leviathan’s nostrils in Job 41:11:

De naribus eius procedit fumus. Oculorum quippe acies fumo sauciatur. Fumus 

ergo de eius naribus procedere dicitur, quia de miraculorum eius insidiis ad momentum 

caligosa dubietas etiam in electorum corde generatur. De Leuiathan naribus fumus exit, 

quia ex eius prodigiis mendacibus etiam bonarum mentium oculos trepidationis caligo 

confundit. Tunc namque in electorum cordibus conspectis terribilibus signis, obscura 

cogitatio conglobatur.

Out of  his nostrils goes smoke. For the sight of  the eyes is pained by smoke. 

Smoke is therefore said to go out of  his nostrils; because by the craft of  his 

miracles a darkening doubt is generated for an instant even in the heart of  

the Elect. A smoke goes out of  the mouth of  Leviathan, because, on 

account of  his lying wonders, a mist of  alarm confuses the eyes even of  

good minds. For when his terrible signs have been seen, then do gloomy 

thoughts crowd together in the hearts of  the Elect. (Gregory, Moralia 

33.36.61.1–8 (CCSL 143B, p. 1726; Bliss et al., 1844–1850, 3.2, p. 612)). 

Here Gregory interprets the smoke produced by the Leviathan as the Devil’s ability to 

cloud and confuse the hearts and minds of  even the most faithful Christians. The lexical 

parallels between Job 41:11 and the Navigatio’s infernal locations have been demonstrated. 

As a result, there is the potential for the smoke produced by the boiling sea in the Navigatio 

to adopt the exegetical significance of  the smoke from the Leviathan’s nostrils. Such a 

reading of  the text is supported by Brendan’s call to his companions as they leave the Isle 

of  Smiths and approach the volcano-hell where the Leviathan resides:

Tunc sanctus pater suos monachos confortabat dicens: ‘O milites Christi, roboramini in 

fide non ficta et in armis spiritalibus, quia sumus in confinibus infernorum. Propterea 

258 The form cudis for ‘anvil’ is discussed in Orlandi and Guglielmetti (2014, p. CCXVII). See also Souter, s.v.
cudis. 
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vigilate et agite viriliter.’

The holy father comforted his monks, saying: ‘Soldiers of  Christ, be 

strengthened in faith unfeigned and in spiritual weapons, for we are on the 

borders of  Hell. So be on the watch and be brave.’ (Navigatio 23.15 (Orlandi 

and Guglielmetti, 2014, p. 86; O’Meara, 1976, p. 54)259)

Brendan’s caution and encouragement are appropriate to the context generally; however, it 

may also be inferred that they specifically address the dangers of  the Devil that Gregory 

explains are signified by the smoke from the Leviathan. In this reading, Brendan’s call to his

companions may be read as a call to be on guard against the Devil’s power to corrupt and 

confound and to bolster themselves mentally and spiritually in the face of  such dangers. 

Gregory’s Dialogi

Another relevant parallel is that between the volcanic hell episode in the Navigatio 

and another work of  Gregory’s, the Dialogi.260 The entire work is composed as a dialogue 

between the figure of  the author, Gregory, and a deacon named Peter, and contains 

accounts of  miraculous hagiographical narratives. The fourth book of  this work contains 

an account in which the death of  King Theoderic the Ostrogoth is revealed in a vision to a 

hermit living in the volcanic Mediterranean island of  Lipari. In the vision, the hermit sees 

King Theoderic being escorted by two figures whom the king unjustly sentenced to death, 

and then

in hac uicina uulcani261 olla iactatus est.

he was thrown into the nearby crater of  Vulcano. (Gregory, Dialogi 4.31 (SC 

265, p. 108; Zimmerman, 1959, p. 228)262)

Vulcano is another volcanic island that, like Lipari, is part of  the Aeolian island group 

located between Italy and Sicily. Just like Brendan’s companion, Theoderic is carried into 

the volcanic fires in a way that clearly identifies the crater of  the volcanic mountain as an 

entranceway into hell.263 Both accounts are further connected by the location of  the 

259 23.35–37 (Selmer, 1989, p. 63).
260 Gregory’s Dialogi is edited by De Vogué and Antin (1978–1980) in SC 251, 260 and 265. It is translated 
by Zimmerman (1959). The vision narratives from this text are translated by Gardiner (1989, pp. 47–51). The 
Insular use of  this work is documented by a number of  studies, including those of  Love (2011), Clancy and 
Márkus (1997, p. 219), O’Loughlin (1996, 1994, p. 41) and Laistner (1966, p. 248). 
261 O’Loughlin (1996, pp. 110–11) corrects the edition’s reading of  this as referring to a volcano generally, 
demonstrating that it refers to one of  the Aeolian islands, named Vulcano. 
262 Zimmermann’s translation has been adapted here. 
263 O’Loughlin (1996, pp. 105–6) points out an echo of  this in Adomnán’s De locis sanctis, as Adomnán 
describes the volcanic activity on Vulcano as corresponding to the weekly liturgical cycle (3.6 (Meehan, 1958, 
pp. 120–21)), that is, it is more active on Fridays and Saturdays. O’Loughlin maps this onto the days when the
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volcanic hell on an island, once again establishing the link between these infernal locations 

and the sea.

A distinct aspect of  the connection between hell and volcanoes, those of  Italy and 

Sicily in particular, is evident in the works of  Isidore of  Seville. In the Etymologiae, Isidore 

describes the Aeolian islands in purely geographic terms (Etymologiae 14.6.36–37 (Lindsay, 

1911a, 2; Barney et al., 2006, p. 296)). He notes that as a group they are also referred to as 

Vulcaniae, ‘Vulcanian’, because they burn like Mount Etna.264 In the entry on Mount Etna, 

Isidore argues that both it and Gehenna are places of  fire and sulphur (14.8.14 (Lindsay, 

1911a, 2; Barney et al., 2006, p. 298)). He does not, however, equate Mount Etna with 

Gehenna, originally a cursed location outside of  Jerusalem (e.g. Jer 7:30–33), and 

consequently a term used to signify hell. In Isidore’s De natura rerum, the Aeolian islands are

referenced in his discussion of  Mount Etna (47.2 (Fontaine, 2002, pp. 320–23)). Of  

relevance to the identification of  volcanic craters as gateways to hell is Isidore’s exposition 

of  the allegorical parallels between Etna and Gehenna:

Constat autem ad exemplum gehennae, cuius ignis perpetua incendia spirabunt ad 

puniendos peccatores qui cruciabuntur in saecula saeculorum. (De natura rerum 47.4 

(Fontaine, 2002, pp. 322–23))

It is understood as an analogy of  Gehenna, whose perpetual flames of  fire 

will blaze for the punishment of  sinners who will be tormented forever.

Although the direct equation of  the volcano and hell is not present in Isidore, he explicitly 

states the allegorical parallel between the two, which corresponds to the literal connection 

found in Gregory’s Dialogi and the Navigatio.265

To sum up, the physical description of  the infernal locations in the Navigatio recalls 

in many ways the description of  the Leviathan in Job 41, and also that of  the volcanic 

island hell in Gregory’s Dialogi, as well as volcanoes more generally. The Book of  Job’s 

harrowing of  hell occurred. See also Carozzi (1994b, pp. 241, 284).
264 In several passages Isidore emphasises the use of  ‘Vulcan’ to signify fire in various contexts. It appears as 
an example of  metonymy in Etymologiae 1.37.9 (Lindsay, 1911a, 1; Barney et al., 2006, p. 61), where Isidore 
explains that by ‘Vulcan’ Vergil means ‘fire’. Isidore gives an account of  the pagan view of  Vulcan (Etymologiae
8.11.39–41 (Lindsay, 1911a, 1; Barney et al., 2006, pp. 185–86)), and then later explains that 

In fabrorum autem fornace gentiles Vulcanum auctorem dicunt, figuraliter per Vulcanum ignem 
significantes, sine quo nullum metalli genus fundi extendique potest. 
The pagans say that it is Vulcan who has authority over the metalworkers’ forge, by Vulcan 
figuratively meaning ‘fire’, as no kind of  metal can be poured or stretched without fire. 
(Etymologiae 19.6.2 (Lindsay, 1911a, 2; Barney et al., 2006, p. 376))

265 The same allegorical significance in repeated by Bede’s De natura rerum, much of  which is based on 
Isidore’s work of  the same name (Bede, De natura rerum 50 (CCSL 123A, p. 233; Calvin B. Kendall and Wallis, 
2010, p. 102)).
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account of  the Leviathan is the subject of  a considerable body of  exegesis, focusing on a 

schema of  interpretation in which the Leviathan embodies both the Devil and hell; it is 

also evident from Isidore that the geological phenomenon of  the volcano similarly attracts 

allegorical parallels with hell. In the Isle of  Smiths and the volcano-hell episodes, the 

Navigatio combines both the physical features of  these subjects—the Leviathan and the 

volcanic island—and their spiritual meaning. The text makes explicit the connection 

between the various elements it incorporates and their exegetical significance. The fiery, 

smoky features of  the Leviathan, interpreted by Gregory as the ensnaring powers of  the 

Devil, are translated into features of  a location that Brendan explicitly identifies as hell, and

warns his companions to guard themselves against; the volcanic island and its fires are, as 

in Gregory, taken beyond their analogy with hell to become the seat of  the Devil and the 

gaping entranceway through which the damned are drawn. The Navigatio shares with 

hagiographical narratives the clear demonstration that ultimately it is only through 

steadfastness of  faith in God that Brendan and his remaining companions prevail.

3.3.3.4 Visio Pauli

The infernal locations in the Navigatio also demonstrate a number of  parallels with 

the Visio Pauli, which was previously encountered in its cosmological juxtaposition of  hell 

and the Ocean (3.2.3.1). As stated above, the earliest Insular knowledge of  the heaven-hell 

version of  the Visio Pauli is evidenced by Aldhelm’s seventh century reference to the text 

(for a full discussion of  the terminology relating to the versions of  the Visio Pauli, see 

above, 3.2.3.1). The influence of  the Visio Pauli on early Irish writing has long been noted, 

but it is only recently that studies have begun to explore the full significance of  this text in 

relation to Irish voyage narratives. The fullest account of  the heaven-hell version of  the 

Visio Pauli contains 51 chapters, of  which fourteen describe Paul’s journey through hell 

(31–44). The connections between the Visio Pauli and the Navigatio discussed in this section

relate solely to the heaven-hell version, and as a result the abbreviated versions of  the text 

are not considered here; however, these are relevant in the subsequent analysis of  infernal 

scenes in Immram curaig Máele Dúin and are discussed in detail below (3.4.2.2). 

The influence of  the Visio Pauli on other medieval vision narratives, in which the 

protagonists obtain some form of  experience of  the spiritual realms, whether heavenly or 

infernal, is well established. One of  the earliest such accounts with an Irish connection is 

the vision of  the Irish monk Fursa (also know as Fursey); the vision is the focus of  the 
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earliest version of  the Latin Vita Sancti Fursei, composed on the Continent in the mid-

seventh century.266 In an article on the vision experienced by a monk of  the monastery at 

Wenlock, Sims-Williams (1990a, pp. 252–53) also argues for the influence of  the heaven-

hell version of  the Visio Pauli on the vision of  Fursa. Carozzi (1994b, pp. 105–112) 

supports the same connection and expands on the relationship between the two texts. The 

influence of  the Visio Pauli on later vision narratives is also well established. These include 

the vernacular Fís Adomnáin, ‘Vision of  Adomnán’ (Silverstein, 1935, pp. 82–90; Dumville, 

1977–1978),267 and the Visio Tnugdali, ‘Vision of  Tnugdal’ (Picard and De Pontfarcy, 

1989).268 The text’s impact is not limited to vision narratives however, and the use of  the 

heaven-hell version of  the Visio Pauli in the accounts of  heaven and hell in vernacular texts

such as the Middle Irish Saltair na rann269 and In tenga bithnua (see 3.2.3.2) is presented by 

Carey (1986, 2009, pp. 67, 340–41). 

The heaven-hell version of  the Visio Pauli and the Navigatio are also frequently 

compared in general terms (Orlandi, 1968, pp. 124–29; Carozzi, 1994b, pp. 187–297; 

McNamara, 2006, pp. 172–86; Orlandi and Guglielmetti, 2014, p. xxxiii–xxxviii, xlix–lxxviii,

174-75); this section analyses a number of  these parallels in greater detail and also argues 

for several additional parallels between these two texts. In addition to providing an 

expanded exposition of  the cosmological parallels between the two works, this section also 

explores several verbal parallels between their accounts of  infernal regions. The two 

266 This earliest version of  Fursa’s Vita is also referred to as the Vita prima. Krusch’s (MGH SRM 4, pp. 
434–40) edition of  the Vita omits the account of  the vision. The text of  the vision is edited by Ciccarese 
(1984) and by Carozzi (1994b, pp. 677–92). The full text of  the Vita, including the vision, is edited and 
translated by Rackham (2007), from the oldest manuscript (London, BL, Harley 5041, ff. 79-98v). An account
of  the vision is given by Bede in the Historia ecclesiastica gentis Anglorum (3.19 (Bertram Colgrave and Mynors, 
1969, pp. 268–77)), giving a terminus ante quem for the Vita. A later abbreviated version of  the Vita prima, from
the Codex Salmanticensis, is edited by Heist (1965, pp. 37–55). Another text, the ninth century Virtutes Sancti 
Fursei (MGH SRM 4, pp. 440–49; Rackham, 2007, pp. 60–68), listing Fursa’s miracles, is also extant, as well as 
a second version of  the Vita, composed on the continent in eleventh or twelfth century. The Virtutes are 
edited by Krusch (MGH SRM 4, pp. 440–49) and translated by Rackham (2007, pp. 60–68). 
267 The tenth or eleventh century Fís Adomnáin has been edited and translated on numerous occasions 
(Stokes, 1870, 1871; Windisch, 1880; Boswell, 1908; Best and Bergin, 1929, pp. 67–76; Stifter, 1996). Best and
Bergin’s (1929, pp. 67–76) edition of  the LU text is recommended by McNamara (1975, p. 126). This text is 
most recently translated by Herbert (Herbert and McNamara, 1989, pp. 137–48). The Leabar Breac text, 
argued to preserve the earliest extant version of  the vision text (Dumville, 1977–1978), is edited by Windisch 
(1880) and translated by Carey (2000, pp. 263–74). Carey (2014b) has also translated the section of  the text 
describing the seven heavens.
268 The twelfth century Visio Tnugdali is most recently edited and translated by Picard and De Pontfarcy 
(1989).
269 Prose and verse versions of  Middle Irish Saltair na rann are extant. The verse text is edited by Stokes 
(1883), and Greene’s unfinished revision and translation is available online at 
www.celt.dias.ie/publications/online/saltair_na_rann/. Other partial editions and translations of  the verse 
text include those of  Greene, Kelly and Murdoch (1976) and that of  Carey (2000, pp. 98–124). The 
composition of  the poem has been dated to the late tenth century by Mac Eoin (1960–1961).
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principal elements of  the Navigatio with established links to the Visio Pauli are the names 

and descriptions of  paradisiacal regions and the concept of  a reprieve from the sufferings 

of  hell on certain holy days. In the Navigatio, Judas explains that his presence on the rock in

the Ocean is due to a divinely granted reprieve from the sufferings of  hell (Navigatio 25.18-

37 (Selmer, 1989, pp. 66–67; O’Meara, 1976, pp. 56–58)). Orlandi (1968, pp. 127–29; 

Orlandi and Guglielmetti, 2014, pp. 174–75) argues that the source for this passage in the 

Navigatio derives from an episode in the Visio Pauli in which such a reprieve is granted by 

Christ as a result of  Paul’s plea (Visio Pauli (PL) 44 (Silverstein and Hilhorst, 1997, pp. 160–

62; Elliott, 1993, pp. 638–39)), and this argument is expanded upon by McNamara (2006, 

pp. 172–82).270

Another connection evident between the two texts is found in their depictions of  

paradisiacal regions and the terms used for these locations (Orlandi, 1968, pp. 126–27; 

Carozzi, 1994b esp. pp. 282, 295–96 ; McNamara, 2006, pp. 182–85). Three of  the terms 

used of  paradisiacal regions in the Visio Pauli are paradisus exultacionis, ‘paradise of  joy’, porta

paradisi, ‘the gate of  paradise’, and terra repromissionis, ‘the land of  promise’ (Visio Pauli (PL) 

14; 20; 21 (Silverstein and Hilhorst, 1997, p. 92; 112; 114; Elliott, 1993, p. 625; 628)). The 

latter two appear in the same form in the Navigatio, as well as a term parallel to the first. 

The Terra Repromissionis is the paradise visited by Barrind that Brendan later seeks. After his 

visit to the Terra Repromissionis, Barrind describes this island as being located ante portam 

paradisi, ‘before the gate of  paradise’ (Navigatio 1.72 (Selmer, 1989, p. 7; O’Meara, 1976, p. 

5)). The island from which Barrind departs and the final stop on Brendan’s voyage before 

returning home is referred to as the insula deliciosa, ‘island of  joy’ (Navigatio 1. 18–19; 28.38–

39 (Selmer, 1989, p. 4; 81; O’Meara, 1976, p. 3; 69). Although not the phrase used in the 

Visio Pauli, it closely echoes the sense of  the paradisus exultacionis found there.

Cosmology and the north

Fundamentally, the Navigatio fits into the cosmological scheme described by the 

heaven-hell version of  the Visio Pauli (3.2.3.1). The Visio Pauli describes hell as being 

located beyond the bounds of  the Ocean to the west, and heaven’s foundations as resting 

upon it; these spiritual locations are integrally linked to the liminal boundary of  the Ocean. 

Brendan’s voyage into the western Ocean, and his encounter with infernal regions and the 

270 The concept that there is a reprieve for those suffering in hell is widely discussed in a range of  contexts; 
key studies relating to the Navigatio include Gougaud (1927), McNamara (2006, pp. 172–82), and Mac 
Mathúna (2007). It is also discussed by Selmer (1989, pp. 90–91, n. 91) in his edition of  the Navigatio and by 
Jirouškova (2006, pp. 301–3) in her edition of the transitional and hell-only versions of the Visio Pauli. See 
also Di Paolo Healey (1978, pp. 48–50).
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paradisiacal Terra Repromissionis, are both accommodated by this cosmology. An additional 

detail shared by both is the reference to hell’s location to the north as well as to the west of

the world. This association is by no means exclusive to these two texts. Within this chapter, 

the connection between dangerous realms beyond the boundaries of  the mortal world and 

the north is encountered in Adomnán’s Vita Columbae, specifically in Cormac’s voyage in 

search of  herimus in ociano (3.3.1.2). Cormac travels north for fourteen days before finding 

himself  beyond the limits of  human travel and under attack from monstrous creatures. 

Similarly, before encountering the infernal Isle of  Smiths, Brendan travel north for eight 

days, and from here the volcanic hell is located further to the north.271 An additional 

parallel specific to these two texts is that in both instances the change in direction of  the 

wind is key to the escape from these regions. In the Vita Columbae great emphasis is placed 

on the divine agency behind the wind’s change of  direction. Columba informs his brethren 

that Cormac will be saved 

quia dominus austrum nunc in aquilonem conuertet flatum nostros de periculis 

commembres retrahentem.

because the Lord will now change the south into a north wind bringing our 

fellow-members back from their dangers. (Adomnán, Vita Columbae 2.42 

(Anderson and Anderson, 1991, pp. 170–71)

A similar, though more subtle expression of  the same idea appears in the Navigatio, in 

which the wind that takes the voyagers away from the volcanic hell is described as prosper, 

‘favourable’:

Iterum arripuit illos prosper ventus ad australem plagam. 

And again a favouring wind brought them towards the south. (Navigatio 24.9

(Orlandi and Guglielmetti, 2014, pp. 88–89; O’Meara, 1976, p. 55)272)

In both the Vita Columbae and the Navigatio the protagonists travel towards the north, 

beyond the mortal world, and encounter great danger there. In the Navigatio these dangers 

are identified as the Devil and hell. This is not the case in the Vita Columbae, but Borsje 

(1996, p. 164) argues that Adomnán may have been alluding to infernal regions in his 

account of  Cormac’s voyage (cf. Wooding, 2000, pp. 235–36). One component of  this 

argument is the number of  parallels between the accounts in the Vita Columbae and the 

Navigatio, but another centres on the phrase non ante visas, ‘never before seen’, of  the 

271 Wooding (2000, pp. 236–45) discusses the discovery and settlement of  the geographical regions to the 
north-west of  Ireland which may have influenced elements of  the Navigatio. 
272 24.17 (Selmer, 1989, p. 65). 
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creatures that Cormac encounters. Borsje (1996, p. 277) connects this phrase to infernal 

creatures as a result of  their location in a region not ordinarily accessible to mortals. 

Another resonance with the location of  hell to the north in the Navigatio emerges 

from the study of  the text alongside the description of  the Leviathan in the Book of  Job. 

In the commentary on Job 41:11, which compares the smoke from the Leviathan’s nostrils 

to the smoke from a boiling pot, Gregory brings the significance of  the smoke to bear on a

passage from Jeremiah, which in turn relates to Isaiah 14:13: 

Hunc namque carnalis conscientiae, id est ollae feruorem, ex Leuiathan fumo uenientem 

propheta conspexerat, cum dicebat: Ollam succensam ego uideo, et faciem eius a 

facie Aquilonis.273 Ab Aquilonis etenim facie humani cordis olla succenditur cum per 

instigationem aduersarii spiritus illicitis desideriis inflammatur. Ille namque qui ait: 

Sedebo in monte testamenti, in lateribus Aquilonis,274 mentem quam semel 

ceperit malignis persuasionis suae flatibus, quasi suppositis ignibus accendit.

For the Prophet had beheld this heat of  carnal concupiscence (that is, of  

the pot) arising from the smoke of  Leviathan, when he said; I see a heated pot,

and its face from the face of  the north. For the pot of  the human heart is heated 

from the face of  the north, when it is inflamed with unlawful desires by the 

instigation of  the opposing spirit. For he, who says; I will sit on the mount of  

the covenant in the sides of  the north, inflames with the malignant blasts of  his 

persuasion, as with fires placed beneath it, the mind of  which he has once 

gained possession. (Gregory, Moralia 33.37.66.101–109 (CCSL 143B, pp. 

1729–30; Bliss et al., 1844–1850, 3.2, pp. 615–16))

As already mentioned, Gregory’s commentary on the Leviathan includes an interpretation 

of  the Leviathan’s smoke as the Devil’s ability to cloud and confuse the hearts and minds 

of  Christians. In the commentary, this smoke is connected with the desire for carnal things,

and then linked with the verse from Jeremiah 1:13, which reads:

et factum est verbum Domini secundo ad me dicens quid tu vides et dixi ollam 

succensam ego video et faciem eius a facie aquilonis

et dixit Dominus ad me ab aquilone pandetur malum super omnes habitatores terrae

And the word of  the Lord came to me a second time, saying: What seest 

thou? I see a boiling cauldron, and the face thereof  from the face of  the 

273 Jeremiah 1:13. 
274 Isaiah 14:13. 
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north. 

And the Lord said to me: from the north shall an evil break forth upon all 

the inhabitants of  the land. 

This verse from Jeremiah shares the image of  the boiling pot with the Book of  Job. 

Historically, the malus, ‘evil’, is the threat to the people of  Judah from the Chaldeans. 

However, in this instance, Gregory uses the connected imagery to extend the interpretation

of  the Leviathan as the Devil, and his influence in the world. The evil from the north in 

Jeremiah now signifies the Devil, heating the human heart with sinful desire. The 

connection of  the Devil with the north is then reinforced by Gregory’s quotation of  Isaiah

14, in which the King of  Babylon is juxtaposed with the Devil:

quomodo cecidisti de caelo lucifer qui mane oriebaris corruisti in terram qui vulnerabas 

gentes

qui dicebas in corde tuo in caelum conscendam super astra Dei exaltabo solium meum 

sedebo in monte testamenti in lateribus aquilonis

How art thou fallen from heaven, O Lucifer, who didst rise in the morning?

how art thou fallen to the earth, that didst wound the nations?

And you said in your heart: I will ascend into heaven, I will exalt my throne 

above the stars of  God, I will sit in the mountain of  the covenant, in the 

sides of  the north. (Is 14:12–13)

By combining these elements, Gregory makes a powerful connection between the image of

the Leviathan as the Devil and the location of  evil in the north.275

This association between hell, the Devil, and the north is also evident in the 

heaven-hell version of  the Visio Pauli. Paul three times mentions the north in his 

description of  hell. The first instance is a relative direction, which describes the location of

a set of  punishments to the north of  the fiery river (Visio Pauli 32 (Elliott, 1993, p. 633; 

Silverstein and Hilhorst, 1997, p. 138)). Near the end of  Paul’s vision of  hell, he recounts 

the following:

Et tulit me a septemtrionale et statuit me super puteum en inuenit eum signatum septem 

signaculis. 

And he carried me from the north276 and placed me above a well, and I 

275 Another key reference by Gregory to the location of  the Devil in the north appears in a passage of  the 
commentary unrelated to the Leviathan (Gregory, Moralia 17.24.34.2–4 (CCSL 143A, pp. 1524–29; Bliss et al., 
1844–1850, 2.4, p. 300)).
276 Elliot’s translation reads ‘to the North’ (Elliott, 1993, p. 637); correspondingly, in the following section, 
where the edition has ad septentrionalem (Visio Pauli (PL) 42 (Silverstein and Hilhorst, 1997, p. 156), Elliot’s 
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found it sealed with seven seals. (Visio Pauli (PL) 41 (Silverstein and Hilhorst,

1997, p. 154; Elliott, 1993, p. 637))

This well is the ultimate abyss, to which those who are irrevocably damned are condemned.

From here Paul then looks ad septemtrionem, ‘to the north’, and there sees more of  those 

damned not to be resurrected by Christ at the final judgement (Visio Pauli (PL) 42 

(Silverstein and Hilhorst, 1997, p. 156; Elliott, 1993, p. 637)). In addition to these repeated 

references to aspects of  hell’s location to the north, the sequence of  progressively more 

northerly steps in Paul’s account of  hell is echoed by the similar sequence in the Navigatio 

as the voyagers travel from the Isle of  Smiths to the volcano-hell. 

The location of  hell to the north is also evident in the first recension of  In tenga 

bithnua, discussed above in relation to its references to hell in the context of  the Ocean. 

One of  the stages in the account of  the sun’s night-time journey is the following: 

To-aitne iar sin ircomuir a n-airbe n-uathach ilbuidnech imero iad donaib ifferndaib 

fothuaith. 

Then it shines before the terrible populous enclosure which has closed 

around the hell-dwellers to the north. (In tenga bithnua (Rec. 1) 66.11-13 

(Carey, 2009, p. 181))

Carey (2009, pp. 345–46) links this statement to texts such as the Navigatio and Gregory’s 

Moralia, and given the text’s influence by the Visio Pauli elsewhere, its impact may also be 

evident here. The presence of  this association between the Devil and the north is attested 

more widely in Old English literature and frequently attributed to the influence of  the 

Visio Pauli, as discussed by Di Paolo Healey (1978, pp. 55–57; see also Carozzi, 1994b).

Massa ignea

A further connection is established between the northern infernal regions in the 

Navigatio and the Visio Pauli through the use of  the phrase massa ignea. When Paul looks 

into the well, he describes the following:

Et respexi in puteo et uidi massas igneas ex omni parte ardentes et angustia.

And I looked into the well, and I saw fiery masses glowing on all sides and 

anguish. (Visio Pauli (PL) 41 (Silverstein and Hilhorst, 1997, p. 154; Elliott, 

1993, p. 637))

translation reads ‘from the north’ (Elliott, 1993, p. 637). This may derive from a confusion of  the 
terminology used for the cardinal points and that used for wind directions. Selective accounts of  the 
development of  the terminology and schematisation of  the winds are given by Brown (1978) and Obrist 
(1997). 
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The same phrase that appears here, massa ignea, ‘fiery mass’, is also used of  the 

object hurled at Brendan near the Isle of  Smiths, as already cited above (3.3.3.1):

Citius dicto ecce praedictus barbarus occurrit ad litus illis e regione, portans forcipem in 

manibus cum massa ignea de scoria inmensae magnitudinis atque fervoris. 

Even before he had finished speaking, the same savage came to the shore 

near where they were, carrying a tongs in his hands that held a lump of  

burning slag of  immense size and heat. (Navigatio 23.8 (Orlandi and 

Guglielmetti, 2014, p. 86; O’Meara, 1976, p. 53))277

The context for the use of  massa ignea in each text differs; however, it is evident from the 

study of  the parallels between the Navigatio and the description of  the Leviathan above that

elements from source texts are frequently repurposed by the author, taken from their 

original context and employed in a new way in the new composition. A key observation 

relating to this point is that the phrase massa ignea only appears in manuscripts containing 

the heaven-hell version of  the Visio Pauli (PL, StGL, Arn (Silverstein and Hilhorst, 1997, pp.

154–55)), and not in any of  the abbreviated versions, further confirming the Navigatio’s 

connection to the heaven-hell version of  the Visio Pauli.278 

On this phrase, Orlandi and Guglielmetti’s edition (2014, p. 170) records Wright’s 

argument, presented in a conference paper, that the image in this episode of  the Navigatio 

derives from Vergil’s Aeneid.279 The line in question is found in the description of  the 

cyclopes at work in Vulcan’s forge during the production of  Aeneas’ armour: 

illi inter sese multa ui bracchia tollunt 

in numerum, uersantque tenaci forcipe massam. 

They with mighty force, now one, now another, raise their arms in 

277 23.17–19 (Selmer, 1989, p. 62). 
278 The only other instances of  this phrase (including all grammatical variations) prior to the twelfth century 
in the PL, LLT, ACLL and MGH databases are found in Jonas of  Bobbio’s Vita Columbani (2.19 MGH SRG 
37, p. 272) and the Vita Cainnechi (38 (Heist, 1965, p. 192)), one of  the O’Donohue Lives, discussed in 2.6.1. 
In the Vita Columbani the phrase is used of  a miraculous apparition that appears in the monastery. The 
reference in the Vita Cainnechi shares a number of  features with that in the Navigatio, in its reference to a 
boiling substance as well as the use of  the phrase massa ignea in the context of  hell: 

Tunc sanctus dixit, per Spiritum Dei uidens: ‘Nunc anima Colmani ex imis inferni iecta est per 
orationem Kannichi, quomodo massa ignea ac feruens exiecetur’. (Vita Cainnechi 38 (Heist, 1965, p. 
192))
Then the saint, seeing through the spirit of  God, said, ‘Now the soul of  Colmán is thrown 
out from the bottommost hell through the prayer of  Cainnech, just as fiery masses are also 
thrown when boiling.’

For a note on the form exiecetur, see NCLCL, s.v. exiecetur.
279 The edition of  Vergil’s Aeneid cited here is that of  Mynors (1969) for the Oxford Classical Texts series. 
The translation cited is Goold’s (Fairclough and Goold, 1999, 2000) update of  the translation by Fairclough 
for Loeb Classical Library. 
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measured cadence, and turn the metal with gripping tongs. (Aeneid 8.452–

53 (Mynors, 1969, p. 296; Fairclough and Goold, 2000, pp. 92–93))

The parallels in phrasing between this passage and the Navigatio are compelling, both texts 

using the terms massa and forceps; this additional source further asserts the combination and 

integration of  a variety of  source materials by the author. 

Fire and darkness

The final parallel between the Navigatio and the Visio Pauli discussed here 

appears in Paul’s description of  a particular group of  hell’s tormented inhabitants:

Et post aec uidi uiros ac mulieres indutus pannis picem plenis et sulforem ignis.

And after that I saw men and women clothed with rags full of  pitch and 

fiery sulphur. (Visio Pauli (PL) 40 (Silverstein and Hilhorst, 1997, p. 150; 

Elliott, 1993, p. 636))

Three key elements present themselves in this description: the figures are attired in panni, 

‘rags’, covered in pix, ‘pitch’, and burning with sulfor ignis, ‘fiery sulphur’. Immediately 

striking is the parallel between these three elements and the description of  the Navigatio’s 

smith as hispidus valde et igneus atque tenebrosus, ‘shaggy and both fiery and dark’ (Navigatio 23.6

(Orlandi and Guglielmetti, 2014, pp. 84–85; O’Meara, 1976, p. 53)). The pitch and fire in 

the Visio Pauli are strongly recalled in the ambiguous description of  the inhabitants of  the 

Isle of  Smiths as simultaneously dark and fiery. The use of  hispidus, ‘rough or shaggy’, 

could also be argued to parallel the panni of  the sinners in the Visio Pauli as, though not 

identical, both terms evoke a rough and uneven appearance. In terms of  imagery, the Visio 

Pauli likely describes a punishment referred to as tunica molesta or damnatio ad flammas, in 

which the victim was burned alive inside garments or cloth coated with a flammable 

substance like pitch.280 The parallel between the descriptive elements in both cases without 

the replication of  the context is yet another potential example of  the selective and creative 

use the Navigatio makes of  available source materials.

The strength of  these parallels makes it clear that the sequence of  islands linked 

with hell in the Navigatio are not simply additional ‘wondrous encounters’ but are 

consciously constructed as encounters with hell and that this spiritual realm is identified as 

being located in or being accessible from the Ocean. 

3.3.4 Overview

280 See Kyle (1998, p. 170, n. 104) and Rodrigues (2012, n. 40) for literary references to this practice in a 
Roman context.
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This section has set out to accomplish a number of  aims. A brief  survey of  the 

earliest voyage narratives, those appearing in hagiographical works such as Muirchú’s Vita 

Patricii and Adomnán’s Vita Columbae, establishes a foundation for the broader 

consideration and detailed analysis of  Latin and vernacular voyage narratives (3.3.1). This 

survey highlights two aspects of  these earliest voyage narratives: the centrality of  divine 

guidance in their success or failure and the presence of  a cosmology linking hell with the 

Ocean, also encountered in the Visio Pauli and In tenga bithnua (3.2.3). The remainder of  the 

section examines the Ocean voyages of  Saint Brendan, particularly focusing on those 

found in the Navigatio, but also taking into account those preserved in the extant versions 

of  the Vita Brendani. This case study reveals close parallels between the Navigatio voyages 

and a number of  earlier texts, and these textual resonances significantly inform our 

understanding of  the contemporaneous medieval reception of  the Navigatio, and also reveal

aspects of  the methodology used in its composition.

Several elements of  the Navigatio make it clear that the text consciously interacts 

with the genre of  vision literature, in which the living protagonists are shown the non-

mortal realms of  heaven and hell. This is clear from Brendan’s declared gaol of  reaching 

heaven, or at least the part of  it named Terra Repromissionis Sanctorum, and also from the 

text’s identification of  the two infernal islands as hell. The Navigatio’s connection to vision 

literature is a long acknowledged feature of  the text, as Dumville stated in 1988:

Not merely was [the Navigatio] a merry tale of  wonders but, like many a 

vision, it gave a view of  the Other World, and it enjoyed the popularity 

accorded otherwise to a text such as the Visio Pauli. (Dumville, 1988; repr. in

Wooding, 2000, p. 126)

The detailed parallels between the Navigatio and the Visio Pauli discussed above serve to 

further substantiate this link between Brendan’s voyage and other vision narratives. The use

of  the longer heaven-hell version of  the Visio Pauli is strongly supported by the terms used

for paradisiacal locations, the situation of  hell beyond the Ocean’s limits, and potentially 

the use of  the phrase massa ignea. This connection with the Visio Pauli also supports the 

logic behind the transition from a vision to a voyage, from a divinely granted view of  the 

afterlife that occurs when the soul is temporarily removed from its mortal form to one that

occurs when the boundary between the mortal realm and the spiritual is reached, a 

boundary equated in the Visio Pauli and the Navigatio with the extreme edge of  the distant 

Ocean. 
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The Navigatio shares features with hagiographical voyage narratives, vision 

narratives, and vernacular voyages. Both vision and voyage narratives appear as 

independent texts, such as the Navigatio and the Visio Pauli, and also as briefer episodes 

contributing to a larger hagiographical narrative, such as Cormac’s voyage in the Vita 

Columbae and the vision in Gregory’s Dialogi.281 The overlap of  the hagiographical context is

also of  relevance as all three types of  text—hagiographies, voyages and vision—share a 

common feature: the ultimate aim of  exemplifying correct Christian conduct, whether for a

clerical or lay life. The Navigatio as a whole has been observed to use a framework of  the 

liturgical year (McNamara, 2006; O’Loughlin, 2006; Zelzer, 2006) and to generally present 

an exemplar of  the monastic ideal (Bourgeault, 1983; Wooding, 2003). However, like vision

narratives, whose early protagonists are also clerics, many of  its lesson are applicable to a 

wider Christian readership and this, in combination with the broad appeal of  the 

wondrous, likely contributed to its popularity. The persistence of  this compelling 

convergence of  elements in the vernacular voyage of  Máel Dúin will be demonstrated in 

the following section. 

281 Fros (1988) presents a catalogue of  Latin vision narratives and Dinzelbacher an overarching discussion 
of  medieval vision narratives as a whole (1981). See also Gardiner (1993) and Carozzi (1994b).
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3.4 Infernal encounters in Immram curaig Máele Dúin

The final group of  texts surveyed for this chapter consists of  four that bear the 

title immram, ‘an act of  rowing, sea-voyaging’ (eDIL, s.v. imram): Immram Brain meic Febuil, 

‘The voyage of  Bran mac Febuil’, Immram curaig Máele Dúin, ‘The voyage of  Máel Dúin’s 

boat’,282 Immram Snédgusa ⁊ Maic Riagla, ‘The voyage of  Snédgus and Mac Riagla’, and 

Immram curaig Ua Corra, ‘The voyage of  the boat of  the Uí Chorra’. As noted in Chapter 1, 

Clancy (2000, p. 195) succeeds Hillers (1993) in calling for a revised approach to these 

texts.283 This is particularly the case since much of  the existing scholarship considers the 

immrama to consist of  interchangeable frame narratives that hold in place a variety of  

episodes, and the episodes themselves are frequently reduced to a combination of  stock 

motifs. For reasons explained below, Immram curaig Máele Dúin emerges as the principal 

focus text for this third and final section of  the chapter. This investigation of  its infernal 

scenes and locations comprises two parts: an analysis of  the text’s parallels with the 

Navigatio (3.4.2.1) and those with the Visio Pauli (3.4.2.2), taking into account the heaven-

hell version discussed thus far but also the transitional and hell-only versions (3.2.3.1). 

Key to this analysis is the principle of  approaching the immrama in a more holistic 

way, treating each as a unified text, independently open to analysis and interpretation. This 

moves away from readings of  these texts as composites of  narrative units, and towards a 

consideration of  them as integrated and coherent compositions, open to the full range of  

interpretations relevant to the cultural and literary context in which they were composed. 

One aspect of  this approach is to investigate these texts on a detailed lexical level rather 

than in terms of  broader motifs or units of  imagery, as this offers a more nuanced 

perspective of  the complex network of  textual correspondences. An important aspect of  

this chapter is a careful consideration of  the extant manuscripts in which the immrama 

appear and the scholarly arguments concerning various recensions and their dating. This is 

to clarify, as far as possible, the relationship between the established recensions and the 

manuscripts in which they appear and to specify which are being used for the purposes of  

this study.

3.4.1 Introduction to the immrama

Of  the four immrama that are examined for this chapter, three have been sidelined 

282 I follow the orthography used in the edition of  reference by Oskamp (1970); however, in many instances 
subsequent scholars use Immram curaig Maíle Dúin. 
283 Key studies on the immrama in general include Carney (1955), Oskamp (1970), Dumville (1976), Hillers 
(1993), Mac Mathúna (1994, 1996), Wooding (2000) and Breatnach (2003).
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in this case study for a range of  reasons: Immram Brain meic Febuil is arguably the earliest and

most well-known of  the immrama, but lacks any references to or depictions of  the infernal, 

essential to the thematic focus of  this chapter (other aspects of  the other worlds 

encountered by Bran are discussed in Chapter 4.1.2.1); similarly, Immram Snédgusa ⁊ Maic 

Riagla, although it engages more substantially with elements of  vision literature, does not 

contain infernal locations or scenes; and, finally, Immram curaig Ua Corra is sidelined because

of  its late date of  composition, most recently placed in the twelfth century. The remaining 

immram, that of  Máel Dúin, is the focus text for this section of  the chapter and is 

introduced fully in the following section (3.4.2). Given the close connection between the 

immrama, all four are introduced briefly in order to provide a context for the subsequent 

analysis and discussion of  Immram curaig Máele Dúin. 

Immram Brain meic Febuil

Immram Brain meic Febuil (Immram Brain) is predominantly a verse text, dated by Mac 

Mathúna (1985, pp. 314–19) to between about 700 and 950, based on a metrical analysis of

the verse passages. It is extant in eight manuscripts, most of  which also contain glosses, 

preserving a single version of  the text (Mac Mathúna, 1985, pp. 1–27). Immram Brain is 

distinct from the other three immrama in a number of  ways.284 Clancy (2000, p. 195), for 

example, refers to this text as ‘the ugly duckling of  the group’.285 One aspect of  the 

distinction between Immram Brain and the other immrama is its position in the scholarly 

discourse attempting to define narrative genres and to establish the relationships between 

them. Immram Brain has taken a central role in the debate regarding immrama and another 

group of  texts, the echtrai, ‘expeditions’. Echtrai are considered narratives that recount 

travels to other worlds, and as such they share features with the immrama. The problematic 

definition of  immrama and echtrai as genres, and the relationship between texts identified as 

such, Immram Brain and Echtrae Chonnlai, ‘The expedition of  Connlae’, in particular,286 are 

the subject of  a substantial body of  scholarship (in particular see Carney, 1976; Dumville, 

1976; Mac Mathúna, 1994, 1996; McCone, 2000). In Immram Brain, Bran is visited by a 

284 The reference edition and translation of  Immram Brain is that of  Mac Mathúna (1985). Earlier editions 
include an edition and translation by Meyer (Meyer and Nutt, 1895–1897, 1) and an edition by Van Hamel 
(1941). 
285 Key studies on Immram Brain, its development and its relationship to other immram texts include Carney 
(1955, 1976), Mac Cana (1972, 1975, 1976), Mac Mathúna (1985), Ó hAodha (2003) and Carey (1982a, 2002, 
2007a).
286 Echtrae Chonnlai is edited and translated by McCone (2000). A recent survey and analysis of  echtrae as a 
genre is found in Duignan (2011). In addition to this, other recent contributions include Carey (1987a; 1995) 
and Hollo (2011).
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woman from a paradisiacal other world, in which there is no death or suffering. The place 

is referred to as the Land of  Women and located in the Ocean to the west of  Ireland. 

Before finally reaching their destination, Bran and his companions encounter several 

marvellous phenomena and locations on their Ocean journey, one of  which is discussed 

further in Chapter 4 (4.1.1.1).

Immram Snédgusa ⁊ Maic Riagla

The narrative of  Immram Snédgusa ⁊ Maic Riagla survives in several versions, both 

prose and verse, in five manuscripts. The earliest extant version of  the text comprises 

alternating sections of  poetry and prose, referred to as the Poem and Prose A.287 The 

scholarly consensus was that the Poem constituted the earliest extant recension of  the 

narrative, dated to the tenth century.288 Correspondingly, it was proposed that Prose A was 

a subsequent adaptation of  this, composed in the late eleventh or early twelfth century 

(O’Curry, 1861, pp. 334–35; Thurneysen, 1904, pp. 4, 7; Van Hamel, 1941, p. 78);289 

287 The terminology used for each of  the versions is that established by Thurneysen (1904), who refers to 
the Poem as das Gedicht. The Poem and Prose A versions are found in the Yellow Book of  Lecan, or Dublin, 
Trinity College Library, MS 1318, columns 391–95, immediately following Immram curaig Máele Dúin and 
preceding Immram Brain meic Febuil. The Poem consists of  76 couplets in dechnad cummaisc, that is, each line 
containing twelve syllables and ending in a disyllabic rhyme (Stokes, 1905, p. 204; Van Hamel, 1941, p. 78; 
Murray, 2014, pp. 774–75). The work is here headed Imrum Snedhghusa ⁊ Mic Ríagla andso sís. Each section of  
Prose A is followed by the corresponding section of  the Poem. The Poem and Prose A are edited and 
translated by Murray (2014). The Poem is edited and translated by Thurneysen (1904, pp. 8–26, 1905), edited 
by Van Hamel (1941, pp. 86–92), and translated by Ó hAodha (1997, repr. without notes in 2000), who draws
on the editions by Thurneysen and Van Hamel. Prose A is edited and translated by Stokes (1888b), edited by 
Van Hamel (1941, pp. 82–85) and translated by Ó hAodha (2000).
288 The Poem has been dated to the ninth or tenth century on the basis of  internal evidence; in general it is 
argued that it was composed at some time during the Viking raiding and settlement of  Ireland, before the 
Battle of  Clontarf  in 1014, in light of  the reference to Vikings at the end of  the text (Zimmer, 1889, pp. 218–
19; Thurneysen, 1904, p. 6). Arguments dating the Poem linguistically also place its composition in the tenth 
century (Zimmer, 1889, p. 216; Thurneysen, 1904, p. 6; Van Hamel, 1941, pp. 80–81). More recently, Clancy 
(2000, pp. 222–23) has argued on the basis of  internal evidence that the composition of  the verse text should
be placed in the first quarter of  the tenth century, during the abbacy of  Máel Brigte mac Tornáin over 
Armagh and the Columban churches (891–927). That the extant stanzas of  the Poem constitute the poem in 
its entirety is argued on the basis that the dúnad, a correspondence between the opening and closing words, is 
still evident in Snédgus and sneide (Thurneysen, 1904).
289 O’Curry (1861, pp. 334–35; Thurneysen, 1904, p. 7) dated Prose A to some time after 1090, which is 
when the cuilebad, ‘liturgical fan’, of  Columba, referred to in the text, is recorded in the Annals of  Tigernach 
to have arrived in Kells. Cuilebad, or flabellum in Latin, is a type of  fan used as part of  the liturgy. This word 
appears in the text, and in some scholarship, in the form cuilefad, but its base form is cuilebad (eDIL, s.v. 
cuilebad)—for more on the role of  Columba’s cuilebad in Immram Snédgusa ⁊ Maic Riagla, see Murray (2000). The 
most recent work on the dating of  the Prose A and B texts has been done by Clancy (2000) and Ó Canann 
(2005), both with the aim of  linking the content of  these versions to the political and ecclesiastical context in 
which it is likely that they were respectively composed. Clancy (2000, pp. 221–22) agrees with O’Curry in 
stating that the reference to Columba’s cuilebad gives a firm terminus post quem of  1090, and further suggest that
it may have been composed in Kells between 1090 and 1100. Ó Canann (2005) however argues that Prose A 
was composed in Kells in 1119. The redactor of  Prose A alters the setting of  the narrative, and locates it after
the fall of  the northern Uí Néill king, Domnall mac Áeda, who reigned from 628 to 642 (Thurneysen, 1904, 
pp. 27–28; Van Hamel, 1941, pp. 78–79; Clancy, 2000, pp. 216–17). Explanations for this shift are presented 
by Zimmer (1889), Thurneysen (1904, pp. 26–28), Thrall (1925) and, more recently, Clancy (2000, pp. 212–
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however, more recently the separation of  the two elements in this way has been 

questioned, and Murray (2014, pp. 764–68) dates the composition of  the entire extant 

version to around 1000. Three later versions of  the narrative are also extant, dating from 

the twelfth to the sixteenth centuries.290

The prose narrative begins with a detailed account of  the oppression of  the people 

of  the Fir Rois by their king Fiachu, after he is given sovereignty over them following the 

death of  Domnall.291 The Fir Rois kill their oppressor and initially Fiachu’s brother, 

Donnchad, intends to burn them alive in retribution, but then declares that he requires the 

counsel of  his spiritual leader, Columba of  Iona, in order to decide the penalty for their 

crime. In response to Donnchad’s request, Columba sends two monks, Snédgus and Mac 

Riagla. They convey Columba’s decision that sixty couples of  the Fir Rois should be sent 

into exile on the sea. In another instance of  the ‘punishment of  sending adrift’ their 

judgement is left in the hands of  God through the medium of  the sea, as in the case of  

Macc Cuill in Muirchú’s Vita Patricii (3.3.1.1). Furthermore, just like Macc Cuill, the Fir Rois

are guided to safe harbour and a good, spiritual life on the paradisiacal island they share 

with the prophets Enoch and Elijah. On their return journey to Iona the monks decide to 

go out into the Ocean on pilgrimage. The subsequent account of  the voyage of  Snédgus 

and Mac Riagla finds many parallels with hagiographical voyage narratives and the Navigatio.

For example, like Cormac in the Vita Columbae (3.3.1.2) their journey is quickly taken over 

by the elements, and seeing this the monks relinquish their destination and their fate to 

God (Snédgus ⁊ Mac Riagla, Prose i; §7 (Murray, 2014, pp. 776–77, 778–79)). Like Brendan, 

they encounter many wonders and miracles before finally discovering the Fir Rois awaiting 

25) and Ó Canann (2005, pp. 131–34).
290 Prose B is found in the Yellow Book of  Lecan, in columns 707–15. It is edited and translated by 
Thurneysen (1904, pp. 31–50) and Stokes (1905). The final ten quatrains of  the Poem are included in Stokes’ 
edition but not in Thurneysen’s. Prose B has been dated to the twelfth century on a linguistic basis, and more 
recently Clancy (2000, pp. 217–21) has argued on historical grounds that it was composed in Derry in 1165. A
later hand entitles this version Echtra clerech Choluim Chille anso sis in the manuscript and the final ten quatrains 
of  the Poem are appended to it. Prose B also incorporates an abbreviated version of  Fís Adomnáin into the 
narrative, comprising sections 14–44 in Stokes’ edition (1905, pp. 140–59) and section VII in Thurneysen’s 
(1904, pp. 34–39, 47–50). A third prose version, entitled Merugud Cleirech Choluim Chille, is dated to the 
thirteenth or fourteenth century. This version is found in London, British Library, Additional 30512 folio 1 
ff., and the Book of  Fermoy, Dublin, RIA MS 23 E 29, pp. 86–87. The title Merugud Cleirech Choluim Chille 
appears in both manuscripts. It is edited by Ó Máille (1912). This version closely resembles Prose B, but 
omits the Fís Adomnáin material and is interspersed with new verses of  poetry. The final prose version does 
not exist independently but is incorporated into the sixteenth century Betha Colaim Chille, edited by O’Kelleher
and Schoepperle (1918, pp. 382–403) and Lacy (1998).
291 The narrative is set during in the reign of  the southern Uí Néill king, Donnchad Midi son of  Domnall, 
from 769 to 797 (Thurneysen, 1904, pp. 26–27; Clancy, 2000, p. 215). See §2 and §46 (Murray, 2014, pp. 778–
79, 792–93; also, Van Hamel, 1941, pp. 86, 90; Ó hAodha, 1997, pp. 420, 425).
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the final day of  judgement on the island of  Elijah and Enoch, from which they then set 

out on their journey homeward.

Immram curaig Ua Corra

The earliest extant text of  Immram curaig Ua Corra has traditionally been dated to the

twelfth century, a dating most recently upheld by Breatnach (2003).292 Breatnach (2003, pp. 

99–107) argues that this prose version is in fact a composite text, composed of  the voyage 

narrative of  the Uí Chorra, of  unknown date, and a later, additional narrative concerning 

their lives prior to the voyage. It is frequently noted that references to their voyage are 

found in the Litany of  Pilgrim Saints (Plummer, 1925, pp. 66–67) (and possibly the Félire 

Óengusso, an early ninth century martyrology discussed in detail in Chapter 4 (Dumville, 

1976, p. 88, n. 87)). Immram curaig Ua Corra is the latest of  the four immram texts, and 

consequently the least discussed of  a genre whose scholarship was dominated by the search

for a pre-Christian heritage. The Uí Chorra are born as a result of  a pact with the Devil, 

and early in their lives commit a number of  terrible crimes. After one brother is granted a 

vision of  heaven and hell (Uí Chorra 13–14 (Stokes, 1893, pp. 30–33)), they convert to a 

spiritual life and redeem themselves of  their crimes. Then one day they resolve to journey 

out into the western Ocean and, like Brendan and Snédgus and Mac Riagla, they there 

encounter numerous marvellous phenomena and locations before sailing back, in this case 

to settle in Spain. 

Immram curaig Ua Corra shares with Immram curaig Máele Dúin a strong thematic 

overlap with vision narratives. Generally, Dumville (1976, p. 77) notes that in the immrama 

‘an apocalyptic flavour is often marked,’ as evidenced by the Fir Rois’ occupation with the 

final judgement in Immram Snédgusa ⁊ Maic Riagla. Clancy (2000, pp. 201–2) expands the 

point somewhat, acknowledging the influence of  vision literature on the immrama and 

highlighting the popularity of  the Visio Pauli in the medieval West. Clancy (2000, p. 211) 

292 Cf. Van Hamel (1941, p. 94) who suggests perhaps the eleventh century. Breatnach (2003) identifies three
version of  the text. The first is the earliest extant version, a prose text found only in the fifteenth century 
Book of  Fermoy, Dublin, Royal Irish Academy, MS 23 E 29, pages 169-78. The second is found in two 
eighteenth century manuscripts, Dublin, Royal Irish Academy, MS 23 H 28, pages 76-80, and Dublin, Royal 
Irish Academy, MS 23 M 50 (1008), pages 187-200, which Breatnach (2003, pp. 93–95) argues derive from a 
lost text in the fifteenth century Book of  Lismore. A third version, found in seven manuscripts of  the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, is argued to be an eighteenth century composite of  fragmentary prose 
and verse versions of  the narrative (Breatnach, 2003, pp. 96–99). Immram curaig Ua Corra has been edited on a 
number occasions, beginning with Stokes’ (1893) edition and translation of  the earliest extant version. This 
edition is based on the Book of  Fermoy manuscript. The illegible part of  the beginning of  this text were 
supplied from RIA MS 23 M 50. Van Hamel’s (1941, pp. 93–111) edition follows the same strategy, although 
Breatnach (2003, pp. 92–93) is critical of  Van Hamel’s (1941, p. 94) attempt to reconstruct a proposed 
eleventh century original text and recommends Stokes’s edition as the more accurate. Mac Mathúna (1997) 
has edited most of  the manuscripts that represent the third group of  texts. 
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also points out that Immram curaig Ua Corra ‘is clearly the most purgatorial of  any of  the 

immrama, taking its cue from vision literature.’293 This is likely related to the fact that this 

immram was composed when vision narratives had become immensely popular and 

widespread, the Visio Tnugdali294 and the Tractatus de purgatorio Sancti Patricii295 being dated to 

the same century.

3.4.2 Immram curaig Máele Dúin

The principal focus text for this section is the Immram curaig Máele Dúin. The twelfth

century Lebor na hUidre (Dublin, Royal Irish Academy, MS 23 E 25, pages 22.a.31–26.b.40) 

is the earliest manuscript containing the text, and this is argued to be the earliest extant 

version of  the narrative. The parts of  the text in folios produced by the scribe Mael Muire 

(ff. 22b, 23, 24),296 dated to sometime prior his death in 1106, are considered to constitute 

an earlier, less modernised recension of  the text (Van Hamel, 1941, pp. 22–23; Oskamp, 

1970, pp. 92–93). The second principal version of  the text, found in the mid-fourteenth 

century Yellow Book of  Lecan (Dublin, Trinity College Library, MS 1318, cols 370–91), 

comprises alternating sections of  prose and verse, like Immram Snédgusa ⁊ Maic Riagla. 

Finally, various fragmentary and later versions of  the text are found in two other 

manuscripts.297 The prose and verse texts have been edited in numerous forms, and the 

most recent edition by Oskamp (1970), based on the Yellow Book of  Lecan text, will be 

cited here. Stokes’ (1888a, 1889) edition of  the prose text, based on Lebor na hUidre, 

supplemented where necessary by the Yellow Book of  Lecan, is referenced where relevant 

293 The unique parallel between one episode of  the Immram curaig Ua Corra (63 (Stokes, 1893, pp. 52, 53)) 
and one of  the transitional versions of  the Visio Pauli ((StG1) x (Jirouškova, 2006, p. 923); Redaction VI, ix 
(Silverstein, 1935, p. 217)), in combination with a proposed early date of  composition of  the Immram curaig 
Ua Corra, forms a part of  Dumville’s (1977–1978, p. 70) argument for the identification of  this Visio Pauli 
text as an Irish composition.
294 The Visio Tnugdali is most recently edited and translated by Picard and De Pontfarcy (1989).
295 The Tractatus de purgatorio Sancti Patricii is edited by Warnke (1938) and Easton (1991), and translated by 
Picard (1985a), with an introduction by De Pontfarcy.
296 Referred to by Oskamp as LUm. The remainder of  the LU version of  the Immram is copied in the hand 
of  what was at one time identified as the scribe H (Best, 1912; Best and Bergin, 1929), which Duncan (2013) 
has since argued constitutes seven distinct hands. The text of  the immram not copied by Mael Muire agrees 
with that found in the three other manuscripts. 
297 The fragments appear in two sixteenth century manuscripts: London, British Library, Harleian 5280, 
folios 1–9v, and and London, British Library, Egerton 1782, folios 124, 125. The first contains the text up 
until verse 183, the sixth line of  verse following the prose text of  Chapter 31. The second manuscript 
contains Chapter 17, Chapters 18–25, and the first part of  Chapter 26. A second fragment in the same 
manuscript contains the latter half  of  Chapter 33 and all of  Chapter 34. The text in both is that same as that 
found in the Harleian manuscript and the Yellow Book of  Lecan (Stokes, 1888a, p. 448; Van Hamel, 1941, p. 
21; Oskamp, 1970, p. 89).
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variants appear.298 Regarding the putative dating of  the text, Van Hamel (1941, pp. 23–25) 

argues, and Oskamp (1970, pp. 91–95) concurs, that based on linguistic evidence this 

narrative may have first found written form as early as the eighth or ninth century. 

Although the question may be in need of  revision given more recent approaches to texts 

combining prose and verse (see, for example, Murray (2014)), the verse text is as yet 

considered an adaptation of  the prose, likely composed in the tenth century. This 

conclusion relies on the fact that the extant verse text is not comprehensible independent 

from the prose (Van Hamel, 1941, pp. 24–24; Oskamp, 1970, pp. 93–95). Oskamp (1970, p.

93) also argues that the poem agrees more closely with the earlier recension of  the 

narrative found in Lebor na hUidre in a number of  chapters and is thus likely to have been 

based on this earlier version of  the text. 

Immram curaig Máele Dúin shares with the Navigatio the central subject of  an ocean 

voyage and a sequence of  encounters with marvellous phenomena and locations. The 

details of  the narrative differ significantly from the Navigatio; far from a monastic crew in 

search of  a heavenly paradise, Immram curaig Máele Dúin follows a band of  warriors who 

initially set our on their voyage intent on revenge. As well as being motivated by violence, 

the voyage comes at the end of  a series of  violent acts: Máel Dúin is conceived when his 

father, Ailill, rapes a nun during a raid, and shortly after returning home from this raid, 

Máel Dúin’s father is killed by bandits. Máel Dúin is fostered into a royal household and 

raised a warrior. He eventually hears the true account of  his parentage and of  his father’s 

death. When seeking to avenge his father, Máel Dúin is informed that the only way to reach

his father’s killers is by sea. He and his crew row until midnight and then arrive at two 

islands where the bandits responsible are feasting, still boasting about Ailill’s death. They 

are about to make their assault when they are driven from these islands, and from their 

violent purpose, by a strong wind, and so the Immram itself  begins.299 

A key continuity between Immram curaig Máele Dúin and the earlier voyages, which 

298 Other editions of  the text include editions of  the verse text alone by Best and Meyer (1907) and Meyer 
(1917), an edition of  the Lebor na hUidre text by Best and Bergin (1929, pp. 58–66), and an edition of  both 
prose and verse, though separated, by Van Hamel (1941, pp. 20–77).
299 Clancy, citing Ó Cathasaigh (1977, pp. 16, 62–68), notes the following regarding the opening of  the text:

Thus far the author has taken us firmly into the secular and violent world of  hero-tales. 
The fostered hero, born in odd circumstances, going off  to avenge his father and reclaim 
his heritage are well known narrative circumstances in early Ireland. (Clancy, 2000, p. 204)

However, Dumville (1976, p. 76) has pointed out that being conceived through the rape of  a nun by a king is 
‘a hagiographical commonplace’, and that this is in fact connected to its ecclesiastical origins. Hagiographies 
can be considered the heroic biographies of  saints, and that the two share this feature is a connection 
between the two genres, rather than opposing each other as sources for it. See also Delehaye (1962) and Bray 
(1988).
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feature clerical protagonists, is that in this instance the voyagers also relinquish their fate to 

God, as Máel Dúin states:

Ba hand adbert mael duin leicidh in noi ana tost cen imrum ⁊ an leth bus ail do dia a 

brith beraigh. Lotar iarom isin ocian mór nemforcendach.

And Máel Dúin said: ‘Leave the boat in rest without rowing and wherever it 

shall please God to bring it, He will bring it.’ Then they entered the great, 

limitless ocean. (Immram curaig Máele Dúin (hereafter cited as Máele Dúin) 2 

(Oskamp, 1970, pp. 108, 109))

In the course of  their journey they encounter numerous islands. These are not explicitly 

identified or connected with hell, but several episodes contain elements that recall imagery 

or concepts connected to the established characteristics of  a Christian hell. These locations

include an island inhabited by anmanda tendtidhi, ‘fiery animals’, resembling pigs that, when 

underground, heat the surface of  the island to unbearable temperatures (Máele Dúin 10 

(Oskamp, 1970, pp. 118–21)300). Subsequent episodes with infernal characteristics include 

the voyagers’ encounter with a burning river (Máel Dúin 13 (Oskamp, 1970, pp. 126–27)), 

an island inhabited by a group of  ‘black wailers’ (Máel Dúin 15 (Oskamp, 1970, pp. 128–

31)), an island inhabited by ‘savage smiths’ (Máel Dúin 21 (Oskamp, 1970, pp. 142–45)), and

finally an encounter between the ‘hermit of  Tory’ and a great host of  demons (Máel Dúin 

33 (Oskamp, 1970, pp. 168–77)).301 These four episodes are discussed in detail below: 

Chapters 21 and 33 in relation to their parallels with the Navigatio, and Chapters 13 and 15 

in relation to the Visio Pauli. 

3.4.2.1 Immram curaig Máele Dúin and the Navigatio Sancti Brendani

The analysis of  infernal episodes in Immram curaig Máele Dúin (this text is frequently 

referred to simply as the Immram from this point on) begins with the most striking parallel, 

that between the savage smiths encountered by Máel Dúin and his companions and the Isle

of  Smiths in the Navigatio. Mac Mathúna (1994, p. 339; cf. Oskamp, 1970, pp. 50–75) 

summarises that eleven episodes from the Immram are considered analogous to episodes in 

the Navigatio, and the current consensus is that the episodes belonging to the Navigatio 

tradition influenced those appearing in extant version of  the Immram; however, due to 

300 The chapter numbering is that established by Stokes (1888a, 1889) in his edition of  the text, and followed
by Van Hamel and Oskamp. Oskamp (1970, p. 44) notes that these chapter divisions are evident in the 
insertion of  the poetic verses in the Yellow Book of  Lecan and the Harleian manuscript, and also in the 
partially extant numbering in Lebor na hUidre.
301 The titles of  these episodes are those introduced by Stokes (1888a, p. 451) in his edition, and frequently 
used in scholarship. 
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disparities between their respective representations of  analogous events and locations, 

scholars argue that direct influence between the two extant texts is unlikely. Oskamp (1970,

pp. 50–75, esp. 58) argues that the parallels existing between the two texts are the result of  

their reliance on shared source materials, specifically describing this material as consisting 

of  ‘a large complex of  voyage elements found in several literary texts which have no clear 

relation’. Mac Mathúna (1994, pp. 337–41) argues based on correspondences between 

motifs and the sequencing of  episodes that the Immram draws on ‘Nauigatio and Vita-type 

traditions’, although in a way that surpasses ‘simply drawing on a common stock of  motifs’.

Orlandi (1968, pp. 76–83; Orlandi and Guglielmetti, 2014, pp. xlvi–xlviii) similarly argues 

for a more complex network of  influence involving sources and versions no longer extant. 

In the following section, several instances of  close verbal parallels between the 

Navigatio and the Immram are identified and discussed. The first relates to the smiths 

encountered in the Navigatio and the Immram; the second relates to a series of  descriptive 

details that evidence a connection between the Immram’s hermit of  Tory and two episodes 

of  the Navigatio. These, in combination with the Immram’s use of  the Visio Pauli (discussed 

below 3.4.2.2), contribute to an understanding of  the Immram’s use of  source materials and,

consequently, of  the nature of  the textual connections between it and the Navigatio. 

Isle of  Smiths

The Isle of  Smiths in the Navigatio is described in detail above (3.3.3.1) and 

discussed in relation to its resonances with Job 41 and the Visio Pauli (3.3.3.3; 

3.3.3.4). The Immram contains the following account of  the voyagers’ encounter 

with an island inhabited by similar figures, referred to by Stokes as the savage 

smiths:

amal ro scuchsad focus di co cualatar fogar na ngoband ic tuargam brotha forsann ineoin 

co n-ordaib amal tuarcain trír no cethrair. . . . Dothaet an gaba andside asan cerdcha 

immach ⁊ bruth mor iairnn isan tenchair ina laim ⁊ focherd an bruth sin a ndegaidh an 

curaigh isan muir coro ḟiuch an muir uile acht nis rochtsom ar ro teichsid fo nertaib bagh

co dian denmnitach isan n-ocian mor amach. 

When they approached it they heard the noise of  the smiths smiting a mass 

on the anvil with sledge-hammers, like the smiting of  three or four men. . . .

Then the smith came out of  the forge with a huge iron mass in the tongs in

his hands and he threw that mass after the boat into the sea so that all the 

sea boiled, but he did not reach them for they fled with all their warrior’s 
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might, swiftly, hurriedly, out into the great ocean. (Máel Dúin 21 (Oskamp, 

1970, pp. 142–145))

The similarities between this episode of  the Immram and that in Navigatio have frequently 

been pointed out (Orlandi, 1968, pp. 81–82; Oskamp, 1970, pp. 64–65; Selmer, 1989, p. xii, 

90; Orlandi and Guglielmetti, 2014, pp. XLVII–XLVIII). These are central to this 

discussion of  the correspondences between the Immram and the Navigatio, as well as the 

Visio Pauli (see 3.4.2.1 below). To begin with, the Immram’s account lacks any description of

the smiths, one of  whom is described in the Navigatio as:

Erat ille hispidus valde et igneus atque tenebrosus. 

He was very shaggy and full at once of  fire and darkness. (Navigatio 23.6 

(Orlandi and Guglielmetti, 2014, pp. 84–85; O’Meara, 1976, p. 53))

In the Immram there is only an ambiguous indication that the smiths may be giants, in that, 

to them, the voyagers seem meic beca, ‘little boys’ (Máel Dúin 21 (Oskamp, 1970, pp. 142–

43)). In other respects though, the account in the Immram very closely parallels that in the 

Navigatio. In both accounts the island and its inhabitants are introduced by the sound of  

hammers on anvils (Navigatio 23.3 (Orlandi and Guglielmetti, 2014, pp. 84–85; O’Meara, 

1976, p. 53)). Máel Dúin hears,

fogar na ngoband ic tuargam brotha forsann ineoin co n-ordaib amal 

tuarcain trír no cethrair.

the noise of  the smiths smiting a mass on the anvil with sledge-hammers, 

like the smiting of  three or four men. (Máel Dúin 21 (Oskamp, 1970, pp. 

142–43))

The parallels between the two texts continue with the actions of  the smiths. In both

texts the smiths emerge from the forge carrying heated metal in tongs. In the 

Navigatio the figure is described as portans forcipem in manibus cum massa ignea de scoria 

inmensae magnitudinis atque fervoris, ‘carrying a tongs in his hands that held a lump of  

burning slag of  immense size and heat’ (Navigatio 23.8 (Orlandi and Guglielmetti, 

2014, pp. 86–87; O’Meara, 1976, p. 53)); in the Immram the smith emerges with 

bruth mor iairnn isan tenchair ina laim, ‘an iron glowing mass in the tongs in his hands’ 

(ICMD 21 (Oskamp, 1970, pp. 142–143)). The correspondence in phrasing between

the two texts is striking, both specifying three elements: the heated metal mass, that 

it is carried in tongs and that the tongs are carried in the hands of  the figures. 

The subsequent sequence of  events is the same in both texts: the heated metal 
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mass is hurled at the voyagers, and though unsuccessful in finding their targets, the 

description of  the effect on the surrounding seas appears in both texts (Máel Dúin 21 

(Oskamp, 1970, pp. 142–145)). Just as in the Navigatio (23.10, 13 (Orlandi and Guglielmetti,

2014, pp. 86–87; O’Meara, 1976, p. 53, 54)), the Immram describes the sea as boiling. In the 

Navigatio, the imagery of  the boiling sea appears to derive, at least in part, from the account

of  the Leviathan in Job 41. In the Immram it may derive, directly or indirectly, from the 

Navigatio episode. 

Hermit of  Tory

The second element of  the Immram engaged with here is the voyagers’ encounter 

with a hermit in Chapter 33. In relation to the infernal theme of  this chapter the episode 

features a horde of  demons who surround the hermit when he first sets out on his voyage 

(discussed further below). In addition, the investigation of  this episode reveals further 

insight into the type of  textual connections existing between Immram curaig Máele Dúin and 

the Navigatio. The hermit is encountered on a rock by Máel Dúin towards the end of  the 

voyage. In addition to a description of  the hermit and the manner in which he lives, the 

episode also relates the hermit’s account of  his earlier life and his journey from Tory to the 

rock that he now inhabits. In his discussion of  this episode, Oskamp (1970, p. 58) notes 

the parallels between it and the account of  the hermit Paul in the Navigatio (26 (Orlandi and

Guglielmetti, 2014, pp. 96–105; O’Meara, 1976, pp. 60–65)). In both texts the hermits are 

prevented from burying a corpse above that of  saint, set out on pilgrimage by sea, their 

boats are taken by the wind to the rocks they now inhabit and both are sustained by 

miraculous means, initially through food and firewood brought by an otter. Both hermits 

are also described as being entirely and solely covered by their own hair. Oskamp notes the 

many differences between the two analogous episodes, particularly pointing out that the 

Immram episode is more elaborate in its introduction of  the hermit and contains a 

comparison of  the hermit’s appearance to that of  a bird. He also points out that two 

elements of  the hermit of  Tory’s account, the reference to being fed half  loaves of  bread 

and imperviousness to heat and cold, are paralleled in a separate Navigatio episode featuring

the monks from the community of  Ailbe (12.30–33 (Orlandi and Guglielmetti, 2014, pp. 

42–45; O’Meara, 1976, p. 28)). An investigation of  several of  these differences reveals they 

are not necessarily due to these texts’ respective reliance on different sources, but are 

equally likely to be the result of  a combination and adaptation of  elements from several 

episodes of  the Navigatio into single episodes of  the Immram.
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It has already been established that the Immram’s hermit of  Tory shares elements 

with the Navigatio episodes featuring the hermit Paul and the monks from the community 

of  Ailbe. In addition, the Immram’s account of  the hermit of  Tory also appears to draw 

heavily on Brendan’s encounter with Judas upon a rock (see above, 3.3.3.1). The first point 

of  comparison is the host of  demons encountered by the hermit of  Tory, corresponding 

to a similar host in the Judas episode. In the Immram, the hermit begins as a thieving cook 

who departs in a boat with all his possessions; he is blown out to sea by a great wind and 

then finds himself  becalmed, whereupon he sees a man ina ṡiudhiu forsin tuind, ‘sitting upon 

the wave’ (Máel Dúin 33 (Oskamp, 1970, pp. 170–71)),302 who informs him that he is 

completely surrounded by demons:

Airet rosaigh t’imchaise uait for muir ⁊ suas co ruice níullo is áentor demna umut uile ol 

sé frium. Ar do ṡaint ⁊ t’uaill ⁊ diumus ⁊ ar do gait ⁊ ar do drochgnimu olchena. 

He said to me: ‘So far as your sight reaches over the sea and up to the 

clouds there is one crowd of  demons around you, because of  you 

covetousness and your pride and your haughtiness, and because of  your 

thieving and your other evil deeds. (Máel Dúin 33 (Oskamp, 1970, pp. 170–

71))

In the Navigatio, when Judas’ time of  reprieve from the suffering of  hell is due to end, 

Brendan’s presence prevents the demons tasked with retrieving him from doing so. The 

arrival of  the hoard of  demons is described as follows:

Cum autem vespera hora obumbrasset Tithim, ecce innumerabilis multitudo daemonum 

cooperuit faciem Tithis in circuitu.

When the evening hour had darkened the sea, an innumerable number of  

demons covered the surface of  the sea in a circle. (Navigatio 25.22 (Orlandi 

and Guglielmetti, 2014, pp. 94–95; O’Meara, 1976, p. 58)303)

The term used for the Ocean in this case, Tithis, is metonymic and derives from Tethys, a 

Greek titan and goddess of  the Ocean (Orlandi and Guglielmetti, 2014, pp. 175–76). The 

term is used adjectivally in Gildas’ fifth century De excidio Britanniae (19.1 (Winterbottom, 

1978, pp. 23, 94)) and in the Hisperica famina (A107 (Herren, 1974–1987, 1, pp. 72–73), see 

5.3.1). Columbanus also employs the term in a seventh century letter to the Pope, in which 

he uses the phrase dorsum insuavi intransmeabilique tithis, ‘the ungentle and uncrossable swell 

302 This figure, for whom the waves of  sea appear to function as a solid surface, also recalls Manannán, the 
figure encountered by the protagonist in Immram Brain. For further discussion of  this encounter, see 4.1.3.1. 
303 25.48–49 (Selmer, 1989, p. 68).
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of  the sea’ (Epistula 3.2 (Walker, 1957, pp. 22–23)), as a metaphor for the political and 

social troubles that prevent him from travelling to Rome. This use of  Tithis is highlighted 

by the use of  a parallel phrase later in the Navigatio episode, where the passage above reads 

faciem Tithis, the passage below uses faciem abyssi:

ecce infinita multitudo daemonum cooperuit faciem abyssi.

an infinite number of  demons was seen to cover the face of  the abyss. 

(Navigatio 25.28 (Orlandi and Guglielmetti, 2014, pp. 94–95; O’Meara, 1976,

p. 58)304)

Returning to the infernal, in both passages the innumerable quantity of  the demons is 

emphasised and the overall image is one in which the demons occupy all of  the available 

space. 

Another striking parallel between the Navigatio’s Judas episode and the Immram’s 

hermit of  Tory is found in the voyagers’ descriptions of  their initial sighting of  these 

figures. In the Immram, this is voyagers’ first view of  the hermit:

Nirbu chian iar techt on indsi sin. adchiat uaidib co heterchian etir na tonda. gnodh305 

amal én ṅgel.

Not long after they had gone from that island they see far off  among the 

waves a shape like a white bird. (Máel Dúin 33 (Oskamp, 1970, pp. 168–69))

Closer inspection reveals the hair-covered hermit prostrating himself  on the rock. This 

comparison echoes an account of  the exiled Nebuchadnezzar in Daniel 4:

capilli eius in similitudinem aquilarum crescerent et ungues eius quasi avium

his hairs grew like the feathers of  eagles, and his nails like birds’ claws. (Dn 

4:30)

The detail of  the hermit’s confusion with a bird is noted by Oskamp as being lacking from 

the Navigatio’s account of  the hermit Paul, with which the Immram episode otherwise shares

so many correspondences. However, in the Judas episode, a cloth hangs in front of  Judas, 

and its movement in the wind and the waves causes Brendan’s companions to debate the 

identity of  what they are seeing:

et sic agitabatur fluctibus sicut navicula solet quando periclitatur a turbine. Alii ex 

fratribus dicebant quod avis esset, alii navim putabant.

304 25.61–62 (Selmer, 1989, p. 68).
305 Oskamp (1970, p. 169) notes that no other instance of  gnodh appears in what is now eDIL (s.v. 3 gnod), 
and references Stokes’ (1889, p. 81) translations as ‘shape?’. The passage containing the term gnodh is only 
extant in the Book of  Lecan and Van Hamel’s (1941, p. 49) edition reads gnód. 
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The object was being tossed about by the waves just like a little boat in a 

whirlwind. Some of  the brothers said that it was a bird, others a boat. 

(Navigatio 25.2–3 (Orlandi and Guglielmetti, 2014, pp. 90–91; O’Meara, 

1976, p. 56)306)

In the Navigatio, the hair found in the potential inspiration for this description is absent, 

instead it is a flapping cloth that inspires the comparison. While this detail constitutes an 

additional features shared by the Navigatio’s Judas episode and the Immram, the Navigatio’s 

deviation from the potential source, the hairy hermit in Daniel, perhaps challenges the idea 

that the image for the Immram originated here. 

3.4.2.2 Immram curaig Máele Dúin and the Visio Pauli

The remaining two infernal episodes of  the Immram exhibit parallels with the Visio 

Pauli. The first, describing a burning river, is not of  great significance to this argument 

other than to note its presence; the second, relating the ‘black wailers’, reveals a complex 

set of  textual connections between the Immram, the Navigatio and the Visio Pauli, which 

contributes the view of  how the Immram engages with its sources being constructed here. 

The passages of  the Visio Pauli that are relevant here are found in Paul’s journey to hell, 

and as a result this survey of  Visio Pauli texts extends beyond the heaven-hell version and 

incorporates the hell-only versions of  the text; to facilitate this discussion, the hell-only 

versions and their editions are also given a more detailed introduction below. 

Burning river

In the Immram, two of  Máel Dúin’s companions, German and Diurán, go to explore

the mountain and there encounter a wide but shallow river:

Arrecad abaind letaind narbo domuin ara cind. Tumais iarom german erlainn a gái 

cona adairc isan abuind ⁊ ethaidh amal bidh tene no loiscedh an gae ⁊ batar a socht ⁊ ni 

lotar tairis. 

They found before them a wide river which was not deep. Then German 

dipped the shaft of  his spear with its horn into the river and he found [it] as

if  it were fire that burnt the spear and they were silent and did not cross 

over it. (Máel Dúin 13 (Oskamp, 1970, pp. 126–27))

This wide but shallow river, capable of  consuming wood and horn like fire, is located on a 

mountain, making it reminiscent of  a lava flow, and potentially linking it with the concept 

306 25.4–7 (Selmer, 1989, p. 65).
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of  a volcanic hell found in Gregory’s Dialogi and the Navigatio (3.3.3.3). It finds more 

immediate parallels with instances of  rivers of  fire in the Bible (Daniel 7:10)307 and in the 

Book of  Enoch (1 Enoch 14:19; 17:4–6).308 A similar river also appears in the Visio Pauli:

Et uidi illic fluuium ignis feruentem et ingressus multitudo uirorum et mulierum 

dimersus usque ad ienua et alios uiros usque ad umbiculum, alios enim usque ad labia, 

alios autem usque ad capillos.

And I saw there a river boiling with fire, and in it a multitude of  men and 

women immersed up to the knees, and other men up to the navel, others 

even up to the lips, others up to the hair. (Visio Pauli (PL) 31 (Silverstein and 

Hilhorst, 1997, p. 136; Elliott, 1993, p. 633))

The Visio’s account of  the river of  fire also corresponds with that of  the Immram in that 

both discuss the immersion of  objects or figures in their depths. 

Island of  black wailers

The final infernal episode of  the Immram analysed here is that featuring the black 

wailers, encountered by Máel Dúin and his companions soon after the island with the 

burning river. The inhabitants of  this island are have black bodies and clothing and 

experience a never-ending grief:

Amail dolotar dano on indsi sin an muil indsi309 aile ⁊ sochaidhi mor do daínib dubaib 

etir corp ⁊ edach indti ⁊ cendpaite ima cendaib ⁊ siad ic sirchái ⁊ toirsi cen airisium.

When they went then from that island of  the mill they saw another island 

307 Daniel 7:9–10:
aspiciebam donec throni positi sunt et antiquus dierum sedit vestimentum eius quasi nix candidum et 
capilli capitis eius quasi lana munda thronus eius flammae ignis rotae eius ignis accensus
fluvius igneus rapidusque egrediebatur a facie eius milia milium ministrabant ei et decies milies centena 
milia adsistebant ei iudicium sedit et libri aperti sunt
I beheld till thrones were placed, and the Ancient of  days sat: his garment was white as 
snow, and the hair of  his head like clean wool: his throne like flames of  fire: the wheels of  
it like a burning fire.
A swift stream of  fire issued forth from before him: thousands of  thousands ministered to 
him, and ten thousand times a hundred thousand stood before him: the judgment sat, and 
the books were opened. 

308 1 Enoch 14:18–19:
And I was looking and I saw a lofty throne;
and its appearance was like ice, and its wheels were like the shining sun, and the voice of  
the cherubim, and from beneath the throne issued rivers of  flaming fire. (Nickelsburg and 
VanderKam, 2012, p. 35)

1 Enoch 17:4–6:
And I came to the river of  fire, in which fire flows down like water and discharges into the 
great sea of  the west. I saw all the great rivers.
And I arrived at the great river and the great darkness.
And I departed (for) where no human walks. (Nickelsburg and VanderKam, 2012, p. 38)

309 Oskamp (1970, p. 129) has here supplied the following text from the Harleian manuscript: an muilind 
fuaratar indse aile. 
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and a great company of  men, black both in body and clothing with fillets 

round their heads and they were lamenting and sorrowing unceasingly. 

(Máel Dúin 15 (Oskamp, 1970, pp. 128–29))

The image of  darkness and eternal suffering is generally one evocative of  hell, particularly 

in combination with the preceding encounter with the burning river. A similar island of  

lamentation is also found in Immram curaig Ua Corra (44 (Stokes, 1893, pp. 40–41)), although

in this later text the description of  the inhabitants is lacking. It shall be demonstrated that 

this feature is of  key significance in informing the relationship between Immram curaig Máele

Dúin and theVisio Pauli.310 The inspiration for this episode of  the Immram is argued by 

Oskamp (1970, pp. 54–56) to be the creation of  an analogous but antithetical group to the 

island of  laughers (Máel Dúin 31 (Oskamp, 1970, pp. 164–67)). In relation to their physical 

description, however, in addition to the broader parallels evident between the physical 

description of  the black wailers in Immram curaig Máele Dúin and that of  the inhabitants of  

the Isle of  Smiths in the Navigatio, there are strong correspondences between this account 

in the Immram and the description of  a number of  the inhabitants of  hell in the Visio Pauli. 

A close analysis of  the relevant passage in various versions of  the Visio Pauli reveals a 

distinct relationship between the Immram and one of  the hell-only versions of  the Visio; 

this supports the argument that the Immram drew on a version of  the Visio distinct from 

that used in the composition of  the Navigatio. 

As noted above (3.4.2.1), one distinction between the Navigatio’s Isle of  Smiths and 

the smiths in the Immram is that in the latter the inhabitants are not given any physical 

description. In the Immram, the smiths are referred to only as gobae, ‘smith’, or fer, ’man’. In 

the Navigatio, the analogous figure is described as hispidus valde et igneus atque tenebrosus, ‘very 

shaggy and fiery and dark’ (Navigatio 23.6 (Orlandi and Guglielmetti, 2014, pp. 84–85; 

O’Meara, 1976, p. 53)), a description whose resonance with the following passage from the 

heaven-hell version of  the Visio Pauli is discussed above (3.3.3.4):

Et post aec uidi uiros ac mulieres indutus pannis picem plenis et sulforem ignis.311

And after that I saw men and women clothed with rags full of  pitch and 

fiery sulphur. (Visio Pauli (PL) 40 (Silverstein and Hilhorst, 1997, p. 150; 

Elliott, 1993, p. 636))

310 Oskamp (1970, pp. 54–56) discusses this episode in the Immram and its analogues in Immram Brain, the 
Navigatio and Immram curaig Ua Corra, as an example of  the complexity of  the relationship between the various
extant voyage narratives. He does not make reference to the appearance of  the island’s inhabitants.
311 The reason for the apparently accusative forms of  pix (picem) and sulfur (sulfurem) are unclear.
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Notable here is that the description of  the wailers in terms of  their blackness parallels that 

of  the Navigatio’s smiths as tenebrosus, ‘dark’, and potentially that of  the Visio’s sinners as 

attired with rags plenus picem, ‘full of  pitch’ (regarding form, see note to quoted text above). 

A further parallel can also be drawn regarding the cendpaite, ‘fillets’, that the wailers wear. 

Oskamp (1970, p. 129, n. 2) notes that the Lebor na hUidre text records cenn-snaithi, ‘fillet, 

headband, ribbon’, and suggests a reading of  cennaithi, ‘headgear, headdress, helmet’ (eDIL, 

s.v. cennide). There is an additional resonance between between the image of  these strips of  

fabric and the Visio’s panni and, perhaps more subtly, the description of  the Navigatio’s 

smiths as hispidus. 

Elsewhere in the Visio Pauli there appear two other groups of  figures that are 

described as black in appearance and black in clothing, respectively, and both suffer 

unceasingly:

Et iterum uidi uiros hac mulieres uultu nigro ualde in foueam ignis et suspiraui. Et uidi 

illic puellas abentes indumenta nigra. [. . .] Propter quod indeficientes persoluunt penas 

proprias.

And again I saw men and women with very black faces in a pit of  fire, and I

sighed. And I saw there girls in black raiment. [. . .] Therefore they 

unceasingly suffer penalties. (Visio Pauli (PL) 38; 39 (Silverstein and 

Hilhorst, 1997, pp. 144, 146; Elliott, 1993, p. 635))

In these passages a strong precedent is found for the Immram’s black wailers, and from this 

it would seem possible that the Immram combines elements of  imagery from three passages

of  the Visio Pauli (PL): the black appearance and clothing from Chapter 38, the eternal 

suffering from Chapter 39 and the rags or ribbons from Chapter 40. However, a survey of  

the transitional and hell-only versions of  the Visio reveals a more likely alternative.

Introduction to the hell-only and transitional version of  the Visio Pauli

As is the case with the longer heaven-hell version of  the Visio Pauli (3.2.3.1), the 

hell-only and transitional versions and their editorial history also require some explanation 

in order to reconcile the most up to date edition with the preceding research. The 

transitional and hell-only versions of  the Latin Visio Pauli are found in numerous 

manuscripts ranging from the eighth to the fifteenth century. They are characterised by 

their preoccupation with Paul’s account of  hell, and with the exception of  a brief  mention 

in a few of  the manuscripts, no reference is made to Paul’s vision of  the heavens. These 

versions also feature considerable variation, adaptation and interpolation. They were 
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traditionally categorised into eleven Redactions.312 Jirouškova’s (2006, p. 27) edition of 

these versions lists 106 manuscripts.313 As stated above (3.2.3.1), Jirouškova recategorises 

the texts constituting the Redactions as transitional and hell-only versions (Lateinische 

Übergangsfassungen and Lateinische Höllen-Fassungen), and their corresponding subgroups. Not 

all manuscripts previously attributed to an individual Redaction are grouped together in 

Jirouškova’s re-evaluation of the texts. For versions relevant to this discussion the 

correspondences between manuscripts in Jirouškova’s groups and the traditional 

Redactions are presented in Appendix 2. 

Returning to Immram curaig Máele Dúin’s black wailers, and the elements of  its 

description, the following passage appears in group C of  Jirouskova’s hell-only versions:

Et vidit Paulus alium locum, in quo omnes pene erant.Ibi puelle erant nigre habentes 

nigra vestimenta indute pannis et pice et sulfure. (Visio Pauli (C) 20–20a 

(Jirouškova, 2006, pp. 212, 727–32))314 

And he saw another place, in which there were all punishments. And there 

there were black girls who had black clothes who were covered in rags and 

pitch and sulphur. 

In group C alone do all three elements found in the Immram’s description of  the black 

wailers appear in combination: the black appearance, black clothing and the rags. As 

evident in Appendix 2 , group C contains, but is not limited to, all of  the manuscripts 

previously categorised as Redaction IV, the most prevalent of  the Redactions.315 The C 

312 Redaction I to IV are edited by Brandes (1885). Redactions I, II, III, V, VI, VII and VIII are edited by 
Silverstein (1935), who subsequently also edited Redactions IX and X (1959). Redaction XI is edited by 
Dwyer (1988) and translated by O’Sullivan (2014). In addition to these Latin versions, the hell-only version of
the Visio Pauli is also well represented in vernacular translations. For further studies on the spread of  the 
Apocalypse of  Paul through medieval Europe and its vernacular translations, see Silverstein (1935), 
Dinzelbacher (1992) and Jirouškova (2006). Jirouškova’s work encompasses the Old Czech hell-only versions
and the German heaven-hell and hell-only versions, in particular. 
313 This is over twice the forty-seven codices cited by Silvestein (1935, p. 40) in 1935. However, in their 
edition of  the heaven-hell versions, Silverstein and Hilhorst (1997, p. 19, n. 4) include a list of  additional 
manuscripts for inclusion among various Redactions. There are no established sigla for the manuscripts of  
these groups, so Jirouškova’s (2006, pp. 37–139) are referenced here.
314 The text quoted here is that presented by Jirouškova as representative of each group of the hell-only 
versions. The full edition paging is also given. This combination of  phrases also appears in two of  the 
singuläre Fassungen (Visio Pauli (O4; L6) 20a (Jirouškova, 2006, p. 899; 905)). 
315 Brandes’ edition is principally based on the thirteenth century manuscript, Vienna, Österreichische 
Nationalbibliothek, MS 876, folios 142r-143r (W1), with variant readings from London, British Library, MS 
Add. 26770, folios 88va-89va (L1) and London, British Library, MS Harleian 2851, folios 58r-60v (L4). 
Silverstein’s (1935, pp. 52–56, 220–21) edition records 27 manuscripts as having previously been attributed to 
Redaction IV. With a single exception, all of  these manuscripts are recategorised as hell-only group C by 
Jirouškova (2006, pp. 184–90). However, group C is subdivided by four further divisions: C1, C2, C3 and 
C/bes (the latter encompassing die besonderen Textzeugen, ‘the exceptional textual witnesses’). The 27 
manuscripts representing Redaction IV are divided amongst all of  these sub-groups. For example the three 
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texts also provide a potential source for the fact that the wailers are ic sirchái ⁊ toirsi cen 

airisium, ‘ lamenting and sorrowing unceasingly’, as earlier in this version the following 

sequence appears:

Alii flent, alii ululant, alii gemunt, alii ardent, alii querunt mortem et non inveniunt, 

quia numquam morientur. Timendus est nobis locus inferni, in quo est dolor 

sempiternus, in qua gemitus cordis, in quo est tristicia sine leticia et habundancia 

lacrimarum. (Visio Pauli (C) 9c–10 (Jirouškova, 2006, pp. 211, 677–84))

All weep, all howl, all lament, all burn, they seek death and they do not find 

it, because they never die. The place of  hell, in which sadness in eternal, in 

which the groaning of  the heart, in which sadness is without joy and an 

abundance of  tears.

In this passage, as in the description above, and in other parts of  the same episode of  the 

Immram, there is the same use of  a range of  terms to describe the crying and moaning of  

the sufferers, as well as the reference to the eternal nature of  the suffering.

This striking concurrence of  elemenst in both the Visio Pauli C text and the 

Immram strongly argue for the Immram’s independent use of  some version of  the Visio Pauli

C text in its composition, as distinct to the Navigatio’s apparent reliance on the heaven-hell 

version. 

3.4.3 Overview

This section concludes the chapter by mapping the complex textual connections 

identified in the infernal scenes in Immram curaig Máele Dúin. Two principal observations 

may be made about the network that emerges. The first relates to the nature of  the 

connection between the Navigatio and Immram curaig Máele Dúin specifically, as well as the 

immrama generally. While the extant manuscript traditions do not allow the relationships 

between these texts to be precisely identified, from the study above it is clear that 

disparities between episodes in these two texts do not necessarily imply the existence of  an 

intermediate source or variant versions of  the text. The identification here of  elements 

from three extant Navigatio episodes in the hermit of  Tory episode of  the Immram, as well 

as other studies demonstrating similar flexibility in the use of  sources, argue that disparities

between the two texts are potentially due to the author’s creative and selective use and 

adaptation of  the source material. The Immram is a complex text that does not seek to 

manuscripts used by Brandes respectively appear in sub-groups C2, C3, and C/bes.
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accurately reproduce or preserve passages from its source, but to excerpt and adapt them 

to suit the needs of  the new narrative. 

The evidence presented in this chapter also argues that the Immram draws on a 

version of  the Visio Pauli distinct from that used by the Navigatio, demonstrating that it is 

not through the latter alone that these two texts are related. This use of  the Visio Pauli 

speaks to the availability and popularity of  the Visio Pauli in early medieval Ireland, and also

demonstrates that this early Immram consciously engages with the genre of  vision literature 

as well as voyage narratives. This further substantiates the argument that Immram curaig 

Máele Dúin is not intended to be a purely secular adventure tale replete with wonders. Its 

interaction with both the Navigatio and the Visio Pauli imply a consideration of  the Immram 

within a similar frame of  reference. A key aspect of  this is that it further substantiates 

arguments made by Clancy (2000) and Johnston (2003) regarding the text’s openness to 

Christian allegorical readings by its early medieval readership, despite its secular setting. 

Clancy (2000) offers one such reading, arguing that Máel Dúin’s voyage presents an 

exemplary conversion from a life of  violence to that of  a good Christian. Máel Dúin’s 

voyage, initiated by the quest to avenge his father’s death, concludes with his forgiveness of

those responsible. However, any text open to allegorical readings, particularly one 

intentionally composed to be so, is necessarily open to a wide variety of  schemata of  

interpretation.
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3.5 Conclusions

The research in this chapter points in several complementary directions. The 

thematic focus on the cosmological location of  hell within or beyond the bounds of  the 

distant Ocean has roots that extend far back into history: the concept has its antecedents in

the Graeco-Roman view of  the Ocean as a numinous space, whose boundaries are 

transgressed at risk, the same sense of  transgression and danger evident in Cormac’s third 

voyage in the Vita Columbae. In a Christian context, the Bible and its corresponding 

commentary contribute substantially to the conceptual connections between hell and the 

Ocean. This was demonstrated in Section 3.2, a survey of  the principal Old Testament 

creatures symbolically linked with the Devil and hell within the Bible itself, a link 

expounded by subsequent commentators. The study of  abyssus in Genesis 1:2 and its 

accompanying exegesis reveals that the polysemy of  the term encourages diverse allegorical

and historical interpretations, the majority of  which alternate between identifying the 

abyssus as the deep waters and as hell, further substantiating the conceptual connection 

between the two spaces. A final group of  texts considered here explicitly describe a 

cosmology in which hell is located beyond the furthest edge of  the Ocean. The Visio Pauli, 

a key influence in medieval vision narratives, best exemplifies this, and the reception of  this

is evident in texts like In tenga bithnua. 

Having established the depth and diversity of  the elements contributing towards 

hell’s conceptual connection with the Ocean, this chapter then moved on to investigate the 

depictions of  infernal locations and scenes in the Ocean in two voyage narratives in 

particular: the Navigatio and Immram curaig Máele Dúin. Each was the subject of  a case study 

that uses the thematic focus of  hell in the Ocean in order to investigate the textual 

connections and intertextual resonances evident in these sources, including the connections

evident between the voyage narratives themselves and their interactions and resonances 

with other sources and analogues. Section 3.3 analysed the parallels evident between the 

Navigatio’s depiction of  several infernal locations and two key texts, Job 41 and the Visio 

Pauli. The parallels with the account of  the Leviathan in the Book of  Job have not 

previously been noted, and reference to a key commentary on the text, Gregory’s Moralia, 

emphasises the allegorical significance integrated into the Navigatio along with these biblical

references. The use of  the Visio Pauli as a source in the Navigatio has long been 

acknowledged; however, as is also frequently the case with comparisons between voyage 

narratives, these parallels are frequently quantified in terms of  motifs or analogous 
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episodes. Using the thematic focus to limit the passages of  text under consideration, the 

parallels were here analysed in detail, noting specific correlations in phrasing and imagery 

as well as in broader concepts.

This detailed analysis is particularly significant to the analysis of  Immram curaig Máele

Dúin in Section 3.4. The same detailed analysis of  the infernal locations and scenes in the 

Immram reveals specific lexical parallels between this text and the Navigatio that argue that a 

number of  episodes of  the Navigatio were used as source material for the account. The 

evidence produced by this analysis also argues that discrepancies between analogous 

episodes in the Navigatio and the Immram are not necessarily indicative of  the latter’s use of  

disparate source materials, but arguably reveal the text’s intelligent and selective use of  an 

existing source in the composition of  a distinct literary work. Rather than setting out to 

replicate or preserve episodes or motifs, the author emulates his predecessors in a creative 

and innovative way. The detailed analysis of  similar elements in the Navigatio and the 

Immram also reveals evidence for the incorporation of  other source materials in the 

composition of  the Immram. In particular, this case study argues that the Immram 

incorporates material from a distinct version of  the Visio Pauli, the group C text. To begin 

with, this contributes further evidence for the use of  this version of  the Visio Pauli in 

Ireland. The Immram’s independent use of  this canonical vision narrative also further 

substantiates the argument that the text is intended, like vision narratives generally and the 

Navigatio specifically, to be open to allegorical interpretations in a Christian context. 

The conscious interaction of  the infernal in voyage narratives with text recounting 

visions of  heaven and hell sets up a correspondence between the soul’s journey to these 

regions in vision narratives and the protagonists’ journey over the Ocean in voyage 

narratives. In Section 3.2 it is evident that no categorical location is defined for hell: it is 

described as beneath the earth and at its centre; it is equated with the abyssus of  the sea and 

located beyond its extreme limits; and it can potentially be accessed by boat and through 

volcanic craters. The only consistent feature is that hell, like heaven, is a realm of  spiritual 

entities, including the divine, the infernal, and the departed souls of  humanity, but not, as a 

rule, the corporeal forms of  living humans. In order for the living to gain access to these 

spiritual regions, it must be divinely granted. Access to these regions appears to take three 

forms, through death, through the premature and temporary release of  the soul from the 

body, as is the case in the Visio Pauli and other visions, or through an Ocean voyage as in 

the Navigatio and the immrama. In the texts witnessing the punishment of  sending adrift and
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the quest for hermitage in the Ocean, the central importance of  God’s will is clearly 

evoked. Just as living figures can be divinely transported to the spiritual realms of  heaven 

and hell in a vision, the liminal medium of  the Ocean can also be used to effect this 

journey between spaces, though both cases require divine agency to bring them about. As 

in ancient thought, the Ocean can also be depicted as marking the boundary between the 

corporeal and spiritual regions of  the Christian universe.
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The Félire Óengusso and other worlds in the Ocean

4.1 Introduction

The corpus investigated for this chapter consists of  Hiberno-Latin and Latinate 

vernacular texts that in their extant form are accompanied by a considerable body of  

learned glossing and commentary. Despite being for the most part later additions to pre-

existing texts, these additional materials potentially provide two types of  insight into the 

texts that are their focus: as well as revealing how the earlier text was perceived and 

understood in a later period, they can also retrospectively inform our understanding of  a 

focus text’s content by providing fuller explanations or accounts of  briefly referenced 

narratives. Prominent examples of  texts accompanied by such bodies of  glossing and 

commentary include the Félire Óengusso, ‘Martyrology of  Óengus,’ the Irish Liber Hymnorum, 

‘Book of  hymns,’ and the Amrae Coluimb Chille, ‘Poem for Colum Cille.’316 From this corpus,

the Félire and its commentary were selected for this case study because they contain 

material that directly informs the primary research questions posed by this thesis (both the 

Félire and martyrologies generally are discussed fully below (4.1.1)). In terms of  textual 

connections and intertextual resonances, as a martyrology, the Félire is part of  an 

international tradition of  ecclesiastical texts that find their origins in the second century. 

The key stages in the development and function of  martyrologies have been well 

researched and the principal sources upon which the Félire draws are identifiable, if  not all 

extant in their entirety. As a result, the Félire provides an opportunity to investigate the 

relationship between this Irish vernacular composition and its sources. 

Narratives in the Félire also differ sufficiently from those in its sources to warrant 

an exploration of  their relationship to one another. The thematic focus of  this chapter is 

the conceptualisation of  the sea as encapsulating other worlds of  a particular kind (the 

terms ‘other world’ and the ‘Otherworld’ are discussed further below, 4.1.2). The worlds in 

question are inhabited planes, analogous to the terrestrial world, that are depicted as 

simultaneously occupying the same space as some area of  the sea. For the purpose of  this 

chapter, the science fiction term ‘parallel worlds’ has been adopted, and such worlds are 

316 The Félire Óengusso is fully introduced and discussed in detail below (4.1.1). The Irish Liber Hymnorum is 
edited and translated by Bernard and Atkinson (1898) from its two principal manuscripts: Dublin, Trinity 
College MS 1441 and Dublin, UCD MS Franciscan Collection MS A2. The Amrae Coluimb Chille and its 
glosses and commentary appear in a number of  manuscripts. Bernard and Atkinson (1898, 1, pp. 162–83; 2, 
pp. 55–80, 223–35) edit and translate the text and the commentary from the Trinity manuscript of  the Liber 
Hymnorum. The text and commentary are edited and translated by Stokes (1899, 1900) from Oxford, Bodleian
Library MS Rawlinson B 502, folios 54r–59v. Best and Bergin (1929, pp. 11–41) present an edition of  the text
and commentary from Lebor na hUidre, Dublin, RIA MS 23 E 25, folios 5a–15a. The text of  the Amrae 
Coluimb Chille alone is edited by Clancy and Márkus (1997, pp. 96–128). A comprehensive edition of  the 
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described as co-existing ‘in parallel’ with an area of  sea.317 The encounters discussed here 

represent a discourse situated at an interface between these worlds. In many instances this 

interface is revealed by the contrast between the perspectives of  the inhabitants of  each of  

the two planes. These other worlds may be associated with a race of  supernatural 

inhabitants, but may also be occupied, though sometimes only temporarily, by human 

figures. A number of  passages in the Félire and its commentary reveal an interest in and an 

active engagement with the conceptualisation of  such worlds, and a selection of  these 

passages are analysed in detail here, along with their sources and analogues.

The adapted methodology for this case study was influenced by a number of  

factors. The sequential nature of  this investigation, focusing on the Félire accounts and the 

preceding versions of  those narratives simplifies the intertextual network engaged with in 

this chapter. However, the complex relationship of  the Félire commentary to the Félire itself

posed a challenge. As a later addition to the Félire, the commentary is of  limited relevance 

to our understanding of  it. However, by focussing on narratives for which key details are 

contained within the Félire and the expanded narratives are provided by the Commentary 

(see below 4.3.1 for further discussion of  this selection process), it is possible for the latter 

to supplement our understanding of  the former. 

4.1.1 Introduction to the Félire Óengusso

The text that is the focus for this chapter is the Félire Óengusso, ‘The Martyrology of  

Óengus’ (hereafter, Félire).318 The tradition of  martyrological texts has been traced back to a

second century initiative to accurately record the deaths of  holy men so that their 

anniversaries could be properly venerated.319 Aigrain (2000, pp. 13–31) describes key points 

in the development of  this tradition: from the earliest extant evidence of  such recorded 

lists, the fourth century Dispositio episcoporum and Dispositio martyrum, to the composition of  

Amrae Coluimb Chille by Bisagni is forthcoming.
317 The conceptualisations of  parallel worlds and parallel universes are complex and diverse, particularly 
because in their literary nature they require no consistency; however, the basic premise followed here is that 
of  Stableford and Langford’s (2016) definition in The encyclopedia of  science fiction: ‘a parallel world is another 
universe situated ‘alongside’ our own, displaced from it along a spatial fourth dimension.’ Boyle (2016, pp. 
23–24) engages with the allegorical significance of  such other worlds in medieval Irish literature, but the texts
under study in the present chapter are not obviously allegorical along the lines of  those highlighted by Boyle.
318 Ó Riain (2006, p. xvii) points out that strictly speaking félire refers to a calendar of  feast days to be 
celebrated within a given locality, its Latin equivalent being calendarium. In contrast, the Latin martyrologium, 
Irish martarlaig, correctly identifies the often lengthy and international lists of  saints that comprise 
martyrologies. It is apparent from the title of  the Félire that the two terms were not always clearly 
distinguished.
319 Aigrain’s (2000, pp. 11–106) L’hagiographie: ses sources, ses méthodes, son histoire is the most comprehensive 
work on the origins and development of  martyrologies.
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the Martyrologium Hieronymianum and beyond. The Martyrologium Hieronymianum (hereafter, 

Martyrologium) is considered the earliest extant martyrology, and is named after its initial, 

incorrect, attribution to Jerome.320 The Martyrologium combines the early sources and forms 

the basis of  all subsequent medieval martyrologies (Aigrain, 2000, pp. 32–50). The 

Martyrologium is generally accepted to have acquired its extant form in Gaul in the late sixth 

or early seventh century.321 

In its longer, more complete form, the Martyrologium presents extensive lists of  

saints from across the Christian world, numbering in their thousands. It contains an entry 

for every day of  the year, each recording from a few to hundreds of  saints. Ó Riain (2006, 

p. xx–xxi, 8, 225) emphasises the Insular connections evident in the composition and 

transmission of  the Martyrologium as a whole, particularly the fact that an Irish saint, 

Columbanus, is the latest saint to be present in all of  the principal manuscripts and that the

earliest extant manuscript of  the text was produced in Echternach, by a scribe named 

Laurentius who is believed to have been Irish or Irish-trained. As well as the more 

complete recension of  the Martyrologium, several abbreviated versions, omitting historical 

information and place names, also exist. Two principal examples of  the abbreviated 

versions are the Martyrology of  Tallaght and the Martyrologium Cambrense (Aigrain, 2000, pp.

43–44).322 In addition to items from the Martyrologium, the Martyrology of  Tallaght contains

an additional section for each day citing Insular, predominantly Irish saints. Ó Riain (2006, 

pp. 80–98) dates the Martyrology of  Tallaght to between 829 and 833, on the basis of  

internal evidence. Also of  relevance to this discussion is one of  three martyrologies 

composed in the twelfth century: the Martyrology of  Gorman.323 This Middle Irish 

martyrology was composed by Máel Muire Ua Gormáin between 1171 and 1174 (Ó Riain, 

320 The Martyrologium Hieronymianum is most recently edited by Quentin and Delehaye (1931), replacing the 
previously authoritative edition by De Rossi and Duchesne (1894). Studies giving an overview of  the textual 
history of  the Martyrologium include, most recently, Ó Riain (2006, pp. 1–42) and Lapidge (2005, pp. 44–57). 
See also Lifshitz (2006).
321 There is considerable debate regarding the production of  this Gallic version at either Auxerre or Luxeuil. 
Ó Riain (2006, pp. 2–7) gives a detailed summary of  the arguments for and against each of  locations to date.
322 The Martyrologium Cambrense is found in a manuscript produced in Wales in the late eleventh century, 
edited by Delehaye (1913) and Lawlor (1914). The Martyrology of  Tallaght is found in a fragment of  the 
twelfth century Book of  Leinster, Dublin, UCD, Franciscan Collection MS A3, pages 1–11, and an early 
seventeenth century manuscript, Brussels, Bibliothèque royale MS 5100-04, folios 209-224. The text is edited 
by Best and Lawlor (1931). The Dublin manuscript is referred to by Ó Riain (2006) as Dublin, Trinity College
MS 1339, folios 355-365. This identification derives from the pagination of  Atkinson’s (1880, pp. 355–376) 
facsimile edition of  the Book of  Leinster, which includes the Franciscan manuscript as a continuation of  the 
Book of  Leinster. In their edition of  the Martyrology of  Tallaght, Best and Lawlor (1931, pp. xiii–xiv) 
describe the manuscript in detail.
323 The Martyrology of  Gorman is edited by Stokes (1895). Ó Riain (2006, pp. 147–71) dedicates a chapter 
to the discussion of  this martyrology and its significance to the martyrological tradition in Ireland.
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2006, pp. 147–48). Ó Riain (2006, pp. 155–58) notes this martyrology for its particularly 

close parallels with the Martyrology of  Tallaght; this is significant because there are large 

lacunae in the extant manuscripts of  the Martyrology of  Tallaght, and the Martyrology of  

Gorman may cautiously be called upon to assist investigations of  the lost entries.324

4.1.1.1 The Félire Óengusso

The Félire is an Old Irish metrical martyrology.325 It is argued that it was composed 

by the person after whom it is named, Óengus, a bishop of  Tallaght and a member of  the 

céli Dé community.326 Excluding the substantial verse prologue and epilogue, each quatrain 

of  the main Félire text describes one or more saints who are to be celebrated on a single 

day. Depending on the number of  figures included in the entry, varying amounts of  

additional detail concerning each of  the saints and their deaths are also included. This 

vernacular martyrology is adapted from the Martyrology of  Tallaght (Ó Riain, 2006, pp. 

103–118). Thurneysen (1908, pp. 6–8) dates the Félire to between 797 and 805/808. Ó 

Riain (1990, 2006, pp. 80–98) dates both the Martyrology of  Tallaght and the Félire to a 

somewhat later time frame, sometime between 829 and 833.327 Breatnach (1996, pp. 74–75) 

challenges a number of  elements of  Ó Riain’s argument, upholding that of  Thurneysen. 

Dumville (2002) argues that the composition of  the Félire cannot be dated any more 

specifically than to within the period between 797 and approximately 900, the year of  the 

latest death recorded in the text and the end of  the Old Irish phase of  writing. Dumville 

(2002, p. 26) argues that a more specific dating of  the text relies on negative evidence and, 

since the Félire is highly selective in its choice of  entries in order to satisfy its metrical 

structure, ‘no argument from silence is credible’. 

Because there is not yet a comprehensive edition of  the Félire, its various editions, 

translations, and the manuscripts upon which each is based must be briefly set out. As is 

often the case with Irish texts, despite its relatively early composition, all eight extant 

manuscripts of  the Félire are relatively late, produced in the fifteenth century or later; these 

324 In their edition of  the Martyrology of  Tallaght, Best and Lawlor (1931, pp. xiii–xiv) describe the lacunae 
in the manuscript in detail; of  relevance here is that the sections containing both of  the entries discussed in 
detail in this chapter—those of  Saint Clement (23rd November) and the martyrs of  Sebaste (9th March)—are 
missing.
325 Ó Riain uses an alternative spelling for the name of  the text, Félire Óengusa.
326 On the céli Dé religious community, see Follett (2006).
327 Ó Riain also proposes that the production of  the Martyrology of  Tallaght was a response to a decree 
made at the 817 Council of  Aachen, declaring that the martyrology was to be read daily in all monasteries. Ó 
Riain (2006, pp. 96–97) notes that the wording of  the decree calls for the martyrology to be read and a verse, 
referring to a psalm, to be recited. It is the misinterpretation of  this that he suggests may explain the 
existence of  the Félire. See also Lifshitz (2006, p. 118). 
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consist of  Oxford, Bodleian Library MS Rawlinson B 505, folios 211-220 (R1); Leabhar 

Breac, Dublin, RIA MS 23 P 16, folios 75–106 (Lb); Oxford, Bodleian Library MS Laud 

Misc. 610, folios 59ra1–72rb35 (L); Dublin, RIA MS 23 P 3, folios 1–10 (P); Dublin, UCD, 

Franciscan Collection MS A 7, folios 1–49 (F);328 Oxford, Bodleian Library MS Rawlinson 

B 512, folios 53ra–64vb (R2); Dublin, NLI MS G 10, folios 20–45 (C);329 and Brussels, 

Bibliothèque royale MS 5100–4, pages 94a–119 b (B).330 There are also two glossaries which

make extensive use of  glosses attached to the Félire.331 Stokes (1880) initially edited the 

Félire from R1, R2, L, and Lb, and later produced an edition from all ten manuscripts 

(Stokes, 1905). Several years later, Stokes (1908) also published a list of  corrections and 

additions to his 1905 edition.332 Several translations of  selections from the text have also 

been published: Greene and O’Connor (1967, pp. 56–66) present the text and a translation 

of  thirty-six quatrains from the preface; Carey (2000, pp. 180–227) translates the original 

prologue and epilogue, the later preface, and a selection of  entries from the Félire with their

accompanying commentary. Carey’s (2000, pp. 278–79) translation of  the Félire is based for 

the most part on Stokes’ editions with additional reference to the manuscripts, the 

translation of  the later preface and commentary is based predominantly on the Leabhar 

Breac.

4.1.1.2 The Félire commentary

A later prose preface and a considerable body of  glosses and commentary on the 

Félire are also extant. Ó Riain (2006, pp. 173–203) dates these later additions to the late 

twelfth century, between 1170 and 1174. This commentary is included in Stokes’ editions 

of  the text. The 1880 edition primarily contains the commentary found in the Leabhar 

Breac,333 and the 1905 edition contains the commentary from among the other seven 

principal manuscripts. These editions of  the Félire commentary are problematic in several 

ways. Ó Riain (2006, pp. 174–75) points out that the commentary is not consistently 

presented in either edition, describing Stokes’ use of  manuscripts as ‘eclectic’ and, 

328 Ó Riain (2006, p. 175) refers to this manuscript by its original designation: Killiney, Franciscan Library 
MS A7. 
329 Referred to in Stokes (1905, pp. ix–xii) by its earlier assignation of  Cheltenham, Phillips Library, MS 
10266.
330 The sigla used here are those adopted by Ó Riain (2006, p. 175). 
331 These glossaries are found in Dublin, Trinity College Library MS 1337 (H. 3. 18) and London, British 
Library MS Egerton 88, folios 80–93. 
332 Both editions and the later article were consulted for all of  the Félire text and commentary discussed here.
333 The Leabhar Breac is missing most of  the commentary for December, and Stokes (1880, pp. 178–87) 
supplements with the text from R1, L, and F. 
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consequently, not accurately representative of  the extant witnesses. In a study of  non-Irish 

saints found in the Félire commentary, Hennig (1975) systematically reviews the 

methodology used by Stokes in his editions of  the Félire and its commentary, addressing 

their shortcomings and acknowledging their accomplishments. Ó Corráin (1986), in a 

review of  the 1984 DIAS reprint of  Stokes’ 1905 edition, also provides a brief  overview of

the principal scholarship that has contributed to the understanding of  the texts since the 

time of  Stokes’ edition, as well as addressing some of  the faults of  this edition and its 1880

predecessor. As a consequence of  these inconsistencies, where the edition is ambiguous the

manuscripts have been consulted.

4.1.2 Other worlds in the Ocean

Other, supernatural, worlds are depicted in a variety of  ways in medieval Irish 

literature, displaying a complex range of  features, and the term ‘Irish Otherworld’ 

encompasses a variety of  concepts in a wide range of  texts. O’Connor offers an accurate 

statement on the issue:

The concept of  an ‘Otherworld’ was extremely fluid in early medieval 

Ireland. The basic idea is of  a division between this world and a marvellous,

uncanny, or timeless realm inhabited by supernatural or semi-divine beings. 

But individual texts differ widely on where such a realm might be. 

(O’Connor, 2013, p. 60)

Much scholarship has been dedicated to these representations, particularly in attempts to 

describe and categorise other worlds in medieval Irish narratives.334 However, as O’Connor 

so succinctly states, there is no single unified concept of  an ‘Irish Otherworld’. With this in

mind, this chapter engages with just one specific group of  supernatural worlds that appear 

in early Irish writing, those consisting of  an inhabited plane co-existing in parallel with the 

sea, and refers to them simply as ‘other worlds’. Even then, it is quickly evident that there is

considerable variation in the representation of  other worlds within this category. 

Numerous examples of  such phenomena, analogous to those appearing in the Félire, are 

discussed in this chapter; however, two prominent and relatively early instances appear in 

two of  the voyage narratives discussed in the previous chapter: Immram Brain meic Febuil (see

3.4.1) and Immram curaig Máele Dúin (see 3.4.2). These two instances differ from each other 

334 Carey (1982a, 1989a, 1989b, 1991, 1999a; 1987) in particular has published widely on the subject of  other
worlds in Irish vernacular and Hiberno-Latin literature. See also McCone (1990), Sims-Williams (1990b), and 
Sayers (2012). The topic is also treated in surveys such as those by Ní Bhrolcháin (2009) and Bhreathnach 
(2014). Byrne (2016) engages more broadly with the significance of  other worlds in medieval texts.
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in their depiction of  another world co-existing in parallel with the sea, and both are 

presented below in order to establish the background against which passages from the 

Félire are investigated.

4.1.2.1 Immram Brain meic Febuil

One of  the most well known examples of  a supernatural plane connected with the 

sea appears in the earliest vernacular voyage narrative, the Old Irish Immram Brain meic 

Febuil (Immram Brain), ‘The voyage of  Bran mac Febuil’ (3.4.1). Two days and nights into his

journey across the sea to the paradisiacal Tír na mBan, ‘Land of  Women’, Bran and his 

companions encounter the figure of  Manannán mac Lir on his way to Ireland.335 Manannán

travels in a chariot and he describes his kingdom to Bran and his companions in detail, 

repeatedly pointing out features of  Bran’s marine surroundings that have an alternate, 

terrestrial equivalent in this kingdom. The most direct statement of  this appears in stanza 

37: 

Lí na fairci fora-taí,

geldod mora imme-raí,

ros-sert buide ocus glass:

is talam nád écomrass.

The colour of  the ocean on which you are, 

the bright colour of  the sea over which you row:

it has spread out yellow and green;

it is solid land. (Immram Brain 37 (Mac Mathúna, 1985, pp. 39, 52))

Here Manannán explicitly describes the co-existence of  the surface of  the sea, on which 

Bran sails, and the solid ground of  his own kingdom, upon which he travels in a chariot. 

Bran is limited to seeing these parallel worlds from only his own perspective, but 

Manannán is able to see them from both. The integral connection of  the two worlds is 

further emphasised by the substantial list of  correspondences that Manannán identifies 

between the two: where Bran sees waves, Manannán sees a flower-filled plain, and where 

Bran sees salmon leaping, Manannán sees calves and lambs (Immram Brain 35, 38 (Mac 

Mathúna, 1985, pp. 39, 52)). In stanza 39 Manannán explains that the full extent of  his 

kingdom and its inhabitants is hidden from Bran:

335 On the figure of  Manannán mac Lir, see among others Vendryes (1953), Mac Cana (1972, 1975), and 
Carey (2007a).
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Cé ad-chetha oínchairptech336

i mMaig Meld co n-immud scoth,

fil mór d’echaib fora brú

cen suide, nád aicci-siu.

Though you should see but a single chariot-rider

in the Pleasant Plain with abundance of  flowers,

there are many steeds on its bosom

besides, which you do not see. (Immram Brain 39 (Mac Mathúna, 1985, pp. 

40, 53))

A gloss on this stanza reveals that this is interpreted as referring to a great crowd travelling 

with Manannán: boi mor dirimme ina farr- ⁊ ni faca Bran, ‘there was a big crowd beside him and 

Bran did not see them’ (Mac Mathúna, 1985, pp. 40, 53). This example of  another world is 

striking because of  the way in which it is very specifically described as somehow occupying

the same space as the perceptible ocean, while remaining invisible and inaccessible to 

ordinary humans such as Bran.337 This distinct feature of  Manannán’s kingdom is 

highlighted by the contrast between it and the supernatural paradise that is Bran’s ultimate 

destination, located on an island across the Ocean, which also further demonstrates the 

diverse representations of  such realms.

4.1.2.2 Immram curaig Máele Dúin

A very different example of  another world in a marine context appears in Immram 

curaig Máele Dúin. Máel Dúin and his companions first cross an area of  sea that is so clear 

that they can see the sand and rocks at its bottom.338 They then cross into a region in which

the sea is described as being like cloud:

Fosceird iar sen a muir n-aill cosmuil fri nell ⁊ andar leosom nis faelsad fein nach an 

curach. 

Thereafter they came into another sea like a cloud and it seemed to them 

336 My thanks to Professor Carey for pointing out that Meyer’s (Meyer and Nutt, 1895–1897, 1, p. 21) 
reading of  this term is correct. 
337 Several studies have been made on the nature of  Manannán’s marine world and its origins, including 
those by Nutt (Meyer and Nutt, 1895–1897, 1, pp. 101–331), Mac Cana (1975, 1976), Mac Mathúna (1985, 
pp. 238–85), Carey (1987, pp. 8–10), and Ó hAodha (2003).
338 These two episodes of  Immram curaig Máele Dúin parallel an episode of  the Navigatio Sancti Brendani (21 
(Orlandi and Guglielmetti, 2014, pp. 76–81; O’Meara, 1976, pp. 49–50; see also Selmer, 1989, pp. 56–58), in 
which Brendan encounters an area of  sea so clear that he and his companions can see its bottom. They see a 
multitude of  sea creatures there, which are compared to herds of  livestock and in some manuscripts to cities 
(see also Oskamp, 1970, pp. 65–66; Orlandi and Guglielmetti, 2014, p. LXXIII).
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that it would not support themselves nor the boat. (Máele Dúin 23 (Oskamp,

1970, pp. 144–45))

Their fear that it will not support them or their boat demonstrates that it is not simply that 

the water is white or clouded, but appears to them less substantial than the water of  the 

sea, seeming to have the mist-like consistency of  clouds. Beneath them, the following scene

comes into view:

Co n-acatar iar sin fon muir foaib anís dúine cumtachta ⁊ tir n-alaind ⁊ adchiat 

anmanda mór n-uathmur biastaidhi i crund ard ⁊ tain do almuib ⁊ indilib imon crund 

immacuaird ⁊ fer cona arm i farrudh an craind co sciath ⁊ gái ⁊ claidium. 

Then they saw under the sea below them ornamented forts and a lovely 

country and they saw a big, awful, monstrous animal in a high tree and a 

drove of  herds and flocks round about the tree and an armed man near the 

tree with a shield, spear and sword. (Máele Dúin 23 (Oskamp, 1970, pp. 144–

47))

Beneath this ‘cloud sea’ the voyagers see a plane of  existence whose features correspond to

those of  a terrestrial plane: it contains buildings, a beautiful landscape, trees, and herds of  

livestock. The reference to the armed man indicates that this world is inhabited by what 

appear to be humans. Aside from the location of  this scene, another oddity is the 

unidentified monster in the tree, which seizes one of  the herd, causing the remainder of  

the animals and the man to flee. 

This plane differs significantly from that of  Manannán in Immram Brain in its 

location: it is located at the bottom of  the sea upon which Máel Dúin travels, while 

Manannán’s is located at the sea’s surface; however, there are also correspondences between

the two. In both instances the other world resembles the terrestrial one, containing 

landscapes corresponding to those found on dry land, and both are inhabited by familiar 

terrestrial creatures such as livestock, horses, and human-like figures, rather than sea 

creatures and fish. Both worlds also share the fact that they co-exist in parallel with the sea 

upon which Bran and Máel Dúin travel. In Bran’s case, Manannán explains that what is the 

surface of  the sea to Bran to him is a landscape; in Máel Dúin’s case it is the sea bed far 

below him that is a terrestrial landscape to those who inhabit it. The cloud-like nature of  

this sea further emphasises the parallel existence of  two worlds, as the surface of  the sea in 

which Máel Dúin sails is a clouded sky to the inhabitants of  the other world below 

(another example of  this particular schematisation of  the relationship between parallel 
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worlds can also be found in the narratives concerning aerial ships over Clonmacnoise, 

discussed further below (4.2.2.2)).

A number of  studies discussing other worlds in the Ocean argue that the marine 

environment was a later addition to an existing concept of  supernatural other worlds 

located beneath lakes, which were often accessed through wells. Several investigations of  

the interrelationship of  narratives containing these elements focus on the extant sources 

and analogues for Immram Brain (Carney, 1976; Carey, 1982a; Mac Mathúna, 1985, pp. 267–

74). Carey (1982a) argues, in support of  Carney (1963, p. 40 n. 9), that the concept of  

other worlds both in the sea and across its expanse was introduced into Irish literature at a 

later stage in its development and ‘was foreign to the native tradition.’ While this thesis 

does not seek specifically to engage with this argument or this aspect of  the development 

of  the concept of  other worlds in a marine context, a key work on this subject, Carney’s 

(1976)339 chapter on a lost narrative referred to as Echtrae Brain, ‘The expedition of  Bran’, 

demonstrates the integral connection between other worlds located within lakes and those 

in the Ocean. 

Two of  the principal elements of  the early Bran material discussed by Carney are a 

well through which Bran enters another world, and the fact that the kingdom is inundated 

by flood waters, ultimately resulting in the existence of  Loch Febuil. Carney argues that the

well in this narrative is equivalent to Bran’s journey across the sea in Immram Brain. The 

flooded plain described in one of  two Lough Foyle colloquy texts, Immacaldam in druad 

Brain ⁊ inna banḟátho Febuil ós Loch Ḟebuil, ‘The conversation of  Bran’s druid and Febul’s 

prophetess above Loch Febuil,’340 reflects Manannán’s submarine world: in both cases a 

terrestrial kingdom and a body of  water occupy the same space (Carney, 1976, pp. 191–93; 

Carey, 1982a, p. 38). These points contribute to Carney’s (1976, p. 186) conclusion that the 

‘‘Otherworld beyond the sea’ is a development and rationalisation of  the ‘Otherworld 

beneath the water.’’ The significance of  this connection to this chapter is that it establishes 

a precedent for taking supernatural worlds found in other aquatic contexts into 

consideration in the investigation of  this aspect of  the sea’s conceptualisation in the Félire 

(see 4.3 in particular).

339 This work is also available reprinted in Wooding (2000, pp. 73–90). The original publication is cited here. 
340 The other is Immacaldam Choluim Chille ⁊ ind óclaig oc Carraic Eolairg , ‘The conversation of  Colum Cille and 
the youth at Carn Eolairg.’ Both of  these Old Irish texts are dated by Carey (2002) to the eighth century at 
the earliest. Carney (1976) provides the text and a translation of  Immacaldam in druad Brain ⁊ inna banḟátho Febuil
ós Loch Ḟebuil, ‘The conversation of  Bran’s druid and Febul’s prophetess above Loch Febuil,’ as part of  this 
article. Carey (2002) edits and translates both colloquies. 
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4.1.3 Other worlds in the water in the Félire

Two entries from the Félire were identified as being particularly appropriate for the 

purposes of  this chapter: those for Saint Clement (4.2) and the martyrs of  Sebaste (4.3). In 

both of  these instances, in addition to the elaborate accounts found in the Félire 

commentary, reference to the supernatural world or encounter is contained within the entry

in the Félire itself, thus anchoring this version of  the narrative to the early ninth century. 

This is in contrast to other narratives concerning miraculous underwater encounters, in 

which only the name of  the individual appears in the Félire, and all references to the 

narrative in question appear solely in the commentary.341 Both of  the selected entries also 

belong to the preceding international martyrological tradition, but are presented in a 

distinctly different way in this vernacular text. Comparing the versions of  these narratives 

and their analogues informs our understanding of  the Félire, its early medieval audience, 

and their perception of  supernatural planes of  existence connected with the sea. Focusing 

on entries that appear in the international martyrological tradition also allows this study to 

engage with the way in which the narratives of  ecclesiastical figures are received and 

adapted by the author of  the vernacular Félire, and to explore the wider significance of  this.

341 Examples of  these figures include Fuinche the Rough (Félire, xii. cal. Febr. / 21st Jan. (Stokes, 1905, pp. 37,
50–51)), Muirgen (Félire, vi. cal. Febr. / 27th Jan. (Stokes, 1905, pp. 38, 52–55; see also Bowen, 1978, p. 147 ff.)),
and Fínan Camm (Félire, vii. idus Aprilis / 7th Apr. (Stokes, 1905, pp. 105, 112–113).
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4.2 The martyrdom of  Clement

The first of  two Félire entries explored in detail in this chapter records the death of  

Saint Clement, also know as Clement of  Rome. The changes made to the narrative in the 

Félire and its commentary show that the source material was adapted in order to amplify the

role of  the supernatural submarine plane. The following survey of  versions of  the account 

of  Clement’s martyrdom presents the key sources and analogues against which the Félire 

and its commentary can be analysed. 

4.2.1 Versions of  the narrative

Although the historical accuracy of  Clement’s martyrdom does not impact this 

study, it is worth noting that the narrative comes into existence several centuries after 

Clement’s death, and it is generally acknowledged to be a later composition with no 

historical basis. Lightfoot (1890, p. 85) notes that this may have originated from an earlier 

identification of  Clement of  Rome as Titus Flavius Clemens, a contemporary Roman 

consul and a cousin of  the emperor Domitian, who was executed in 95 or 96 CE. 

Regardless, it is clear from authors such as Rufinus that by the end of  the fourth century 

Clement was known as a martyr (Funk, 1881–1901, 2, p. VIII; Lightfoot, 1890, pp. 86–

88).342 This survey engages with the most prominent examples of  Clement’s narrative 

preceding the composition of  the Félire; these include accounts in the fifth or sixth century 

Latin Passio Sancti Clementis, ‘The martyrdom of  Clement’ (4.2.1.1.), Gregory of  Tour’s sixth

century Liber in gloria martyrum (4.2.1.2), and finally the Martyrology of  Bede, composed in 

the early eighth century (4.2.1.3). 

4.2.1.1 The Latin Passio Sancti Clementis

Diekamp (1913, pp. XV–XVI) identifies the extant Latin version of  the Passio Sancti

Clementis (hereafter Passio) as that used in the sixth century by Gregory in the Liber in gloria 

martyrium (see 4.2.1.2).343 Broadly, the narrative of  Clement’s martyrdom begins when 

342 For an overview of  the arguments regarding the collection of  texts by the Apostolic Fathers, and 
Clement of  Rome’s authorship of  the epistles I Clement and II Clement in particular, see Ehrman (2003, pp. 
21–23).
343 The earliest Greek version of  the text is edited by Risch (2008) in GCS NF 16. The Greek text is also 
edited by Funk in his two-volume Patres Apostolici (1881–1901). The Martyrium Clementis appears in the second 
volume, and Funk (1881–1901, 2, pp. 28–45) includes a Latin translation of  the Greek text. The second 
volume of  Funk’s edition was updated by Diekamp (1913), who derives the Latin text of  the Passio Sancit 
Clementis from three tenth and eleventh century manuscripts (see also GCS NF 16, pp. XX–XXI). The first 
volume of  Funk’s editions was updated by Lindemann and Paulsen (1992). The Greek text can also be found 
in PG 2.617-32. A general guide to Pseudo-Clementine literature can be found in Jones (1982). Earlier 
scholarship on the Martyrium and Passio Clementis includes Lightfoot (1890) and Franchi de’ Cavalieri (1915); 
the latter also argued for the priority of  the Latin version over the Greek.
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Clement is exiled to what is now the Crimean peninsula following the performance of  

several miracles and the mass conversion of  hundreds of  high ranking Romans to 

Christianity. In exile, Clement miraculously produces a spring of  fresh water for the 

thousands of  Christians labouring in the marble quarries there. This causes a wave of  

Christian devotion, including the construction of  churches and the destruction of  non-

Christian temples and sacred sites. In reaction to this, the emperor Trajan orders Clement 

to be stopped:

Producatur in medio mari, et ligata ad collum eius ancora, praecipitetur, ut non possent 

Christiani hunc pro Deo colere. (Passio 23 (Funk and Diekamp, 1913, 2, p. 79))

Let him be brought out in the middle of  the sea, and an anchor tied to his 

neck, and let him be thrown down, so that the Christians will not able to 

worship him before God. 

Clement is then drowned at sea with an anchor around his neck, with the explicit purpose 

of  denying his followers access to his relics. The final episode of  the narrative then 

proceeds as follows: 

Quod cum factum fuisset, omnis multitudo Christianorum coepit stare ad litus et flere. 

Tunc dixerunt Cornelius et Pboebus discipuli eius: Omnes unanimes oremus, ut ostendat

nobis Dominus martyris sui exuvias. Orantibus autem populis recessit mare in sinum 

suum per tria fere milia, et ingressi per siccum populi invenerunt in modum templi 

marmorei habitaculum a Deo paratum et ibi in arca saxea corpus sancti Clementis 

positum, ita ut ancora, cum qua missus fuerat, iuxta eum esset posita. (Passio 24. 

(Funk and Diekamp, 1913, 2, p. 79))

So, when this had been done, the entire multitude of  Christians began 

standing by the shore and weeping. Then Cornelius and Phoebus, his 

followers, said to them: Let us all pray with one accord, so that the Lord 

might reveal to us the relics of  his martyr. Then, while the people were 

praying, the sea receded into its bay by almost three miles, and walking 

across dry land, the crowds found a structure prepared by God in the form 

of  a marble shrine, and there in a stone box the body of  holy Clement was 

placed, in such a way that the anchor, with which he had been sent down, 

had been placed near him.

The miraculous revelation of  this divinely constructed shrine is repeated every year on the 

day of  Clement’s death, when the sea withdraws for seven days to allow Clement’s relics to 
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be venerated. Two key elements of  this narrative continue to appear in later accounts of  

this phenomenon: the miraculous recession of  the sea and the structure subsequently 

revealed by this. 

4.2.1.2 Gregory of  Tours’ Liber in gloria martyrum

Gregory of  Tours, bishop from 573 to 594,344 includes a version of  the martyrdom 

of  Clement in his sixth century work, Liber in gloria martyrum (In gloria), ‘Book on the glory 

of  the martyrs.’345 In gloria gives the following account of  Clement’s martyrdom and the 

appearance of  his submarine shrine:

Clemens martyr, ut in passione eius legitur, anchora collo eius suspensa, in mari 

praecipitatus est. Nunc autem in die solemnitatis eius recedit mare per trea [sic] milia; 

siccumque gradientibus iter praebens, usque ad sepulchrum martyris pervenitur. Ibique 

vota reddentes, orantes populi, regrediuntur ad litus. 

As can be read in [the account of] his suffering, the martyr Clement was 

thrown into the sea with an anchor tied around his neck. Now, however, on 

the day of  his festival the sea recedes three miles and offers a dry path to 

people who walk and travel all the way to his tomb. There people make 

vows, pray, and then return to shore. (Gregory of  Tours, In gloria 35 (MGH 

SRM 1.2, p. 60; Van Dam, 1988, p. 33))

Gregory’s account corresponds to that of  Passio in all of  the key details, and indeed 

Gregory references the passio from which the narrative derives: Clement is drowned using 

an anchor; on his feast day the sea recedes a distance of  three miles, allowing the people to 

walk across the sea bottom as if  it were dry land; and a structure dedicated to Clement is 

found there, in this case referred to as a sepulchrum, ‘tomb’. Although it follows the narrative

precisely, there are relatively few verbal correspondences between Gregory’s account and 

that of  the Passio: both texts use forms of  anchora, ‘anchor’, collum, ‘neck’, and praecipitare, 

‘throw headlong’, as well as the phrase per trea milia, ‘for three miles’. In Gregory’s text, this 

brief  account of  Clement’s martyrdom and his submarine tomb serve as an introduction to

an additional miraculous incident occurring sometime after Clement’s death. This episode, 

in which a boy who is accidentally left behind in the tomb when the water returns 

344 Several publications provide excellent inroads into Gregory’s life and works, including those by Mitchell 
and Wood (2002), Heinzelmann (2001), and Goffart (1988).
345 The standard reference for this text is still Krusch’s (1885, pp. 34–111) edition in MHG SRM 1.2, which 
is cited here. Van Dam (1988) provides a modern translation of  the text with an excellent introduction. In his 
discussion, Van Dam (1988, pp. 6–11 in particular) notes that the immediate sources for many of  the 
accounts in Gregory’s In gloria are not known.
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miraculously survives there for an entire year (Gregory of  Tours, In gloria 35 (MGH SRM 

1.2, p. 60; VanDam, 1988, p. 33)), is not part of  the Latin Passio or the Greek text of  the 

martyrdom, but appears in the Pseudo-Clementine text referred to as the Miraculum 

Clementis (GCS NF 16, pp. 165–187).

4.2.1.3 The Martyrology of  Bede

The early eighth century Martyrology of  Bede (d. 735) is the earliest extant 

‘historical martyrology’, a type of  martyrology in which details about the saint’s life or 

death are included in addition to the traditional brief  citation of  name, date, and sometimes

location.346 Quentin (1908, pp. 109–11) identifies a close connection between this text and 

the Martyrology of  Tallaght. This argument is further substantiated by Ó Riain (2006, pp. 

36–37, 332–333), who concludes that the two share a common exemplar. The entry that 

Bede provides for the 23rd November (ix Kl. Dec.)347 reads:

Romae, natale sancti Clementis episcopi, qui iubente Traiano missus est in exilium trans

Pontum maris. Ubi multis ad fidem vocatis per miracula et doctrinam eius, praecipitatus 

est in mare, ligata ad collum eius anchora. Sed recessit mare, orantibus discipulis eius, 

per tria millia: et invenerunt corpus eius in arca saxea, in templo marmoreo, et anchoram

iuxta.

Sanctae Felicitatis matris septem filiorum martyrum, quae iubente Antonino decollata est

pro Christo. 

At Rome, the commemorative festival of  St. Clement, bishop, who on the 

orders of  Trajan was sent into exile across the deep of  the sea.348 There, 

having called many to the faith through his miracles and erudition, he was 

cast headlong into the sea, with an anchor tied to his neck. But the sea 

346 Quentin (1908) has isolated the text of  the Martyrology of  Bede and edits it along with considerable 
discussion of  its sources. Dubois and Renaud (1976) have also produced an edition of  the text, but it is not 
considered an adequate substitute for that by Quentin (Lifshitz, 2001, p. 175; Lapidge, 2005, p. 46, n. 54), and
the latter remains the standard reference edition. Lifshitz (2001) has published a translation based upon the 
text presented by Quentin, with an accompanying introduction. The earliest extant manuscript for the 
Martyrology of  Bede is dated to the ninth century, now located in St Gall (Quentin, 1908, pp. 18–19). Lifshitz
(2001, p. 172, 2006, p. 141) argues for a specific date of  composition between 725 and 731. For further 
reading on historical martyrologies, that of  Bede in particular see, in addition to Quentin (1908), Dubois 
(1978), Aigrain (2000, pp. 51–68), Bullough (2003), and Thacker (2011). On the Old English Martyrology, see
Lapidge (2005), and editions by Kotzor (1981) and Rauer (2013).
347 Martyrologies use the Roman system of  marking the days of  the month, in which Clement’s feast day on 
the 23rd November corresponds to ante diem ix Kalendas Decembres (ix Kal. Dec. ), ‘nine days before the kalends 
(the first day) of  December.’ The abbreviated form of  this date varies from edition to edition, for ease of  
reference, I have replicated it as it appears in the edition being cited. 
348 Lifshitz’s translation of  Quentin’s Pontus maris as ‘the deep of  the sea’ is discussed further below.
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withdrew, at the prayers of  his disciples, by three miles: and they discovered 

his body in a rocky coffin, in a marble temple, next to the anchor. 

[The commemorative festival] of  St. Felicitas, mother of  seven martyr sons,

who was beheaded for Christ at the command of  Antoninus. (Martyrology 

of  Bede, ix Kl. Dec. / 23 Nov. (Quentin, 1908, pp. 68–69, 73; Lifshitz, 2001, 

p. 195))

Bede’s account not only shares all of  the key details of  the Passio, but also repeats 

substantial amounts of  this Latin text verbatim. As in Gregory, praecipitare is used, but here 

the entire phrase ad collum eius anchora also appears. The final line in Bede’s account is clearly

an adaptation of  the following line from the passage from the Passio cited above:

Orantibus autem populis recessit mare in sinum suum per tria fere milia, et 

ingressi per siccum populi invenerunt in modum templi marmorei habitaculum a 

Deo paratum et ibi in arca saxea corpus sancti Clementis positum, ita ut ancora, 

cum qua missus fuerat, iuxta eum esset posita. (Passio 24 (Funk and Diekamp, 

1913, 2, p. 79))

Then, while the people were praying, the sea receded into its bay by almost 

three miles, and walking across dry land, the crowds found a structure 

prepared by God in the form of  a marble shrine, and there in a stone box 

the body of  holy Clement was placed, in such a way that, the anchor, with 

which he had been sent down, had been placed near him.

The terms and phrases recessit mare, orantibus, per tria milia, invenerunt, and in arca saxea are 

repeated verbatim, and variants of  templum marmoreum, anchora, and iuxta also appear. These 

parallels in phrasing demonstrate the close connection between Bede’s source and the 

extant version of  the Passio, and Bede’s adherence to it. 

A further connection between the two texts is highlighted by the use of  the phrase 

trans Pontum maris, literally ‘across the Pontus of  the sea.’ Lifshitz translates as ‘across the 

deep of  the sea,’ reading pontus as part of  the poetic phrase pontus maris.349 Grammatically 

this would appear to be correct; however, as indicated by Quentin’s capitalisation of  Pontus, 

there is support for reading the term here as referring to the modern Crimean peninsula on

the Black Sea to which Clement is exiled, or the Black Sea itself, as is specified in the text 

of  the Passio:

349 As illustrated by Vergil’s use of  the phrase in Aeneid 10.377 (Mynors, 1969, p. 345; Fairclough and Goold, 
2000, p. 199)). See OLD, s.v. pontus; Pontus. 
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Tunc imperator Traianus rescripsit, debere eum aut sacrificiis consentire aut trans 

Ponticum mare in eremo, quae adiacet civitati Chersoni, subire exilium. (Passio 18 

(Funk and Diekamp, 1913, p. 73))

Then the emperor Trajan replied that he must agree to the sacrifices or 

submit to exile across the Black Sea in a wasteland which lies near to the city

of  Chersonesus.

It would seem that at some point in the transmission of  the narrative the location of  

Clement’s exile has either been confused with the more general phrase or altered in order 

to remove the reference to a specific geographical location. In either case, it further 

demonstrates the strength of  the connection between Bede’s source and this version of  the

Passio. 

4.2.1.4 Félire Óengusso

Returning to the text that is the focus for this study, the Félire contains the 

following entry for the 23rd November:

Céssad cáin Clémentis

eter tonna trethain,

adorthar a chathair

fo thonnaib lir lethain.

The fair suffering of  Clement 

among the sea’s waves:

his convent350 adored

under the waves of  the wide main. (Félire, ix. cal. Decembris / 23 Nov. 

(Stokes, 1905, p. 236)351

The entire quatrain is dedicated solely to Clement.352 In this account of  his martyrdom, the 

350 The original translation in the edition is ‘city’. The translation of  cathair as ‘convent’ is found in the 
appended corrigenda (Stokes, 1905, p. 473). The latter also appears in Stokes’ translation of  the commentary 
and is discussed in detail later in this chapter (4.2.2). 
351 Stokes’ translation of  the same text differs somewhat in the 1880 edition: ‘Clement’s fair suffering among
the waves of  the sea: in his city there is adoring under the waves of  the broad main’ (Stokes, 1880, p. 165). 
The 1905 translation cited above is more accurate. 
352 The Martyrologium contains numerous figures to be celebrated in numerous locations on 23rd November 
(Martyrologium, ix Kal. Dec. / 23 Nov. (Delehaye and Quentin, 1931, p. 615)); however, the figures for 
commemoration in Rome—Clement and Felicitas—are prioritised in later abbreviated versions, including the 
closely related Martryolgium Cambrense (ix kal. Decembris / 23 Nov. (Lawlor, 1914, p. 27)). As seen above 
(4.2.1.3), the Martyrology of  Bede prioritises the same two figures. A more wide-ranging study on the 
significance of  how martyrological figures are prioritised in the Félire is one that would no doubt offer a 
considerable insight into the text and Óengus’ poetic and religious objectives. For example, Thacker (2011, p. 
129–30; 126) observes that the Martyrology of  Bede clearly demonstrates its authors’ particular interest in 
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two principal elements of  the narrative are referenced: Clement’s suffering among the 

waves refers to his death by drowning, and the structure under the waves refers to his 

submarine shrine. The references to both elements are relatively oblique, suggesting that 

the narrative was familiar to the audience as well as the author. Two distinctive aspects of  

the narrative details discernible in the Félire’s brief  account are explored in this chapter: the 

use of  the term cathair for the location in which Clement is worshipped and the description

of  Clement’s resting place as adorthar fo thonnaib, ‘worshipped beneath the waves.’ The types 

of  structure potentially indicated by cathair are investigated in Section 4.2.2.1. Regarding the

adoration of  the structure, the Félire contrasts with other versions of  the narrative in which

the emphasis is clearly placed on the liberation of  the shrine from the confines of  the sea. 

Being adored ‘beneath the waves’ changes the emphasis to its submarine location rather 

than its miraculous exposure. This distinction is discussed further in Section 4.2.2.2. 

4.2.1.5 The Félire commentary

The final version of  the martyrdom of  Clement considered here is found in the 

twelfth century commentary on the Félire, which contains a substantial version of  the 

narrative, paralleling that found in Gregory’s In gloria. Stokes’ 1905 edition of  the text 

reveals the following sequence of  events:

Clementis. .i. Clemens .i. epscop ⁊ [abbas]353 a Romae. L. Ata cathair airida do 

Clement fon muir in robaided hé, ⁊ traigid in muir cacha bliadna i feil Clement, conid 

reill in cathair eter tonnaib .i. eter gloraib tonn in mara, ⁊ tiagar do throscad, conici co 

fargaib araili banscal fecht-ann a mac a ndermat ann, ⁊ bá hóg i cind bliadna ara cind. 

L.354  iterum tria rath De ⁊ Clemint. P.355  .i. papa tercius post Petrum, et a Traiano 

imperatore dimersus est in mari Terreno iuxta Cersonam ciuitatem. R1.356 

of  Clement, i.e. Clement, i.e. bishop and abbot of  Rome. There is a splendid 

convent of  Clement’s under the sea in which he was drowned, and every 

year, on Clement’s feast day, the sea ebbs so that the convent is clear among 

narratives that concern the recovery of  remains.
353 The word abbas is absent from Stokes’ edition but present in the manuscripts and in his translation. 
354 The text up to this point text appears on folio 69v b23 of  L.
355 All of  the text cited up until this point is found in the note at the bottom of  folio 9v of  manuscript P. 
356 This manuscript has not been consulted as this element of  the commentary does not directly relate to 
this chapter’s argument. The inclusion of  the specific location cited here invites of  further study, particularly 
as it cites the same town as the Passio, but locates it in the Tyrrhenian Sea rather than the Black Sea. The 
phrase in mari Terreno, ‘in the Tyrrhene Sea,’ also appears in Tírechán’s Collectanea de Sancto Patricio (1.6 (Bieler, 
1979, p. 124)), but see also eDIL, s.v. Terriéin, ‘Mediterranean (Sea)’ and further s.v. muir ‘sea’, where the more 
common form Torrian appears. 
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the waves, i.e. among the noises of  the waves of  the sea; and men go thither

to fast; and a certain woman once forgetfully left her child there and it was 

whole at the end of  a year (and came) to meet her again through God’s 

grace and Clement’s. (Félire commentary, ix cal. Dec. / 23 Nov. (Stokes, 1905,

pp. 244–45)

i.e. the third pope after Peter, and drowned in the Tyrrhenian Sea by the 

emperor Trajan near the town of  Chersonesus.357

In these manuscripts,358 the submarine structure and the narrative of  the boy’s miraculous 

survival take equal precedence.359 The anchor that appears so prominently in the versions 

of  the narrative discussed above is omitted. Finally, as in the Félire, cathair is used of  

Clement’s submarine structure.

The Leabhar Breac (Lb) commentary is presented in Stokes’s earlier edition, and 

contains the following commentary: 

clementis .i. dalta petair ⁊ papa romae

itir thondaib trethain .i. fonfairge ata cathair oiregdai doclémint and fónmuir isininad

inrobaided he ⁊ traigid inmuir cechabliadna hiféil clemint. combit cách ocahoilithir itir 

thondgar in mormara. 

‘of  Clement’ i.e. a fosterling of  Peter and pope of  Rome

‘among the sea’s waves’ i.e. under the sea is a splendid city for Clement: under 

the sea in the place wherein he was drowned, and the sea ebbs every year on

Clement’s feast, so that every one is performing his pilgrimage amid the 

wave-roar of  the great sea. (Félire commentary, ix cal. Dec. / 23 Nov. (Stokes,

1880, p. 170)) 

No mention is made of  the narrative of  the forgotten boy, but the remaining text 

corresponds closely to that in the other manuscripts of  the commentary edited by Stokes.

4.2.1.6 Summary of  the versions

To briefly summarise the various accounts following the Latin Passio, the narrative 

357 The Latin text is not translated by Stokes. 
358 Ó Riain (2006, p. 176) gives an overview of  which elements of  twelfth century preface and commentary 
are present in each of  the manuscripts of  the Félire. November is complete in seven of  the eight manuscripts:
B, F. L, Lb, P, R1 and R2. Stokes editions account for four of  these: L, P, R1 in the 1905 edition, and Lb in 
the 1880 edition. 
359 In gloria and the Félire commentary share a number of  close parallels, emphasised by one particular textual
correspondence: their respective references to the sound of  the sea (Gregory of  Tours, In gloria 35 (MGH 
SRM 1.2, pp. 60; Van Dam, 1988, p. 33); Félire commentary, ix. cal. Decembris / 23 Nov. (Stokes, 1880, p. 170, 
1905, p. 236)). 
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of  the martyrdom of  Saint Clement is known to Gregory in the sixth century, to Bede in 

the early eight century and to Óengus in the early ninth century. It also appears in the 

twelfth century commentary on the Félire. The only element found in all of  these versions 

is the presence of  a submarine structure of  some kind. Other key elements of  the 

narrative, such as the marble composition of  the structure, the anchor used to drown 

Clement, and the three mile distance that the sea recedes appear in some but not others. 

The additional element of  the forgotten boy found in Gregory’s sixth-century account is 

not found in the Martyrology of  Bede or the Félire itself, but reappears in the Félire 

commentary.

Beyond the accounts of  Clement’s martyrdom, a large number of  medieval Irish 

texts contain analogues to elements of  this narrative. These analogues contribute to an 

understanding of  the context in which the Félire’s account of  Clement appears and are 

explored in detail in the following sections. The first section (4.2.2.1) engages with the 

potential range of  structures signified by cathair as it appears in the context of  the Félire. 

The second section (4.2.2.2) surveys a number of  texts containing accounts of  submarine 

structures or related phenomena. 

4.2.2 Submarine structures and survivals

As previously noted, in both the Félire and its commentary the term used for 

Clement’s resting place is the Irish cathair, which Stokes translates first as ‘city’ and later as 

‘convent.’ This term carries a range of  meaning that distinguishes it from the terms used 

for this structure in the preceding version of  Clement’s narrative. The Latin Passio uses the 

phrase in modum templi marmorei habitaculum, ‘a structure in the form of  a marble temple’ 

(Passio 24 (Funk and Diekamp, 1913, 2, p. 79)). Gregory’s In gloria uses the Latin sepulchrum, 

a term indicating a burial place of  some kind. As notes above, the Martyrology of  Bede 

parallels the Passio and describes an arca saxea in templo marmoreo, ‘a stone chest, in a marble 

temple’. The word cathair, however, potentially has a much broader significance, the 

relevance of  which is explored below. Clement’s resting places in the versions preceding the

Félire is described using terms whose significance is limited to a single structure. The use of

cathair allows for a substantially broader range of  interpretation regarding how Clement’s 

submarine structure may have beeen perceived by its author’s audience. 

4.2.2.1 Clement’s cathair

The term cathair carries a fundamental sense of  an enclosure of  some kind, but its 
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more specific meanings range widely and include a stone enclosure, a personal dwelling, a 

fort, or a city. It is frequently used to refer to religious foundations, as reflected by Stokes’ 

translation of  the word as ‘convent.’ One example demonstrating this use appears in a gloss

on the Old Irish hymn in praise of  Saint Brigit by Saint Brocán Claon.360 The hymn and its 

glosses are found in the Liber Hymnorum.361 The relevant line from the hymn reads as 

follows: 

for maig arutacht cathir · dollaid rosnáde slúaga.

She built an enclosure in the plain; may it keep us, in our multitudes, safe 

for the Kingdom! (Brocán’s hymn, l. 10 (Stokes and Strachan, 1901–1903, 2,

p. 328; Carey, 2000, p. 165))

In their edition and translation, Stokes and Strachan (1901–1903, 2, p. 328) translate cathair 

as ‘convent’, but Carey retains the broader meaning of  ‘enclosure’. A gloss on cathair in the 

Liber hymorum explains that it refers to cell dara, ‘Kildare’ (Stokes and Strachan, 1901–1903, 

2, p. 328). A subsequent gloss on rosnáde explains that the verb relates to Brigit ł ciuitas, 

‘Brigit or the ciuitas’ (Stokes and Strachan, 1901–1903, 2, p. 328). Like cathair, civitas is a 

word with a relatively broad semantic range but it is also used of  Kildare in Cogitosus’ Vita

Sanctae Brigidae, ‘Life of  Saint Brigit.’362 

The structure at Kildare referred to by the first gloss is the religious foundation 

established by Brigit, which is described in detail by Cogitosus. One passage in particular 

describes the extent of  this foundation and contributes to the potential range of  meaning 

for both civitas and cathair in this context:

Et quis sermone explicare potest maximum decorem hujus ecclesiae, et innumera civitatis,

quam dicimus, miracula, si fas est dici civitas, dum nullo murorum ambitu circumdatur: 

conviventibus tamen in ea populis innumerabilibus, dum civitas de conventu hominum in 

se multorum nomen accepit, maxima haec civitas et metropolitana est. 

And who can express in words the exceeding beauty of  this church and the 

countless wonders of  that monastic city we are speaking of, if  one may call 

it a city since it is not encircled by any surrounding wall. And yet, since 

360 Carey (2000, p. 278) provides an overview of  the scholarship debating the date of  the hymn. For an 
overview of  the figure of  Saint Brocán, see Ó Riain (2011, p. 128).
361 The text of  the hymn and its accompanying glosses and commentary are largely edited and translated by 
Stokes and Strachan (1901–1903, 2, pp. 327–49). They were previously edited in a complete edition by 
Bernard and Atkinson (1898, 1, pp. 112–28; 2, 40–46, 189–205). Carey (2000, pp. 162–79) provides a modern
translation based in part upon the edition of  Stokes and Strachan. Cited here are the edition by Stokes and 
Strachan and the translation by Carey, but the edition of  Bernard and Atkinson was also referenced. 
362 On the editions of  Cogitosus’s Vita Sanctae Brigitae, see Chapter 2.6.1.
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numberless people assemble within it and since a city gets its name from the

fact that many people congregate there, it is a vast and metropolitan city. 

(Cogitosus, Vita Brigidae 39 (AASS, Feb.1, p. 141; Connolly and Picard, 

1987, p. 26, §32.8–9))

Cogitosus describes the foundation using the word civitas, and explains its intended 

meaning here. The use of  civitas of  religious foundations is well documented, and such 

foundations were often composed of  a number of  smaller buildings, in order to 

accommodate large numbers and various groups of  worshippers (MacDonald, 1982; Ryan, 

2007; Ó Carragáin, 2010, pp. 215–33; Bhreathnach, 2014, pp. 173–74).363 Cogitosus 

mentions the church within the civitas at Kildare, and specifies that he considers the term to

indicate two key characteristics: an encircling wall and huge gatherings of  people. Although

the foundation at Kildare lacks the first, it easily fulfils the second requirement. It is has 

been argued that the hymn makes use of  the same or similar sources as Cogitosus’ Vita (Ó 

Briain, 1978; Sharpe, 1982; Carey, 2000, p. 278). This presents the possibility that cathair in 

the hymn and civitas in the Vita Brigidae both derive from the same source, as well as 

referring to the same location. 

The principal point to be made on the basis of  this evidence is that the use of  

cathair in the Félire and its commentary can be interpreted as representing a departure from 

the way that Clement’s submarine resting place is conceived in the other versions of  the 

narrative. In each of  these, the term used either specifically signifies an individual structure,

in most cases a shrine or tomb. The word cathair on the other hand semantically suggests a 

sense of  greater size and complexity, as well as a very strong sense of  inhabitation and 

active use. Used in the context of  the Félire, it potentially conveys a conceptualisation of  

Clement’s shrine as an active religious foundation rather than a submerged structure used 

once annually. In this sense, Clement’s cathair begins to approximate the other worlds 

encountered in voyage narratives more closely than an empty structure submerged in the 

deep until it is miraculously made accessible to its congregation. 

4.2.2.2 Submarine communities

The conceptualisation of  Clement’s cathair as an inhabited religious foundation 

finds analogues in several later sources. In each of  the narratives discussed below an 

363 The argument that the use of  civitas carries no inherent sense of  an urban context represents the current 
consensus of  opinion on the matter (Etchingham, 2010; Ó Carragáin, 2010, pp. 215–33). 
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ecclesiastical structure appears in a submarine context.364 

Plea

The first, and most similar of  these narratives is an account of  how Saint Brigit 

obtained the rules for her religious order. An account of  this narrative is found in the Félire

commentary and in another gloss on Brocán’s hymn in praise of  Brigit in the Liber 

Hymnorum. The gloss appears on the word Plea in the following line:

Amra sámud sanctBrigte · amra Plea conhúala.

Wondrous was St Brigit’s company, wondrous the region to which she 

ascended. (Brocán’s hymn, l. 13 (Stokes and Strachan, 1901–1903, 2, p. 328; 

Carey, 2000, p. 165))

Stokes and Strachan’s (1901–1903, 2, p. 328) translation of  the same line retains the word 

Plea. Carey’s (2000, p. 162) translation reflects the identification of  plea as an obscure word 

meaning ‘region’ or ‘place’ (eDIL, sv. Plea ). The account of  the same narrative found in the

Félire commentary is attached to Brigit’s entry in the Félire on 1 February (Stokes, 1905, p. 

58). Both accounts present the same narrative and share phraseology in places. This is 

explained by Ó Riain (2006, pp. 189–90), who adduces this gloss specifically as evidence for

the use of  the Liber Hymnorum as a source for the Félire commentary. 

In both accounts Brigit sends seven men to Rome to obtain the rules for her 

order.365 This first group returns from their journey having received the rules but forgotten 

them entirely, and the same occurs to another seven men on the second attempt. On the 

third attempt, Brigit sends a blind serving boy with them, because of  his ability to 

remember everything that he hears. The Liber Hymnorum gloss narrates the following 

sequence of  events:

Intan tra rossiactatar co Muir Ict, tanic anfud doib fair corralsat sis anchoram; rolend 

ar bendchopor in derthaige, co rolaset chrandchor inter se im techt sis, conid don dull 

dorala tect sis·⁊ exiuit ⁊ absoluit ille anchoram et stetit andsein co cend mbliadne ic 

foglaim ind uird, co doruachtatar in fiallach aile cucai anair, co tarla anfud mór doib 

beus isin bale cétna, co rolasat anchoram sis adhuc co tanic in mac dall leo anis co 

nurd celebartha illius eclesiae secum ad se; ⁊ tuc leis clocc anis cucu, ⁊ ise clocc in maic

daill indiu in clocc sein ic muintir Brigte, ⁊ is e ord fil occu int ord tuc in dall leis o Plea. 

364 A similar range of  texts are discussed by Edel (2001, pp. 80–120) in her consideration of  a related 
episode in the twelfth-century Dutch translation of  the Navigatio, the Reis van Sint Brandaan. 
365 In the Vita I Brigitae, Brigit’s envoys eventually succeed in obtaining the rule form Rome (Vita I Brigitae 91
(Colgan, 1647, p. 539; Connolly, 1989, p. 41, §90.5)).
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When they came to the Sea of  Wight, a storm came upon them so that they

let down their anchor. It caught on the tower of  the chapel, and they cast 

lots to see who should go down. It fell to the blind lad to do so: he left [the 

ship] and freed the anchor, and then stayed there for a year learning the 

office, until the rest of  the company returned from the east. Another great 

storm came upon them in the same place, and they let down their anchor 

again, so that the blind lad came up to them from below, bringing with him 

the office for singing the hours which was observed in that church. And he 

brought them a bell; and that is the ‘Blind Lad’s Bell’ which Brigit’s 

community possesses today, and the office which they observe is the office 

which the blind lad fetched from Plea. (Brocán’s hymn, l. 13, gloss (Stokes 

and Strachan, 1901–1903, 2, p. 328–29; Carey, 2000, p. 165))

This narrative, like that of  Clement’s martyrdom, features an ecclesiastical structure located

beneath the sea, in this case referred to using the term dairthech.366 This term literally means 

‘oaken house’, but is used more specifically to signify a chapter, oratory or penitentiary, 

among other things.367 Like in the earlier narratives that feature Clement’s submarine tomb, 

what is depicted in this gloss is a single submarine structure, potentially contrasting with 

the more expansive settlement indicated by cathair in the Félire and its commentary; 

however, what is explicit in the gloss is that this submarine structure is inhabited, by either 

an individual or an entire religious community, from whom Brigit’s blind servant boy learns

the rules with which he returns. This permanent inhabitation stands in contrast to the 

earlier accounts of  Clement’s tomb, which is only temporarily occupied for the duration of  

its annual revelation. 

Aerial ships in Clonmacnoise

Further references to submarine structures are found in a context which at first 

seems unrelated. Carey (1992) traces the development of  this narrative, which reports in a 

variety of  versions ships and their crews being seen in the skies above Ireland. It is 

encountered in its simplest form in annalistic sources dating the phenomenon to the 

middle of  the eighth century, from which Carey posits an original entry reading of

Naues in aere visae sunt cum uiris suis. (Carey, 1992, p. 16, n. 1)

366 The same term appears in the Leabhar Breac commentary on the Félire (Stokes, 1880, p. 47).
367 For studies of  early Irish churches, in addition to Ó Carragáín (2010, esp. pp. 15–47), see Radford (1977),
Harbison (1982), Wallace (1982), Hamlin (1984, 1985), Brady (1997), Manning (2000, 2015), and Bourke 
(2002).
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Ships were seen in the air with their men. 

The extant accounts of  this phenomenon can be seen to develop from this brief  record 

into more complex accounts, whose details change over time. Of  the various versions, the 

most relevant to this discussion is one which locates the event in Clonmacnoise.368 This 

version is dated by Carey (1992, p. 19) to 1210 at the latest, on the basis that it must predate

a derivative version in Gervase of  Tilbury’s Otia imperialia (1.13 (Banks and Binns, 2002, pp.

80, 81)), completed by around 1211. The version of  the narrative that locates the 

phenomenon at Clonmacnoise is found in Edinburgh, National Library of  Scotland, 

Advocates’ Library MS 26 and is transcribed by Meyer in Bergin et al. (1910, pp. 8–9). It 

narrates the following sequence of  events:

Lá n-áen robátar muintear Clúana a n-oireachtus for urrlár na cille. Amal bátor and 

for a ráithsechaibh co facatur an long fa seól úaistibh isinn aer, ocus sí ag siubhal amal 

beth forsan fairgi. Ótcíat íaramh lucht na luingi an t-oirechtus ⁊ an aitreibh fuithibh, 

cuirit iarumh an acaire369 amach .i. leanaidh an t-acaire thís for urlár na hecailse, cor 

gabhsat na cléirigh hé. Tig fear anúas asan luing a ndeghoidh an acaire ⁊ mar budh uisgi 

dó, is amlaidh bói oc snám, co ríacht an acaire go bert tis [sic] é íarumh. ‘Ar Dia frib! 

légidh úaib mé!’ ol sé, ‘úair atáthur ocum báthadh agaib.’ Luid úaithibh íarsin for snám 

isin aer cédna ⁊ a acaire lais ⁊ rl. 

One day the community of  Clonmacnoise were assembled in conclave on 

the floor of  the church. As they were conversing they saw a ship sailing 

over them in the air, moving as if  it were upon the sea. When the crew of  

the ship saw the conclave and the settlement below them, they cast out the 

anchor; and so the anchor came down onto the floor of  the church, so that 

the clerics seized it. A man from the ship came down after the anchor, 

swimming as if  through water; but when he reached the anchor they seized 

him. ‘For God’s sake let me go!’ said he, ‘for you are drowning me.’ Then he

went from them, swimming through the air and taking the anchor with him.

(‘A ship seen in the air’ (Bergin et al., 1910, pp. 8–9; Carey, 1992, p. 18))

As before, what is depicted corresponds to two parallel worlds co-existing, albeit 

368 In earlier versions of  the narrative, including Bishop Patrick’s Latin De mirabilibus Hiberniae, ‘On the 
wonders of  Ireland’ (Gwynn, 1955, p. 64), and the vernacular De ingantaib Érenn, ‘On the wonders of  Ireland’ 
(Todd, 1848, pp. 210–12), these events are set at a royal assembly (Carey, 1992). The vernacular text is found 
in the Book of  Ballymote, Dublin, RIA MS 23 P 12, and also in the L manuscript of  the Félire and its 
commentary. A recent study of  the Latin and vernacular texts of  ‘On the wonders of  Ireland’ has been made 
by Boyle (2014). I am very grateful to the author for providing me with a pre-publication copy of  this work. 
369 See eDIL, s.v. 2 ancaire. 
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temporarily, in the same space: what is dry ground to the monastic community at 

Clonmacnoise is simultaneously the sea bed to the sailors above, and the clouds are the 

surface of  the sea upon which their ship sails. To the inhabitants of  one world this is an 

account in which the anchor of  an aerial ship is caught within the boundaries of  a 

terrestrial church, but from the other perspective both the structure and its inhabitants are 

submerged at the bottom of  the sea.370 Carey concludes that the Clonmacnoise version of  

the aerial ship narrative was produced as the result of  considerable interest in such mirabilia

in twelfth century Clonmacnoise. Carey (1992, pp. 23–24) argues that it is here that the 

earlier narrative, occurring at the royal assembly of  Tailtiu, was blended with the submarine

community of  Plea to produce this account. As well as describing a scene that is strongly 

reminiscent of  the submarine world witnessed by Máel Dúin and his companions (4.1..2.2),

this account presents Clonmacnoise as a submarine structure from the perspective of  those

aboard the aerial ships, analogous to those found in the narratives of  Clement and Plea. It 

also shares with the foundation of  Plea the key feature of  being inhabited and in active use 

despite its apparent submersion beneath the sea from the perspective of  those above it.

Scothíne

The final submarine structure discussed here appears in the Félire commentary 

relating to Saint Scothíne (Ó Riain, 2011, pp. 551–52). Scothíne’s entry in the Félire consists

of  a single line:

Scothíne mind Margae, ‘Scothíne, the diadem of  Marge’ (Félire, iv. Nonas 

Januarii / 2 Jan. (Stokes, 1905, p. 33))

The relevant narrative only appears in the Leabhar Breac version of  the commentary, edited 

by Stokes in 1880, and it includes the following:

Scuithine mind mairge .i. scuithine slebi mairge ⁊ in bail hita a chell innossa fo 

chomair fhuined Fer nArda siar isin fairrge. Atcither tond oc ergi do beind in daurrthige

beos.371

‘Scuithíne diadem of  Mairge’ i.e. Scuithíne of  Sliab Mairge, and the place 

wherein his church is now opposite Fir Arda westward in the sea. A wave is 

still to be seen rising from the pinnacle of  the (wooden) chapel. (Félire 

370 The earliest study on this phenomenon is that of  Gougaud (1924). Ross (1998) and McCaughan (1998) 
have also published on the phenomenon of  aerial ships and its cosmography. McCaughan (1998, p. 170-72) 
argues that the boat depicted on the Kilnaruane pillar stone in Bantry, Co. Cork depicts such ship. Wooding 
(2001a) does not make any reference to this interpretation of  the image in his study ‘Biblical narrative and 
local imagery on the Kilnaruane cross-shaft, Co. Cork.’
371 Where available, I have supplied Herbert’s (2000) edition and translation of  the Félire commentary on 
Scothíne.
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commentary, iv. Nonas Januarii / 2 Jan. (Stokes, 1880, p. xxxii; Herbert, 2000,

p. 28))

This submerged structure does not convey the same sense of  another world as those found

in the narratives of  Plea and the aerial ship. That it is both close enough to shore to be 

seen and only partially submerged predominantly suggests a structure lost to flooding. This

is proposed in Herbert’s (2000, p. 31) study of  the text, as she argues that the visible 

remains of  this church may be the result of  storm damage. However, Herbert (2000, p. 32) 

also points out that, regardless of  the historical circumstances, the Félire commentary 

clearly presents Scothíne in the ‘literary aspect of  a sea-dweller.’ This is evident from the 

subsequent section of  the Félire commentary, which goes on to describe the following 

encounter between Scothíne and another saint named Bairre:

Vel ideo Scothine dictus est .i. Fecht dorala he do Barra ⁊ sessem ac imthecht in 

mara. ⁊ Barra i luing. Cid fodera in muir do imthecht duit? ol Barra. Ni muir etir. acht

mag scothemrach, ar Scuithin ⁊ aidlid a lám scoith, ⁊ cuirid uada do Barra issin luing, ⁊ 

itbert cid fodera long do tṡnám for in muig? Assin guth sin sínid Barra a lám isin muir 

atnaig bratan aisti ⁊ teilgid do Scoithin. Conid ón scoith sin ainmnigther Scoithin.

Or he is called Scoithín for that reason,372 i.e. Once he met S. Barre (of  

Cork), he walking on the sea and Barre in a vessel. “What is the cause of  

thy walking on the sea?” says Barre. “It is not sea at all, but a plain full of  

clover-blossom,” says Scothín, and his hand touches a flower, and he throws

it to Barre in the ship, and said: “What is the cause of  a vessel swimming on

the plain?” At that word Barre stretches his hand into the sea, takes a 

salmon thereout, and flings it to Scothín. So that from that flower he is 

named Scothín. (Félire commentary, iv. Nonas Januarii / 2 Jan. (Stokes, 1905, 

pp. 40–41))

Immediately apparent is that this encounter between Scothíne and Bairre closely parallels 

that of  Bran and Manannán in Immram Brain. Just like Manannán, Scothíne describes the 

surface on which he walks as a plain filled with flowers, and like Bran, Bairre travels 

through the same space in a boat from which he is able to grab a salmon. This narrative, 

which very likely draws on Immram Brain in some way, is not referenced in the Félire itself, 

but only appears in the twelfth century Félire commentary; however, it clearly demonstrates 

the existence of  a connection between Scothíne and another terrestrial plane existing in 

372 Stokes does not provide a translation for the Latin text.
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parallel with the sea and his ability to access this. If  this connection also existed in the 

ninth century, then it is likely that this aspect of  the saint was also linked with his church 

among the waves. 

Inber nAilbine

The dindshenchas for Inber nAilbine also contains features analogous to Clement’s 

narrative. This narrative lacks a specific structure and the ecclesiastical context, but very 

explicitly describes the inhabitants of  the submarine plane, which are juxtaposed with other

relevant details. The oldest form of  this narrative is found in Tochmarc Emire.373 Another 

version of  the Inber nAilbine narrative is also extant in the Dindshenchas: one in the metrical 

Dindshenchas (Gwynn, 1906, vol. 2, pp. 26–33) and the other in the prose text of  the Rennes

Dindshenchas (Stokes, 1894, pp. 294–95).374 Each of  these versions contains an account of  

King Rúad, whose fleet of  three ships is halted mysteriously at sea.375 The king dives down 

to see what the source of  this interference is and encounters nine women who are 

restraining the ships. Tochmarc Emire simply states that

gabais a coblach fastud foaib i medon na fairge.

the fleet was arrested from below in the midst of  the sea.

(Tochmarc Emire 46 (VanHamel, 1933, p. 40; Meyer, 1888, p. 155)

In this case the ships are not immobilised by the anchor being caught on an obstruction; 

however, the Rennes dindshenchas presents a similar image in the form of  a simile:

Feb amluidset co leth lenna feimidset imram nach leth amal nos-fastad ingir.

When they had got half  way across they were unable to voyage in any 

direction, just as if  an anchor was holding them. (Inber nAilbine (Stokes, 

1894, p. 294))

The phrase amal nos-fastad ingir recalls this element of  the narratives of  Plea and the aerial 

373 Toner (1998) discusses the dating of  both recensions of  Tochmarc Emire. He concludes that the longer 
recension, in which the Inber nAilbine passage appears, is an extended version of  the earlier, short recension. 
Toner dates the longer recension to the Middle Irish period. Tochmarc Emire is edited by Van Hamel (1933, pp.
39–41) and translated by Meyer (1888, p. 155). 
374 On the dindshenchas see Bowen (1975–1976), Ó Concheanainn (1981, 1982a, 1982b), and Downey (2010). 
Ó Riain (2006, pp. 193–94) argues that the dindshenchas was a source for the Félire commentary. 
375 Elements of  this dindshenchas narrative find parallel with an episode in the thirteenth century Vita Abbani 
(19 (Plummer, 1910, 1, pp. 15–16); 14 (Heist, 1965, pp. 263–64)). In this text, three ships are detained at sea, 
unable to travel in any direction, but they are here immobilised by God because the 150 voyagers lack 
religious governance. Once they accept Saint Abán in this role the ships are released. On Abán generally, see 
Ó Riain (2011, pp. 51–52). With regard to the thirteenth century dating of  this Vita see Ó Riain (1986; 2011, 
pp. 51–52). The Latin text printed by Plummer (1910, 1, pp. 3–33) is that found in D. According to Sharp 
(1991, p. 390) this is the fullest account of  Abán’s life, from which the S text (Heist, 1965, pp. 265–74) is 
derived. For this reason Plummer’s text is referred to here. For arguments regarding the precedence of  the 
Latin or Irish version of  the Life see Kenney (1966, p. 319), Heist (1976, pp. 77–80), Ó Riain (1986, pp. 161–
62), Sharpe (1991, p. 390) and Harvey (2002, p. 230).
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ships at Clonmacnoise. In this same account, when the women see Rúad, they take him 

away:

Rucsat leo Ruad dono co fáoi .ix. n-oidhci la cach mnoi for tir tartha376 nó for longaib 

credumaí. 

So they carried Ruad off  with them and he slept for nine nights, [one] with 

each of  the women, on dry (?) ground or on beds of  bronze. (Inber nAilbine 

(Stokes, 1894, pp. 294–95))

As it stands, this text explicitly presents the other world beneath the sea as parallel to the 

terrestrial plane. The version of  the narrative in Tochmarc Emire, makes this concept clear in 

a different way. When Rúad reaches the bottom of  the sea, 

focaird i machaire mór. Forránic i suidiu noí mbandelba377 oíbindi.

he arrived at378 a large plain on which nine beautiful women met him. 

(Tochmarc Emire 46 (VanHamel, 1933, p. 40; Meyer, 1888, p. 155). 

Rúad’s encounter with a large plain or field echoes the same dual reality described by 

Manannán in Immram Brain, except that in this case the plane co-exists in parallel with the 

sea bed rather than its surface. This element of  the narrative again emphasises the 

conception of  an inhabited terrestrial plan existing in parallel with the sea in some way.

4.2.3 Overview

The Passio, Gregory’s In gloria, the Martyrology of  Bede and the Félire commentary 

clearly describe Clement’s shrine as being accessible only when it is miraculously revealed 

by the withdrawal of  the tide, when it becomes part of  the empirical terrestrial plane. 

Indeed, the miraculous survival of  the forgotten boy in Gregory’s account demonstrates 

unquestionably that the shrine is not intended to be inhabited outside of  its annual 

revelation, as this is what makes the boy’s survival, ‘through God’s grace and Clement’s’, so 

wondrous.379 In the Félire account, this feature of  the structure is not as clearly 

distinguished. The author’s choice of  cathair to describe the building in which Clement rests

376 Stokes (1894, p. 295) indicates his uncertainty regarding his translation of  tartha as ‘dry’. 
377 Clarke (pers. com. 2016) suggests a literal translation of  ‘female forms,’ and that the use of  the 
compound may even suggest that these figures are spectral or preternatural in some way. Cf. eDil, s.v. banscál. 
378 Meyer’s translation has been adapted here; see eDIL, s.v. fo-ceird. 
379 Another example of  a supernatural ability to survive underwater is found in the non-ecclesiastical setting 
of  the Old Irish prose recension of  Echtra Fergusa maic Léiti (Echtra Fergusa H), ‘The outing of  Fergus mac 
Léti,’ edited and translated by Binchy (1952). The protagonist, Fergus, is granted three wishes by the lúchorpán 
who unsuccessfully attempts to overcome him as he sleeps on the seashore. Fergus demands, and receives, a 
charm for travelling underwater (Echtra Fergusa H §4-5 (Binchy, 1952, pp. 38, 41–42)). Absent from this 
narrative, in relation to its relevance to this study, is an explicit reference to another plane of  existence 
beneath the water. On the dating of  the text and for a discussion of  the term lúchorpán, see Bisagni (2012).
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conveys a strong sense of  substantial size and complexity, and is associated with active 

occupation, as demonstrated by Cogitosus’ account of  Brigit’s foundation at Kildare. 

Furthermore, the overall sense of  the final two lines of  the Félire’s quatrain on Clement are 

ambiguous:

adorthar a chathair

fo thonnaib lir lethain.

his convent adored

under the waves of  the wide main. (Félire, ix cal. Decembris / 23 Nov. (Stokes,

1905, p. 236))

These lines could be interpreted as describing the adoration of  his submerged cathair by 

those on land, or that it is being actively worshipped beneath the waves by a religious 

community. The examples of  other worlds existing in parallel with the sea in some way 

cited in the introduction to this chapter, taken from Immram Brain and Immram curaig Máele 

Dúin, demonstrate the earlier presence of  this concept in Irish literature. The combination 

of  the phrasing in these lines of  the Félire and the use of  cathair could arguably represent a 

conscious connection of  Clement’s submarine shrine with this concept of  another world. 

Indeed, further support for such an authorial intention is also found in the next section 

which will investigate the Félire’s account of  the forty martyrs of  Sebaste (4.3). 
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4.3 Forty martyrs of  Sebaste

The narrative of  the forty martyrs of  Sebaste originates like Clement’s in the East. 

In the Félire the entire entry for the 9th March records the death of  these martyrs—forty 

Roman soldiers who were martyred for their Christian faith by the emperor Licinius (r. 308 

to 324). Of  interest here is that the narrative appears in a substantially different form here.

4.3.1 Versions of  the narrative

As in the previous section, key versions of  the narrative are first surveyed to 

establish the principal narrative elements that it comprises. From this, distinct elements of  

the Félire version can be identified and their significance investigated. The first account of  

the forty martyrs of  Sebaste appears in a fourth-century Greek homily by Saint Basil of  

Caesarea (d. 379) (Homily 19 (PG 31.507–26)). The narrative can be summarised as 

follows: the forty soldiers are forced to spent the night on a frozen lake. Visible to them is 

a hot bath, offered to them on the condition that they renounce their faith. While they are 

undergoing this ordeal, one of  the persecuting soldiers witnesses angels descending from 

heaven and distributing gifts to all but one of  the martyrs. The single exception is the man 

whose faith fails him; he then flees his torture and seeks the heat of  the bath, but dies 

upon touching the hot water. The soldier who witnessed the heavenly host then strips and 

joins the martyrs, restoring their number to forty. Afterwards all of  the martyrs’ remains 

are burned and thrown into the river. 

4.3.1.1 Gaudentius’ sermon

One of  the earliest accounts in the West is found in a late fourth or early fifth 

century homily written by Saint Gaudentius, bishop of  Brescia, now in Italy. The sermon 

was delivered on the occasion of  the dedication of  a relic of  the forty martyrs. In this 

version, the trial of  these martyrs begins with their persecutor ordering that they be 

brought to a region whose extreme coldness is described graphically:

stupebant ingenti glacie torrentium fluminum cursus; stagnum quoque urbi in qua ista 

gerebantur, subiacens, longe lateque diffusum, validissimo gelu durante, iter solidum 

plaustris gementibus commodabat. (Gaudentius, Sermo 17 (PL 20.968A))

The courses of  rushing rivers were halted by the immoderate ice. The lake 

also, into which those same rivers were born, lying near to the city, 

expansive in width and length, with the ice hardening most powerfully, 

provided a firm way for groaning carts.
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It was on this lake that their punishment takes place, as the order is given

ut nudatis corporibus religati in aperti aeris pruinosa duritie pernoctarent, balneis longe 

sub conspectu eorum fumantibus. (Gaudentius, Sermo 17 (PL 20.968A))

that they spend the night in the open air bound with stripped bodies in 

frosty hardship, while baths smoke distantly in their eye line. 

In this text, the gift-giving host of  angels described by Basil is replaced by the miraculous 

appearance of  crowns above the heads of  the martyrs. This Latin account also includes an 

additional miraculous detail:

Inter pruinas ardebat Fides, et coelestes animi desiderio Christi fervebant. Urebat 

acritudo nimii frigoris lucentes rigentium corporum cutes. (Gaudentius, Sermo 17 (PL 

20.968B–C))

Amongst the rime, faith burned, and the heavenly minds were hot with the 

longing for Christ. It burned the skins of  their stiff  bodies, shining with the

keenness of  the excessive cold. 

As well as receiving crowns, the martyrs appear to physically glow with the burning light of

their faith. The martyr who can no longer bear the cold loses his crown. As in Basil’s 

homily, this man dies upon reaching the hot baths, and one of  the persecuting soldiers, 

having witnessed the appearances of  the crowns and disappearance of  the one, is 

converted. He proclaims his Christianity, joins the remaining martyrs naked in the cold and 

restores their number to forty. Following this, the baths are emptied, and fires are lit so that

the martyrs can be burned. 

4.3.1.2 Gregory of  Tours’ Liber in gloria martyrum

The account of  these martyrs in Gregory’s In gloria martyrum is very close to that of  

Gaudentius. For the most part the narrative remains the same, though Gregory records 

forty-eight martyrs rather than forty.380 An additional detail found in In gloria martyrum is 

that the lake is artificially dug for the purpose of  the martyrs’ ordeal:

Ibi effossam persecutor terram cisternam magnam efficiens, aquam repleri iubet; 

nudatosque viros, ligatis post tergum manibus, in lacum gelu concatenatum praecepit 

poni, succensum e regione balneum.

In these mountains a persecutor dug up the ground and constructed a huge 

cistern that he ordered filled with water. He then ordered that the men be 

380 This variation in the number of  martyrs is discussed briefly by Van Dam (1988, p. 89).
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stripped and their hands tied behind their backs and that they be placed on 

the lake that had frozen over. A bath was kept warm opposite [the lake]. 

(Gregory of  Tours, In gloria 95 (MGH SRM 1.2, p. 102; Van Dam, 1988, p. 

89))

Other than this detail, Gregory’s account corresponds to that of  Gaudentius, including the 

fact that the martyrs are placed upon the frozen surface of  the lake. 

4.3.1.3 The Martyrology of  Bede

The narrative also appears in the Martyrology of  Bede. Here the lake is described in

slightly different terms:

In Sebaste, in Armenia minore, quadraginta militum, tempore Licinii regis, sub praeside

Agricolao: qui post vincula et carceres creberrimos, post caesas lapidibus facies, missi sunt

in stagnum: ubi gelu constricta corpora eorum noctu disrumpebantur, et mane crurifragio 

martyrium consummarunt. Deinde corpora eorum combusta et in flumen proiecta; sed 

dispensatione divina reliquiae eorum sunt integrae repertae et digno honore conditae. 

Erant autem nobiliores inter eos Quirion et Candidus. 

In Sebaste, in Lesser Armenia, in the time of  King Licinius, under chief  

Agricolaos, [the commemorative festival] of  the forty soldiers, who after 

chains and repeated imprisonments, after having their faces beaten with 

stones, were placed in a pond: where their bodies, contracted by the cold, 

were bursting asunder during the night, and in the morning they 

accomplished martyrdom by the breaking of  their shins. Then their bodies 

were burned and tossed into the river; but due to divine direction their relics

were found unmutilated and were buried with worthy honor. Moreover the 

more noble among them were Quirion and Candidus. (Martyrology of  

Bede, vii Id. Mar. / 9 Mar. (Quentin, 1908, p. 90; Lifshitz, 2001, p. 182))

Once again the forty soldiers are placed on a lake. The line graphically describing the effect

of  the cold on their bodies is reminiscent of  Gaudentius’ text:

Terebrabantur penetralia viscerum gelu, ita ut medullas ossium gravissimis cruciatibus 

internus quidam glacialis tortor urgeret. (Gaudentius, Sermo 17 (PL 20.968C))

The innermost parts of  their innards were bored through by the cold, so 

that the icy torturer pressed upon the marrows of  [their] bones with gravest

torments. 
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Neither Gaudentius’ sermon nor Gregory’s In gloria make mention of  the martyrs’ legs 

being broken as the Martyrology of  Bede does, but this may derive from the image of  the 

cold freezing their bones from within. The Martyrology of  Bede makes no mention of  the 

vision of  crowns above the soldiers, nor of  any light emanating from them.

4.3.1.4 The Félire Óengusso and its commentary

As was the case with Clement, in the Félire the forty martyrs occupy the entire 

quatrain for the entry of  the 9th March:

Bás cethorchat míled

co mórṡlóg ba ṡorchu,

dia túargaib fri hilchu

grían il-luc381 dub dorchu.

The death of  forty soldiers

with a great host that was brighter, 

to whom the sun arose 

with paeans in a black dark place. (Félire, vii. idus Martii / 9 Mar. (Stokes, 

1905, p. 81))

This entry in the Félire also parallels that of  Clement in the vagueness of  its version of  the 

account. The Félire makes no reference to the cold, a central feature of  the other accounts. 

Instead, the Félire simply describes the martyrs’ location in terms of  darkness, which may 

reflect the specification in Gaudentius’ sermon and the Martyrology of  Bede that the 

martyrs are condemned to pass the night exposed. The mórslóg, ‘great host’ described as ba 

ṡorchu, ‘brighter, more luminous’ (eDIL s.v. sorchae), may refer to the host of  angels that 

appears to the soldiers; however the reference to the sunrise in a dark place is 

unprecedented.

Some of  these details are explained by reference to the Félire commentary. The lake 

and the cold return in the commentary passage, which also expands upon the new narrative

element, the sunrise in a dark place. In fact, the commentary presents a version of  the 

narrative that differs substantially from that found in the earlier sources: 

Bas cethrachat miled ⁊rl .i. xl. miled ro cuired il-loch n-uar la Lucínus mac Lucine 

filius sororis Constantini, ⁊ doratad cach imon loch imocuairt na tistais as co ro 

baididis, ⁊ is annsin ro taitne in grian doib a ichtar ind locha, ⁊ o nar fetait ní doib 

381 The use of  loc to refer to ‘place’ is open to a misreading as the later form loch for ‘lake’. See eDIL, s.v. loc, 
loch. 
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dorataid asin loch ⁊ ro brisit a luirgne ⁊ ro loiscit post. R2. xl. milites Lucino filio 

sororis Constantini imperatoris, prius aqua dampnati sunt et postea cruribus

fractis igne combusti sunt. R1.

Cethracha miled, monúar · tair ro chuirid il-loch n-uar,

taithnig doibh grian mét mbrotha  a n-ichtar in mórlocha. R2.

Death of  forty soldiers, etc. i.e. forty soldiers who were cast into a cold lough 

by Licinius son of  Licinius, son of  Constantine’s sister. And every one was 

put round about the lough so that they might not come out of  it till they 

were drowned. ‘Tis then that the sun shone to them out of  the bottom of  

the lough. And since the heathen could do nothing to them, they were taken

out of  the lough, their legs were broken, and they were burnt. (Forty 

soldiers were condemned by Licinus, son of  Emperor Constantine’s sister, 

and once [their] legs were smashed, afterwards they were burned up by fire.)

Forty soldiers, alas! in the east they were cast into a cold lough: 

the sun shines to them, much of  glowing heat, in the bottom of  the great 

lough. (Félire commentary, vii. idus Martii / 9 Mar. (Stokes, 1905, pp. 92, 

93)382

Here, though it is described as cold, the martyrs are placed in the lake to be drowned rather

than to freeze. The key difference is that, as in the Félire itself, the sun is described as rising 

for them, but the commentary specifies that it rises from the bottom of  the lake. This 

supernatural sunrise is linked somehow to their survival from drowning. Then, since their 

persecutors find that they are not drowning as expected, the martyrs are removed from the 

lake to have their legs broken and their bodies burned, as in the Martyrology of  Bede. 

In some ways, this strange sunrise echoes Gaudentius’ reference, cited above, to the

heat emanating from the martyrs’ themselves because of  their faith:

Inter pruinas aredebat Fides, et coelestes animi desiderio Christi fervebant. Urebat 

acritudo nimii frigoris lucentes rigentium corporum cutes. (Gaudentius, Sermo 17 (PL 

20.968))

Amongst the rime, faith burned, and the heavenly minds were hot with the 

longing for Christ. It burned the skins of  their stiff  bodies, shining with the

keenness of  the excessive cold. 

This is particularly the case with the verse found in the R2 version of  the Félire 

382 The Leabhar Breac version of  the commentary does not differ significantly from this (Stokes, 1880, p. lxii).
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commentary (see 4.1.1.2), which uses the phrase mét mbrotha, ‘much of  glowing heat’. More 

compelling, however, would seem to be an interpretation of  the Félire’s account as referring

to some sort of  parallel plane existing at the bottom of  the lake. This would explain the 

sun rising for the martyrs in the dark deep of  the lake, and this would also explain their 

survival—rather than drowning in the waters of  the lake, they experience a terrestrial plane 

existing in parallel with it, where they are both able to breathe and an equivalent sun rises 

to warm them. 

4.3.2 Overview

The version of  the forty martyrs’ narrative found in the Félire and its commentary 

clearly diverges considerably from the versions found elsewhere. The fact that the light 

emanates from the bottom of  the lake, with a rising sun as its source, strongly recalls the 

concept of  parallel planes of  existence beneath the water. Just as such planes described 

elsewhere contained landscapes and creatures corresponding to those of  the empirical 

terrestrial plane, in this case the underwater world has its own sun too. That the lives of  the

martyrs are spared from drowning rather than freezing recalls both the visits to another 

world in narratives such as those of  Plea and King Rúad. Once again, the miraculous 

events surrounding the death of  these martyrs has clearly been adapted in a way that 

engages with the tradition of  narratives relating to other worlds beneath the water. 
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4.4 Conclusion

This case study exemplifies the nuanced and creative way in which even canonical 

sources are adapted and integrated into early medieval Irish literary culture. The sources on

which the Félire draws contain well-established, transnational narratives. As is evident from 

the relative consistency among the various versions of  the narratives considered here, the 

key elements of  the narrative remain the same beyond their expansion and contraction. 

This is not the case in the Félire. The martyrological narratives discusses above, those of  

Clement and the forty martyrs of  Sebaste, contain elements that appear to have resonated 

for the author with accounts of  other worlds co-existing in parallel with the sea, such as 

those attested in the vernacular Immram Brain and Immram curaig Máele Dúin. In the 

composition of  this metrical and vernacular martyrology, the author appears to alter these 

elements to amplify this resonance, integrating these international narratives thematically 

into contemporary Irish literary culture. This adaptation is particularly prominent because it

occurs within the same ecclesiastical genre; if  the adapted narrative of  Clement’s shrine 

were to appear in a more literary context, the adaptation could be attributed to the change 

in context. The Félire, however, retains the ecclesiastical function of  an martyrology; it is 

intended to be used in the same context and for the same purpose as its Latin equivalents, 

and this creative treatment of  these narratives stands out all the more for this reason. 

The expansion of  these well-established martyrological narratives to include other 

worlds of  this type indicates an active interest in such planes of  existence, and the 

proliferation of  thematically related accounts into the twelfth and thirteenth centuries 

shows the endurance of  this interest. The role of  the Félire in the development of  

subsequent narratives, like those of  Plea and the Clonmacnoise version of  the aerial ships, 

is uncertain. It may be that Clement’s cathair was the seed from which these later submarine

structures grew. Clement’s cathair certainly takes precedence in the written record of  this 

phenomenon and exemplifies the creative and lively reception of  new sources into 

established literary traditions in early medieval Ireland.
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5.1 Introduction

This chapter engages with a particularly distinctive group of  texts, the Hisperica 

famina, translated literally as ‘Italian sayings.’383 The extant versions of  these texts are for the

most part heavily stylised works, best known for their use of  an often baffling vocabulary. 

They draw on uncommon and specialised terms, as well as Greek and Hebrew vocabulary, 

often creating Latinized derivations and hybrids.384 They also employ existing words in 

unorthodox ways, in senses that represent their semantic extremes or that relate to their 

etymologies and affinities.385 Consequently, the Hisperica famina were once dismissed as 

examples of  an extreme and eccentric Latinity. In recent scholarship, however, the Hisperica

famina are being reconsidered and their significance as literary works is being re-evaluated.

The nature and categorisation of  their style is still debated. As early as 1977, 

Winterbottom (1977) questioned the categorisation of  a ‘Hisperic’ Latin style as distinct 

from Late Antique Latin, Hiberno-Latin, Anglo-Latin or, more generally, Insular Latin. 

Winterbottom argues that the Hisperica famina take to an extreme literary features that are 

widespread in Western medieval and late antique writing, and that the classical Latin style 

used by authors such as Bede, with which the Hisperica famina are contrasted, is itself  part 

of  a new revival rather than the established convention. By this reasoning, he argues 

against the existence of  a ‘Hisperic’ style, stating that it is simply a variation of  the 

prevalent style, though certainly taken to excessive extremes in the Hisperica famina and 

several other texts (examples include Collect 94 to the Canticle of  Moses in the Bangor 

Antiphonary, discussed in 2.5.2; see Stevenson (1987–1988)).386 Harvey (2015) argues that 

much of  the unusual Hiberno-Latin vocabulary was the product of  non-native Latin 

speakers adapting the acquired language to their needs.387 Applicable to both this 

development and the use of  elaborate style is his comment that,

the truly remarkable words in the Hisperica famina constitute, as it were, the 

froth on top of  what was really going on. (Harvey, 2015, p. 354)

383 The research completed in sections 5.1 and 5.3 of  this chapter also provided material for an article 
published in Peritia 24 (Corrigan, 2014).
384 Though almost all studies of  the Hisperica famina encompass aspects of  its vocabulary, those focusing on 
the lexicon include Niedermann (1953), Grosjean (1956), Damon (1959), Marenbon (1979) and Herren 
(1974–1987). For recent studies on the use and knowledge of  Greek and Hebrew in early medieval Ireland, 
see Moran (2011, 2012a, 2012b).
385 Harvey (2013) discusses the use of  technical vocabulary in Hiberno-Latin writing, with some reference to
the Hisperica famina.
386 Carey (1996) discusses an example of  an elaborate and at times obscure vernacular Irish literary form 
found in roscada. 
387 My thanks to Dr Harvey for providing me with a pre-publication copy of  this work. 
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This approach removes the need to connect so many of  the Insular texts viewed as 

‘Hisperic’ to the Hisperica famina directly, as they find their precedent and parallel in 

numerous other works, as is so evident in Roberts’ (1989) study of  Late Antique Latin 

style. The most accurate description may be that provided by Lendinara (2005, p. 112), who

considers the Hisperica famina and other texts making use of  that same style to be part of  a 

single literary movement. This conceptualisation allows for a distinction between two 

aspects of  the Hisperica famina: its use of  Hiberno-Latin, meaning linguistic variations 

particular to the region, and its participation in this literary movement, relating to a group 

of  texts arising across the Latin West over a long span of  time. 

The intention behind their composition is still a matter for debate. In his 

innovational study, Grosjean (1956, p. 49) famously concluded that ‘les Hisperica Famina ne 

sont pas des “oeuvres littéraires.’” He proposed that they were schoolroom exercises whose 

purpose was to provide students with an elaborate vocabulary intended for more 

moderated use in their own compositions (Grosjean, 1956, pp. 49, 55). Herren (1974–1987,

1, pp. 13–19) affirms the view that the elaborate vocabulary is the focus of  these texts, but 

cautions that, while Grosjean’s explanation is a likely one, it is not entirely satisfactory. 

Carey (2004) likewise notes that, though an educational context seems the only likely 

conclusion, the particulars of  purpose, methodology, and authorship remain open to 

interpretation. Harvey (2015) contributes to the argument for an educational context, but 

from the broader perspective of  Ireland as a nation of  non-native Latin speakers, whose 

ongoing language learning is evident in their writing. 

The study of  the Hisperica famina presented in this chapter aims to follow the recent 

trend in scholarship that engages with the Hisperica famina as cohesive literary works. This 

chapter investigates the terminology and sources used in relation to the sea creatures 

described in the section entitled De mari, ‘On the sea’, which appears in several versions of  

the Hisperica famina (the versions of  the text and the context of  the passage are discussed 

fully in 5.2). This investigation of  sea creatures in the Hisperica famina comprises two 

principal sections. The first, Section 5.3, demonstrates the authors’ use of  Pliny’s Naturalis 

historia and the complicated manner in which such source materials are manipulated in the 

composition of  the Hisperica famina. The second section (5.4) investigates some of  the 

obscure and apparently eccentric terminology used in relation to sea creatures and potential

explanations for their use in this context. 

The methodological approach applied in this chapter varied for each of  the two 
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principal parts. In the first, the initial connection between the Hisperica famina and Pliny’s 

Naturalis historia was identified as a result of  a survey of  key Graeco-Roman sources 

relating to the sea and sea creatures. The lexical studies presented in 5.4 rely heavily on 

digital database searches to expand the frame of  reference for this study and in order to 

take into account the widest possibly range of  sources in which the focus terms appear. In 

relation to the study on the term delphines (5.4.2), digital resource searches produced results 

in such high numbers that particular care had to be taken to avoid an overly selective 

consideration of  familiar sources. 
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5.2 Hisperica famina

In a review of  the scholarship on the Hisperica famina, Orchard (2000, p. 2) points 

out that the emphasis has been heavily weighted towards their Latinity rather than their 

literary value. Orchard’s (2000, pp. 12–20) own analysis of  the texts displays their strong 

literary character, and reveals the prevalence of  rhetorical features and complex internal 

structures, marked by verbal parallelisms. Orchard (2000, pp. 12–20) argues that they share 

key characteristics of  both form and function with Old English riddles and Anglo-Latin 

aenigmata, such as those of  Aldhelm.388 He also notes correspondences with Old Irish and 

Hiberno-Latin texts, and concludes that the Hisperica famina appear to belong with the 

diverse group of  Insular enigmatic wisdom texts, a group to which Law (1995, pp. 22–40) 

also assigns the work of  Virgilius Maro Grammaticus. At the most basic level, these texts 

share with aenigmata the presentation of  ordinary subjects in extraordinary terms, thereby 

cloaking the identity of  the subject, while simultaneously assembling a hoard of  elaborate 

but thematically related words (Orchard, 2016). Viewed from this perspective, the 

vocabulary of  the Hisperica famina is no longer inappropriate or excessive, but a consciously 

deployed literary device. 

Much of  the scholarship on the Hisperica famina has been focussed on identifying 

the sources used in these texts. The number of  sources identified and the frequency with 

which they are referenced indicates the fundamental importance of  such authorities to 

understanding the Hisperica famina. The principal sources identified to date include the 

Bible; Virgil’s Aeneid, Georgics and corresponding glosses or scholia (Herren, 1974–1987, 1; 

N. Wright, 1982; Orchard, 2000; Carey, 2004); Isidore of  Seville’s Etymologiae, De natura 

rerum, and De differentiis (Herren, 1974–1987, 1; Orchard, 2000); Caelius Sedulius’ Carmen 

paschale (N. Wright, 1982); Gildas’ De excidio Britanniae (Herren, 1974–1987, 1; Stevenson, 

1987–1988; N. Wright, 1982; Orchard, 2000); Liber de ordine creaturarum (Herren, 1974–1987,

1; Smyth, 1986, 1996); the works of  Virgilius Maro Grammaticus (Herren, 1974–1987, 1; 

Orchard, 2000); Donatus’ Ars maior (Knappe, 1994); possibly Priscian’s Praeexercitamina 

(Knappe, 1994); Solinus’ Collectanea rerum memorabilium (Herren, 1974–1987, 1; Orchard, 

2000, pp. 36–37); and as yet unidentified Graeco- and Hebrew-Latin glossaries (Herren, 

1974–1987, 1).389

388 Aldhelm’s Engimata are edited by Ehwald (1919, pp. 97–149) in MGH AA 15. They are translated by 
Lapidge and Rosier (1985, pp. 70–94). The form engima, in contrast to the classical Latin aenigma, is used by 
Aldhelm in his work. Wright (1990) also explores elements of  the Hisperica famina in the context of  ‘wind 
riddles’ and the Irish búaid, ‘triumph’, tradition.
389 Orchard (2000, p. 3) expresses doubts regarding Knappe’s argument for the use of  Priscian in the 
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In addition to Orchard’s wide-ranging study of  rhetorical techniques and literary 

echoes, articles exploring the Hisperica famina from a variety of  perspectives include Carey’s 

(2004) recent contribution, which argues that sections from two of  the texts are based 

upon a single, shared wordlist, as well as those by Nagy (1986), Herren (1986), Sayers 

(1990), Wright (1990, 1993, pp. 253–55) and Hays (2006).390 The Hisperica famina also 

display affinities with vernacular Irish literature. Herren (1986) points out that the 

introductory section of  one version of  the Hisperica famina shares both the general motif  

of  the ‘sighting of  the host’ and several specific details with the Ulster Cycle tale Táin bó 

Fraích, ‘The cattle raid of  Fróech.’ Nagy (1986) argues that certain social tensions evident in

the Fenian cycle narratives are paralleled in the De gesta re, ‘On a deed’, section of  the same 

version (the version in question is the A-text, see below 5.2.1.1). Carey (2004) follows Nagy

in arguing that De gesta re displays parallels with extant Irish sagas and annals. Carey 

demonstrates this with examples drawn from Old Irish narratives, such as Togail bruidne Da 

Derga, ‘The destruction of  Da Derga’s hostel’, and Mesca Ulad, ‘The intoxication of  the 

Ulstermen’. Borsje (1997, pp. 160–61) makes reference to the De mari, ‘On the sea’, section 

in her study of  the monstrous sea creatures described as responsible for the sea’s 

movements in early Irish writing. Smyth (1986, 1996) draws substantially on the Hisperica 

famina in her study of  seventh-century Irish cosmology. Finally, Brady (1997) analyses the 

Hisperica famina from an architectural perspective. 

5.2.1 Texts and manuscripts

Lapidge and Sharpe’s (1985) A bibliography of  Celtic-Latin literature lists six texts under

the title of  Hisperica famina (B325–30). These six texts are referred to as recensions, but only

four display close connections in content, and the inclusion of  the remainder is on the 

basis of  their style alone. The four closely corresponding texts are referred to as the 

Hisperica famina A-, B-, C- and D-texts. The A-text is the longest of  these and is the only 

one thought to be complete. Large portions of  the B-text are extant, the D-text survives in 

a fragmentary form only, and the C-text is a glossary, also known as the Echternach 

Glosses. Only one copy of  each recension survives, found in three manuscripts. An 

Hisperica famina.
390 Orchard (2000, p. 38) disagrees with the argument made by Wright, stating:

Charles D. Wright has discussed the way in which the Hiberno-Latin notion of  the 
‘triumphs’ of  the wind evident here was developed by later authors both in Ireland and 
Anglo-Saxon England; there is general agreement, however, that the source of  this passage 
in the Hisperica famina is Isidore.

The passage of  Isidore referred to is Etymologiae 13.11.1-3 (Lindsay, 1911a, 2; Barney et al., 2006, p. 275). 
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understanding of  the complex relationship between the Hisperica famina and their 

manuscripts is necessary for their analysis and discussion, and is also significant of  their 

status as literary compositions. As a consequence, these are worth detailing in full before 

proceeding to the substantive evidence considered in this chapter. 

5.2.1.1 A-text

The A-text is found in Rome, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, MS Reginensis 

Latinus 81, folios 1–12.391 The manuscript is dated to the tenth century in Lapidge and 

Sharpe (B325). In its edited form the A-text comprises 612 lines and an explicit reading 

hisperica finiunt famina amhn, ‘the elegant sayings are finished. Amen’ (Herren, 1974–1987, 1, 

pp. 112–13).392 The A-text opens with the arrival of  a group of  scholars and rhetors and 

gives an account of  a verbal contest (A1–115).393 This is followed by a brief  discussion De 

duodecim uitiis ausonicae palathi,394 ‘On the twelve faults of  Ausonian diction’ (A116–32). The 

remainder of  the text is composed of  twelve self-contained sections, each focused on a 

single theme:395 

1. Incipit lex diei, ‘The rule of  day begins’ (A133–357)

2. De caelo, ‘On the sky’ (A358–80) 

3. Incipit de mari, ‘It begins on the sea’ (A381–425)

4. De igne, ‘On fire’ (A426–51)

5. De campo, ‘On a field’ (A452–76)

6. De uento, ‘On the wind’ (A477–96)

7. De plurimis, ‘On many things’ (A497–512)

8. De taberna, ‘On a book container’ (A513–30)

9. De tabula, ‘On a writing tablet’ (A531–46)

10. De oratorio, ‘On a chapel’ (A547–60)

11. De oratione, ‘On prayer’ (A561–70)

12. De gesta re, ‘On a deed’ (A571–612) 

391 I have been able to consult the Hisperica famina manuscripts with the exception of  this one. However, this 
manuscript is the subject of  Herren’s (1974–1987, 1) modern edition.
392 Prior to Herren’s (1974–1987, 1) edition, the A-text was edited by Mai (1828, 5, 479–500. Repr. PL 
90.1187–96), Stowasser (1887), and Jenkinson (1908). 
393 The established convention of  citing the Hisperica famina by line numbers prefixed with the sigla of  the 
various texts is followed here. 
394 This title is conjectured by Herren.
395 The given titles appear in the manuscript of  the A-text, with two exceptions: De caelo, ‘On the sky’ was 
conjectured by Mai (1828). De campo, ‘On a field’ was applied by Jenkinson (1908), replacing Stowasser’s 
(1887) previously conjectured title of  De fundo, ‘On a farm’.
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A number of  underlying structural patterns have been proposed for this series of  topics. 

Herren (1974–1987, 1, pp. 8–9) divides them into two groups: the first concerned with 

natural phenomena (1–6) and the second with objects and structures encountered by 

scholars (7–11). The final passage, a narrative recounting an event, stands alone in this 

scheme. Orchard (2000, pp. 12–13), however, identifies both 1 and 12 as constituting 

narratives rather than descriptive accounts. He then argues that the first five of  the 

remaining ten relate to nature and the other five to the human world, more specifically to 

objects relating to a life of  piety. 

5.2.1.2 B-, C- and D-texts

The B-, C- and D-texts are discusses together as the manuscripts in which they 

appear are related. B1 to B51 contains elements of  the section on the arrival of  scholars 

and rhetors, corresponding to A10–78. Following this, approximately 200 lines are believed

to be missing, roughly corresponding to A381–560. The remaining text contains versions 

of  the following A-text sections (the manuscript containing the B- and D-texts does not 

provide titles, but those of  A are conventionally used for reference):

1. Incipit lex diei, ‘The rule of  day begins’ (B53–102 (≈ A262–304))

2. De caelo, ‘On the sky’ (B103–124 (≈ A362–80))

3. De oratione, ‘On prayer’ (B125–156 (≈ A561 ff. ))

4. De gesta re, ‘On a deed’ (B157–217) 

In his article on the Hisperica famina, Carey (2004, pp. 56–59) provides a translation of  the 

B-text De gesta re section. The C-text, or Echternach Glosses, consists of  223 words, 119 of

which are glossed in Latin and 104 in Old Breton.396 The fact that many of  the words 

contained in the C-text are not found in the other Hisperica famina texts has prompted the 

hypothesis that these lists were taken from another version, no longer extant. The surviving

fragments of  the D-text constitute 151 lines, many incomplete, whose contents belongs to 

the sections listed here:

1. Incipit de mari, ‘It begins on the sea’ (D1–25)

2. De igne, ‘On fire’ (D26–48)

3. De caelo, ‘On the sky’ (D49–72)

4. De campo, ‘On a field’ (D73–110)

396 It has been argued that the Old Breton glosses are translations of  earlier Latin glosses (Herren, 1974–
1987, 1, p. 10; Grosjean, 1956, p. 72). Lemoine’s (1995) study investigates the broader influence of  the 
Hisperica famina in Brittany. 
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5. De uento, ‘On the wind’ (D111–32)

6. De taberna, ‘On a book container’ (D133–151)

Though the B-, C-, and D-texts have appeared in several editions, which are further 

discussed below, Jenkinson’s (1908) is the most recent and remains the edition of  

reference.397

The B-, C- and D-texts are found in four related bifolia: Luxembourg, Bibliothèque

Nationale, MS 89 and Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, MS Latinus 11411, folios 

99–102 (see Appendices 4 and 5 for tables outlining the manuscripts of  the Hisperica famina

and their contents). These have been tentatively dated to the second half  of  the ninth 

century, and may have been written at Echternach. The first bifolium was discovered by 

Mone who published his selective transcription of  the glosses that comprise the C-text 

(Mone, 1851). He removed the bifolium, which was acting as a flyleaf, from a copy of  St 

Augustine’s commentary on the Psalms in Luxembourg, Bibliothèque Nationale, MS 109, 

previously owned by the abbey at Echternach. This bifolium contains what are referred to 

as folios 3 and 6 in Jenkinson’s (1908, pp. 23–41) edition of  the B- and C-texts. The entire 

content of  this bifolium was later published by Rhys (1870). 

Subsequently, Bradshaw (1889, p. 468) discovered a further bifolium at the other 

end of  the same copy of  Augustine’s commentary, now labelled folios 1 and 2 in 

Jenkinson’s edition. These two bifolia together now constitute Luxembourg, Bibliothèque 

Nationale, MS 89. Finally, as a result of  remarks made by Loth (1881, p. 469), regarding 

Breton glosses and the obscure style of  the text to be found in three folios of  Paris, 

Bibliothèque Nationale de France, MS Latinus 11411, Zimmer (1895) identified a further 

two related bifolia.398 These are folios 99–102 of  this manuscript, which Zimmer (1895, pp.

118–19) believed originally belonged in the same binding as those in Luxembourg 89. The 

first bifolium, folios 99 and 100 of  the Paris manuscript, contain Jenkinson’s folios 4 and 5 

of  the B- and C-texts, and the second bifolium, folios 101 and 102, contains all that 

remains of  the fragmentary D-text. Folios 101 and 102 of  the Paris manuscript are written 

in a different hand and different coloured ink to the other three bifolia, but are dated 

within the same time-frame and the page dimensions match exactly. Some additional 

material is present in the manuscripts between the B- and C-texts (Jenkinson, 1908, pp. 31–

397 Where Jenkinson’s text is quoted, the punctuation marking the assonant rhythm that he and Bradshaw 
believed to be present has been removed. This follows Herren (1974–1987, 1, p. 4) and reflects the modern 
departure from this analysis of  the texts. 
398 Loth’s comments are indicative of  a widespread perception of  the Hisperica famina:

Le texte est à peu près inintelligible; c’est le style des Hisperica famina. (Loth, 1881, p. 469)
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33); Jenkinson’s folio 5r continues with a collection of  five short passages. These begin 

with a section on the Pythagorean spheres and conclude with a short poem on divorce.399 

These continue onto folio 6r and are then immediately followed by the collection of  

glosses of  the C-text, which continue on to folio 6v.

Zimmer (1895) proposed that the folios containing the D-text were inserted to 

replace a bifolium lost from the original manuscript containing the B- and C-texts. This 

certainly appears plausible when the list of  consecutive sections resulting from this 

insertion is compared to the contents of  the A-text (see Appendix 5). The replacement of  

a lost bifolium would suggest that the Hisperica famina were texts with a formal structure, 

such that when a part was lost an attempt was made to repair the gap somewhat accurately. 

This also indicates that the text was considered valuable enough to repair. 

5.2.1.3 E-text and colophon

The E-text is found in Rome, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, MS Barberinus 

Latinus 477, folio 59v, and has been edited by Bischoff  (1974, pp. 47–49). The E-text is a 

prayer for intercession on behalf  of  the dead. It is glossed using bfk-Geheimschrift, which 

appears for the most part in Germanic manuscripts. In bfk-Geheimschrift vowels are replaced

by the alphabetically subsequent consonant (so a = b, e = f, i = k, etc), but consonants 

remain unaltered. For example, a gloss maris, on the word thalassi in the text, appears as 

mbrks. The last of  the Hisperica famina texts listed in BCLL is a colophon on a Carolingian 

copy of  Isidore of  Seville’s De natura rerum in Munich, Bayerische StaatsBibliothek, MS Clm

396, folio 34v, which remains unpublished. As their content does not relate to that of  the 

other Hisperica famina texts, they are not of  relevance to this study and will not be discussed 

further here.

5.2.2 Dating

It is widely agreed that the Hisperica famina date to the seventh century. Carey (2004, 

p. 41) provides the most recent summary of  the arguments. The terminus post quem is 

defined by the texts’ reliance on the works of  Isidore of  Seville, particularly the Etymologiae,

composed between 612 and 620. The most concrete terminus ante quem is provided by the 

manuscripts, the earliest of  which, those containing the B-, C- and D-texts, are dated to the

ninth century. Other evidence for the terminus ante quem is still under debate. It was argued 

399 This poem is referenced in Bischoff  and Lapidge’s (1994, p. 188, n. 235) work on the school of  
Theodore and Hadrian. Cited there are Lapidge (1985), Dronke (1986), and Silagi and Bischoff  (1989). 
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that the Hisperica famina were used by Aldhelm, who died in 709 (MGH AA, p. xi; Grosjean,

1956, pp. 65–67; Herren, 1974–1987, 1, p. 36). Winterbottom (1977, esp. 48) disputes this, 

and a similar counter argument is also advanced by Marenbon (1979). Carey agrees with 

Herren’s (1974–1987, 1, pp. 36–37; 2, pp, 39–45, 1973, pp. 49–51) arguments for the 

Hisperica famina’s influence on the Lorica of  Laidcenn (d. 661), upholding their seventh-

century dating. 

Herren (1974–1987, 1, p. 33–37) and Orchard (2000, pp. 4–6) discuss a final aspect 

of  the Hisperica famina that contributes to their dating: the groups of  travelling scholars 

introduced in the opening and, particularly, their way of  life as it is described in Incipit lex 

diei. The text describes a situation in which scholars and rhetors travel from place to place, 

studying under different masters and relying on the local community for food and shelter. 

A similar situation is described by Bede in the Historia ecclesiastica gentis Anglorum (3.27 (B. 

Colgrave and Mynors, 1969, pp. 312–13)) and in several letters by Aldhelm. Bede describes 

large numbers of  people travelling from Britain to Ireland to pursue a monastic or 

scholarly way of  life. He describes them as travelling from teacher to teacher and being fed 

and housed by local people. Bede dates this situation to the rule of  bishops Fínán and 

Colmán in Lindisfarne, which Herren points out extends from 651 to 664. This 

corroborates the arguments dating the composition of  the Hisperica famina to the seventh 

century.400

This contributes to Herren’s (1974–1987, 1, pp. 32–36) argument that although the 

Hisperica famina texts were written in an Irish context, they were not written by native Irish 

authors. Other evidence for this argument centres around the phrase Ausonica catena, 

‘Ausonian chain’, which appear in lines A271–74 and is paralleled by the strictus romani 

tenoris, ‘tight bond of  the Roman tenor’ in B65–68. Herren interprets this as referring to the

foreigners’ inability to speak Irish. Previously, however, Winterbottom (1967, p. 129) 

argued, primarily on the basis of  comparisons with the tenth-century Colloquia Hisperica, 

that it is not an inability but an unwillingness to speak anything other than Latin that limits 

the narrator. Winterbottom’s view is advocated by Sayers (1990) in his work on the imagery

of  enchainment in literature contemporary to the Hisperica famina texts. Most recently, 

Bisagni (2013–2014b, pp. 56–57, nn. 154–55) argues that this restriction may be the result 

of  the linguistic divide between the highly educated bilingual scholars of  Latin and the 

400 For more discussion of  travelling scholars in Ireland, see Ó Cróinín (1984, repr. 2003, pp. 145–72) and 
Ireland (1999). Pittaluga (1980) locates the scholars in Britain, and suggests that they may have originated 
from the Continent. 
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illiterate speakers of  the vernacular alone.
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5.3 Sources: Pliny’s Naturalis historia and the Hisperica famina

This section argues that the Hisperica famina present the reader with two types of  

aenigma. They follow the aenigma tradition of  clouding simple subjects in complex and 

challenging language; however, they also integrate material from other sources in such a 

way that, unless the reader is familiar with this source, the result is almost meaningless. This

second level of  aenigma is often flagged by terms or phrases that initially appear 

incongruous. In such cases, where grasping the sense of  the text is especially challenging, 

the identification of  the correct source acts as a key, unlocking the apparent incoherence of

the Hisperica famina passage. The following discussion identifies Book 9 of  Pliny’s Naturalis 

historia as one such key, unlocking the meaning of  the Hisperica famina’s description of  sea 

creatures.401 This analysis of  the Hisperica famina’s use of  Pliny comprises three parts. The 

first (5.3.1) engages with the term seminarium; it focuses on the parallels evident between the

use of  this term in the A-text De mari, Pliny’s Naturalis historia 9.1, and three lines in the D-

text De mari. The second part (5.3.2) maps the parallels between a single line of  the A-text 

and several elements of  Naturalis historia 9.2. The third part (5.3.3) of  the analysis 

demonstrates the same type of  borrowing from another section of  Naturalis historia 9.2, 

evident in two consecutive lines of  the A-text De mari and a related line in the Incipit lex diei.

The content of  Pliny’s work was incorporated into and transmitted through many 

later works. One of  the most prominent of  these is Solinus’ Collectanea rerum 

memorabilium.402 Solinus’ work has an early Insular presence and is cited by Aldhelm and 

Bede (Lapidge, 2006, p. 333). It is also one of  the sources used by Isidore of  Seville in the 

composition of  the Etymologiae (Lindsay, 1911b); however, the key passages from Pliny’s 

text discussed below do not appear in Solinus’ work.403 The connections argued below are 

401 The edition and translation of  Pliny’s text cited here is the Loeb Classical Library edition by Rackham 
(1938–1963). This text is also edited by Mayhoff  (Von Jan and Mayhoff, 1875–1906). For an introduction to 
the manuscript tradition of  Pliny’s work see Reynolds (1983). In addition, Garrison (2013) discusses an early 
Insular manuscript of  Pliny’s work. The use of  excerpts of  Pliny’s work in other early medieval Insular texts, 
Bede in particular, is discussed by many, including Laistner (1966), Carey (1985; 1987b), Griffith (2010), and 
Love (2011). There is also, as I would also like to thank Dr Bisagni for pointing out, a reference to Pliny in 
the phrase ut plinius dicit, ‘as Pliny says’ (Stokes and Strachan, 1901–1903, 2, p. 12) in the Karlsruhe glosses to 
Bede’s De natura rerum, found in the ninth-century Karlsruhe, Badische Landesbibliothek, Codex Augiensis 
CLXVII. This corpus of  glosses are one of  the principal sources of  Old Irish, and the phrase itself  is 
embedded within an Old Irish gloss. As Dr Bisagni noted, the text attributed to Bede in fact derives from 
Martianus Capella’s fifth-century De nuptiis Philologiae et Mercurii (9.930 (Willis, 1983, p. 356; Stahl, Johnson and
Burge, 1971–1977, 2, p. 359).
402 Solinus’ Collectanea rerum memorabilium is edited by Mommsen (1895).
403 The principal passages in Solinus that make use of  Pliny Naturalis historia 9 are Collectanea rerum 
memorabilium 12, 52 and 53 (Mommsen, 1895, pp. 77–80, 183–95, 195–201). Neither these sections nor a 
search of  the work revealed any passages that could be substituted for those argued to the basis of  the 
Hisperica famina passages discussed here.
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directly to Pliny, though there may of  course be other unidentified intermediary sources.

5.3.1 Seminarium: A416, D19–21 & Naturalis historia 9.1.2

The first passage of  interest appears in the A-text, in the section entitled Incipit de 

mari. It consists of  six lines describing one or more groups of  sea creatures:404

Delficinum405 glaucis sub fluctibus ludicat seminarium,

inormia uastum litigant coetia406 per isthmum,

erumnosos ruminant gurgustos,407 

uitreumque sugillant faucibus salum

ac tornos guttoricant piscellos;

neptunia squameis uerrunt cerula gigris.

A delficinus progeny plays beneath the blue waves,

large sea creatures struggle all along the wide isthmus;

they chew on wretched fish,

suck in the glassy sea with their throats,

and swallow twisting fish;

they sweep the Neptunian blue with their scaly heads. (Hisperica famina 

A416–21 (Herren, 1974–1987, 1, pp. 96–97))408

The first term to stand out is the use of  the Latin seminarium of  a group of  sea creatures in 

A416:

Delficinum glaucis sub fluctibus ludicat seminarium

A delficinus progeny plays beneath the blue waves. 

404 The edition and translation cited here are those of  Herren (1974–1987, 1). The translation has been 
adapted in places. 
405 The terms delficinus and delphin remain untranslated here. The potential significance of  these terms is 
discussed in detail in section 5.4.2.
406 Herren removes the additional ‘o’ correcting to cetia. This term is analysed in detail in section 5.4.1. 
407 The unusual term gurgustos is glossed by pisces, ‘fish’. It is explained by Grosjean (1956, pp. 67–68) as 
deriving from a misreading of  the description of  the Leviathan in Job 40:26: 

numquid implebis sagenas pelle eius et gurgustium piscium capite illius
Will you fill nets with his skin, and the cabins of  fishes with his head?

Gurgustium is in fact a small dwelling, hovel, or hut. See NCLCL, s.v. gurgustium. The term also appears in 
A177, see 5.4.2.
408 Herren’s original translation reads:

A school of  dolphins plays beneath the blue waves,
large sea monsters struggle through the wide strait;
they eat up unfortunate sealife,
suck in smooth salt water through their mouths,
and swallow wriggling fish;
they sweep the Neptunian blue with their scaly heads.
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The phrase delficinum seminarium is translated by Herren as a ‘school of  dolphins’. 

Seminarium derives from the adjective seminarius, relating to semen, ‘seed’, and is indeed later 

used in an ecclesiastical context to indicate a school in the educational sense. However, the 

dual sense of  English ‘school’, indicating an educational establishment and the zoological 

shoal, finds no precedent in medieval Latin. I have been unable to identify any Latin terms 

used for shoals of  fish or groups of  sea creatures that would otherwise signify an 

educational context or structure. A more conventional translation is found in line A107: 

tithicum tellato uixerit seminarium in temino,

and the sea’s offspring has lived within the land’s confines. (Hisperica famina 

A107 (Herren, 1974–1987, 1, pp. 72–73))

In this case the term is translated as referring to the progeny of  the sea. If  this 

interpretation is applied to seminarium in line A416, then the line resonates significantly with

three of  the more complete lines of  the fragmentary D-text De mari: .

Innumeros sub polenti g<urgite ... gene>rat409 delfines;

sonoreum uerrit esoces410 f<lustrum

Incalculatos alit pontus pisciculos. (Hisperica famina D19–21 ((Jenkinson, 1908, p. 

44))

It begets countless sea creatures beneath the powerful411 swirling sea;

the noisy flood sweeps the large fish … 

the sea nourishes countless little fish.

In these few lines there is an emphasis on the sea’s propensity for generation and 

sustenance.412 This theme of  fertility in the D-text, in close proximity to delfines and other 

large fish (the nature of  the sea creatures named in these passages is discussed below in 

5.4.1 and 5.4.2), supports the argument that delficinum seminarium in the A-text is intended to

signify a sense of  the sea as a place prolific with new life.413 This imagery, shared by the De 

mari sections of  these two texts, shows the same type of  correspondences in content 

409 The text in angle brackets is Jenkinson’s conjecture. 
410 The word esox is discussed further in section 5.4.2.
411 Polens as a derivative from polleo ‘to be strong, powerful, able’, seems plausible. As Herren (1974–1987, 1, 
p. 50) points out, the simplification and duplication of  consonants ‘is rampant in all versions of  the Famina.’
412 Though generat is partially conjectured by Jenkinson, it is very likely to be correct.
413 Harvey pointed out in a personal comment that, even though several adjectives deriving from animal 
names end in -cinus (Herren, 1974–1987, 1, p. 181), delficinus is also likely to be a pun on delficus, ‘Delfic’, 
deriving from Delphi, the location of  the Oracle of  Apollo (NCLCL, s.v. <delphicinus>/delficinus). This 
location has associations of  knowledge and insight and may import the dual sense of  a nursery of  sea 
creatures, but also a nursery of  knowledge. This double meaning, appropriate to an enigma, may then recall the
pedagogical themes in the opening of  the A-text. The adjective delficus appears in Aldhelm’s De metris, ‘On 
meter’ (MGH AA 15, p. 94; Wright, 1985, p. 209). 
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between the A- and D-texts as is evident between the A-text and the more substantial 

remnants of  the B-text.

The use of  seminarium in the A-text and the nurturing imagery of  the D-text have 

parallels in the introduction to Book 9 of  Pliny’s Naturalis historia.414 In this passage, Pliny 

explains that the extraordinary size of  some sea creatures is made possible principally by 

umoris luxuria, ‘the luxuriance of  the liquid’. He then expands upon this:

In mari autem tam late supino mollique ac fertili nutrimento, accipiente causas 

genitales e sublimi semperque pariente natura, pleraque etiam monstrifica 

reperiuntur perplexis et in semet aliter atque aliter nunc flatu nunc fluctu 

convolutis seminibus atque principiis, vera ut fiat vulgi opinio quicquid 

nascatur in parte naturae ulla et in mari esse, praeterque multa quae nusquam alibi.

But in the sea, lying so widely outspread and so yielding and productive of  

nutriment, because the element receives generative causes from above and is

always producing offspring, a great many actual monstrosities are found, the

seeds and first principles intertwining and interfolding with each other now 

in one way and now in another, now by the action of  the wind and now by 

that of  the waves, so ratifying the common opinion that everything born in 

any department of  nature exists also in the sea, as well as a number of  

things never found elsewhere. (Pliny, Naturalis historia 9.1.2 (Rackham, 1938–

1963, 3, pp. 164–165))

This passage uses a compelling collection of  terms to evoke reproduction, fertility, and 

sustenance in relation to the sea’s larger creatures and its monstrifica, ‘monstrous things’. 

Pliny describes the sea as fertili nutrimento, ‘productive of  nutriment’, and in receipt of  causas

genitales, ‘generative causes’. Correspondingly, the D-text emphasises the sea’s nutritive 

qualities in describing that it alit, ‘nourishes’, countless fish. The D-text parallels Pliny’s 

description of  the sea as pariente natura, ‘producing offspring’, with the statement that the 

sea <gene>rat, ‘begets’. In Pliny the sea is a medium in which the seeds of  creatures are 

mingled by the movements of  the wind and waves, resulting in greater fertility and 

diversity. This is also echoed in the D-text with the statement that the sea begets its 

creatures sub polenti g<urgite, ‘beneath the powerful swirling mass’, while its sonoreum 

f<lustrum>, ‘noisy flood’, sweeps over them.415 It is clear that the D-text closely parallels the

414 For studies on Pliny’s representation of  the natural world, see Wallace-Hadrill (1990) and Beagon (1992, 
2007, 2012).
415 Another passage which evokes the imagery of  the swirling mixture of  seed in the sea producing 
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imagery of  Pliny’s opening passage, and although the reference is far more succinct, this 

imagery is also picked up by the seminarium which plays sub fluctibus, ‘beneath the waves’, in 

A416. 

5.3.2 Vastus isthmos: A417 & Naturalis historia 9.2.6

The second term to stand out upon close analysis is the use of  isthmos in line A417:

inormia uastum litigant coetia per isthmum

large sea creatures struggle all along the wide isthmus.

Herren’s translation of  isthmos as ‘strait’ indicates the problematic nature of  the term in this

context. Herren (1974–1987, 1, p. 181) provides a ninth-century glossary entry, which 

defines it as terra gracilis, ‘narrow land’, as an example of  the established meaning of  the 

term (Goetz et al., 1888–1923, 5, pp. 461–62).416 He argues, however, that since the isthmos 

is travelled by coetia, a term specifically referring to sea creatures, this cannot be the 

meaning in this case. Instead he takes it as a synonym of  freta, ‘strait, channel’, a term 

appearing in A402.417

The only instance of  the use of  isthmos in the sense ‘strait’, meaning a narrow body 

of  water, that is cited by the reference dictionaries occurs in Lewis and Short’s (1879) A 

Latin dictionary (s.v. isthmos). However, this comes from an incorrect reading of  the 

Augustan text cited, Propertius’ Elegiae:

Frigida tam multos placuit tibi Cyzicus annos,

Tulle, Propontiaca qua fluit isthmos aqua,

Dindymis et sacra fabricata e vite Cybebe,

raptorisque tulit quae via Ditis equos?

Has frigid Cyzicus pleased you so many years, 

Tullus, that spit that floods with Propontic water, 

And the holy Dindymid carved in a vine, Cybele, 

and the path which bore the steeds of  the rapist Dis? (Propertius, 

Elegiae 3.22.1–4 (Heyworth, 2007, p. 141; Katz, 2004, p. 323))

An examination of  the geography of  region in question reveals that isthmos cannot be 

interpreted as a body of  water in this case. The citation in Lewis and Short interprets the 

text as meaning that the isthmos itself  flows with the waters of  the Propontis (Sea of  

monsters is found in the Anglo-Latin Liber monstrorum 2.33–4 (Orchard, 1995, pp. 304–5).
416 Isthmos is also attested as isthmus; the former is the citation form in OLD and has been used here.
417 Herren (1974–1987, 1, p. 181) also explains that the term, appearing in the manuscript as itnum, 
‘undoubtedly presented serious difficulties of  pronunciation.’
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Marmara). The isthmos, according to this reading, refers to the Dardanelles, the strait that 

connects the Propontis to the Aegean Sea. However, Cyzicus is located on the Arctonessus

(Kapidag Peninula), itself  located in the Propontis. This peninsula is attached to the 

mainland by a very narrow isthmus, which is often flooded by the sea, as is explained in the

following description of  the location in the third-century Argonautica of  Apollonius 

Rhodius:

Ἔστι δέ τις αἰπεῖα Προποντίδος ἔνδοθι νῆσος

τυτθὸν ἀπὸ Φρυγίης πολυληίου ἠπείροιο

εἰς ἅλα κεκλιμένη, ὅσσον τ᾽ ἐπιμύρεται ἰσθμὸς

χέρσῳ ἐπιπρηνὴς καταειμένος.

There is in the Propontis a lofty island, sloping to the sea, separated from 

the grain-rich Phrygian mainland by the short span of  an isthmus that 

descends steeply to the shore and is washed over by the waves.(Apollonius 

Rhodius, Argonautica 1.936–39 (Race, 2008, pp. 78–79))

Thus there is no attestation of  isthmos meaning ‘strait’ and, consistent with the gloss cited 

by Herren, isthmos signifies a narrow strip of  land, connecting two larger landmasses or 

separating two bodies of  water.418

The line in question contains two more elements that at first appear incongruous. 

The first is the use of  the adjective uastus, ‘immense’, in relation to isthmos, which is 

generally associated with narrowness. The second of  the two elements is the use of  litigare, 

‘struggle, strive’, to describe the motion of  the gigantic sea creatures. The use of  litigare is 

striking because it differs distinctly from the other verbs used, namely ludicare, ‘play’ (A416),

and verrere, ‘sweep’ (A421).419 It also contrasts with the general impression of  swift 

movement that the passage conveys. However, individual elements of  this line, which 

appear ambiguous and obscure within the context of  the A-text alone, take on a clear 

significance when juxtaposed with a second passage from Book 9 of  Pliny’s work. Naturalis

historia 9.2 is dedicated to the description of  marine creatures of  great size:

Cadara appellatur Rubri maris paeninsula ingens; huius obiectu vastus efficitur 

418 OLD s.v. isthmos (which includes an accurate reading of  Propertius). See Appendix 6 for a brief  excursus 
on the relationship between isthmos and mons, ‘mountain’.
419 The use of  verrere may be Vergilian, as it is used of  delphines in the description of  Vulcan’s shield in Book 
8 of  the Aeneid:

et circum argento clari delphines in orbem 
aequora verrebant caudis aestumque secabant.
and round about dolphins, shining in silver, swept the seas with their tails in circles, and 
cleft the tide. (Vergil, Aeneid 8.673–74 (Mynors, 1969, p. 303; Fairclough and Goold, 2000, 
p. 107))
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sinus XII dierum et noctium remigio enavigatus Ptolemaeo regi, quando nullius aurae 

recipit afflatum. huius loci quiete praecipue ad inmobilem magnitudinem 

beluae adolescunt.

There is an enormous peninsula in the Red Sea called Cadara, the projection

of  which forms a vast bay which took King Ptolemy twelve days and nights 

of  rowing to cross, as it does not admit a breath of  wind from any quarter. 

In this tranquil retreat particularly the creatures grow to a huge motionless 

bulk. (Pliny, Naturalis historia 9.2.6 (Rackham, 1938–1963, 3, pp. 166–67))

Of  foremost importance in this passage is the paeninsula ingens, ‘enormous peninsula’. This 

appears in connection with the location where the largest sea creatures are to be found. 

Isthmos is not an exact synonym for paeninsula. However, both are associated with land 

masses that project from the mainland and are significantly bordered by sea. Also, though a

peninsula is not necessarily narrow, many are. These close semantic parallels qualify them as

suitable alternates in the Hisperica famina. Furthermore, the two words often occur together.

Several of  the most famous examples of  an isthmus appear in juxtaposition with a 

peninsula, such as the Isthmus of  Corinth, for example, which connects the Peloponnesian

peninsula to the Greek mainland.

The conclusion of  the argument supporting the link between the A-text’s isthmos 

and Pliny’s paeninsula derives from the conspicuous attribution of  the adjective vastus to the 

isthmos in A417:

huius obiectu vastus efficitur sinus

the projection of  which forms a vast bay.

Though the conventional definition of  isthmos specifies its narrowness, if  isthmos is acting as

an approximate synonym for paeninsula, vastus can be seen as a logical replacement for 

ingens. This renders the phrase vastus ithmus, and it completes the Hisperica famina’s adaptation

of  the Pliny’s paeninsula ingens. In relation to the methods used by the authors of  the 

Hisperica famina in incorporating their sources, it is important to note that the word vastus 

appears in Pliny’s text, and in close proximity to paeninsula ingens and is likely borrowed from

the source too. 

A final correspondence between A417 and the passage from Pliny quoted above is 

that both make reference to sea creatures of  great size. The A-text’s inormia coetia reflects 

Pliny’s explanation that the sheltered bay, created by the peninsula in question, creates an 

undisturbed habitat in which, 
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ad inmobilem magnitudinem beluae adolescunt.

the creatures grow to a huge motionless bulk.

This passage also informs the striking choice of  the word litigare in relation to the creatures 

of  A417. In a legal context, the Latin litigare has a technically specific sense of  ‘to sue’ or 

‘to litigate against’.420 It can also take on a broader meaning of  to struggle or strive. The 

question here is why the coetia are described as struggling, in marked contrast to the swift 

and energetic movements of  the other creatures. The clearest explanation is that this choice

of  words reflects the unwieldy and cumbersome mass evoked by Pliny’s use of  inmobilis, 

‘immovable’, in relation to the size of  the sea creatures. From the comparison between 

these two passages, it is evident that the Hisperica famina borrows vocabulary directly from 

the source, as well as rephrasing and adapting larger conceptual and descriptive elements. 

These borrowing are then combined and incorporated into the composition of  the new 

text, which describes a group of  creatures moving along the isthmus in a cumbersome 

manner. 

5.3.3 Ruminare & claustris apertis: A418–19, A176 & Naturalis historia 9.2.7

The third and final part of  this chapter’s analysis of  the Hisperica famina’s use of  

Pliny investigates the connections between the depiction of  sea creatures in A418–19, 

A176, and another section from Pliny’s Naturalis historia 9. This third passage from Pliny 

describes a group of  sea creatures in Gedrosia421 that are reported to come onto land and 

graze: 

Gedrosos qui Arabim amnem accolunt Alexandri Magni classium praefecti prodiderunt 

in domibus fores maxillis beluarum facere, ossibus tecta contignare, ex quibus 

multa quadragenum cubitorum longitudinis reperta. exeunt et pecori similes beluae ibi in 

terram pastaeque radices fruticum remeant; et quaedam equorum, asinorum, taurorum 

capitibus quae depascuntur sata.

The admirals of  the fleets of  Alexander the Great have stated that the 

Gedrosi who live by the river Arabis make the doorways in their houses out 

of  the monsters’ jaws and use their bones for roof-beams, many of  them 

420 This, for example, is the only way this term is used by Isidore, exemplified by his own explanation of  it: 
Inter litigiosum et litigatorem. Litigiosus est de quo litigatur, quasi ager; litigator qui litigat. (Isidore, De 
differentiis 1.77 (328) (Codoñer, 2012, p. 122)) 
Between ‘contested’ and ‘disputant’. ‘Contested’ is that about which is disputed, like a field; 
‘litigant’ is the person who disputes. 

421 Gedrosia is a geographical region of  Asia, now Baluchistan. It encompasses areas of  south-west Pakistan, 
south-east Iran and south-west Afghanistan. It has a coastline along the Gulf  of  Oman and the Indian 
Ocean. 
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having been found that were 60 ft. long. Also [great] creatures resembling 

sheep come out on to the land in that country and after grazing on the 

roots of  bushes return; and there are some with the heads of  horses, asses 

and bulls that eat up the crops. (Pliny, Naturalis historia 9.2.7 (Rackham, 

1938–1963, 3, pp. 166–69)) 

Pliny does not provide enough information to identify these creatures. Two elements of  

this passage appear to have influenced the Hisperica famina’s choice of  words: the grazing of

the unidentified water creatures and the use of  the enormous bones in buildings. The 

former is evident in the use of  ruminare in A418:

erumnosos ruminant gurgustos.

they chew on wretched fish.

In Pliny’s text the resemblance of  the creatures to grazing animals is followed through in 

the words chosen to describe their actions, that is, pascere and depasci. Both can be used in 

the broad sense ‘to eat’, but they are rooted in the semantic field of  pasture and grazing of  

animals. Ruminare, like pascere, can also be used in a general sense but its precise meaning is 

‘to chew over again, to chew the cud, to ruminate’. Isidore, for example, provides a detailed

explanation:

Quod animal, sicut bos et ovis et camelus, ruminat. Ruminatio autem dicta [est] a ruma,

eminente gutturis parte, per quam dimissus cibus a certis revocatur animalibus.

This animal [camel] ruminates, just like the ox and sheep and camel. 

Rumination is named from the rumen, the upper part of  the gullet through 

which the food that has been taken down is regurgitated by some animals. 

(Isidore, Etymologiae, 12.1.36–7 (Lindsay, 1911a, 2; Barney et al., 2006, p. 

249))

In the same text, Isidore records that there is only one fish that ruminates (Etymologiae 

12.6.30 (Lindsay, 1911a, 2; Barney et al., 2006, p. 261).422 He clearly explains the word’s 

meaning, and specifies that, with a single exception, rumination does not occur in fish. 

Given this detailed treatment of  the term and the prominence of  Isidore’s works as 

sources for the Hisperica famina, the use of  ruminare in relation to a sea creature suggests that

the author had some motivation for doing so. The passage in Pliny offers an explanation. 

The numerous sea creatures are likened to grazing creatures, the majority of  whom 

422 The belief  that there is only one type of  fish that ruminates is also found in Pliny, Naturalis historia 
9.29.62 (Rackham, 1938–1963, 3, pp. 204–205) and in Sedulius Scottus’s Collectaneum miscellaneum (CCCM 67, 
p. 70).
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ruminate. As seen in the previous parts of  this analysis, the authors of  the Hisperica famina 

frequently used semantically related terms in place of  those found in their source; in this 

case, ruminare is employed in reference to sea creatures as an alternative but semantically 

related term for Pliny’s pascere and depasci.423

One final verbal parallel indicates the dependence of  this section of  the Hisperica 

famina on Pliny’s account of  sea creatures. It involves the use of  fauces in A419,

uitreumque sugillant faucibus salum,

suck in the glassy sea with their throats,

and claustra in A176 (this line forms part of  the description of  the natural world at dawn in 

the Incipit lex diei section),

salsa apertis sorbellant paula gutturum claustris.

they suck in salty particles through open jaws. (Hisperica famina A176 

(Herren, 1974–1987, 1, pp. 76–77))

Both these lexical choices can be connected to the account in the Naturalis historia of  

enormous sea creatures’ jaw bones being used as doorways. The term used by Pliny is 

maxilla:

in domibus fores maxillis beluarum facere.

make the doorways in their houses out of  the monsters’ jaws.

Maxilla signifies the jaw or jaw-bone. In A176 the phrase claustris apertis is used for the 

creatures’ open jaws. Claustrum, usually appearing in the plural claustra, refers to anything 

that closes or encloses another thing, and so often signifies a bolt, gate, door, or boundary 

of  some sort. Consequently, it serves as a suitable metaphorical image for the mouth, but 

its use in this context does not appear widespread. The same juxtaposition of  images, of  a 

gateway and a mouth, is found in a distinct way in the passage by Pliny quoted above. In 

the A-text De mari the choice of  fauces is not in itself  remarkable, since it appropriately 

refers to the throat or gullet. This word appears in many contexts; it is connected with the 

voice and speech, as well as the sense of  taste and eating generally. However, in light of  the

other evidence connecting the lines of  text in the Hisperica famina with these passages from 

the Naturalis historia, it seem plausible that the Hisperica famina are echoing Pliny’s image of  

bones as part of  a building’s structure in the phrase claustra aperta of  line A176, and more 

subtly in the fauces of  line A419.

423 Pizarro (2005) discusses the sources for a contemporary use of  ruminare by Bede to signify the poet 
Caedmon’s absorption and ‘regurgitation’ of  his learning in poetic form.
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5.3.4 Overview

From the three examples analysed above, it is clear that the authors of  the Hisperica 

famina employed an identifiable methodology in their use and incorporation of  source 

materials. The way in which the authors imbue their compositions with references to the 

source material is often signalled by the use of  terms or images in a somewhat incongruous

way. When these elements are contextualised within their original sources the logic behind 

their selection becomes clear. Direct verbal borrowing is used, but the terms borrowed are 

taken out of  their original context, for example, the use of  vastus in A417. The authors also 

borrow from the imagery of  their source as is evident in the parallels between D19–21 and

Pliny’s dynamic account of  the generative powers of  the sea. In other instances, clusters of

words are rephrased using synonyms or semantically related terms, often echoing but not 

reproducing the context in which the original work appears, such as vastus isthmos for 

paeninusula ingens. In several instances terms that appear unusual in the given context are 

used, such as seminarium, litigare, claustra, and ruminare. When viewed in light of  the source 

material, it is clear that these reference detailed images from the source text: seminarium 

references the sea’s generative and sustaining abilities; litigare evokes Pliny’s description of  

creatures so massive that they struggle to move; claustra serves as a synonym for maxilla, 

while also referencing their use as doorways; and ruminare replaces depasci and carries with it

Pliny’s graphic description of  the grazing sea creatures in terms of  land mammals that 

ruminate.
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5.4 Sea creatures: lexical notes on terminology in the Hisperica famina

The section above demonstrates the complex nature of  the Hisperica famina’s 

engagement with its sources and the way in which the identification of  these sources 

provides an explanatory context for the unusual use of  vocabulary in these texts. With this 

in mind, this section seeks to investigate several of  the terms used to signify sea creatures 

that stand out as unusual in form or use in the passages above. The first term is coetia, an 

unusual form of  Latin cetus, ‘sea creature’, relating to the Greek κήτη. The second is the 

Latin delphin, or delphinus, and its derivative adjective, delficinus, which is unique to the 

Hisperica famina.424 In this section of  the chapter, an investigation of  these two examples 

further demonstrates that the elaborate and unusual vocabulary of  the Hisperica famina is 

rooted in contemporary sources, and while it may be unconventional it is by no means 

without precedent. 

5.4.1 Coetia

The word coetia as it appears in line A418 is unusual in several respects. Herren 

corrects it to cetia, removing the hypercorrected -oe- orthography, and translates as ‘sea 

monsters’. The most recent study of  the word appears in the NCLCL, which states that it 

is ‘coined as neuter plural of  cetus.’ One of  the few others to discuss this occurrence of  the 

word is Esposito (1912). As part of  his argument against a widespread knowledge of  

Greek in seventh-century Ireland, he argues that the corruptly-written Greek words in the 

Hisperica famina are known to the authors from glossaries, not a familiarity with the Greek 

language. One of  the words that Esposito (1912, p. 672) mentions as part of  this list is 

coetia, which he interprets as a form of  κήτη.425 The following investigation of  sources 

demonstrates that while the form is irregular, this irregularity is reflective of  a wider 

perception of  the term as problematic. 

In Latin the term takes the form cetus, and is a second declension, masculine noun. 

It derives from the Greek κῆτος (kētos), a neuter noun that takes the nominative plural form

κήτη (kētē) in classical Greek. This Greek neuter plural is also found in Latin writing. For 

example, it appears in Vergil’s Aeneid, describing one of  the groups of  sea creatures that 

424 The conventional orthography using ‘ph’ for delphin and delphinus is generally employed throughout, 
except when quoting a text in which the ‘f ’ forms, delfin and delfinus, appear. However, as delficinus only occurs 
with ‘f ’ this is retained throughout. 
425 There is evidence for this conclusion at least as far back as 1905, in Maurice Roger’s L’Enseignement des 
Lettres Classiques D’Ausone à Alcuin:

Le vocabulaire des textes hispériques comprend, en dehors des hellénismes de la langue 
ecclésiastique, un certain nombre de mots transcrits ou dérivés du grec, tels: ... coetia (κήτεα) 
… (Roger, 1905, p. 244)
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make up Neptune’s train:

tum uariae comitum facies, immania cete…

Then come the diverse forms of  his train—monstrous whales…(Aeneid 

5.822 (Mynors, 1969, p. 225; Fairclough and Goold, 1999, p. 527))

In this instance the neuter gender and plural number of  κήτη is indicated by the 

accompanying adjective, immania, ‘enormous’, also in the neuter plural. The fact that the 

Greek neuter plural form appears in Virgil’s text is noted by Servius in his commentary on 

the work:426 

Inmania cete τὸ κῆτος καἰ τἀ κήτη, ut βέλος βέλη: nam Latine sic declinari non 

potest. Nullum enim apud nos animal generis neutri est: nisi forte ‘hic cetus, huius ceti’ 

dicamus, quod nusquam lectum est; nam dicuntur canes marini. ((Thilo and Hagen, 

1881–1887, 1, p. 651)

Enormous sea creatures: ‘the sea creature’ [nominative/accusative singular] 

and ‘the sea creatures’ [nominative/accusative plural], like ‘dart’ [nominative

singular] ‘dart’ [nominative plural]: since it is not possible for it to be 

declined in this way in Latin. For, in Latin no animal is of  the neuter type: 

unless by chance we may say ‘this sea beast, of  this sea beast’, which was 

read nowhere; for they are called marine dogs. 

Discussion of  these Greek forms is also found in Isidore’s Etymologiae:

Cete dicta τὸ κῆτος καὶ τὰ κήτη, hoc est ob inmanitatem. 

The sea-monster is named κῆτος, plural κήτη, that is, on account of  its 

vastness.427 (12.6.8 (Lindsay, 1911a, 2; Barney et al., 2006, p. 260)

A further prominent example of  the Greek neuter plural form cete in Latin writing appears 

in the Vulgate, at Genesis 1.21:

Creavitque Deus cete grandia.

Thus God created the great sea creatures. 

Here, as in the Aeneid, the gender and number of  this form is indicated by the 

accompanying adjective, in this case grandia, ‘large’ (the Vetus Latina text reads et fecit Deus 

cetos magnos (Fischer, 1951–1954)). In both the Aeneid and Genesis, the adjectives 

accompanying cete are of  third declension, and thus it is the third declension -ia ending that 

426 This text is from the shorter form of  Servius’ works, not the Servius auctus / Danielis.
427 Barney et al. provide a note arguing that,

Isidore misconstrues Servius, quoting Vergil’s ‘huge sea-monsters’ (Aeneid 5.822), as 
meaning ‘sea monsters (cete), i.e. ‘huge ones.’ (Barney et al., 2006, p. 260)
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is evident. 

Only one other instance of  the distinctive form coetia has been identified here. This 

appears in a commentary on Genesis 1:21 in the eighth-century, anonymous biblical 

commentary, Pauca problesmata:428

Grandia coetia pro omni genere piscium dicit, quorum diuersa sunt genera.(Pauca 

problesmata 1.139 (CCCM 137, p. 57))

Large sea creatures stands for all types of  fishes, of  which there are different 

kinds. 

The -ia form appears in the two manuscripts considered by MacGinty (CCCM 173, p. xvi) 

to be closest to the original form of  the text, with the form cete appearing in the third. This 

instance of  coetia, displaying the same -ia ending and the -oe- orthography, suggests two 

potential possibilities: either the author of  the Pauca problemata was familiar with the 

Hisperica famina or this form of  the word was not as unusual as appears in the surviving 

literature and was evident in a shared source or sources.429 

In addition to this evidence that the Hisperica famina is not unique is containing the 

form coetia, several later Hiberno-Latin texts demonstrate the problematic nature of  the 

Greek form, cete, in a Latin context. The first is Dicuil’s De prima syllaba sermo prosus,430 dated 

to circa 825, which contradicts the grammatical information provided by Servius and 

Isidore: 

Hic cetus ceti et hoc cete indeclinabile. (Manitius, 1912, p. 150)

This cetus [second declension, singular nominative], ceti [singular genitive], 

and this cete [neuter singular], indeclinable. 

Dicuil acknowledges that the word can appear in two different genders, but understands 

the neuter form (deriving from Greek plural) to be indeclinable. In doing so, Dicuil also 

evidences the ability of  the form cete to signify the singular as well as the plural. An 

eleventh-century tract on Latin declensions, accompanied by Irish glosses, also records cete 

as a neuter singular but deviates again from its predecessors (Medieval tract on Latin declensions

865 (Stokes, 1860, p. 27)).431 In this text the term appears under a list of  third declension 

nouns. In this context, coetia would be the logical form of  the plural; as a third declension 

428 For an introduction to this text see Chapter 2.4.2. 
429 The lack of  evidence for the term may also be the result of  editorial correction.
430 BCLL C663. The text is edited by Manitius (1912), but is misattributed to Micons von St. Riquier. For 
further discussion of  the misattribution and the identification of  the author as Dicuil, see Van de Vyver 
(1935).
431 Incidentally, glossed as mil mor. 
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neuter noun ending in -e, it assumes a plural ending -ia.

From Vergil and Genesis it is clear that the borrowing of  the Greek neuter plural 

κήτη into Latin is long established. However, although they are all composed later than the 

Hisperica famina, it is clear from the Pauca problesmata, Dicuil’s De prima syllaba and the tract 

on declensions that, in Hiberno-Latin contexts at least, the precise grammatical 

characteristics of  this word were problematic and understood in a variety of  ways. The 

form cetia can be arrived at in a number of  logical ways: through parallelism with its 

adjectives in key literary texts, such as the Aeneid and the Bible, but also through the logic 

outlined in the tract on Latin declensions. The use of  the incorrect neuter plural form cetia 

may in fact be evidence of  Insular literary context which demonstrated a strong tradition 

of  linguistic innovation and adaptation to accommodate regional requirements.432

5.4.2 Delphines and delficinus

The second term investigated in this section is the noun delphin, as well as its 

derivative adjective delficinus. These appear three times in the passages cited in Section 5.3: 

twice in the A-text and once in the D-text. Furthermore, delficinus also appears twice in the 

B-text. Delficinus is a neologism unique to the Hisperica famina.433 However, delphin, from 

which it derives, has a well established usage in ancient and medieval writing, signifying 

‘dolphin’ in the modern zoological sense of  the English term, that is, it is used of  creatures

that accurately correspond in size and characteristics to dolphins.434 A key aspect of  this is 

an accurate sense of  their moderate size, as is evident in a passage from Isidore’s 

Etymologiae, drawn ultimately from Pliny (Naturalis historia 9.20.50 (Rackham, 1938–1963, 3, 

196–97)):

Vnde et Pontum vocatum, quod sit pervius; atque eo praeter phocas et thynnos atque 

delphinos, alias beluas maiores non patitur.

Accordingly is it called Pontus (i.e. the Black Sea), because it is traversable 

432 For studies on this aspect of  Latin development in Ireland, see Harvey (2011, 2013, 2014, 2015), 
particularly with reference to the works of  Virgilius Maro Grammaticus. 
433 Herren (1974–1987, 1, p. 181) notes that several adjectives deriving from nouns indicating animals appear
with the suffix –cinus. Another example found in the Hisperica famina is beluicinus, derived from the noun belua, 
‘beast’ (A407, B194, B211). See also NCLCL s.v. beluicinus.
434 The English term ‘dolphin’ is used here in its modern zoological sense, indication the family delphinidae. 
For descriptions of  delphines that clearly indicate the understanding of  this term to signify dolphins, see Kelly’s
(1997, pp. 283–84) expansive study, as well as the following examples in ancient and medieval sources: Pliny, 
Naturalis historia (9.7.20–10.33 (Rackham, 1938–1963, 3, pp. 176–87)); Isidore, Etymologiae (12.6.11 (Lindsay, 
1911a, 2; Barney et al., 2006, p. 260)) and De natura rerum (38.1 (Fontaine, 2002, pp. 298–99)); and Bede, De 
natura rerum (36.13–15 (CCSL 123A, p. 223; C. B. Kendall and Wallis, 2010, p. 94)), Historia ecclesiastica gentis 
anglorum (1.1 (B. Colgrave and Mynors, 1969, pp. 14–15)), and Vita Sancti Cuthberti (11 (Colgrave, 1969, pp. 
194–95)—the same passage also appear in the anonymous Vita (2.4 (Colgrave, 1969, pp. 84, 85))). 
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(cf. pons, gen. pontis, ‘bridge’), and for that reason it supports seals, tuna, and 

dolphins, but no other larger sea-creatures. (Isidore, Etymologiae 13.16.4 

(Lindsay, 1911a, 2; Barney et al., 2006, p. 277))

This passage, like its source, clearly portrays dolphins as creatures of  an intermediate size, 

defining them in opposition to larger creatures. The firmly established use of  delphines to 

signify dolphins, as well as the general familiarity with these creatures is what makes the 

Hisperica famina’s use of  the term and the adjective derived from it so outstanding.

It is the use of  the adjective delficinus in the B-text that most clearly calls into 

question the meaning of  delphin in the Hisperica famina. In the B-text De gesta re, a gigantic 

sea creature swallows an entire fleet of  ships (Jenkinson, 1908, pp. 28–30; Carey, 2004, pp. 

56–59).435 The sailors light a fire inside the creature, killing it, after which it washes up onto 

the shore. The local inhabitants begin cutting the creature up for its flesh and discover the 

sailors alive and well inside. This creature is referred to as belua, ‘wild beast’ (B188, B204), 

and is described using the corresponding adjective beluicina (B194, B211). Key to this 

discussion is that the adjective delficinus is also applied to the creature. The first occurrence 

describes the space in which the sailors find themselves as delficinus uterus, ‘belly, womb’ 

(B201); the second describes the creature itself  as a delficinus gigans, ‘giant’ (B205). This use 

of  delficinus is striking because it unquestionably does not signify a dolphin or a dolphin-

sized creature. It is this use of  delficinus that warrants an inspection of  the other instances 

of  the adjective, and indeed the term delphin, elsewhere in these texts.

The terms in question appear in two sections of  the A-text: Incipit lex diei and De 

mari. Incipit lex diei describes the activities of  nature as the sun rises, including the following:

Inhormes spumaticum uerrunt delphines pontum,

salsa apertis sorbellant paula436 gutturum claustris,

squameosque uorant gurgustos.

Huge delphines sweep the foamy sea,

they suck in salty particles through open jaws,

and devour scaly fish. (Hisperica famina A175–7 (Herren, 1974–1987, 1, pp. 

76–77)

435 Carey (2004) discusses in detail the potential sources and analogues for the sea creature in the B-text De 
gesta re. For further discussion of  narratives concerning people being swallowed by giant sea creatures and 
surviving, see Ziolkowski (1984, an updated version of  which appears in Ziolkowski, 2007, pp. 65–92).
436 Herren (1974–1987, 1, p. 158) corrects salsas paulas in the manuscript to salsa paula, noting that paula also 
appears with salsugena in A294. Herren explains that paulam as ‘an indeclinable pronoun, has been extended to 
the plural, a phenomenon unattested in C[lassical] L[atin].’ 
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In this first passage, the sea creatures in question are referred to as inhormes delphines.437 The 

adjective describing the large size of  the creatures is unusual. Dolphins are not known as 

exceptionally large animals. However, exaggerative language is a feature of  the Hisperica 

famina texts. As Herren states:

Everything in the Hisperica famina is done on a massive scale; hence, the 

frequency of  such words as strues, turmae, inmensus, innumeri, etc. [‘heaps’, 

‘troops’, ‘immeasurable’, ‘countless’] (Herren, 1974–1987, 1, p. 131)

This stylistic feature of  the Hisperica famina does offer one explanation for the oddity of  

describing delphines as inhormes. This liberal use of  adjectives of  excessive extent and 

quantity does not entirely explain the use of  a species-specific term, like delficinus, to 

describe a creature large enough to swallow a fleet of  ships. Whether inhormes in A175 is 

intended to be literal or stylistic, it does not assist in clarifying how the term delphines is 

employed. 

In the A-text De mari, the noun delphin does not appear, but the seminarium discussed

in the previous section (5.3.1) is described using delficinum: 

Delficinum glaucis sub fluctibus ludicat seminarium,

inormia uastum litigant coetia per isthmum,

erumnosos ruminant gurgustos,

uitreumque sugillant faucibus salum

ac tornos guttoricant piscellos;

neptunia squameis uerrunt cerula gigris.

A delficinus progeny plays beneath the blue waves,

large sea creatures struggle all along the wide isthmus;

they chew on wretched fish,

suck in the glassy sea with their throats,

and swallow twisting fish;

they sweep the Neptunian blue with their scaly heads. (Hisperica famina 

A416–21 (Herren, 1974–1987, 1, pp. 96–97)

A comparison of  the A-text passages reveals one key characteristic: a common vocabulary 

that is not systematically employed. There are several examples of  this: inormis is used of  

delphines in Incipit lex diei (A175) and of  coetia in De mari (A417); verrere is used of  delphines in 

437 Although not the focus for this part of  the analysis, it is notable that the passages cited from Pliny 
(Naturalis historia 9.20.50 (Rackham, 1938–1963, 3, 196–97)), Isidore, Etymologiae 13.16.4 (Lindsay, 1911a, 2; 
Barney et al., 2006, p. 277), and Hisperica famina A175 share the combination of  the terms delphines and pontus. 
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the Incipit lex diei and of  delphines and/or coetia in De mari (A421); the image of  the sea 

creatures sucking in sea water and eating fish is repeated in both sections (A176–77, A419–

20), but squameus is used of  the fish consumed in Incipit lex diei and the delphines and/or 

coetia in De mari;438 The unsystematic nature of  the repetition of  this vocabulary, despite its 

appearance in a single version of  the Hisperica famina suggests that zoological accuracy was 

not the author’s priority. The emphasis appears to be on using the range of  vocabulary to 

create a strong descriptive impression of  the sea and its creatures. This corresponds with 

the Hisperica famina’s pedagogical purpose, as well as their use of  sources, including 

wordlists and glossaries. This emphasis on language further supports a non-conventional 

use of  delphin in this context. 

The final instance of  delphin in the Hisperica famina appears in the fragmentary D-

text De mari discussed above (5.3.1):

Innumeros sub polenti g<urgite … gene>rat delfines;

sonoreum uerrit esoces f<lustrum   

Incalculatos alit pontus pisciculos. (Hisperica famina D19–21 (Jenkinson, 1908, p. 

44))

It begets countless sea creatures beneath the powerful swirling sea;

the noisy flood sweeps the large fish … 

the sea nourishes countless little fish.

As well as the term delphines, the D-text also shares the use of  verrere with both A-text 

passages. In this passage innumeros, ‘uncountable’, is used rather than inormis. The term esox 

does not appear widely in writing, and its appearance in the Hisperica famina serves as 

another link to Pliny’s Naturalis historia; it is here that the most detailed account of  this 

creature is to be found:

Praecipua magnitudine thynni; invenimus talenta xv pependisse, eiusdem caudae 

latitudinem duo cubita et palmum. fiunt et in quibusdam amnibus haut minores, silurus 

in Nilo, isox in Rheno, attilus in Pado inertia pinguescens ad mille aliquando libras, 

catenato captus hamo nec nisi boum iugis extractus. 

The tunny is of  exceptional size; we are told of  a specimen weighing a third

of  a ton and having a tail 3 foot 4 inches broad. Fish of  no less size also 

occur in certain rivers, the catfish in the Nile, the pike in the Rhine, the 

sturgeon in the Po, a fish that grows so fat from sloth that it sometimes 

438 Pliny specifies that delphini are hairless, covered in corium, ‘hide’, as opposed to corium et pilus, ‘hide and 
hair’, like seals, or squamae, ‘scales’, like fish (Naturalis historia 9.14.40 (Rackham, 1938–1963, 3, pp. 190–91)). 
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reaches a thousand pounds; it is caught with a hook on a chain and only 

drawn out of  the water by teams of  oxen. (Pliny, Naturalis historia 9.17.44 

(Rackham, 1938–1963, 3, pp. 192–193)

The distinguishing characteristic of  the isox in Pliny is its great size. The use of  isox in the 

D-text can be interpreted in two ways: either the specific species is signified or isox is being 

employed as an elaborate way of  signifying large sea creatures generally. 

It is clear from the context that the creature in the B-text is not a dolphin and, 

upon further examination, it becomes questionable whether the creatures described in the 

A- and D-texts can be identified as such either. It seems more likely that the Hisperica 

famina are extending the vocabulary available for use in composition by using the 

terminology for sea creatures in a generic but very memorable sense. This more generalised

use of  specific terminology is evident elsewhere in both the Hisperica famina and in other 

Hiberno-Latin texts, for example the use of  orion, the name of  the constellation, to refer to 

a star (Hisperica famina A364 (Herren, 1974–1987, 1,  pp. 92–93, see note on p. 176)439 and 

widespread use of  tithis to signify the sea (see 3.4.2.1). What is also evident from these 

studies of  the terms coetia and delficinus is that this is accomplished in an informed and 

considered manner, with a clear purpose in mind.

439 My thanks to Professor Carey for pointing out this additional parallel. 
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5.5 Conclusion

The Hisperica famina’s use of  Pliny reveals two principal approaches. These texts 

adopt and adapt larger conceptual and descriptive units from the source and also borrow 

vocabulary. This lexical borrowing is sometimes direct and sometimes uses true or near 

synonyms. This methodology is also evidenced by a number of  other studies identifying 

sources for the Hisperica famina. These include those identifying the use of  Isidore’s 

Etymologiae (Herren, 1974–1987, 1, pp. 20–22), Virgil (Orchard, 2000; 1974–1987, 1, pp. 24-

6), Donatus’ Ars maior (Knappe, 1994), and Caelius Sedulius’ Carmen paschale (N. Wright, 

1982). The use of  Pliny is particularly paralleled by Knappe’s analysis of  the Hisperica 

famina’s use of  Donatus’s Ars maior in the A-text section on the twelve faults of  diction. 

Knappe (1994, pp. 159–60 in particular) argues that this section of  the Hisperica famina is 

not intended to explain this topic to the reader, but constitutes intentionally obscured 

references to Donatus’s text. As is the case with Pliny, elements of  the source are retained, 

but others are altered, adapted and rephrased. Knappe points out that this type of  

composition assumes that the audience is familiar with the source, as without this the text 

is not fully comprehensible. Finally, she argues that this use of  sources reveals a conscious 

desire to hide the source, ‘as in a riddle, [in which] the subject itself  is hidden, while the 

details that define it are properly named’ (Knappe, 1994, p. 139). From this perspective, the

Hisperica famina are not just composed on the assumption that the readers are familiar with 

the same sources as the authors and will recognise them; the authors are intentionally 

challenging the readers’ knowledge and learning. This approach to composition parallels 

that evident in exegetical compositions such as the anonymous In Pentateuchum commentarii 

(2.4). In both cases neither a full meaning of  the work or the skill of  the composer is 

apparent without a knowledge of  the sources referenced. 

In light of  this analysis, it may be proposed that the Hisperica famina are texts of  

riddles within riddles. On the one hand the individual sections of  the Hisperica famina, as 

exemplified by the final twelve sections of  the A-text, describe simple subjects using 

complex language and take the form of  aenigmata. In doing so, they achieve a pedagogical 

aim of  engaging with a complex and varied vocabularly; however, by using sources this way,

the Hisperica famina present an additional, deeper layer of  aenigma. The complex language in 

which the simple subjects are described contains encoded references to other sources, and 

from these the reader may puzzle out the literary reference. It is also significant that the 

sources are evoked in such an obscure way. This implies that the intended audience or 
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readership shared with the authors an excellent knowledge of  these sources. It seems that 

the authors of  the Hisperica famina succeeded in the task they set out to accomplish. 

Without the required knowledge of  the sources it references, the Hisperica famina remain 

obscure. As these sources are uncovered, so are the skill and learning of  the authors. 

Analysing the Hisperica famina in this way also provides an opportunity for the 

identification of  sources available to scholars in seventh-century Ireland. This investigation 

of  sea creatures in the Hisperica famina reveals evidence for the knowledge of  Pliny’s 

Naturalis historia by the authors. This source is unlikely to have been widely available in its 

entirety, and indeed the close relations of  the passages relied upon in this case (Naturalis 

historia 9.1.2, 9.2.6 and 9.2.7) further support that use of  an excerpt of  some sort. However,

in his edition of  the A-text, Herren points to a number of  passages that find parallels with 

Pliny, and the research presented here adduces additional evidence for the direct use of  

Pliny in other contexts. This research also engages with evidence that the authors of  the 

Hisperica famina were not unique in their engagement with problematic terms and that they 

drew upon on wide range of  authorities in doing so. Both parts of  this chapter contribute 

to the growing body of  evidence arguing that the elaborate and unconventional vocabulary 

of  the Hisperica famina is the product of  a considered and carefully crafted engagement with

a broad corpus of  learned sources, and that it is their specific function that results in their 

exceptional form.
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6.1 Introduction 

A pragmatic policy by which these intertextual case studies were made achievable 

was through the identification of  very specific subjects for analysis in each instance; as is 

evident in each chapter, a relatively brief  passage from each of  the focus texts is the hub 

for a voluminous network of  intertextual connections. The final result is a series of  case 

studies in which selected passages from the focus text or texts constitute the nucleus of  an 

expansive analysis of  sources, analogues, and other relevant texts. Following this 

methodology, and allowing this structure to form as a result, facilitated the mapping of  a 

detailed network of  textual connections and intertextual resonances; this in turn provided 

the opportunity to gain a nuanced insight into the compositional methods of  the authors 

responsible for the focus texts and the early medieval Irish readers’ understanding of  them.

In order to engage with a complex system of  textual connections and intertextual 

resonances in a meaningful way within the scope of  a thesis, firm boundaries were imposed

where in reality the intertextual network continued to expand in many directions around 

each text. The advantage of  making intertextuality the focus of  this research was that there

was an opportunity to allow the focus texts to contribute to the definition of  these 

essential boundaries: an attempt was made to follow the predominant directions 

determined by the thematically linked focus texts, but to stop following these threads as 

they became less closely relevant to the passage or image being analysed or ranged beyond 

the time-frame of  the focus text. 

Case studies are by nature selective, and as such their boundaries also constitute 

potential directions for further research. For example, changing or removing the thematic 

focus would open up the selected focus texts to an entirely new intertextual perspective, as 

well as permitting the consideration of  numerous other Latin and Latinate texts composed 

in Ireland in this time frame. Although doing so individually would eliminate the overview 

perspective offered by the range of  texts explored in this thesis, it would allow a more 

comprehensive intertextual network to be set out for the text in question, and this in turn 

would allow a more informed view of  that specific author’s approach to the text as a whole

and its interaction with its audience.

6.1.1 The sea

Throughout these diverse and wide-ranging cases studies, the sea has been the 

unifying theme. The sea itself  was not intended to be the subject of  this research, and in 
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no way does this thesis aim to present a comprehensive survey of  the sea’s representations; 

the sea has functioned principally as a lens giving focus to these case studies in 

intertextuality. Nonetheless, three key aspects of  the sea’s representation in early medieval 

texts have been touched upon.

The first aspect relates to the orientation and nature of  the sea from a cosmological

perspective. The sea’s identification as an integral element of  the universe created by God 

is frequently recalled, particularly in biblical, exegetical, and hagiographical texts; it is also 

frequently specified that, as such, the sea, like all creation, is subject to the authority of  its 

creator. The Old Testament account of  the sea’s role in the Red Sea crossing demonstrates 

particularly well the positive and negative characteristics associated with the sea and its 

constructive and destructive potential. Here, the sea is first an obstacle, but then becomes 

an instrument that brings about both the destruction of  the Egyptians and the salvation of

the Israelites. In the emulation of  this account in early Irish hagiography, it is evident that 

these same features emerge: the sea is at times initially presented as an obstacle, but also as 

an instrument that is divinely manipulated on behalf  of  the saints to assist or hinder as 

required. The case study on voyage and vision narratives introduced the sea’s 

conceptualisation as a cosmologically liminal space, one that contains or can provide access

to planes of  existence beyond the mortal and temporal world. This chapter’s exploration of

voyage narratives engaged with their depiction of  the slippage between the Ocean and the 

Christian heaven and hell. Here, the sea’s liminality is a feature of  its position in Christian 

cosmology: it is the extreme edge of  the corporeal world and an interface between it and 

the spiritual divine and infernal regions. The following chapter continued with 

representations of  the sea as a liminal space, but in a distinctly different way—the study of  

the Félire engaged with the points of  contact between the mortal world and other 

supernatural worlds, not directly connected with a Christian heaven or hell, but also 

encountered in the sea.

The second aspect relates to the figurative significance of  the sea. Within Christian 

culture the principal significations of  the sea derive from the exegesis of  its biblical 

representations, and reflect a corresponding range of  positive and negative concepts. In 

this context, the sea’s significations include the salvational waters of  baptism, the surging 

forces of  sin and iniquity, and the waves of  fire that will accompany the final judgement. 

This range of  figurative meanings further emphasises the tension between the dual nature 

of  the sea—its identification as beneficent and malevolent—which is central to its 
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representations and has been evident throughout these case studies.

The final aspect of  the sea’s representation engaged with here related to the 

creatures that are located within it. In many ways sea creatures encountered in these case 

studies reflect the same range of  representations as the sea itself. They have the same 

capacity to impact on people in positive and negative ways. Within a biblical context, they 

too take on figurative meanings, for example, both the name and the physical features of  

the biblical Leviathan accumulate a body of  exegetical significance, which is carried with 

them when they are incorporated into other texts, such as the Navigatio. The final case study

engaged with a text that at least in part sets out to present accurate natural historical 

accounts of  creatures inhabiting the sea. In the Hisperica famina, however, it is evident that 

even Pliny’s ostensibly factual accounts are carved up and manipulated almost beyond 

recognition to serve the needs of  pedagogy and rhetoric, the vastness of  the sea and the 

ambiguity of  its creatures being particularly apt for this purpose. Here Pliny’s natural-

historical account and its lexicon are innovatively utilised to facilitate the development and 

teaching of  a poetic vocabulary.
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6.2 Intertextuality and innovation 

On the basis of  these case studies, a number of  arguments have been made about 

the focus texts and their intertextual networks, and some concluding observations will be 

made here regarding the dynamics of  the relationship between both authors and readers 

and early medieval Hiberno-Latin and Latinate texts.

6.2.1 Transnational intertextual networks

Each of  the case studies in this thesis aims to contribute a distinct perspective on 

the networks of  textual connections and intertextual resonances evidenced by the focus 

texts. 

A fundamental feature of  these intertextual networks is that they are comprised of  

series of  connections between individual texts, and often do not combine in a linear or 

sequential way; the precise way in which these intertextual connections relate to one 

another in each case study contributes substantially to our understanding of  the focus texts.

This is especially evident in Chapters 2 and 3, for which the networks of  textual 

connections are illustrated above. Isidore’s Expositio is demonstrated to rely upon the 

patristic authors Jerome, Origen-Rufinus and Augustine; however, while In Pentateuchum 

draws on Isidore’s compilatory account, it also reaches out to draw directly on one of  

Isidore’s sources—the commentary by Origen-Rufinus. The texts of  known Irish 

provenance considered in the same case study—both those engaging with the Red Sea 

crossing directly and the hagiographical emulations of  this event—similarly appear to draw 
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both on patristic authors and on the intervening medieval exegetical texts. Chapter 3 

evidences a similarly complex set of  relationships. The Navigatio draws on the heaven-hell 

version of  the Visio Pauli, and Immram curaig Máele Dúin in turn draws in a selective and 

creative way upon the Navigatio. I have argued that Immram curaig Máele Dúin also makes use 

of  the Visio Pauli; however, its use of  this source does not derive from the Navigatio, nor 

does it even rely on the same version of  the text, but likely a distinct hell-only version of  

the Visio Pauli. As well as informing our modern understanding of  these texts and their 

textual relationships, this also indicates that a number of  versions of  this source were 

available in this time frame. 

The context for the vernacular Félire is the international and ecclesiastical genre of  

the martyrology. I have argued that the composition of  the Félire, a verse, vernacular 

instance of  the genre, evidences, inter alia, the influence of  a more localized set of  

narrative interests—other supernatural planes of  existence encountered at sea. This case 

study demonstrates the creative integration of  a firmly established international genre with 

a precise function into the Irish literary context. Conversely, the understanding of  the 

Hisperica famina, a set of  texts frequently considered to be a characteristically Irish 

composition, is furthered by the identification of  their partial reliance on a first-century 

Latin source—Pliny’s Naturalis historia. The Hisperica famina’s eclectic and often unorthodox 

use of  language and imagery involves a distinct treatment of  the ancient Continental 

source, which is only revealed with knowledge of  that source, indicating the crucial 

importance of  the international context to an understanding of  the text. 

Scholarship is still in the midst of  the process of  drawing Irish literature, both Latin

and vernacular, out of  a phase centred on defining it in contrast to other Insular and 

Continental literatures. More recent studies have been re-inserting Irish texts into the 

international literary and cultural milieu contemporaneous with their composition and 

circulation. This thesis aims to align itself  with this process. By not setting out with an 

interest in any specific cultural or social aspect of  this time frame, but in so far as is 

possible following the directions determined by the textual evidence, these four case 

studies contribute to the arguments firmly rooting texts produced in Ireland in their 

transnational context. It is only by laying out a substantial expanse of  the relevant 

intertextual network that such criss-crossing connections can be mapped.
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6.2.2 Authorial creativity and agency 

In each chapter I have argued that textual connections and intertextual resonances 

help to reveal the creative and purposeful way in which authors engaged with their sources.

By setting out an extensive range of  sources engaging with the Red Sea crossing, 

Chapter 2 demonstrates the innovative use of  exegetical sources by both later exegetes, as 

well as authors of  works such as De mirabilibus, the Antiphonary of  Bangor’s Collect 94, 

and the early Vitae of  Irish saints. The author of  In Pentateuchum presents a new 

commentary, which is crafted to contain the words and follow the structure of  his model—

Isidore’s Expositio—but is adapted to expand upon Isidore’s use of  sources as well as to 

incorporate additional sources deemed relevant. In a similar way, De mirabilibus, Collect 94, 

and the selected hagiographies incorporate and adapt the principal exegetical schemata 

relevant to their context in order to produce works that serve their author’s purpose and 

reflect the needs of  their intended audience.

A similarly conscious incorporation of  sources is evident in the Navigatio and 

Immram curaig Máele Dúin. This case study demonstrated the use of  the Book of  Job’s 

description of  the Leviathan as a source for the Navigatio’s account of  its infernal regions. 

Given that the Navigatio is distinctly ecclesiastical in theme and content and makes 

numerous biblical references, this dependence is not unusual; however, I have argued that 

this example in particular demonstrates that the author’s intention was not solely the 

incorporation of  these elements and the allusion to their biblical context, but that, as was 

the case with the hagiographies in Chapter 2, these descriptive elements are intended to 

carry with them the significance that was imposed upon them in the exegetical literature. In

relation to the more secular content of  Immram curaig Máele Dúin, the significance of  its 

independent use of  the Visio Pauli, as well as its borrowings from the Navigatio, speaks of  

the author’s awareness of  the subtleties of  the literary context in which his work existed, 

and further evidences the allegorical significance argued for this text. In each of  these texts

the author borrows from well-established authoritative sources, but in a creative and 

nuanced way. In doing so, the authors not only invest their work with the authority of  their 

sources, but demonstrate their own understanding of  these works through their 

engagement with their intertextual significance. The results are multifaceted texts, steeped 

in their literary heritage, and enriched by their author’s appreciation of  it. 

In the Félire a very different dynamic is evident. In terms of  function, the author 

has set out to reproduce that of  his model—a martyrology. The genre of  martyrologies 
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certainly has the capacity to accommodate adaptation to suit circumstances, as is evident in 

the stark contrast between those that provide bare lists of  names and the historical 

martyrologies that provide the reader with detailed martyrological narratives; however, in 

this case the narratives in question were not simply abbreviated or expanded but clearly 

altered, and in a way that I have argued results in a new resonance with a literary motif  

evident in other Irish works produced in the same time frame. In view of  these adaptations

the vernacular Félire provides an example of  the integration of  an international text into 

Irish literary culture. The changes made to these narratives in the Félire appear particularly 

bold given the long-established tradition of  martyrological narratives.

The Hisperica famina witness the most distinctive and atypical use of  sources, but 

also the most utilitarian in some ways. The analysis of  the A- and D-text sections on the 

sea confirmed previous arguments regarding the authors’ approaches to the composition 

of  these texts. In these enigmatic passages the relevant sources have been looted for both 

imagery and vocabulary. The authors’ purpose, though not entirely understood, is at least 

partially pedagogical—to present the reader with an extended vocabulary for use in Latin 

compositions. This results in the inclusion and indeed invention of  strikingly elaborate 

terms. These sources are certainly not used in a straightforward manner, however; the 

imagery is adapted, and the original phrases often replaced with synonyms or semantically 

related words. These adaptations demonstrate once again that the authors are not simply 

harvesting or reproducing their sources, but skilfully utilising them in order to achieve their

specific goals, a characteristic argued to be true of  each of  the focus texts presented in this 

thesis.

6.2.3 Readers’ readings and multiple meanings

As stated in Chapter 1 (1.3), central to this thesis’ investigation of  intertextuality is 

the principle that texts are open to multiple readings, determined by the cultural contexts 

and individual experiences of  the readers. This inherent multiplicity or polyvalency of  

meaning coincides with the explicitly constructed manifold significances of  biblical texts.

Levels of  intertextual resonance for the reader vary from text to text, often 

according to their intended function. While Isidore’s Expositio functions as a commentary 

on Exodus and as a stand-alone work exhorting dedication to a good Christian life, when 

viewed in isolation In Pentateuchum is a relatively disjointed text, likely intended to be read in 

combination with the biblical chapters it discusses and potentially also the sources is draws 
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from. Hagiographical emulations of  aspects of  the Red Sea crossing take on an additional 

significance and enrich the narratives in which they appear when their biblical and 

exegetical context is understood. 

Voyage narratives, both Latin and vernacular, are related to accounts describing 

visions of  heaven and hell, in terms of  shared details but consequently also in terms of  

their allegorical and spiritual meaning. Similar to the hagiographical episodes, the details 

borrowed by the Navigatio from the Book of  Job and those taken by Immram curaig Máele 

Dúin from the C3 version of  the Visio Pauli function descriptively within each of  these 

narratives: they contribute to more evocative and compelling accounts of  their respective 

infernal locations; however, with knowledge of  their original context these elements 

become considerably more significant. Introducing the Leviathan to the Navigatio further 

reinforces the connection between the sea and the infernal. It also carries with it the 

exegetical significance of  this creature, an antagonist to God, as exemplified by Gregory’s 

exposition in the Moralia. Immram curaig Máele Dúin has been argued to have an allegorical 

function similar to that of  the Navigatio, but with a more secular aim, as reflected by the 

identity of  its protagonists. This is further suggested by its use of  the Visio Pauli, which if  

known to the reader links the Immram to a text with a clear morally didactic purpose. 

The case studies featuring the Félire and the Hisperica famina communicate a 

different type of  relationship between the text and the reader. The brief  quatrains of  the 

Félire do not offer the audience a substantial amount of  information about the narratives 

they present; aside from the more expansive historical martyrologies, the Félire belongs to a 

type of  text that functions as an aid to recollection; the full narrative must be recalled or 

supplied by other means. This is illustrated in the glosses and commentary that 

accumulated around the Félire, providing in part the relevant narratives and information 

that the text itself  is lacking, but that must clearly be understood for the Félire to fulfil its 

function. This characteristic of  the Félire is part of  what makes its distinct adaptation of  

several martyrological narratives particularly significant—these brief  references to 

supernatural planes are part of  the focus for that day’s commemoration and as such must 

have meaning for their audience.

The detailed intertextual network traced in each case study facilitates a deeper 

understanding of  how an early medieval Irish reader potentially interacted with the focus 

texts under consideration. Furthermore, in many instances it appears that beyond the 

multiple potential meanings of  the focus text, the author in fact relies upon his audience’s 
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familiarity with a certain range of  background texts in order for the text to be fully 

comprehended and its deeper significance to be appreciated.
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6.3 Overview: the topography of  the literary landscape

As stated above, the subject of  each of  the case studies presented here was strictly 

and narrowly defined in order to facilitate the application of  the selected methodological 

and theoretical approaches. A defining characteristic of  a case study, however, is the 

applicability of  its results to the wider field, and the networks of  textual connections and 

intertextual resonances mapped for the short extracts from each of  the focus texts embody

this in two ways. Firstly, each network shares one or more of  the three key features outlined

above (6.2): they transcend both geographical boundaries and categories of  genre; they 

demonstrate an authoritative and creative understanding and use of  sources by their 

authors; and they are open to a wide range of  interpretation and reception by their early 

medieval audience. The identification of  these overarching features in these networks 

indicates the exemplary nature of  these case studies in relation to the dynamics of  early 

medieval textual culture, both in Ireland and internationally. Secondly, these case studies 

demonstrate the valuable insights to be gained from the application of  this approach to the

focus texts as a whole. Those particularly inviting further investigation in this way include 

In Pentateuchum commentarii, theVitae of  Irish saints, the Navigatio and the vernacular 

immrama, the Félire, and the Hisperica famina. In the case of  each of  these texts, the case 

studies presented here reveal the depth and complexity of  both the author’s approach to 

their composition and the reader’s potential response to them. This warrants an expansion 

of  these case studies to encompass these texts in their entirety in order to gain a more 

comprehensive understanding of  their place in early medieval literary culture. 

This re-contextualisation of  Irish texts may be said to flatten the literary landscape, 

in which previously Irish works were identified as a unique monument of  scholarly and 

literary brilliance (or eccentricity). But by taking these texts down from this artificially 

isolating elevation, and mapping their intertextual contours faithfully to the best of  our 

ability, it is in fact possible to reveal a more accurate but also a more complex and nuanced 

terrain of  literary creativity and engagement. While these texts and their authors are deeply 

interconnected with their Insular and Continental peers, they demonstrate a skilful and 

insightful interaction with them, as well as revealing a unique perspective reflecting their 

own political, cultural, and geographical context. 
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Appendix 1. In Pentateuchum commentarii 2.14–15: outline of  themes and source 

citations

In Pentateuchum 
commentarii

Theme Biblical 
citations 

Source references

2.14.1 The Devil and 
his quadrigae of  
sin

Exodus 14:6 Origen-Rufinus, In Exodum 6.2–3 (GCS 
29, pp. 193–95; Heine, 1982, pp. 287–
89)

2.14.2 Baptismal 
schema

Romans 6:4 Isidore, Expositio, In Exodum 19.1 (PL 
83.296B–C)

(?) Augustine, De trinitate 4.3.5–6 (CCSL
50, pp. 165–69; NPNF 1.3, pp. 71–73)

2.14.3 Triads of  
salvation

(?) Exodus 14:11 Tractatus Hilarii in septem epistolas 
canonicas, Epistola Petri prima 3:20, ll. 
572–75, 596–97 (CCSL 108B, pp. 91–
92)

2.14.4 Two laws: 
conflict between
the corporeal 
and the spiritual

Exodus 14:22 
(?) Isaiah 22:11
(?) Psalm 106:3
Isaiah 30:21

(?) Origen-Rufinus, In Exodum 6.3 (GCS
29, p. 194; Heine, 1982, p. 288)

(?) Augustine, De libero arbitrio 
1.5.13.41–15.33.113 (CCSL 29, pp. 219–
34; King, 2010, pp. 11–29).

2.14.5 Bitter waters: 
Christian life and
its challenges

Exodus 15:23
Colossians 1:25
2 Maccabees 8:27, cf. 
Exodus 13:18
Exodus 38:3

(?) Isidore, Expositio, In Exodum 21.1–2 
(PL 83.297A)

2.14.6 Triad of  waters 
and tears: 
Christian life and
its challenges

Matthew 5:5
Galatians 6:2
Joshua 3:14–17
Philippians 1:23

Tractatus Hilarii in septem epistolas 
canonicas, Epistola Petri prima 3:20, ll. 
572–75, 596–97 (CCSL 108B, pp. 91–
92)
(?) Origen-Rufinus, In Exodum 6.3 (GCS
29, p. 194; Heine, 1982, p. 288)

2.14.7 Fulfilment of  
the word; 
ultimate reward

Exodus 14:21
Matthew 14:25; Mark 
6:48; cf. Exodus 14:24

2.14.8 Conflict between
God; final 
judgement

Exodus 14:24
Exodus 14:13
James 1:17

Tractatus Hilarii in septem epistolas 
canonicas, Epistola Iacobi 1:16–17, ll. 231–
42 (CCSL 108B, p. 60).

2.15.1
(PL 91.311A)

Isidore, Expositio, In Exodum, 20.1–2 
(PL 83.296C–D)

2.15.2
(PL 91.311A–312C)

Origen-Rufinus, In Exodum 6.1–14 
(GCS 29, pp. 191–204; Heine, 1982, pp.
285–99)

2.15.3
(PL 91.312C–313A)

Isidore, Expositio, In Exodum, 20.3; 21 
(PL 83.296D; 297A–B)
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Appendix 2. Visio Pauli manuscript classifications and sigla

Lateinische Himmel-Hölle-Fassungen / Long Latin versions

MS Silverstein
sigla

Silverstein
recension

Jirouškova
sigla

Jirouškova
recension

Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Nouv. acq.
lat. 1631, folios 2vb-25vb 

P L1 PL L1

St Gall, Kantonsbibliothek (Vadiana), Vadianische 
Sammlung, MS 317, folios 56-68 

St G L1 StGL L1

San Lorenzo del Escorial, Biblioteca del Real 
Monasterio El Escorial, codex a.II.3, folios 154ra-
157rb

Esc L1 EL L3

Vienna, Östereichische Nationalbibliothek, codex 
362, folios 7ra-8va 

F L2 WL L2

Graz, Universitätsbiliothek, codex 856, folios 1-6 Gz L2 GL L2

Zürich, Zentralbibliothek, codex C 101, folios 70-
74r

Z L2 ZL L2

Stichting Arnhemse Openbare en Gelderse 
Wetenschappelijke Bibliotheek, ms 6, folios 104-114

Arn L3 AL L3

Select manuscripts from Lateinische Höllen-Fassungen (referencing Oceanus)

MS Silverstein
recension

Jirouškova
sigla

Jirouškova
recension

Citta del Vaticano, Biblioteca Apostolica 
Vaticana, Ms. Borgh. 86

Redaction I V1 A2 

Barcelona, Archivo de la Catedral de 
Barcelona, Ms. lat. 28 

Redaction I Ba A2

Padova, Biblioteca Antoniana Ms. 473 Scaff. 
XXI

Unclassified Pa A2

Saint-Omer, Bibliotheque municipale, Ms. 349 Redaction I-IV StO1 A2

Göttingen, Niedersächsische Staats- und 
Universitätsbibliothek,
Theol. 140

Redaction I-IV Gt A/bes. 

Lateinische Übergangsfassungen / Redaction VI and Redaction XI 

MS Silverstein 
recension

Jirouškova 
sigla

Jirouškova 
recension

Leipzip, Universitätsbibliothek (Biblioteca 
Albertina), MS 1608, folio 6r-6v 

(Redaction VI)
Not known to 
Silverstein but 
grouped in 
Jirouškova’s with mss

Le Lateinische 
Übergangsfassungen 
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comprising 
Redaction VI

St Gall, Stiftsbibliothek, MS 682, pages 193-204 Redaction VI StG1 Lateinische 
Übergangsfassungen

Vatican, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, MS Pal. 
lat. 216, folio 126v 

Redaction VI V2 Lateinische 
Übergangsfassungen

Vatican, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, MS Pal. 
lat. 220, folios 56r-60r 

Redaction XI V3 Lateinische 
Übergangsfassungen

Select manuscripts from Lateinische Höllen-Fassungen (= Redaction IV)

MS Previous recension Jirouškova
a sigla

Jirouškova
recension

Heidelberg, Universitätsbibliothek, Cod. Pal. 
Germ. 118

Recension III (IV) Hd(germ) Gruppe B1

München, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, clm 9637 Recension IV M2 Gruppe B2

Cambridge, Gonville and Caius College, MS. 
362/441 

Recension IV C2 Gruppe C 

London, British Library, MS. Harleian 2851 Recension IV L4 Gruppe C/bes.

London, British Library, MS. Royal ll.B.III Recension IV L9 Gruppe C/bes.

Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale, Ms. lat. 5266 Recension IV P8 Gruppe C/bes.

Cambridge, Pembroke College, MS. 258 Recension IV C5 Gruppe C1

Cambridge, St John's College, MS. D.20 (95) Recension IV C6 Gruppe C1

London, British Library, MS. Royal 8.B.X Recension IV L5 Gruppe C1

London, British Library, MS. Royal 8.E.XVII Recension IV L7 Gruppe C1

London, British Library, MS. Royal 8.F.VI Recension IV L8 Gruppe C1

München, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, clm 
12728

Recension IV M4 Gruppe C1

Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale, Ms. lat. 16246 Recension IV P10 Gruppe C1

London, British Library, MS. Royal 13.C.Vl Recension IV L11 Gruppe C2

Montpellier, Bibliotheque de Ia Faculte de 
Medecine, Ms. 503

Recension IV Mo Gruppe C2

Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS. Laud Mise. 527 Recension IV O2 Gruppe C2

Paris, Bibliotheque Mazarine, Ms. 1731 Recension IV P1 Gruppe C2

Citta del V aticano, Biblioteca Apostolica V 
aticana, Ms. Reg. lat. 524

Recension IV V4 Gruppe C2

Wien, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, Ms. 
876

Recension IV W1 Gruppe C2

Cambridge, St John's College, MS. F.22 (159) Recension IV C7 Gruppe C3

Dublin, Trinity College, TCD MS. 519 Recension IV D3 Gruppe C3

 London, British Library, MS. Add. 26770 Recension IV L1 Gruppe C3

London, British Library, MS. Royal ll.B.X Recension IV L10 Gruppe C3

London, British Library, MS. Arundel 52 Recension IV L3 Gruppe C3
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Oxford, Balliol College, MS. 228 Recension IV O1 Gruppe C3

Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS. Laud Mise. 527 Recension IV O3 Gruppe C3

Oxford, Merton College, MS. 13 Recension IV O5 Gruppe C3

Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale, Ms. lat. 10729 Recension IV P9 Gruppe C3

Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale, Ms. lat. 708 — P2 Gruppe C3

Erfurt, Universitätsbibliothek, Depositum 
Erfurt, Cod. Amplon. Fol. 304, f. 102v

— Et Gruppe C3

Angers, Bibliothèque publique, Ms. 236 (227), ff.
128r–131v

— Ag Gruppe C3

Praha, Národní knihovna ČR, IX.F.4 — Pr4 Gruppe C3

Koblenz, Landeshauptarchiv, Best. 701 Nr. 166 — K2 Gruppe C3

Cambridge, Pembroke College, MS. 103 Recension IV C4 singuläre 
Fassung

London, British Library, MS. Royal 8.C.VII Recension IV L6 singuläre 
Fassung

San Marino, CA, Henry E. Huntington Library 
and Art Gallery, MS. EL. 26 A 3

Recension IV SnM singuläre 
Fassung
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Appendix 3. Vita Brendani and Navigatio Brendani correspondences and sigla

Text and 
edition

Sharpe’s 
sigla

Orlandi & 
Guglielmetti’s 
sigla

Kenney’s 
sigla

Plummer’s 
sigla

Vita text
(excluding
voyages)

Vita 
voyages

Navigati
o 
voyages

Vita 
Brendani 
(Plummer, 
1910, 1, pp.
98–151)

Collection: 
O 

MSS: R & I

Collection: VIns
MSS: O8 & O9

VB2 Collection: 
R (MSS: R1 
& R2)

§§1–12, 
66–106

Voyage 1: 
§§67–71
Voyage 2: 
§§72–77

§§13–66 
(incompl
ete)

Vita 
Brendani 
(Moran 
1872, pp. 1-
26; 
Grosjean, 
1930; 
O’Donoghu
e, 1895, pp.
179-269)

Collection: 
D 

MSS: M & 
T

Collection:VDu
b
MSS: Db3 & 
Db1

VB3 MSS: M & 
T 

§§1–29 — Between
§11 and 
§12. 

Vita 
Brendani 
(Heist, 
1965, pp. 
56–78)

MS: S1 MS: VSal VB4 MS: CS1/S1 §§1–5 — §§6–52

Vita 
Brendani 
(Heist, 
1965, pp. 
324-31)

MS: S2 MS: VSal II VB1 MS: CS2/S2 §§1–18 §§8–9 
(abbreviate
d account) 

—

Betha 
Brenainn 
(Stokes, 
1890, pp. 
99–116, 
247–61; 
O’Donoghu
e, 1985, pp.
1–103)

VB6 MS: L ll. 3305–
553
(ll. 3882–
3914 from
Fís 
Adomnán)

Voyage 1: 
ll. 3554–
721
Voyage 2: 
3724–881 
(with 
interpolati
on of hells
scenes)

Evidenc
e of 
influenc
e

Betha 
Brenainn 
(Plummer, 
1922, 1, pp.
44–95; 2, 
pp. 44–92)

VB7 MS: Br §§1-27; 
157–210

§§41–42; 
46–51; 83–
96; 145–56

§§28–40,
43–46, 
52–82, 
97–144

The Vita edited by Plummer (1910, 2, pp. 270–92), from the manuscript he refers to as 

Capgrave, is also edited in Horstmann’s Nova legenda Anglie (1901), and is classified as VB5 

under Kenney’s sigla. 
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Appendix 4. Hisperica famina B-, C-, and D-text manuscripts

Manuscript Gathering Jenkinson’s (1908) 
foliation 

Contents

Luxembourg, BN, MS 89 (rear flyleaf  
in 109)

1 f. 1 B1–41

Luxembourg, BN, MS 89 (rear flyleaf  
in 109)

1 f. 1b B42–52

2 folios missing (Potentially replaced by
Paris, BNF, MS Latinus 11411, ff. 101-
2)

1 c. 200 lines missing (=
D-text?)

Luxembourg, BN, MS 89 (rear flyleaf  
in 109)

1 f. 2 B53–75

Luxembourg, BN, MS 89 (rear flyleaf  
in 109)

1 f. 2b B76–102

Luxembourg, BN, MS 89 (orig. front 
flyleaf  in 109)

2 f. 3 B103–128

Luxembourg, BN, ms. 89 (orig. front 
flyleaf  in 109)

2 f. 3b B129–154

Paris, BNF, MS Latinus 11411, f. 99 2 f. 4 B155–186

Paris, BNF, MS Latinus 11411, f. 99 2 f. 4b B187–214

Paris, BNF, MS Latinus 11411, f. 100 2 f. 5 B215–217; Sphaera 
Pythogorae

Paris, BNF, MS Latinus 11411, f. 100 2 f. 5b Sphaera Pythogorae; 
Miscellanea; Dialogus

Luxembourg, BN, MS 89 (orig. front 
flyleaf  in 109)

2 f. 6 Dialogus; 
C1–90

Luxembourg, BN, MS 89 (orig. front 
flyleaf  in 109)

2 f. 6b C92–223

Paris, BNF, MS Latinus 11411, f. 101 1? f. 1a D1–44

Paris, BNF, MS Latinus 11411, f. 101 1? f. 1b D45–80

Paris, BNF, MS Latinus 11411, f. 102 1? f. 2a D81–110

Paris, BNF, MS Latinus 11411, f. 102 1? f. 2b D111–151
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Appendix 5. Correspondence between Hisperica famina A-, B-, and D-texts

A-text section titles A-text B-text / D-text

Incipit lex diei, ‘The rule of  day begins’ A133–357 B53–102

De caelo, ‘On the sky’ A358–80 B103–124

Incipit de mari, ‘It begins on the sea’ A381–425 D1–25

De igne, ‘On fire’ A426–51 D26–48

––– D49–72 De caelo, ‘On the

sky’ 

De campo, ‘On a field’ A452–76 D73–110

De uento, ‘On the wind’ A477–96 D111–132

De plurimis, ‘On many things’ A497–512 –––

De taberna, ‘On a book container’ A513–30 D133–151

De tabula, ‘On a writing tablet’ A531–46 –––

De oratorio, ‘On a chapel’ A547–60 –––

De oratione, ‘On prayer’ A561–70 B125–156

De gesta re, ‘On a deed’ A571–612 B157–217
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Appendix 6. Excursus on the terms isthmos and mons 

There are several instances in which isthmos is interpreted as mons, ‘mountain’. 

Isthmos appears in the following line of  Priscian’s Institutiones Grammaticae, ‘Foundations of  

Grammar’: 

ante m autem inveniuntur c d g t, ut Pyracmon, Alcmene, drachma, Dmois, Admetus, 

agmen, Tmolus, Isthmos. (Book 1.22 (Keil et al., 1855–1880, 2, p. 42))

However, before m, c d g t are found, as in Pyracmon, Alcmene, drachma, 

Dmois, Admetus, agmen, Tmolus, Isthmos. 

In two of  the ninth-century manuscripts, St Gall, Stiftsbibliothek, MS 904, folio 20b1, and 

Paris, BnF, MS Latin 10290, folio 15v19, isthmos is glossed as mons (Hofman and Moran, 

2009–2014). In the Paris manuscript, Tmolus is also glossed with mons. Tmolus is a mountain 

referred to in Pliny’s Naturalis historia, in which it appears in close proximity to Isthmos in the

text (6.39.215 (Rackham, 1938–1963, 2, pp. 498, 499)).

The interpretation of  isthmos as mountain reappears in the twelfth-century vernacular Irish 

translation of  Lucan’s De bello civili (Pharsalia). In the Latin text, Crassus’ role in preventing 

war between Caesar and Pompey is compared to the Isthmus of  Corinth separating the 

Aegean and Ionian seas (Lucan, Pharsalia 1.99–106 (Shackleton Bailey, 1988, p. 4; Braund, 

1992, p. 5)). In the Irish text, In cath catharda, this is translated as :

Adhbar ele don cath cathordha, Marcus Crasus do marbad, 

uair amail tairmisces in slíabh dianad ainm Istmos 

comsiledh comramhach tonntáibhsenach mara Ioin & mara 

Éicc cena lecon a cenn araile, is amhbaidh sin ro tairmisc 

Marcus Crasus in cen ro bo béo in t-anbhthen esaentadhach 

atracht iter Poimp Maighe & Iuil Césair iartain.

Another cause of  the Civil War: the killing of  Marcus Crassus, for, as the 

mountain named Isthmus forbids the triumphant wave-displaying 

confluence of  the Ionian Sea and the sea of  Aegeus, and lets them not (go) 

against each other, so Marcus Crassus, as long as he was alive hindered the 

disuniting storm which afterwards arose between Pompey the Great and 

Julius Caesar. (In cath catharda 1.263–68 (Stokes, 1880–1909, 4.2, pp. 20–23))

In the translation Isthmos has become the name of  a mountain, referred to again in 3.307 

(Stokes, 1880–1909, 4.2, pp. 24, 25). This same interpretation also appear in glosses in two 
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manuscripts (a and D) of  Lucan’s text:440

ISTHMOS mons in medio maris Aegei et Ionii, vel terra (a). Mons angustus (D). 

Terra inter duo maria (DV). Isthmos dicitur fluvius, vel longa terrae linea dividens 

Ionium mare et Aegaeum. Aegaeum autem mare dictum ab eo, quod rupem in medio sui

habeat, quae a longe intuentibus similitudinem caprae habere videtur: ega namque capra 

dicitur (D). Isthmos Achaiae provinciae mons est inter duo maria constitutus, inter 

Aegaeum videlicet et Ionium. Nam Achaiam provinciam ita duo maria circumdant, ut 

insulam facerent nisi utrumque pelagus obiectus Isthmos interiaceret. Statius ‘quaque 

obiacet alto Isthmos et a terris maria <inclinata> repellit’ (D). (Adnotationum super 

Lucanum 1.101 (Cavajoni, 1979–1994, 1, p. 20))

Isthmos. A mountain, or land, in the middle of  the Ionian and Aegean sea 

(a). A steep mountain (D). Land between two seas (DV). Isthmos is called a 

river, or the long line of  land that divides the Ionian and the Aegean sea. 

However, the Aegean sea is named from it, because it has a rock in its 

centre, which seems to those viewing it from a distance to have the likeness 

of  a goat: and ega [αἴξ, ‘goat’] means goat (D). Isthmos, a mountain of  the 

Achaean province, is located between two seas, evidently, between the 

Aegean and the Ionian. For thus two seas surround the Achaean province, 

so that they would have made an island except that the protruding isthmos 

lies between both. Statius: ‘the isthmos lies obstructing the deep and repels 

the sea from the land.’ 

Much of  the information found in the gloss also appears in Pliny’s Naturalis historia (4.4.9, 

4.11.51 (Rackham, 1938–1963, 2, pp. 124–25, 154–57)). Cavajoni (1979–1994, 1, p. 20) 

points to equivalent material in Lactantius’ commentary on Statius’ Thebaid. Lactantius 

includes the following passage in his commentary, addressing Statius’ use of  the phrase 

umbo isthmius, ‘the isthmian projection’ (Thebaid 7.15 (Shackleton Bailey, 2004, pp. 398–99)):

duo maria circumdant adeo ut insulam facerent nisi utrumque pelagus interiecta terra 

diuideret. Ideo autem umbonem montis dixit quia eius pars erectior imminet mari. (In 

Statii Thebaida commentum 4.62 (Sweeney, 1997, 1, pp. 445–46))

Two seas truly surround [it] so that they would make an island except the 

protruding land divided the sea. However, for this reason he calls it the 

440 My thanks to Cillian O’Hogan for directing me to this gloss (this gloss and others on Lucan with an 
influence on In cath catharda are discussed in detail by O’Hogan (2014)).
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promontory of  the mountain because the upright part of  it overhangs the 

sea. 

From the context here it appears that the equivalence of  isthmos and mons derives from the 

juxtaposition of  the Isthmus of  Corinth to the acropolis of  the city of  Corinth, or 

Acrocorinth. This same equivalence is also present in Middle Irish translation of  this work, 

Togail na Tebe (7.2603-5 (Calder, 1922, pp. 166–67)). To conclude, while the equivalence of  

isthmos and mons does not appear in the original epics, it is found in the early and later 

medieval glosses and commentaries, and is then made explicit in the Medieval Irish 

translations of  these narratives. 
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